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The broad topics pf natural torpidity and thermogenesis constituted the
central theme of the Fift h International Symposium on Mammalian Hiberna-
tion. The symposium entitled “Strategies in Cold: Natural Torpidity and
Thermogenesis ” was held at Jasper Park Lodge , Alberta , Canad a, October
3—8 , 1977. The present volume is a collection of the 20 invited review papers
presented at the symposium , selected to review advances made since the
197 1 sy mposium held at Aspen , Colorado , in the areas of molecular ,
biochemical , and cellular adaptations of natural torpidity and the role of the
central nervous system in regulation of natural torpidity. The comparative
aspects of natural torpidity, the mechanisms of thermogenesis , and the adap-
tation of man in cold were also covered.

The funding for this symposium was received from three sources: the

~/ Office of Naval Research , Department of Navy, U.S.A. , under contract
NR 20 1-288; the National Research Council of Canada; and the Uni-

versity of Alberta. We are gratefu l for their generous support. The Depart-
ment of Zoology at the University of Alberta , which was the hosting institu-
tion , provided much logistic support for the symposium , and we are particu-
larl y thankfu l to Dr. J. R. Nursall , Chairman of the Department of Zoology,
and the secretarial staff headed by L. Overton. The preparation of the man-
uscri pts demanded expert skills and tireless devotion. We are fortunate to
have B. Donovan , who spent numerous hours typing and revising all the
manuscripts to camera-ready form . Without her invaluable assistance , early
publication of this  volume would have been impossible. The staff at .
Academic Press provided valuable advice and assistance in publication of
this book. Last , but not least , we wish to thank all individual authors for
working closely and cooperatively with us; without their substantial con-
tributions , this symposium and its textual proceedings would not have been
possible.

X I I I



STRATEGIES IN COLD

INTRODU CTORY REMARKS

Lawrence C. H. Wang
University of Alberta
Department of Zoology

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2E9

Jack W. Hudson
Section of Ecology and Systematics

Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14853

U.S.A.

When survival is challenged by cold, homeotherms
react with two options: to counter it or to escape from
it. To counter cold , physical (insulation of various
forms) and behavioral means are employed to reduce heat
loss while physiological means , i.e., the various mech-
anisms of thertnogenesis, are activated to increase heat
production so that a constant body temperature can be
maintained. To escape from cold, anima,ls either migrate
to warmer climates or exhibit torpor while remaining on
native grounds.

Dealing with the broad topics of natural torpidity
and thermogenesis, the Jasper symposium included four
review sessions on the following subjects: 1) Compara-
tive Aspects of Natural Torpidity ; 2) Central Nervous
System Regulation in Natural Torpidity; 3) Cellular and
Biochemical Adaptation in Natural Torpidity; and 4) Thermo-
genesis and Man in Cold. Highlights of these review
sessions are presented below to orient the readers as to
the scope of coverage in this text.

From the five papers presented in the session on
“Comparative Aspects of Natural Torpidity” , several
conclusions may be drawn. The regularity with which
annual hibernation cycles occur in nature has prompted
the search for underlying mechanisms which drive and
entrain such circannual rhythms. Three possible models
exist: a self-sustaining circannua]. oscillator; a fre-
quency demultiplication mechanism and a sequence-of-
events model. It is apparent that species differences

Copyright 
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2 Lawrence C. H. W ang and Jack W. Hudson

and the lack of systematic data for many hibernating
species preclude definite conclusions as to which of
these models may be the most wide-spread. Future research
on the role of external zeitgebers on circannual rhythm
of hibernation could contribute important insight to
understanding of the phenomenon. There is an impressive
nuither of small mammals which exhibit daily torpor.
Particular attention was paid to the inability of these
animals to survive body temperatures much below 10-15°C
and the possible underlying limiting mechanisms such as
function of the heart at low temperature. The realiza-
tion that only a fraction of the population exhibit
torpor suggests torpor could be an adaptation for the
population rather than the individual and further sub-
stantiates the need for more field observations. The
pattern of hibernation and the energetics of hibernation
under natural conditions have always been intriguing.
Radio-telemetry has revealed that in a population of
ground squirrels, the pattern of hibernation is more
predictable and the duration of hibernation bouts longer
under natural conditions than they are in the laboratory.
The energy saved by utilizing hibernation rather than
remaining homeothertnic, could amount to 88% for the hiber-
nation season. The use of an indirect calorimetric and
time-budget approach in such studies also allows the
calculation of energetic aspects associated with indi-
vidual phases of a hibernation cycle; such an approach
should prove to be useful in future research on energetics
of torpor in other species. A frequently asked question
is “if hibernation is so energetically advantageous why
is hibernation not more prevalent among small mammals?”
One answer is to be derived by viewing torpor from a
cost-benefit perspective. This takes into account in-
fluences of prevailing environmental factors such as
temperature variations, energy availability , cost of
activity, predation constraints, and social inter-
actions, which could act as constraints on evolution and
occurrence of torpor in a given species. A review of
the progress made in the last thirty years on studies
of natural torpidity presented clear evidence that physio~-
logical changes observed in different species are not
identical and that a broad generalization based on data
from a single species may confuse rather than clarify
the mechanisms underlying natural torpidity.



Introductory Remark s

Five papers were presented in the session on
“Central Nervous System Regulation in Natural Torpidity ” .
The various neuronal models for body temperature regula-
tion in euthermia and in hibernation were brought up to
date. A model for hibernation was elaborated in which
the temperature-response curve of the pre-optic neurons
is exponential and that thermogenesis can be initiated
or terminated in response to decreasing or increasing
body or ambient temperatures, by disinhibition or in-
hibition of a thermogenic neuronal pool. Recent studies
revealed that pre—optic neurons of hibernators remain
responsive to hypothalamic temperature below 10°C
while similar neurons in non-hibernators become insensi-
tive below a hypothalamic temperature of 30°C. Although
neurons in the medial and dorsal hypothalamus are not
thermally sensitive in the hibernators (as are their
counter parts in the anterior hypothalamus), they are
important in integrating thermal inputs and controlling
thermoregulatory outputs to effectors. .Undoubtedly,
future research on single-unit a:tivities will provide
much needed data in formulating mechanisms of thermo-
regulation in the hibernators. Electrophysiological
studies on sleep demonstrated that entrance into hiber-
nation is an extension of the non-REM sleep with a re-
duction of hypothalamic threshold temperature. The
reduction of proportional constant for thermogenesis is
also typical for both sleep and hibernation. Thus,
neurophysiological control of hibernation could have
evolved from non-REM sleep. Obviously more studies are
needed from a diversity of species before this interest-
ing concept can be firmly established. One paper deal-
ing with the regulatory role of autonomic nervous system
on hibernation proposed that the hibernation state is
maintained via strong parasympathetic suppression
(autonomic hibernation maintenance response, AHMR) of
the sympathetic reflex, which shows progressive irrita-
bility as hibernation progresses. The origin of the
AHMR is presently conjectural and begs the question of
its control. The role of biogenic amines in thermo-
regulation, in particular, that of serotonin, has
generated much interest in recent years. The greatly
increased brain concentration and turnover rates of
serotonin during preparation for hibernation and during
hibernation suggest a functional involvement of the
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central serotonergic pathways in hibernation. Since the
destruction rate of 5-NT was observed to be constant, the
increased turnover of 5-NT is largely due to increased
substrate for 5-NT synthesis. In this regard, it was
particularly interesting that enhanced occurrence of
hibernation could be demonstrated when animals were fed
with a tryptophan-rich diet, i.e., given ample precursor
of 5-NT. However, much remains to be learned as to the
mechanisms by which the increased 5-NT turnover facili-
tates hibernation.

In the review session on “Cellular and Biochemical
Adaptation in Natural Torpidity” , four papers were
presented with the aim of elucidating the adaptive
modifications at the membrane, biochemical, and cellular
levels as well as the endocrine regulation of metabolism
in the hibernators. At the membrane level, it was con-
cluded that no unifying concept of the role of lipid
phase-transitions in response to hibernation can be
developed at the present time since qualitative differ-
ences exist depending on the particular membrane-bound
enzyme system as well as the subcellular localization
of the enzyme. It was clear, however,, that mathematical
models more powerful than the conventional Arrhenius
formula are needed for analysis of effects of temperature
on membrane lipid phase-transitions and of the roles of
proteins in hibernation. The discovery that isoenzyrnes
of different kinetic characteristics particularly suit-
able for hibernation or for euthermia dominate, respec-
tively, the preparation for hibernation and the emergence
from hibernation suggest that biochemically, adaptive
adjustments of certain key regulatory enzymes for
energy metabolism are an integral part of hibernation.
It remains to be documented how such changes are initiated
and how such regulatory enzymes maintain their functions
at low body temperatures during hibernation. It is re-
cognized that tolerance of mammalian cells to cold may be
dependent on differences of species or tissue, isolation
from organism as well as prior experience to cold.
Further investigations into the differential effects of
damage by cold to the cells is needed. These studies
should include a determination of damages affecting the
physiological functions and reproductive capacity of the
cell. While very little is known about how cold damages
the reproductive ability of the cell in an organsism , the
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damage by cold to physiological functions of the cell
seems to act via its effects on energy metabolism or
ion regulation. Our knowledge of endocrine functions in
hibernation remains fragmentary. The seasonal cyclic
activity of the thyroid gland seems to be correlated
with lipid metabolism and protein metabolism rather
than with thermogenesis. The typical autumnal involution
of the gonads can be prevented by continuous cold exposure
from April onward and inactivity of the adrenal medulla
often precedes the onset of the hibernation season.
Clearly , much is needed to be learned about endocrine
influences on energy metabolism during the different
phases of the annual hibernation cycle.

A special session on “hibernation trigger” was
included in this symposium to update research activities
in this exciting area. A historical account of past
developments was presented by a film on the “hibernation
trigger” and this was followed by a theoretical discussion
as to the possible mode of action of the “trigger”. The
session was concluded by a progress report on the chemical
characterizations of the “trigger”. Experiences using
the “trigger” transfusion technique were exchanged
among different laboratories. Although rates of success
varied , it was felt that progress in isolation and
purification of the “trigger” would undoubtedly help to
resolve much of the apparent differences.

There were five papers included in the session on
“Therinogenesis and Man in Cold” . Aspects of biochemical
mechanisms for non-shivering therinogenesis in brown
adipose tissue and skeletal muscle, the regulation of
non-shivering thermogenesis by neurohumors, the neural
mechanisms underlying therinoregulatory threshold devia-
tions in thermal adaptation and the adaptation of man in
cold were discussed. At the biochemical level, the
recently developed isolated cell preparation of hamster
brown adipose tissue which shows characteristics of
hormonal sensitivity and duration of therniogenesis
typical of in viva responses, provides a suitable system
for fruitful studies on mechanisms of non-shivering
thermogenesis and mitochondrial biogenesis. The media-
tory role of norepinephrine in stimulation of non-
shivering therniogenesis possibly occurs via altered
mitochondrial coupling, enhanced ion transport across
the plasma membrane and ion transport across the mito-
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chondrial membrane . The interaction between catechol-
amines and other hormones (e.g. thyroid hormone, TSH,
growth hormone, ACTH) on thermogenesis however, remains
to be explored. In man, intermittent exposure to severe
cold is more typical than continuous exposure to moderate
cold as is the case in experimental animal models.
Although the existence of non-shivering thermogenesis in
adult man still remains a possibility, decreased sympa-
thetic response, enhanced parasympathetic activity and
a diminution of pain sensation seem to be general adapta-
tions to intermittent exposure to severe cold in man. A
downward shift of the central threshold for thermogenesis
possibly accounts for the reduction of shivering and
reduced body temperature level observed in man after
intermittent cold exposure. This shift in central
threshold for therinogenesis is likely mediated by nor-
epinephrine. Much information is needed however, on
autonomic effects of biogenic amines and the adaptive
capability for cross adaptations, i.e., protection
against one or more stressors after repeated or prolonged
exposure to another stressor in man.

In addition to the 20 review papers, there were 55
voluntary papers also presented at the symposium.
Abstracts of these papers are to be published in the
April, 1978 issue of Journal of Thermal Biology.
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When Dr. Wang asked me to open this symposium with
a few introductory remarks, my immediate reaction was
“Why me?” Although I am probably the only one in this
group who has read Raphael Dubois’ masterful Physiologie
Compar~e de la Marmotte (6) published in 1896, from
cover to cover, still this did not in itself seem to be
reason enough to pick me for this difficult task.
After considerable thought, I decided that my extreme
age was the deciding factor and the intent was to
capture my pearls of wisdom before I retired to a life
of leisure.

The title of my talk is “Natural Torpidity, Problems
and Perspectives.” I hasten to explain that it was Dr.
Wang who chose the title and that I feel in no way
adequate to cover all the ground that this title implies.
Instead, I would like to continue on the geriatrics
theme and suggest that the subtitle should be “How it
feels to be in hibernation for thirty years.” Taking
my theme from the subtitle, I will try to give you a
little bit of historical retrospection concerning the
research on cold, torpor, and hibernation in mammals
and birds, starting at the end of World War II, and
then offer a few ideas about future research.

In doing this, I realize that I may say some
things which may appear critical and which in fact m a y
be quite wrong, but the purpose of this symposium is to
exchange ideas and come out with better ones, so I hope
no feelings will be hurt.

Thirty years ago there was very little research on
hibernation and torpor being carried out in the New
World and the chief centers of study were Charles
Kayser’s laboratory in France and Paavo Suomalainen ’s
laboratory in Finland. For many years torpor in mammals
had been regarded as a manifestation of inferior tem-
perature control, and animals that hibernated were
believed to either lose their ability to maintain their
body temperature at certain seasons of the year, or
else be innately incapable of maintaining the warm-
blooded state.

I have never been quite sure why this concept was
accepted, for it was recognized that all hibernators
could rewarm from the chilled state without heat from
exogenous sources, and this would certainly indicate
that the animal had not succumbed to the cold because
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it was incapable of combating it.
The concept of inferior temperature regulation

during hibernation nurtured the idea that the animal
had lost control of its internal environment and that
it was no longer a homneostatic organism. An example of
this concept is found in the book of Benedict and Lee
on “Hibernation and Marmot Physiology” published in
1938 by the Carnegie Institution of Washington (2). In
these studies the measurements of metabolism of wood-
chucks in natural hibernation and chilled under nembuta].
anesthesia are lumped together under the chapter heading
“The Physiology of the Marmot in Hibernation” , and the
authors speak of “The lowest respiration rate in hiber-
nation, under the influence of neinbutal, is “ Of
course, the degree of homeostasis under various conditions
of torpor is still the object of study in many labor-
atories, but I think it is generally agreed that the
animal in natural torpor has not completely abandoned
its avian or mammalian heritage of homeostasis.

Thirty years ago it was recognized that there were
degrees of torpor among different species, but the
multitudes of variation were not known. Bears were
supposed to hibernate, but no one had yet dared to take
their rectal temperatures. Now it has been shown that
they undergo profound metabolic changes during their
period of dormancy and that these changes are very
different from the changes which take place during
starvation (18, 19). Thirty years ago the reports on
daily torpor in small rodents were anecdotal and no
precise physiological measurements had yet been made.
Now we have excellent data on some of the small rodents
of North America, and there appear to be gradations of
torpor among the various species, from a daily light
torpor to a deeply hibernating state which lasts several
days. Thirty years ago it was believed that the tem-
perate zone microchiropteran bats were the only ones to
indulge in torpor, but it is now clear that daily
torpor occurs, not only in some tropical microchirop-
terans, but also in a small megachiropteran. Thirty
years ago there were stories of torpor in birds, and
that old lexicographer Samuel Johnson (3) claimed that
swallows slept all winter. According to him, “a number
of them conglobulate together, by flying round and
round , and then all in a heap throw themselves under
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water and lie in the bed of a river.” Now we know that
hummningbirds indulge in daily torpor and that birds of
the Capriinulgiformes family enter a state of hibernation
which may last several days. Thirty years ago there
was a good deal of information concerning the deeply
hibernating mammals, particularly ground squirrels,
marmots and the European hedgehog, but there was virtually
no documentation of variation within, the species. Now
there is a great deal of data on the various types of
torpor and hibernation in different species of mammals,
so much so, in fact, that many feel it is time to
categorize the various physiological states.

The many states of torpor, aestivation and hiber-
nation have not been catalogued and Russell, in his
report on temperature regulation of the cheirogaleid
lemurs of Madagascar (21), expresses the frustration
felt by many when he heads one section of his paper as
“Cheirogaleids and Hibernation, Estivation or Whatever.”
He goes to say “Clearly, many of the fundamental terms
and concepts of mammalian thermoregulatory physiology
are in need of review.” I agree with him that there is
a need for review, but I do not think that this is the
time to establish precise definitions for each physio-
logical condition, for when one categorizes, one must
set up limitations that admit no exceptions and I do
not believe that we know enough to do this.

Although our knowledge of temperature regulation
in North American and European rodents has advanced,
yet we know virtually nothing about South American
hystricomorph rodents. Actually Pearson (20) has
suggested that one of the cricetid mice (PhyliLotie
eublimi-e) of the Altiplano of Peru may hibernate, and
some of the hystricomorph rodents live under similar
conditions in the same area. There is also very little
known concerning the mammals of Asia, at least by those
of us in the Western world. If torpor is a strategy to
avoid arid conditions, study of the small mammals of
the semi—Sahara in Africa should provide interesting
comparisons with what we now know about animals living
under similar conditions in North America.

The primitive fauna of Madagascar has been studied
to some extent and it is known that several lemurs and
insectivores enter a daily and seasonal torpor, but not
enough is known to make physiological comparisons with
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torpor in the small mammals of North America. For
example, it is tempting to inquire why the small tenrecs
of Madagascar apparently enter torpor (7) while the
shrews of North America do not. Both belong to the
Order Insectivora. The shrews are smaller and must be
exposed to at least as unfavourable art environment. Is
there a physiological stricture which denies these
animals the ability to have recourse to torpor as an
escape from this environment? The tenrecs have been
isolated from mainland Africa for at least 20,000,000
years and have followed their own evolutionary course.
Is their type of torpor and hibernation more primitive
physiologically than the more “modern” rodent hiber-
nators? Can they, for example, sense the onset of
potentially lethal cold and respond with an increased
metabolic rate? There is some evidence that the
Madagascan “hedgehog” (Setifer eetoeus) in torpor will
increase its metabolic rate if its body temperature
starts to drop too low (9). Is this the same reaction
that one finds in the sophisticated hibernating
rodents?

About thirty years ago, while recognizing that
there were various degrees of torpor, I attempted to
categorize the deepest type of torpor as it occurred in
the gclden hamster and coined the phrase “deep hiber-
nation” for this state (11). This definition could be
moderately precise, because it related the animal’s
lowest body temperature to the freezing point of water.
However, we know now that there are important differences
between species in deeply hibernating mammals.

In deep hibernation, the cerebral cortex of Cite lLius
beecheyi and other ground squirrels and marmots is
electrically active (10, 14, 23), while in the golden
hamster it is electrically silent (4). Golden hamsters
and golden mantled and thirteen-lined ground squirrels
do not sense potentially lethal environmental cold with
peripheral receptors (15), but marmots do (22) and
dormice, which hibernate in relatively exposed places,
apparently use peripheral receptors as a first line of
defense (16). Most animals, in waking from deep torpor,
undergo profound circulatory changes when arousing
(13), but the aestivating Mohave ground squirrel arousing
from torpor usually does not (1). Totally curarized
bats can warm as rapidly from the hibernating state as
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can normal animals , presumably by using their brown
fat, but curarization of dormice and golden hamsters
greatly delays arousal (8) - and the list could go on.

These differences in species can lead to unexpected
difficulties. For example, it is well known that many
hibernators, particularly of the tribe Mar,notini ,
become very fat in the autumn and do not store food for
the winter of hibernation. When exposed to the cold in
the autumn, they are apt to enter hibernation almost at
once. Golden hamsters, on the other hand , store large
amounts of food, lose weight when exposed to cold, and
eat the food during periods of activity between bouts
of hibernation. There is usually a delay of days or
weeks after exposure to cold before these hamsters
enter hibernation. It is logical to assume that the
Marmotini hibernators prepare for hibernation in the
autumn prior to cold exposure while the golden hamster
undergoes a period of adaptation after exposure to cold
before it hibernates. Thus it appears that there are
two types of rodent hibernators: the preadapted species
that fatten in the summer and starve during the hiber-
nating period, and the non-preadapted species that
store food and eat. Differences in intermediary met-
abolism have been found between these species (5, 24)
and it is logical to relate these to the different
behavioral patterns. However, we have recently completed
a study on the Turkish hamster, Mesocricetus brandti,
which, in contrast to the golden hamster, has a wide
geographic range (17). Its distribution apparently
surrounds that of the golden hamster in Syria and it is
found across Asiatic Turkey over the Caucasus into
Daghestan and also in the northern part of Iraq and
northwest Iran. These animals, like the golden hamster,
do not fatten in the fall, lose weight when exposed to
cold, store food, and eat when they are active between
bouts of hibernation , but they enter hibernation as
readily as do ground squirrels. In this case, then,
there appears to be no relationship between autumn
fattening, starvation and readiness to hibernate
immediately when exposed to cold.

Yet here again we run into trouble, for very
little is known about the behavior in the field of
either the golden or the Turkish hamster except that
both of them store large quantities of food. It has
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been shown in the laboratory that denying the ability
to store food in the cold will delay the onset of
hibernation in the golden hamster (12) and this may
also influence hibernation in the Turkish hamster (17).
Do our laboratory conditions include some subtle factor,
such as the amount of food available for storage prior
to cold exposure , which is satisfied in the case of the
Turkish hamster, but falls short of complete satisfaction
in the golden hamster? Alternatively , is there some
basic physiological difference between the two species
so that one is preadapted for hibernation and the other
is not? Only the realization that these are different
wild animals living under different ecological conditions
will lead to the correct answer to problems such as
these.

Turning back again to yesteryear, one must remember
that the complicated and useful apparatus of the modern
laboratory simply did not exist and many of the tech-
niques which are now so helpful and revealing had not
yet been developed .

Instrumentation was relatively primitive, partic-
ularly mnultichannel temperature recorders which were
just coming on the market. No techniques for chronic
recording of electroencephalography, electromyography
or electrocardiography of hibernating animals had been
worked out. There were no techniques for implanting
longterin vascular cannulae for monitoring circulation,
sampling blood , or infusing drugs without disturbing
the animal. The elegant use of indwelling thermodes to
alter the temperature of specific loci in the brain was
not to be perfected for many years, and infusion of
minute amounts of drugs into critical areas of the
brain was not regarded , at least by me, as being
remotely possible. Analyzers which would measure
oxygen consumption or CO2 output of small mammals over
long periods were just becoming available commercially
and virtually all total body metabolic measurements
were accomplished with home-made apparatus.

The development of new techniques and better
apparatus has greatly increased our knowledge, but it
carries with it some hidden dangers for those who seek
the ultimate truth. The early experiments were relatively
simple and easy to repeat, but the newer experiments
are much more difficult, for they often require surgical
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preparation of the animal and very expensive apparatus.
Furthermore, many of the experiments are long drawn
out affairs, taking several days to carry out. When
the investigator has obtained significant results with
one species, the last thing he wants to do is to start
all over again, using the same old, now boring, tech-
nique but with a different species as the experimental
animal. Furthermore, no other investigator, unless he
has some specific reason for doing so, is going to
repeat the experiment with the only difference being
that he is using another species.

I have no quarrel with experiments on a single
species provided that the investigator limits his
conclusions to the species investigated. The evidence
for the polyphyletic evolutionary origin of the various
types of torpor and hibernation appears to me to be
overwhelming. These physiological modifications probably
developed among the various groups of mammals and birds
as methods of escaping from the costs of a tachymetabolic
rate during physiologically taxing periods, whether of
cold or of lack of food or of water. If this is the
case, there is no reason to assume that each new adven-
turer into hibernation should or would solve its
problems as did its remote relative. .

Every investigator wants to hit upon a great
general truth which will explain a fascinating and
complex phenomenon. But remember, you are up against a
group of animals which have been fighting for untold
thousands of years against unfavourable environmental
conditions. Of course, there are biological and bio-
chemical restraints which limit the animal’s maneuver-
ability, and it is very important to identify those
constraints. But within these strictures, the various
species will have tried every trick in the book, and
one should not expect, for example, that a bat and a
hamster would have ended up with the same solutions.
There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
than are dreamt of in your philosophy.
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ABSTRACT

This review considers three possible ways of
generating circannual cycles in constant conditions: i)
a self-sustaining oscillator analogous to a circadian
oscillator but with a characteristic frequency close to
a year, ii) a frequency demultiplication mechanism with
a circarinual cycle based on approximately 365 circadian
cycles, iii) a sequence of linked stages with each
stage normally taking a relatively standard amount of
time to complete. Data on circannual cycles in differ-
ent mammalian hibernators are then outlined in turn but
in all cases there is insufficient information to be
sure what kind of mechanism operates. Widespread
application of the concept of circannual cycles persist-
ing but only expressing themselves under limited
environmental conditions is considered unsatisfactory.
It is suggested that further research on the importance
of external factors in circannual cycles may be espe-
cially profitable.
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Ever since Pengelley and Fisher ’s (62, 63) classic
demonstration of the persistence of cycles of body
weight and hibernation in golden-mantled ground squir-
rels kept in constant conditions, the phenomenon of
circannual cycles in hibernators has intrigued and
puzzled biologists. The existing data have been
thoroughly reviewed in previous hibernation symposia
and elsewhere (11, 41, 54, 58, 59). The present
review , although it attempts at least to cite more
recent findings, concentrates on theoretical distinc-
tions. Its specific aims are twofold. First it
considers a number of different possible ways of
generating circannual rhythms. To help formulate
issues, data from non-hibernating species as well as
from hibernators are introduced from time to time.
Second , after having discussed possible mechanisms for
generating circannual cycles, the paper goes through
available information on a number of mammalian hiber—
nators.

I. WAYS OF GENERATING CIRCANNUAL CYCLES

A. Self-sustaining Oscillators with Characteristic
Frequencies
It is natural that concepts flourishing in

the field of circadian rhythms should soon take root in
that of circannual rhythms, especially since, at least
superficially, both types of rhythms have several
properties in common. Among these are persistence in
constant conditions, over several cycles, with periodic-
ities different from but approximating those of the
external oscillators, a relative compensation of
periodicity for temperature and an ability to show
cycles without ever having experienced them in nature.
For mammals this last point can be demonstrated even
more convincingly in the case of circannual rhythms
because with animals born into constant conditions in
captivity there is no question of them ever having
experienced an annual cycle in nature (25, 57, Boshes,
unpublished , with Citellus laterali s) ; in the case of
maxmnals exhibiting circadian cycles after developing in
constant conditions (73) there remains the possibility
that experience of the mother ’s rhythms in utero or
soon after birth was important.
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To account for the properties of circadian
cycles just mentioned , the existence of self—sustaining
oscillators (sometimes called pacemakers or endogenous
clocks), has been proposed . The oscillators are
assumed to have characteristic frequencies that are
relatively inflexible but still susceptible to entrain-
ment by light-dark cycles or other Zeitgebers. By
analogy then, circarinual rhythms might be controlled by
generally similar oscillators but with a natural
frequency close to a year rather than a day.

There has been some debate on how close the
analogy between circadian and circannual rhythms
really is. For instance it has been pointed out that
in ground squirrels cycles are sometimes 8-9 months
rather than close to a year, and that there are sugges-
tions that cycles might be slowed down by low temperature
(40, 41). More recent data, however, suggest that the
effect of temperature on cycle lengths, if it exists,
is not overwhelming, and certainly nowhere near to
producing a Qio of 2 (43, 79). On the matter of the
cycle lengths much shorter than a year, Pengelley and
Asmundson (58) have countered that, given within
species variability, some short periods are to be
expected. Data on variability in the period of circa-
dian rhythms makes this point even more plausible.
Rodent species with circadian periods close to 24 hrs
show less variability than those with periods generally
further away from 24 hrs (67). Similarly when on~
compares the variability of circannual periodicity in
ground squirrels (43, 56) and warblers (22) to how
closely the average period approximates a year, one
finds that species with periods further from a year,
the ground squirrels, tend to have greater standard
deviations than the species with periods generally
closer to a year, the warblers. In this context the
existence of some very short free-running periods in
ground squirrels could be taken not as spoiling the
circadian analogy but rather as reinforcing it.

These various views are given to emp1~asize
that the validity of the analogy between circadian and
circannual is not a matter of proof or disproof but of
how different people look at the same facts. Is a
cycle length of 8 months circannual or not? It is a
matter of opinion. In trying to evaluate the circadian-
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circannual analogy then, perhaps we should first ask
what we expect of analogies and what their dangers are.
“Although analogies prove nothing, they can have great
value in providing generative insights....The danger in
an analogy is not that it is wrong, but that it is
overdrawn” (41). More specifically , “if it is over-
drawn, the analogy between circadian and circannual
rhythms unproductively biases the kinds of question
which people studying the latter ask” (34). “Pre-
mature adoption of models devised for circadian rhythms
may be restrictive in terms of the experiments they
stimulate” (42).

In this context the possibility that tempera-
ture compensation may be somewhat poor in certain
circannual cycles, or the fact that periods can differ
considerably from a year, cannot disprove the idea that
there is a circannual oscillator (they could tell one
something about the properties of that oscillator, if
it exists). However, acceptance of the idea of circ-
annual oscillators analogous to circadian oscillators
does tend to lead to experiments designed to reveal or
concentrate on oscillator type properties rather than
other aspects of circannual cycles. Whether this is
desirable or not is again a matter of opinion, and
discussion of this is best deferred until we have
considered alternative lines of experimentation that
other viewpoints might stimulate (sections 2 and 3
below). But one technical criticism of comparisons of
properties of circannual and circadian oscillators can
be mentioned right away. Menaker (34) has argued that
it 1:tay be impossible ever to characterize the properties
of circannual oscillators adequately because of the
long time spans involved. Circadian rhythms sometimes
have to go through several cycles before transients
have passed, and after-effects of changing lighting
schedules can persist through 100 cycles (67). “Formal
model building in the study of circadian rhythms has
depended almost exclusively on kinds of data which
simply will not be available for circannual rhythms”
(34). This is a compelling argument, but it is perhaps
overly pessimistic. Obviously one cannot perform
experiments in which an individual animal is followed
through many cycles before and after a manipulation.
But if sufficiently large groups of animals are used to
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overcome individual variation, then it is possible to
obtain information about whether phase shifts in circ--
annual rhythms have occurred in response to a manip-
ulation (43). Obtaining at least a crude phase response
curve in a few cycles is not necessarily a logical
impossibility.

A recent example of the kind of question that
can be asked with the circadian analogy as a stimulant
is whether Aschoff’s rule applies to circannual rhythms.
Pengelley et al. (61) have investigated this by
keeping groups of animals in constant light of different
intensities, rather than following changes within
animals as intensity is varied. They detected no
differences between the free—running circannual periods
of ground squirrels kept in 500 lux and 24 lux, or
between those and other groups that were enuc].eated.
Perhaps with their sample size individual variation
masked any differences but their data gave no hint of
any effects.

The absence of light intensity effects does
not disprove the idea that there is a circannual oscil-
lator analogous to a circadian one. There are exceptions
to Aschoff’s rule as applied to circadian rhythms: for
instance man does not consistently obey the rule (86).
Moreover, since it has not been demonstrated that light
is a Zeitgeber for ground squ irrels, there is no
particular reason to suppose it would have important
effects on periodicity (cf. 67). If, as seems more
likely, photoperiod is the Zeitgeber, then a better
test of Aechoff’s rule would be to compare circannual
periods of animals kept on short and long days. If a
Zeitgeber can be found, then it may well be that its
intensity when continously present would have effects
similar to those incorporated in Aschoff’s rule.

This brings one to the question of Zeitgebers.
It is widely recognized that one of the weakest parts
of the circanrtual-circadian analogy for hibernators is
that no Zeitgeber for circannual cycles has been
satisfactorily demonstrated (34, 40, 41, 59). However,
recently some interesting results have been obtained
with European hamsters (6). This species has a circan—
nual cycle in constant conditions but on accelerated
photoperiodic schedules the cycle can be as short as 7
months. Similar , more dramatic, results have been
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obtained on cycles of antler growth in sika deer, non—
hibernators (18).

Such demonstrations of circannual cycles in
constant conditions but much shorter cycles under
accelerated photoperiods suggest that photoperiod , or
possibly simply changes in photoperiod irrespective of
whether increased or decreased (17) , can act as a
Zeitgeber for circannual cycles. But they have much
wider implications than this. They raise the whole
question of the distinction between circannual cycles
and photoperiodically driven cycles and how photoperiod-
isin acts. A cycle is described as circannual if it
per sists in constant conditions. If the cycle does not
persist in constant photoperiod but can be produced by
changing photoperiods, or if the various parts of the
natural cycle can be produced in succession by photo-
periodic stimulation , then it can be described as a
photoperiodic cycle. These are simply descriptive
classifications, but most people assume that in cycles
described as circannual there is a large measure of
endogenous control , and that in cycles described as
photoperiodic external controls are of paramount
importance . A problem then arises when both photoperi-
odic effects and circannual cycles can be demonstrated
in the same species (eg. sika deer, European hamsters,
starlings) . Are endogenous or exogenous controls most
important in these species? If, as it seems , both types
of controls are operating, then what circumstances
determine which type of control predominates? What is
the relationship between the two kinds of control?

One way of unifying these complexities is to
argue that daylength does not act by directly inducing
changes such as gonad growth , antler growth or hiberna-
tion but rather that it acts by entraining underlying
cycles in these variables. In other words the distinc-
tion between a circarinual cycle and a potoperiodic
cycle , useful  as it is to describe phenomena , does not
necessarily reflect a basic difference in mechanism .
The cyclical mechanism in a photoperiodic species might
be based on a circannual cycle with photoperiod having
a synchronizing rather than an inducing role.

This elegantly unifying idea creates another
problem , but one that circadian-circannual analogy is
capable of rising to. If the accelerated cycles seen
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in deer or European hamsters on accelerated photoperi—
odic schedules are really a reflection of the entraining
effects of daylength on an underlying circannual
cycle , then without any changes in photoperiod , in
constant conditions , one should see that underlying
cycle in action in a freerunning state. But in fact
circannual cycles are not always evident. For instance ,
they are not manifest in deer kept on LD 12:12 but do
appear when deer are kept on LD 6:18 or LD 18:6 (16);
starlings do not display circannual cycles on LD 11:13
or LD 13:11 but do on LD 12:12 (78). The circadian—
circannual analogy provides a ready answer: the cycle
is present but does not express itself under all these
conditions (cf. 16, 19). This is a reputable concept
in the field of circadian rhythms where there is
evidence that underlying rhythmic processes can persist
in the absence of external measurable rhythms. For
instance , following electroshock rats become inactive
and circadian wheel running rhythms disappear; after a
few days when the animals recover from the electroshock
the activity rhythms reappear and are phased in a way
that would have been expected had no manipulation
occurred (71). This indicates the persistence of a
rhythm that did not express itself in the few days
immediately after the electroshock. Similar conclusions
can be drawn from experiments where tying weights onto
leaves has prevented the expression of circadian cycles
in the form of leaf movements (4).

In the field of circannual rhythms there are
similar examples. For instance , temporary restriction
of food does not abolish an underlying cycle in a
programme for body weight in hibernators because on
refeeding the animals return to weights appropriate for
that time of year rather than to their pre-deprivation
levels (see 44, for a review). Similarly preventing
migratory restlessness by placing warblers in total
darkness does not abolish circannual activity rhythms
but only stops their expression because when the birds
are returned to more normal nighttime conditions,
activity returns to a value appropriate for that time
of year (21).

There are then plenty of precedents for
arguing that underlying rhythxnicity, even if it is not
reflected in an overt rhythm, may still be present.
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Given this possibility, the circadian analogy in its
most imperialistic form engulfs not only the circannual
rhythms of species with both circannual and photo-
periodic cycles in the descriptive sense , but also
potentially all photoperiodic cycles , even those of
species for which no circannual cycles have ever been
found when animals are kept in constant condition s. In
such cases , presumably , the right conditions for the
expression of circannual cycles , which might be quite
limited , have not been found.

Surely then , guided by the circannual-circadian
analogy with its unifying power and rich source of
ideas , the study of Zeitgebers for circannual rhythms
and the relationship of circannual to photoperiodic
cycles is an exciting line of research.

B. Circadian Cycles Generating Circannual Cycles
Rather than postulating separate slow frequency

oscillators to account for circannual cycles, it would
be economical if circad ian oscillators could somehow be
used to generate circannual rhythms , just as they can
be put to use in photoperiodism or in sun-compass
orientation. The relationship between circadian and
circannual cycles is under active investigation at
present (7, 14 , 20, 23, 47). It would be satisfying if
someone could come up with something as elegant as
BUnning’s hypothesis for photoperiod ism , but at present
most of the work is essentially descriptive . Perhaps
these efforts will provide the data that lead to a good
hypothesis.

There is , however , one hypothesis of how
circannual and circadian events might be related that
is well formulated enough to test, namely the fr equency
demul tiplication hypothesis. Several groups have been
interested in this idea independen tly. As Gwinner (20)
puts it: “There are physical devices which generate
low-frequency rhythms by frequency demultiplication of
high frequency rhythms. An example is the electric
clock which is equipped with a mechanism that trans-
forms the commercial periodicity of 50 cycles/sec to 1
cycle/day so as to provide information about the time
of day. In an analogous way , organisms may be capable
of transforming circadian rhythms into circannual
rhythms to provide information about the time of year.”
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This idea can be investigated by seeing
whether animals taking short subjective days in constant
conditions also take short subjective years. This has
been done by Gwinner (20) with starlings ; he found
that the average period of the circadiari activity
rhythm correlated significantly with the circannual
period of moulting. This result is consistent with the
frequency demultiplication hypothesis, but for various
reasons , some mentioned by Gwinner , it is not strong
evidence in its favour. First, circannual moult cycles
took rather more than the predicted 365 circadian
cycles. Second , data on how many subjective circadian
cycles the birds actually went through in a circannual
cycle were not available ; instead estimates of average
circadian periodicity were based on those -parts of the
year when the starlings showed clear activity rhythms.
Third , if there was any internal desynchroniza tion
between different rhythmic functions, as has been found
with circannual rhythms in other avian species (22),
then the moult may not have been the circannual rhythm
that best related to the number of circadian activity
cycles. More important, even when correlations between
circannual and circadian cycle lengths are demonstrated ,
they do not in themselves prove that the circannual is
based on the circadian; it may simply be that both
circannual and circadian cycles tend to be long in some

• individuals while in others they tend to be short.
Finally, the results of experiments where starlings
have been entrained to short or long days do not
obviously conform to predictions from the hypothesis
(Gwinner , personal communication). Despite such problems
in this particular case, frequency demul itiplication
remains one possible mechanism of generating circannual
rhythms (24) and the cylces of hiberriators can be
investigated with this in mind .

In Toronto, we tried to do this by looking at
the relationship of circadian to circannual periodicty
in golden-mantled ground squirrels kept in constant
light but were frustrated by lack of clear circadian
cycles during much of the year. This is often a problem
with species that become torpid during part of the
year. However, one animal out of 13 did not become
torpid and gave excellent activity records for more
than a year . In this individual there was a circannual
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cycle in the period of the circadian cycle. This cycle
of cycles corresponded with the circannual body weight
cycle (47).

Data like these showing relationships between
circadian and circannaul cycles do not of cour se
establish causal links. It is quite possible that the
changes in circadian period , which were not very large
in any case , resulted from the diff erent hormonal
states that occur in the course of the circannual cyc le
of reproductive state. On the other hand , it also
remains possible that the changes in the circadian
cycles were instrumental in producing the circannual
cycle . If there are changes in the period of the
circadian rhythm in constant conditions, then when
entraining agents are present there might also be
changes in the phase angle . Such changes could lead
to the presence of external light coinciding with
critical parts of circadian cycles of sensitivity to
light (external coincidence). However, it is more
likely, given that ground squirrels show.circannual
cycles both when blind and when in LL, that there are
changes in the temporal relationships between d i f ferent
endogenous circadian rhythms whose periods change
di f fe rent ly  over the course of the year (internal
coincidence). But it must be stressed that neither
type of coincidence explains what might cause circadian
patterns~to vary over the year in constant conditions.
Coincidence systems might well be a way through which
circannual cycles create d i f fe ren t  physiological
states at d i f fe rent  times of year , but the fundamental
problem of what generates the circannual rhythmicity is
untouched by these explanations or by similar ones
offered by Gwinner (20).

Perhaps at this stage more general tests of
the proposition that circannual cycles are based on
circadian cycles are needed . In birds and mammals
circadian rhythmicity can be virtually abolished , or
certainly drastically altered , by pinealectomy or by
suprachiasmatic lesions respectively (35 , 88) . With
such interventions it would be possible to test whether
circadian cycles are necessary at all for long duration
rhythxnicity. If they were not, it would dampen the
search for instructive relationships between circadian
and circannual cycles. In ground squirrels sustaining
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partial damage to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (and its
cauda l projections) as a side effect  of lesions aimed
at other areas , there was no sign of loss of circannual
body weight cycles (43). But this is only suggestive ;
complete lesions of the suprachiasmatic nucleus and
concomitant monitoring of circadian activity are
needed to investigate this matter properly.

C. Sequence of Stages, Chain of Interval Timers
Alongside the circadian—circannual analogy

and the idea that circannual cycles may be based on
circadian cycles , there has arisen a third class of
explanations of circannual cycles. This views them as
composed of a series of stages that in normal circum-
stances take a relatively fixed amount of time to
complete. Several versions of this idea with slightly
different emphasis have been advanced (13, 24 , 39 , 40,
83). The common point in these accounts is that,
although some people may still wish to use the term
oscillator for describing certain formal properties of
the rhythm , there is no need to postulate a special
oscillator mechanism control ling other var iables or a
clock to explain circannual cycles. Instead they could
be generated by a sequence of events each triggering,
on completion , the next event in the chain. As long as
the last event was linked back to the first in the
series the cycle could persist in constant conditions.
By implication , temproarily blocking or s~;eeding up
parts of the chain should lead to alterations in the
period of the cycle. More generally, if circannual
cycles do not depend on an oscillator with a character-
istic frequency it should be possible to alter their
frequency over wide ranges.

In one sense , it is unfortunate that the
terms “sequence of events” or “sequence of stages”
have been used to label this way of looking at circannual
cycles because obviously an oscillator must also
comprise, in the final analysis, a sequence of events
(34, 41, 42). On the other hand, such terms may be
valuable because they steer clear of assuming certain
oscillatory type properties in the system, especially
the idea that there is a characteristic inherent
frequency or that the system is necessarily self—
sustaining (42). They place the emphasis on attempts
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to characterise the stages rather than on the formal
aspects of the rhythmic mechanisms (34).

Another way of conceptualizing these distinc-
• tions is to think of a continuum . At one end are systems

that have characteristic , relatively inflexible, frequen-
cies , are self—sustaining and well protected against
environmental perturbations (e.g. many circadian
cycles). At the other end are systems with more
flexible frequencies , requiring input to keep going and
susceptible to environmental changes. If one wants to
stress fundamental similarities one can call everything
on this continuum by the same name. If one wants to
stress differences between end s of the continuum (and
even quantitative differences require something dif-
ferent in the underlying mechanism) one can use labels
to distinguish the ends of the continuum. The sequence
of stages approach considers circannual cycles as being
toward the flexible end of such a continuum.

If hibernator cycles are best viewed in this
way it should be possible to identify these stages and
then to arrest or accelerate them and so alter the
period of cycles. Early attempts to do this were based
on the guess that the stages might consist of particular
metabolic states reflected by body weight (39, 83).
However , experiments that forced animals off body
weights normally prevailing at a given phase of the
cycle , although not continued for long enough with
large enough groups of animals (40, 41) ,  do not give
much support to this idea (see 44 , for a review). As
mentioned, when the manipulations interfering with
weight end , the animals return to weights appropriate
for that time of year and the cycle continues, without
a phase shift , as if nothing had happened.

Such demonstrations do not undermine the
sequence of stages viewpoint but show rather that the
actual states of fat reserves are not critical events
in the chain. Regardless, it seems , of the actual
amount of fat, there is an underlying programme for
fatness that cycles on a circannual basis. At each
phase of this cycle there is a set—point for fat that
is defended , but the value of this set—point changes
over the cycle. Perhaps the critical stages are com-
posed of the underlying programme for how fat the
animal should be at a given time of year rather than
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the actual state of the fat reserves.
There is, of course, a potential sterility

about this kind of argument if it is invoked too often.
It would always be possible to argue one’s way out of
failure to identify critical parts of a sequence of
stages by proposing some underlying process, untouched
by the particular experimental manipulations used, and
asserting that this comprised the real sequence of
events making up the cycle. However, these are early
years in research on circannual cycles. Moreover, the
suggestion of an underlying cycle of set—points for fat
is not something intangible because much is known about
how to alter the levels of fat that are defended in
non-hibernating mammals. In particular, lesions of the
ventromedial hypothalamus lead to elevated weights and
regulation around those elevated weights, while lesions
of the lateral hypothalamus lead to weight loss and
regulation around lowered weights (26, 68). Making
similar lesions in hibernators should alter not only
the actual weights but also the programmed weights and
might therefore also interefere with the progression
through a cycle of programmed weights. This idea has
been tested by making weight-elevating hypothalamic
lesions in ground squirrels during the phase of the
circannual cycle when they are losing weight (43). It
was found that lesions were associated with shorter
body weight cycles. This might have been due only to
some temporary disruption in the link between actual
weights and programmed weights; more telling was the
finding that the lesioned animals continued to be
phase—advanced relative to the controls even on the
cycle subsequent to the one when the lesion was made.
However , the effect was only marginally significant.
The sequence of stages formulation leads to the expecta-
tion that with the correct manipulations large phase
shifts even within a few cycles could be obtained.

A more promising approach may be trying to
manipulate the duration of the reproductive stage of
the cycle. Several authors have commented on the fact
that circannual cycles in ground squirrels, while
occasionally longer than a year (43, 79), are far more
often shorter than a year. Pengelley and Asmundson
(59) report that out of 61 cycles in golden-mantled
ground squirrels kept in constant conditions 48 (79%)
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were shorter than a year. One possibility is that
reduction of breeding activities in capitivity is often
responsible for truncating the cycle (41, 83). This
idea has a precedent in the 9.6 month cycles of equatorial
sea—birds. If these birds lose their eggs or young
they seldom lay again but they do return to breed again
sooner than birds that raised chicks successfully (82).
Coming back to hibernators, similar observations suggest
that their cycles can be abbreviated by lack of full
reproductive activities: female ground squirrels
giving birth after trapping in the spring go into
hibernation later in the year than those producing no
litter and this difference is maintained even in the
second year in captivity (60). This provides circum-
stantial evidence for a relationship between short
cycles and lack of breeding but does not prove the
point because the two groups might have differed even
before they were trapped. Moreover, even castrated
ground squirrels sometimes have cycles longer than a
year (64). It therefore has to be conceded that so far
there have been no really convincing demontrations of
arresting or accelerating stages of circannual cycles
in hibernators.

Apart from lack of direct experimental support,
it has also been suggested on other grounds that
sequence of stages explanations are likely to be
inadequate for circannual cycles , at least in some
species. Gwinner (22) has argued that internal desyn-
chronization between various different circannual rhythms
in birds runs counter to the idea of one stage ushering
in the next. However, even if internal desynchroniza-
tion were demonstrated in hibernators it would not
dismiss the sequence of stages viewpoint. If one can

0 postulate several self-sustaining oscillators with
characteristic frequencies to account for internal
desynchronization then one can just as reasonably
postulate several sequences of stages running together
like threads in a skein of multicoloured wool but
capable of sliding relative to each other if not
anchored by appropriate environmental stimuli. This
brings up the matter of how external influences are
viewed from the sequences of stages perspective.

In its purest form a sequence of stages could
operate without environmental input at all if the last
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stage were linked back to the first. Perhaps this
occurs in the case of the 9.6 month cycle in tropical
birds . But in the case of hibernators in temperate
zones there must be some mechanisms for insuring that
in nature the durations of the various stages add to a
year. Environmental stimuli could act by stretching or
compressing one or more of the component stages.

Another possibility is that, rather than only
stretching or compressing stages of the cycle that
would still occur anyway , environmental stimuli are
actually essential at certain stages for the cycle to
proceed at all (cf. 74). This alternative is worth
careful consideration because it relates to the problem
of why circannual cycles do not appear under various
experimental conditions. This has sometimes been
ascribed to a failure of the cycles to express them-
selves under certain conditions (see above). Saying
that cycles do not express themselves is a way of
acknowledging the importance of external factors while
retaining the notion of a self-sustaining endogenous
oscillator. But if a failure of cycles to appear under
a variety of conditions--conditions that differ more-
over for different species-—is a widespread phenomenon ,
as seems to be the case with circanriual rhythms, then
surely we need some more specific formulation of the
role of environmental stimuli than simply saying the
cycle does not express itself. One possibility is that
there are hour-glass mechanisms (cf . 1-4) with constraints
on the external stimuli that can tip the hour—glass.
Some specific examples may help illustrate how such a
mechanism might encompass the lack of expression of
cycles.

Many years ago it was reported that thirteen—
lined ground squirrels kept in the cold remained in
reproductive condition much longer than those kept in
the warm (85). More recently it has been found that
with the same species kept in constant conditions at
different  temperatures a f a i r ly  high proportion of the
animals did not show persistent body weight rhythms,
especially in the colder of two rooms (48; Fig. 1).
These animals , having gained weight their first fall
in captivity and then lost it over the subsequent
winter , remained thereafter at low spring weights.
However , when temperatures were raised later, weight
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gain followed within a number of weeks. Two points are
emphasized . First, it is not that the animals were
incapable of gaining weight or hibernating under the
conditions of the experiment because they could do so
in the f i rs t  season in captivity (e.g. No. 40 , Fig . 1) .
Second , the squirrels did not simply become arrhythmic
but their rhythms stopped at a specific phase of the
annual cycle, the spring phase associated with low body
weights and reproductive proclivities. These points
suggest that a certain degree of warmth in the spring
phase of the cycle, the exact amount varying among
individuals, is necessary for regression of reproductive
glands and subsequent fattening. The cycle can be
thought of as a series of stages that require environ-
mental input at one particular stage. If this input,
warmth in the present example, is always present, then
the cycle would persist in constant conditions and give
the appearance of sufficient endogenous control whereas
in fact it might be that external stimuli were neces-
sary. If the animals were in the cold, then the cycle
would proceed until the spring phase and then stick
there until adequate input of warmth occurred. Consider-
ation of the control of cyclicity in another hibernating
species may help elaborate this type of explanation and
show it to be plausible .

Golden hamsters are photoperiodic : when kept
in short days the testes regress within a few weeks.
However , without further changes in photoperiod, there
is spontaneous recrudescence about 4-5 months later
(69). Unless they now receive long photoperiods for a
while they remain in reproductive condition, even
though still kept on short days. Long photoperiods are
necessary to break a refractory phase to short photo-
periods. Golden hamsters therefore need two environ-
mental inputs to produce a ful l cycle in reproductive
state. There is nevertheless a certain amount of
endogenous control because, once stimulated with short
photoperiods, changes proceed for about 6 months until
the hamsters stick in the reproductive phase.

Now one could easily imagine a system with
the endogenous control more highly developed so that
changes initiated by short photoperiods last close to
a year rather than 6 months. If these changes brought
the animals back to their original state, then the
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still present short photoperiod s would reinitiate
regression of the testes and a circannual rhythm would
be seen. But if the animals were kept continously on
photoperiods incapable of initiating the whole chain of
events, then a circannual cycle would not be seen (or ,
as some would say, the circannual cycle would not
express itself). Thus circannual cycles in some
hibernating species may not be radically di f f erent from
the photoperiodic cycles in hamsters where the role of
external stimuli is clearly recognizable. It might be
that the essential dif ference is that only one rather
than two environmental inputs are necessary. The
consequences of such a modification however could make
the control systems look much more di f ferent than they
really are. If only one input is necessary , the cycle
will persist when the necessary environmental stimuli
are always present. The range of constant conditions
under which the circannual cycle appears will depend on
how broad a set of environmental stimuli are capable of
initiating the chain of events that lasts about a year
and brings the animal back into a state where these
events can be reinitiated. If such an hour—glass
mechanism is e sily tipped over , then circannual cycles
will appear in many different conditions; if it is
exclusive , then they may appear in only very limited
conditions. In summary then, the sequence of stages
viewpoint certainly allows for the importance of external
stimuli , and it offers  a fa i r ly  specific means of
conceptualizing the puzzling way that circannual cycles
occur in some conditions but not others.

II. CIRCANNUAL CYCLES IN HIBERNATORS

There follows a review of circannual cycles in
different mammalian hibernators. A cycle is accepted
as circannual if in constant conditions at least one
ful l  cycle occurs with the animal returning to its
original phase. Obviously demonstration of persistence
through several cycles would be stronger evidence but
this paper will risk errors of commission on this
matter. Cycles are not considered as proven to be
circannual if only data on animals grouped together are
presented (5, 52) even though they may well have been
occurring in individuals. One problem in reviewing
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this subject is that heroism in data collection is not
always matched by completeness in data presentation.
It is a pity when all the work that goes into studying
animals over such long periods does not culm ina te in
the tables or graphs of periodicities and other param-
eters for individual animals that are so necessary to
an understanding of this relatively new phenomenon .
Grouping of cycles with dif ferent periodicities can be
very hard to interpret. Also statements on temperature
levels without any indications of variation should be
viewed with caution; even small temperature fluctua-
tions might be important for some species.

Circannual cycles in hibernators have been measured
in a variety of ways. The only general statement that
can be made is that, paradoxically, hibernation itself
is one of the less reliable indices. This is because
some animals may become torpid one year an~ not the
next (6, 43), or, if they do, then only for a short
time. Also the onset and cessation of hibernation are
sometimes poorly defined with occasional short-lived
torpor occurring an appreciable amount of time before
long-lasting torpor develops (79). Body weight , food
or water intake , even if not checked as frequently, may
be better measures of circannual cycles in hibernators.

Because of lack of information it is impossible to
progress with any certainty from description to deducing
wha t kind of mechan isms underly circannual cycles in
various species. However, to meet a reviewer ’s obligation
to summarize the state of a field , Table 1 lists the
species considered below together with the mechanism
that seems most consistent with the available data.
Apart from noting the suggestion of considerable
diversity in mechanism , the reader should treat this
table with caution : it is only an interim assessment,
just 20 years after circannual cycles were first
adequately demonstrated , of data that have many gaps ,
contradictions and possibilities for alternative
interpretations.

A. Cricetus cricetus (European harnster~
An extensive study by Canguilhem et aL.. (6)

has demonstrated circannual cycles in European hamsters.
They followed body weights of their animals in LL,
DD (.2 lux), LD 12:12 and on an accelerated photoperiod
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Table 1 Circannual cycles in hibern ator s and possib’e ~sechaniam s

Avai lab le  data most I mportant

consibten t with the external

Species following mechanism factors

• Cricetua or icetua circannua l ? photoperiod

se lf—sustaining as Zeitgebe r

oscillator

Mai~vv~ t~z mona~

Cit e l Z w~ tridecemlinea tua sequence of stage s temperature

CiteZl~
j latera lia ci r c a n n u a l  7 te mperature

se l f—susta in ing  as Zeitqebe r

oscillator

Ci tel lue  r tcharde anzi 7 7 temperature

Citel lua  un dul ’z tuc  7 7 photoperiod

~th er C~ tel lu8 ep. 7 7

b:z~t€ ~r dae sp and Ta,niaa atr ta tua 7 7

Er tnac. i~ - ur ~q clue 7 7

GUa g l ie se~1u nc.~ of stages temperature

‘li ~ r~~ quercinue 7 7

P erognathiw log imembr ie sequence of stages food supplies
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with two long-day phases occurring each year . On each
of these lighting schedules , groups were studied at 7°C
and 20°C; LL and DD groups were also studied under
naturally varying temperatures. In addition some
animals were kept under both natural temperature and
lighting conditons.

The main results were that circannual cycles
were evident on LD 12:12 at 20°C, and probably also in
Lb 12:12 at 7°C , though poor survival in the latter
group raises the question of whether the second weight
peak shown really reflects the maximum of circannual
cycle or the sudden onset of sickness followed by steep
weight loss and death. At 7°C in LL, 3 out of 8
animals showed clear circannual cycles. In general in
LL, weight changes were erratic and cycles were not
clearly discernible. In DD, on the other hand, the
progression of weight changes was smoother , but on
reaching high weights after about a year in capitivity
further cyclical changes stopped and the hamsters
tended to remain at stable elevated weights. The
results from the accelerated photoperiod group have been
alluded to above; at all three temperatures there was
evidence of weight cyc les re lated to the photoper iodic
schedule. In summary, it was established that circannual
cycles occur in C. cricetus , but their appearance
depends greatly on lighting conditions.

There are nevertheless a number of problems
in interpretation in addition to those sterning from the
poor survival rate. For instance , some hamsters on LL
had cycle lengths of only 165 days , as short as those
of groups on the accelerated photoperiods. Even the
hamsters on natural photoperiod s had cycles a few weeks
shorter than a year. Finally, there was much individua l
variation and no assurances given that the groups were
well matched before the experiment. Follow up work is
certainly needed. The finding of circannual cycles on
Lb 12:12 together with responses to accelerated photo-
periods in European hamsters also makes it tempting now
to look for circannual cycles in golden hamsters where
photperiodic control has been firmly established.
Perhaps on photoperiods just between long and short
days , such as LD 12:12 , they too would show circannual
cycles. The behaviour of European hamsters on Lb 18:6
and Lb 6:18 would also be worth sutdying now .
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B. Marmota monax (Woodchuck)
Circannual cycles of body weight occur in

woodchucks kept in LD 16:18 , both at 20 °C and 6°C ( 9 )
More recently Davis and Finnie (10) have proposed that
photoperiod may be the Zeitgeber for these cycles.
They sent woodchucks from the United States to Australia
and noted phase advances in the time of peak weight in
subsequent years. Others remain skeptical about the
Zeitgeber interpretation because the anima ls were only
yearlings when flown to Australia (44); even woodchucks
staying in the United States can show some phase
advances in time of peak weight during their f irst
three years of life (87; see 44, for further discussion).
Larger samples and more controls are necessary.
Furthermore, if photoperiod is important, then it is
not clear why earlier experiments did not implicate it:
for instance , there were no consistent di f fe rences in
food intake between groups of woodchucks kept from June
21 into September on LD 18:6, LD 16:8 and LL; nor were
diferences in weight gain detected between groups kept
from April (for an unstated length of time) on LD circa
1.5:22.5 (6°C ambient temperature) and those on natural-
ly increasing daylengths (variable temperature , 0—
15°C); finally woodchucks kept from June 18—September
28 on naturally decreasing photoperiods were not
obviously different in the timing of their main weight
gains from those kept in a comparable situation on LD
16:8, though they did seem to start to lose weight
earlier (9). Perhaps the different photoperiods were
not present for long enough (11) or sample sizes were
too small in these experiments to reveal any clear
effects. If photoperiod is a Zeitgeber, then differing
reactions to different photoperiods should be demonstrable
at least at some phases of the circannual cycle.

Despite these hesitations , that daylength is
a Zeitgeber remains one reasonable interpretation of
the Davis and Finnie (10) experiment. If follow up
work is done it might take less long to identify a
Zeitgeber by driving circannual rhythms at frequencies
dif ferent  from a year , as did Goss (16) and Canguilhem
et al .  (6), than by phase shifting. At the same time
the limits of entrainment could be studied and this
would give information on the f lexibility of any oscil-
lator.
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C. Citellus tridecemlineatus (Thirteen—lined
ground squirrel)
As mentioned above , a high percentage of

ind ividuals of this species do not show persistent
cycles when kept in a cold room (11°C and 4°C, LD
12:12) but become stuck in their reproductive phase
(48; Fig. 1). In order to evaluate the idea that warm
temperatures in the spring are needed to initiate an
hour-glass process that runs for about a year , it is
necessary to know what happens to animals kept continously
warm. According to the proposed explanation they
should mostly show persistent cycles. Wheel running
and body weight rhythms can occur in blinded thirteen-
lined ground squirrels kept 24—28°C (71, 72) but data
on the number of animals showing such cycles have not
been given. Twenty animals kept in LD 12:12 at 19—22 °C
were studied more recently by Arxn itage and Schulenberger
(1) and circannual cycles of body weight occurred .
They only present group data but presumably most or
all individuals showed these cycles since there is no
mention to the contrary. It has also been reported

• that thirteen-lined ground squirrels kept at 25°C
display circannual cycles in the amount of torpor they
show when transferred for a test period of a few days
to a colder environment (36). In these experiments the
squirrels were kept on photoperiods changing progres-
sively between LD 9:15 and LD 19:5 and back again once
a year. For some of the animals the daylengths were
increasing over a given period while for others the
lighting schedule was reversed so that the daylengths
were decreasing . However , the lighting conditions were
without effect; the animals in both groups showed
similar persistence of cycles for more than a year.
Evidently rhythmic changes in this species are not
dependent on having photoperiodic stimulation , a
conclusion that f its with earlier work (27). These
experiments then again suggest that thirteen-lined
ground squirrels show persistent cycles when kept in
warm conditions , but unfortunately information on
sample size was not given and the graphs apparently
showed data for groups of animals, making it impossible
to be sure that individuals were displaying circannual
rather than annual cycles , and if so what percentage.
Therefore , the available data suggest rather than
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establish that cycles persist more often in warm than
cold environments in this species. Moreover , C.
tridecernlineatus has a wide distribution and d i f fe ren t
populations in experiments may not be comparable. But
enough has already been found out to encourage carefully
planned studies of the role of temperature for this
species.

D. Citeilu8 lateralis (Golden-mantled ground
squirrel)
Circannual cycles have been ~uore intensively

studied in this animal than any other species of
hibernator. There are demonstrations of the cycle
persisting in constant conditons for 3 and even 4 years
(3, 43 , 56). The cycles also have been observed in
several different laboratories and in a wide range of
environmental conditions. They occur in LD 12:12 (25,
43, 63, 79) in LL (47 , 61) and in blinded animals
(57). They occur in temperatures ranging from 0-35°C
(63, 79) and any effect of temperature on period is
relatively minor over most of this range , if it ex ists
at all (see above). Circannual cycles also appear in
animals born in captivity (57; Boshes, unpublished).
They persist in food deprived animals (25) in castrated
animals (64) and in animals with medial or lateral
hypothalamic lesions [(43); Mrosovsky.and Hallonquist,
unpublished].

Such resistance to interference is consistent
with the operation of a self—sustaining oscillator
compensated against temperature and other disturbances
as is the circadian system (66) . If only a Zeitgeber
could be identified , it would not merely strengthen the
analogy to the circadian system but would also open up
a way of tackling the physiological basis of the circ-
annual rhythm. Input in the relevant modality could be
traced into the central nervous system and lead one to
the pacemaker , just as , with circadian rhythms, knowledge
that light is the most important Zeitgeber has been
followed by tracing visual projections into the supra-
chiasmatic nucleus and identifying this area as of
major importance (88).

In the case of circannual rhythms in golden-
man tled ground squirrels temperature is a better
candidate for a Zeitgeber than light. Various experi-
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rnents with altering photoperiodic schedules have
failed to affect the time of onset of hiberna tion (63),
although it is possible that these treatments were
begun too late , in Augu st, to influence the results
that year (54). With temperature on the other hand,
there is some evidence consistent with Zeitgiber
function from experiments where animals were transferred
from a warm to a cold room at di f f e ren t phases of their
cycles; the timing of the subsequent cycle depended on
the phase at which the trans fer took place (59 , 63).
If temperature is the main Zeitgeber this would be
consistent with lack of evidence that circannual rhythms
in this species f i t with Aschof f ’ s rule (61) and would
also be consistent with any minor eff ects of temperature
levels on the period of the cycle (40, 41).

All in all , a strong case can be made that
circannual cycles in C. late2”alis depend on self-
sustaining oscillators. Nevertheless , despite the
number of studies on this species , other possibilities
have hardly been investigated , and one or two obser-
vations suggest that acceptance of the oscillator
explanation cou ld be premature . In par ticular , occasional-
ly golden—mantled ground squirrels do not show persistent
cycles in constant conditions but become stuck in the
phase of low body weight and breeding state (Fig. 2)
just as do a much larger proportion of thirteen-lined
ground squirrels in similar circumstances (48). It is
possible therefore golden—mantled have the same basic
mechanism as thirteen—lined ground squirrels, but that
most of them are more sensitive to warm temperatures in
the spring. Persistence of cycles would then be more
frequently seen.

E. Citellus richardsonii (Richardson ’s ground
squirrel)
This species shows a circannual rhythm of

hibernation in LD 12:12, its period however is consider-
ably shorter than a year , only about 7 1/2 months on
average, both at 0°C and 18°C (79). Another possible
indication of lability in frequency control is that
young males go into hibernation considerably later than
the adult males. Differences in time of entry to
hibernation among age classes is widespread in ground
squirrels but is especially marked in C. richardeonii .
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Fig . 2. Loss of circannual cycles of body weights in
two go lden-mantled ground squirrels kept in cold room
at 12.5°C (for details see 43). At least 22 other
golden-mantled ground squirrels kept in the same room
showed circannual body weight cycles (43). Black bars
indicate the animal was hibernating- for at least 2 day8
out of a week. Solid circles mark times when testes
were descended. Because loss of cycles had not been
expected, testes condition was not checked frequently
at first, but only at the times shown by circles~ theanimals may have been in reproductive condition at other
times. Note that the animals were in reproductive
condition in November 1971 and for about a year there-
after. Restriction of food and refeeding was done to
check if the animals were regu lating weights, as appeared
to be the case, rather than being unable to gain weight.
Shortly after the period covered by the records shown,
both animals became noticeably unhealthy and lost weight.
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For instance, in Alberta the young disappear in mid
September while the adult males are already mostly gone
by the end of July. This implies that the time between
the onset of the first to the second hibernation is
about 10 months, while the time between the onset of
the second to the third hibernation is about 12 months;
a circannual oscillator with a characteristic frequency
would not be expected to vary so much from year to year
(Wang, personal communication). However, because the
time that animals disappear into their burrows does not
necessarily reflect the state of an oscillator, further
studies are needed ; monitoring captive animals given
plenty of food over their first year might be instruc-
tive.

Although C. richardsonii can show circannual
cycles of hibernation both at 0 and 18°C (79), it has
also been noted that weight cycles a~e absent in a
number of individuals kept in constan€ conditions
(Wang , personal communication) . In the latter work 14
out of 44 animals (32%) kept at 12 or .5°C for more than
1 year did not have weight cycles. These animals also
tended to hibernate less, and in this respect the
findings are similar to those on thirteen-lined ground
squirrels (48). However , unlike thirteen—lined ground
squirrels, they did not even show changes in weight and

• hibernation at the start of their first year in captivity .

F. Citellu8 undulatus (Arctic ground squirrel)
Arct ic ground squirrels hibernate more and

earlier if kept in naturally decreasing photoperiods
rather than in constant illumination (12) or when kept
in darkness rather than in natural photoperiods (37).

• These data tell one about factors that predispose the
• animals to hibernate but they should not be taken as

demonstrating a Zeitgeber action of photoperiod . To
show that would require studying the animals for an
additional year and finding the differences still
present then. It is just as likely, however , that
photoperiods alter thresholds for becoming torpid
without affecting the timing mechanisms that make
torpor more likely at one time of year than another:
in one of these experiments, although the total amount
of hibernation was different between the groups, the
hibernation bout lengths peaked at about the same date
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(12) and in the other experiment, although again the
amount of hibernation was different between the groups,
its onset was only about a week apart (37).

G. Citellus ~p. (Other Ground Squirrels)
Circannual hibernation rhythms occur in

several other species of hibernating ground squirrels,
in particular in C. colwnbianus in LD 12:12 at 0°C (79;
Scott, personal communication), C. variegatus , C.
beecheyi, C. mohavensie in LD 12:12 at 12°C and 3°C
and in C. tereticaudus at 12°C (64). Unfortunately
long-term survival was not good at 3°C so that compari-
sons of the rhythms in the two temperatures cannot be
made. C. mohavensis also have circannual cycles at
18°C (55). C. beldingi in LD 12:12 at 16°C shows a
circannual rhythm in reproductive condition but
hibernation often does not occur at thi s temperature
(25).

H.  Eutainias ep. and Tamias striatus (Chipmunks)
Chipmunks of the genus Eutamias kept at 16°C

have circannual cycles of breeding condition and also
of phases of low water intake associated with inactivity ,
though not necessarily with hibernation itself (25).
Hibernation in chipmunks is variable and much dependent
on the conditions (52). When they are transferred from
warm to cold rooms more pronounced torpor occurs. This
has been found both for Eutctmicze sp. moved from 16 to
5°C (25) and for Tamias atriatus moved from 18 to 0°C
(80). Although hibernation was more evident initially,
in both these studies it decreased the second year
after the transfer. A continuous low ambient temperature
appears to hinder hibernation (80). This had been
attributed to adaptation to the cold (25) but it might
be possible that a block of the cycle similar to that
shown by thirteen-lined ground squirrels in the cold is
involved (Fig. 1). Some of the chipmunks kept at 5°C
remained in reproductive condition many months; however
it was not stated how often breeding was checked and
this appears to have been less frequent before the
transfer (25). If there is any tendency to remain in a
non—hibernating breeding phase of the cycle, then this
does not affect all individuals equally because chip-
munks can show circannual cycles at 5 as well at 16°C (25)
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and at 0 as well as 18°C (80). No differences in period
at different temperatures were evident but sample sizes
were small. Fffects of different photoperiods have not
been studied ; LD 12:12 prevailed in both the investiga-
tions ci ted.

I. Erinaceus europaeus (Hedgehog)
Kristoffersson and Suomalainen ’s (30) data are

qenerally cited as supporting the existence of circan—
nua l cycles in hedgehogs (41, 59). They showed a
persistence of weight changes in animals kept at 20—
22°C, but lighting conditions were not completely
coi stant as the animal room had a window in it
(Kristoffersson , personal cuznmunication). .11 there is
a ircannual cycle in hedgehogs it might be illuminating
t (  ma)”~ comparisons in constant conditions between New
Zealird hedgehogs and the British stock from which they
derived , because in the wild the milder New- Zealand
conditions are associated with a shorter hibernation and
lor jer breeding season (53)

J. (
~‘lis gUs (Edible dormouse)

Cycles in this species are so unusual that
they have been classed as a new kind of endogenous
rhythm (45). In a warm environment there is a cycle of
body weight that lasts very approximately 6 weeks (38,
45 , 75 , 76, 77). Associated with body weight are
changes in food intake , meal patterns , water intake ,
activity, body temperature and thresholds for hypo-
thalamically elicited feeding (Mrosovsky, Melnyk ,
Hallonqu ist, Boshes and Lang, unpublished). But when
dormice are hibernating in a cold or cool environment ,
then the cycle is much longer , over a year sometimes
(14, 45 , 81), with the period correlated to how much the
animals hibernate (Fig. 3). If there is an endogenous
oscillator , then clearly it is not well compensated for
temperature. In this respect the control system in
dorinice differs from that in ground squirrels and
woodchucks ; the latter show circannual weight cycles
whether they actually hibernate or not (9, 43).

Temperature compensation is a widespread
feature of timing systems with obvious advantages (8, 66) ;
the value of a non-temperature—compensated system in
dorutice is puzzling . Field studies of this small
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arboreal nocturnal rodent have not been extensive
enough to illuminate this matter . However , it has
been noted that dormice enter hibernation at such
di f f erent times of year and in such d i fferent weather
conditions that some measure of endogenous control seems
to be involved (84); differing states in different
individuals with respect to cycles of a few weeks
duration might well be one factor. Possibly temperature
dependence of these cycles reflects some form of oppor-
tunism that enables dorrnice to take advantage of mild
winters.

As puzzling as the role of temperature is that
of light. Cycles of a few weeks duration in dorrnice
have been seen not only in LD 12:12 (45, 76) but also
under natural photoperiod , temperature and humidity
( 75 ) .  Yet there are also reports that dormice are
photoperiodic , with respect both to weight gain (29) and
to ease of induc ing hibernation when transferred to a
cold room (36) . The persistence of cycles of few weeks
in naturally changing photoperiods in some individuals
(7 5) seems incompatible with photoperiodic effects.
However , there are data suggesting that when daylength
is not completely constant , cycles in dormice diminish
in amplitude over the summer (38 , 45 , 75 , 76) . Since
with animals kept under a strict LD 12:12 for more than
a year no circannual cycle in the 6 weeks cycles was
obvious (Mrosovsky et al., unpublished), it is likely
that exogenous rather than endogenous factors are respon-
sible. Perhaps long days attenuate the 6 week cycles,
in some individuals at least; these cycles would then
show up more strongly over the winter months. Another
possibility is that some of the effects attributed to
photoperiod might have occurred spontaneously. When
dormice are kept in the laboratory their weight patterns
vary considerably ; some animals hold stable weights for
many months and then suddenly begin to fatten and cycle
thereafter without any deliberate or noticeable change
in the conditions. Such individual variability and
spontaneous changes mean that extensive controls are
desirable in experiments involving altered daylengths.

In summary then , while more studies on rhyth-
micity in dorinice are needed , especially on the role of
photoperiod and the realtionship of the short cycles
seen in captivity to the annual cycles in wild animals
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(29, 84 ) ,  there is already enough information to argue
against the operation of an oscillator with a character-
istic frequency. Nor does frequency demultiplication
seem likely because there are no striking relationships
in this species between circadian and c ircannual period s
in experiments where both have been monitored (12°C
ambient temperature and an environment where the animals
could select a dark sleeping place out of a generally
illuminated larger area , ref. 14). This leaves the
sequence of stages approach as the most plausible one to
follow.

K. Eliornlj8 quercinus (Garden dormouse)
Given the remarkable rhythms in edible dormice ,

it is of interest to know whether other members of the
family Gliridae display similar rhythms. When garden
dormice are kept in a cold environment, 5°C , hibernation
can continue for more than 10 months ; this was found
with animals depr ived of food and water (32). More
interesting than the prolonged hibernation , which also
occurs in food deprived ground squirrels (28, 46, 63), -

was the finding that the rate of weight loss and inter—
arousal intervals did not show progressive changes as
hibernation continued. It must be emphasized that the
animals were food depr ived, because progressive changes
do occur in garden dormice with access to food (see 7 ,
for a review). Such progressive changes in hibernation
bout length are characteristic of ground squirrels and
many hibernators (see 41, for a review) and they occur
even in food deprived ground squirrels (28, 46). The
decreasing bout lengths toward the end of the hiber-
nation season presumably reflect the operation of endo-
genous mechanisms that normally bring hibernation to an
end altogether. Their absence in garden dormice kept
hibernating at 5°C suggest that temperature is important
in determining the duration of hibernation and so of the
whole cycle (32). This is consistent with the fact that
garden dormice kept in constant conditions that are cool
enough , 12 °C, to support prolonged torpor , display
circannual cycles (measured by the duration of spontaneous
torpor , ref. 7). To assess whether the circannual
period in the latter case reflects the characteristic
frequency of the system or the operation of a temperature
dependent flexible frequency system , it is important to
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know what happens when garden dormice are kept in con-
ditions warm enough to prevent deep or prolonged torpor .
Lachiver and Boulouard (31) state that the we ights of
garden dormice kept in a warm room over the winter rise
steadily. However , as weighings were relatively infrequent
and group data are graphed , their paper cannot be taken
as proof that cycles of a few weeks duration do not
occur in warm conditions.

It should be noted that all the data mentioned
above refer to populations of garden dortnice from
France. In contrast, garden dorinice from Finland have
more highly developed endogenous controls; the Finnish
animals do show progressive declines in hibernation bout
length toward the end of the winter season, and also
changes in oxygen consumption and susceptibility to
disturbance when kept without food and water at 4°C (49,
50 , 51). The only indication of endogenous controls in
French dorinjce that has been detected under such condi-
tions is a decrease in hibernation bout length at the
end of the season , but only at certain temperatures, not
at 0°C, and then only in male animals. Further compar-
isons of closely related populations at the interface of
endogenous and exogenous controls are likely to be
instructive.

L. Perog nathus longirnembris (Pocket mouse)
Studies on pocket mice fur ther illustrate the

limited range of conditions under which circannual
cycles occur (15). At 16°C in LD 12:12 there were
cycles of above-ground activity of about 10 months
period but at 31°C these were absent or unobvious; no
circannual cycles were detected in the duration of
torpor at 18°C (LD 9:15 and LD 15:9) or at 8°C (LD
9:15). Heating the soil with a lamp towards the end of
the phase of underground existence brought the mice
above ground but the animals were not studied long
enough thereafter to determine if a phase shif t  had
occurred . There is no strong evidence therefore that
altering temperature gradients in the soil acts as a
Ze itgeber.

More recent work (French , personal communication)
suggests that there may be no need to invoke an endoge—
nous circannual oscillator for these pocket mice because
the time they stay underground is much influenced by the
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amount of food they have stored away. With no changes
in soil temperature, it seems they stay underground
until their supplies are almost exhausted. If provided
with large amounts of food when in their active above-
ground phase , they may later stay underground for more
than a year . The rate their hoards are used up depends
greatly on how often they are torpid . The cycle in
pocket mice therefore has similarities to the cycle in
dormice described above; in both cases the duration of
one of the phases is much inf luenced by the amount of
hibernation . It would be interesting to learn now how
much altering the duration of the underground phase in
pocket mice through food supplies aff ects the date when
they next go underground .

III. CONCLUSIONS

It is obvious that there are species differences in
circannual cycles in hibernator s with external control
being clearest in G u s  g u s  and least implicated in
Citellus laterczlis. It is also obvious that data on
any single species are insuf f ic ien t  to tell us even what
kind of mechanism generates its circannual cycles. The
safest course would be to refrain from making further
conclusions. As Renan (70 ) said “Qu i sait si la finesse
d’ espri t ne consiste pas a s ’abstenir de conc lure ” . But
the experimental scientist cannot af ford the wisdom of
such abstinence . At least at the level of choosing
experiments that are likely to be instructive, an
especially important matter with those that take so
long , some guiding viewpoints and intuitions must play a
role. Lest the reader has detected the dull note of
impar tiality in what has been wri tten above , some
personal viewpoints, or prejudices , will now be made
explicit .

One overworked concept in chronobiology today is
that of underlying rhythms persisting but not expressing
themselves. Cer tainly there are many demon strable cases
where this occurs , but there are other cases where this
explana tion hovers between the unsatisfactory and the
unl ikely .  With circannua l rhythms that do not appear in
some environmental cond itions , there is nothing partic-
ular to suggest the persistence of unexpressed rhythms.
It is just a s plausible to assume that certain environ-
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mental conditions are important in the generation of the
rhythrnicity itself. Processes that last several months
can be initiated by environmental events in golden
hamsters. Such processes mi ght last close to a year in
other species with re-initiation depending on the presence
of appropriate external stimuli. To the extent that
this is true , more attention should be given to under-
standing why circannual rhythms do not appear in some
conditions and how they can be restarted , ra ther than
studying their properties in conditions where they do
occur. Species such as C tridecerilineatus or E. querc inus ,
in which both exogenous and endogenous controls seem
readily detectable , might be subjects of choice initial—
ly,  though to discover if this viewpoint has wide
applicability , it would be challenging to search for
conditions under which cycles to not occur in species
whose rhythms appear to be most firmly entrenched in
endogenous mechan isms , C. lateralis for example.

It is pertinent that in the f ield of circadian
rhythms interest in the conditions under which cycles do
not occur , such as bright LL, is reviving (2,33). it
has been found that when house sparrows that are arrhythxnic
in LL are transferred to DD they begin to become active
about 12 hours later , no matter what time the transfer
took place , and their subsequent circadian rhythms in DL,
follow on from this point (2). This suggests that LL
stops oscillations and darkness sets them going again.
However , an alterna tive explanation of such resul ts is
that the oscillations were not ever blocked but were not
expressing themselves (2, 65). This ir.terpretation
requires the addit ional assumptions that transitions
from LL to DD not only phase shif t the unexpressed
oscillation but also that such LL-DD transitions are
especially ef f ic ient in phase shifting . Given these
elaborations it seems more productive that the onus of
proof should fall on the side of demonstra ting the
existence of unexpressed hypotheti~a1 invisible rhythms
than on demonstrating that they are not there. As a
working hypothesis it is more reasonable to accept that
oscillations have stopped in LL and that darkness is
necessary to re-initiate them.

This type of explanation is analogous to that
discussed above for the role of warm springtime tempera-
tures in the weight cycles of thirteen-lined ground
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squirrels. In the latter case it is much easier to see
that the rhythm has stopped at a particular phase of the
cycle , whereas with circadian activity rhythms of
sparrows this is not readily apparent. Moreover , with
circannuaJ. time spans , slow acting manipulations that
interfere with cycles can still be applied at a relatively
precise phase , but in the experiments mentioned on
sparrows in LL , for instance , it takes several or more
days for the animals to become arrhythmic and by the time
this happens the phase of any underlying cycle can no
longer be specified at a given time. Circannual cycles
may therefore offer some advantages in working with this
kind of phenomenon.

It would certainly be surprising if research on
circannual cycles, with its difficulties of time span,
could change or eve~ assist in changing ideas about
circadian cycles. And yet it remains conceivable that
the concept of self-sustaining oscillators that do not
express themselves in certain conditions will give way
in both fields (at least in some cases in some species 

there is no reason to expect uniformity) to
explanations in terms of hour-glasses that are reset by
a limi ted range of environmental inputs, and the circ-
annual-circadian analogy be reborn transformed.
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ABSTRACT

Shallow dai ly torpor is now known to occur naturally
in a large number of small marsupial and placental mam-
mals, including shrews. It is a means of reducing energy
requirements at a time food is less available. Torpor is
only a few hours in length and its duration is proportion-
ate to the available food 1 It is not a loss of therino-
regulatory control. The cardiovascular system remains
under autonomic control during torpor. Each species
seems to have a “critical body temperature” , below which
it can not spontaneously arouse. The inability of these
small mammals to tolerate low body temperatures may be
due to a loss of adequate membrane function, particularly
in the heart, as demonstrated by K+ loss. Typically only
a fraction of a population seems to exhibit shallow torpor.
Assuming that hibernation (or shallow torpor) is genetic-
ally determined , na tural selection functions so tha t a
small fraction of the population possesses the gene for
torpor. Thus , only a small fraction of the population
survives the winter when food is severely limited . There
only need be a sufficient number of individuals who are
in adequate condition for rebuilding the population prior
to the spring production of renewed food resources. By
coupling high fecundity with d i f f e r en t i a l  survival , the
population per se survives. These small mammals do not
assume the horizontal , curled posture typical of h iher-
nators , but remain upright, so that wi thout careful
observation of br eathing rates or measurement of body
temperature , torpor can easily be missed , par ticularly
when relatively high body temperatures permit typical
locomotory behavioz~. There is evidence that shallow ,
daily torpor is seasonal and may require acclimatization.
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I. INTRODU CTION

The di f f iculties of computer searches for titles
dealing with the compara tive aspects of hibernation is
convincing evidence that simple words such as hypothermia,
heterothermia , dormancy, torpor , estivation and hiber-
nation have been used in so many ways that these terms
have come to mean different phenomena to different
biologists. As a result, the complete retr ival of data
dealing with the basic physiology of hibernation is an
impossible task. One would not dare use as a key word
“hypothermia,” for it has become too extensively involved
in the biomedical literature. Part of the di f f iculty
in reaching agreement on the use of key words is the
unexpressed and ill—defined concept of what constitutes
a hibernator or an estivator or hypothermia. Are these
terms which have only physiological meaning , or do we
use them only in an ecological context, or have we
tended to use them both ways?

Davis (9) restricts the use of hibernation and
estivation to its ecological context, viz . ,  if torpor
occurs during the summer , the mammal is an estivator ,
but if it occurs during the winter , the mammal is a
hibernator. Does this mean that any mammal which
becomes torpid before September 21st, but remains
intermittently torpid throughout the winter, is both an
estivator and a hibernator , but one which does not
become torpid unti l  September 22nd is a hibernator ?
Most of us studying the physiology of torpor wonder if
the se terms have a specific physiological meaning . Is
estivation shallow torpor and hibernation deep torpor?
There seems to be implicit in many statements about
estivation the assumption that estivation is a physio-
logical response to heat and aridity , yet to my knowledge
there is no unequivocal evidence that dormancy can be
induced by heat or water deprivation (al though water
deprivation will lead to self-imposed starvation , so
that if dormancy occurs , it is probably the starvation
rather than the dehydration which is the causative
factor). If estivation and hibernation are to be
di fferen tiated on the basis of depth of body temperature,
where is the dividing line? Is it at 15°C? Regardless
of the term to be applied to the form of dormancy or
torpidi ty, it is in the final analysis a response to a
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limitation of energy , whether the response is anticipatory
of future deprivation or a consequence of an immediate
withdrawal of food signalling ul timate deprivation .
And because mam mals live in different habitats with
differences in availability of food, both with respect
to timing and abundance , it strikes me as incredible
that we have spent so much effort forcing a wide variety
of mammals into our concept of hibernation as deep and
prolonged torpor. There are over 4000 different
species of mammals living in many di f f e rent environments.
Since sum m er in the northern hemisphere is a time of
warmth , it follows that any mammal torpid at that time
(i.e., one in which the body temperature has fallen
below some level such as 31°C, admittedly an arbitrary
delineation but one which is generally acceptable),
tend to have relatively high body temperatures. Thus,
estivation has probably come to nean dormancy or torpidi-
ty at a high body temperature. The difficulty of
attaching much significance to body temperature alone
is the paradox ical circumstance in which a hibernator ,
i.e., a mammal which can cope with low body temperatures,
may also be dormant at high body temperatures. But
there are many examples of species which may be dormant
at high body temperatures but cannot tolerate low body
temperatures (exclusive of the biomedical application
of hypothermia). Thus in a sense, a hibernator can be
an estivator , but the converse is not necessarily true.

Obviously words such as “high” or “low” are im-
precise and not particularly useful for the delineation
of categories , though probably most of us tend to think
of low as “5°C” and high as “15°C.” And to many of us
the marmot, the hedgehog and the bat, which become
torpid for extended periods of time during the winter
often letting their body temperature approach air
temperature which may be near 0°C are “classical hiber—
nators .” Such species arouse infrequently throughout
the winter and as spring approaches, they come out of
hibernation and resume a normnotherinic body temperature
in conjunction with their above-ground activities.
(Although not all of these hibernators have their
hibernacula in the ground ; some may construct their
nests on the forest floor, in crevices of walls, hollow
logs and other localities, so that the extent to which
the temperature and l ight of their hibernacula remain
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constant varies tremendously.) .  Why should we assume
that all hibernators have endogenous rhythms , when in
fact many are exposed to marked changes in both tempera-
ture and photoperiod throughout the year including
their period of hibernation? Compare the common
dormouse , Muscardinus arv enahlaris with the marmot ,
Marinota monax . Surely these two species must be subjected
to vastly d i f fe ren t  ambient conditions of temperature
and light fluctuation .

Only a few famil ies of six of the nineteen orders
of mammals include hibernators (Monotreines , Marsupials,
In8ectivorea, Chiropterans, Primates and Rodents ) ( 2 5 ) .
But within the past twenty—five years we have discovered
a large number of small mammals which exhibit daily,
shallow torpor. At one time this torpor was thought to
be a state of morbidity induced by the stress of confine-
ment in traps on cold nights or due to a severe reduction
in food . We now know that daily torpor is a physiological
and ecological adaptation for coping with limited
energy resources and it is a historical review of these
insights on which I would like to focus my review.

In addition to reviewing the historical progress
of our understanding of shallow , daily torpor and its
distribution in various families predominantly from
the marsupial , insectivore and rodent orders, some
attention will be given to the chipmunks (Tconias etriatus
and Eutamias app.), a group which seems to be inter-
mediate between the “classical hibernator ” and the
“shallow hibernator ” with respect to their depth and
length of torpor.

II. SHALLOW DAILY TORPOR

Although there are multitudinous reports of hypo-
thermia in various kinds of mammals , unless a species
spontaneously , or at least during a restr iction of food
and/or a lowering of the ambient temperature becomes
dormant, i.e., lets its body temperature drop markedly
below 31°C, and can spontaneously rewarm to normothermnia
at the ambient temperature at which it was dormant,
true dormancy is not considered to have occurred . This
differentiates dormancy or torpidity from artificial
hypothermia and keeps the thermoregulatory performance
of the species in an ecological context. While it is
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possible there may be a progressive warming of the
ambient temperatures to serve as a source of exogenous
heat for arousal , this can not under natural conditions
be very great, and certainly is not near ly the same
magnitude as occurs when animals are taken from refrig-
erators at an ambient temperature of 5°C and then
aroused at room temperature (i.e., 22°C).

In attempting to present a historical review to
show how our thinking has shifted from viewing starv-
ation—induced torpor as therrnoregulatory inadequacy to
interpreting it to be a natural response to proximate
or ultimate limitations of food , inevitably I shall
fail to give proper credit in some instances and improperly
give credit in others. This cannot be helped.

With the advantage of hindsight , it now seems
perfectly obvious that there should be a wide variety
of hibernation patterns, since species occupy different
niches where their physical and biotic problems vary .
Why should a small desert rodent, able to survive
indef in itely on a dry diet, living in subterranean
burrow permitting escape from, or avoidance of , prolonged
exposure to extremely low temperatures , exhibit the
same thermoregulatory pattern as a temperate or tropical
bat, which must contend with a seasonal food supply
while living in a relatively constant physical environ-
ment? While there may be valid taxonomic and evolution-
ary reasons for expecting the physiological features of
hibernators from a single family to be approximately
the same , there is little reason to expect all families
of hiberriators to be similar . Certainly the golden-
mantled ground squirrel , Citellus (Sperinophilus or
Callospermophilue) lateralis which lives at high eleva-
tions where much of the time the ground is usually
covered with a heavy snow pack , but an environment
where food is probably routinely abundant but often
inaccessible , would be subjected to intense selection
pressure to remain dormant for extended periods of
time. The pocket mice, Perognathus 8p p . ,  on the other
hand , which live in deserts or semi—arid habitats may ,
for the most part, be faced with the consequence of
extended periods of drought and forced to cope with an
ever dwindling supply of seeds. In fact some pocket
mice do not hibernate during times of abundant food
(27).
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My bas ic assumption in the evaluation of hibernation
as an adaptive response to limits of food is that it is
probably advantageous for an animal to be torpid as
little as possible while balancing its energy requirements
with the energy available. Thus, for some species, it
may suffice to have a reduction in body temperature for
only a few hours each day, because ambient conditions
are sufficiently mild so that daily foraging at a time
food resources are dwindling yields sufficient energy
to meet metabolic demands. For other species, daily
foraging is out of the question and it becomes neces-
sary to lower the body temperature for extended periods
of time.

The identification of shallow torpor due to a lack
of food and exposure to low temperatures probably had
its genesis in the 1951 paper by Howard in which he
reported the effects of low temperature , abundance of
nesting material and food on the survival of various
species of P eromyscus (principally P. leucopus
noveboracensis and P. maniculatus bairdi). At various
places throughout his paper Howard uses the term torpor ,
though he never exactly specifies how. he differentiated
torpid animals from those simply dying of starvation.
He concluded his paper with a statement which remains
essentially true after some 26 years of studying torpor
in a large number of small species of mammals: “Appar-
ently less food is required to maintain Peromyscus at
freezing temperatures , when they can become torpid
during the daytime , than is needed at warmer temperatures
when the animals cannot become torpid and can only
huddle and sleep by day .” With the advantages of
hindsight , it is clear that Howard implicitly recognizes
spontaneous torpor as something different from torpor
induced by starvation. And while he did not measure rectal
body temperature , his measurements of surface body
temperatures from the middle of a huddled group of
Perorayscus suggests , along with some other observations
on core to surface gradients of normothermic animals,
that his torpid mice had body temperatures of 15-16°C.

Dawson (11) observed body temperatures as low as
22.0 and 17.8°C, respectively in Dipodomys merriami and
Dipodomys panamint~nus, in a general thermoregulatory
study of a variety of desert rodents. He interpreted
this as hypothermia and a result of their inability in
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a post—absorptive state to mobilize fat reserves
rapidly enough to permit adequate heat production . It
is interesting that this viewpoint tended to prevail
for a considerable period of time , i.e., the assumption
that starvation—induced torpor represents an inadequacy
of thermoregulation rather than an adaptation of the
thermoregulatory process.

Perhaps the work which essentially initiated the
series of studies which ultimately led to the conclusion
that starvation—induced torpor was a controlled physio-
logical response rather than a breakdown in thermo-
regulation , was the work of Tucker (48) in which he was
able to regulate the incidence and length of spontaneous
torpor in Perognathus californicus by rationing their
food. He also noted that animals could not arouse from
torpor if their body temperature fell below 15°C.
Correlated with this was his observation that the
torpor cycle was irregular at ambient temperatures
between 10 and 12°C, evidence that there was some
optimum temperature at which regular daily torpor
occurred .

III. TORPIDITY IN CRICETIDS

MacMillen (31) systematically studied temperature
regulation and torpor in the cactus mouse, Perornyscus
eremicus , a study engenderd by his observation that P.
eremicus disappeared from his study plot during a 6—8
week period of early summer when water was least
abundant. In only one instance did he observe spontan-
eous torpor in the laboratory in a group of eight
animals , all of which could be starved into torpor.
However , MacMillen believed that spontaneous torpor
occurred in nature , since the same individuals re-
appeared in the trapping quadrant after their prolonged
absence , though he could not obtain a significant
degree of spontaneous torpor in his laboratory. Mac—
Millen ’s study demonstrates one of the problems typical
of hibernation studies, viz . ,  the extent to which
the conditions of captivity interfere with the natural
responses of the animals? SLice moisture was conspicu-
ously absent in the habitat of P. eremi cue during the
period the animals disappeared , MacMillen (31) sought
to relate torpor in this species to a lack of water.
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However , even though P. eremicus could maintain itself
indefinitely on a dry diet at 20°C and a relative
humidity of 60—80%, animals were not in positive water
balance at other temperatures without free water to
drink. Thus, water withdrawal ultimately led to self-
imposed starvation , and leaves in doubt the basic
stimulus causing torpor. Hudson (22)  observed daily
torpor in Baiomys tay lori , a 7 gram cricetid, by limiting
the food. Morhardt and Hudson (34) reported starvation
(i.e., food rationed) induced torpor in several species
of Peromyscus (P. orinitus , P. boylsi , P. eremicus, P.
maniculatus and P. leucopus) . P. truei and P .
californicus could also be induced to exhibit daily
torpor by rationing their food (23). In all of these
species the progressive reduction of food led to
torpor not only at room temperature, but also at temp-
eratures below 15°C. Under these conditions the body
temperature was anywhere between approximately 15 and
25 °C and the episodes of torpor lasted only a few hours
each day. Arousal was spontaneous (i.e., did not
require exogenous heat) and the length of their torpor
periods (Fig. 1) were related to the amount of daily
food rations (22) .  Whether these animals were starved
is a moot point. If starvation means the absence of
food at the time animals enter torpor, then all of
these various species of small cricetid rodents were
starved. But this is also true of many “classical
hibernators ” , e.g. bats. It is likely , as Davis (9)
points out, that even if food is present, starvation
may be self-imposed, as the absence of eatir.g ctlways
precedes the induction of torpor. That smrd l rodents
such as various species of Peromyccus become torpid
with a body weight reduction of 9 to 27% is suggestive
of a depletion of body fat which has preceded torpor,
although this figure may be spuriously high since
animals tend to fatten in the laboratory and it is
quite possible they were only reaching their field
weights at the time they became torpid (32~ .

If daily torpor in Peromyscue is not simply a
breakdown in therutoregulatory control due to st~rvatirn ,
there should be evidence that these species maintain
control over their cardiovascular , respiratory and
nervous systems during episodes of torpor. Morhardt
(33) examined the performance of the heart of Peromyacue
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app . during torpor and by using both abdominal and
jugular cannulae to inject atropine into torpid deer
mice. The ensuing cardio—acceleration (Figs. 2 and 3)
was evidence that the heart was under vaga]. inhibition .
He also observed that for a particular body temperature,
the heart rate was greater during arousal from torpor
than it was during entry into torpor (Fig. 4 j ,
further evidence of control over heart rate. Also, the
oxygen consumption at a particular body temperature was
much greater during arousal than it was during entry
into torpor, evidence that at least one of two physio-
logical effects Occur: i) there is suppression of
metabolism during entry into torpor, or ii) there is an
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All  animals were f u l l y  torpid except P . eremicus No. 18
which was completing entrance. From (33).

intensification of metabolism greater than a simple Q10
effect during arousal from torpor. These metabolic
effects are accompanied by corresponding changes in
respiration. All of the observed cardiovascular ,
respiratory, and metabolic effects Morhardt observed in
Peromyscus are similar to those Strumwasser (46) reported
for Citellus (Sper’inophilue) beecheyi , with one major
exception , the lowest body temperature from which
Peromyacus could successfully arouse spontaneously was
much higher than in S. beecheyi. And in fact , it
appears as if most of these small cricetids capable of
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daily torpor have relatively high “critical body tempera-
tures” , i.e., body temperatures below which they are
incapable of spontaneously arousing (though it may be
possible to provide sufficient exogenous heat to restore
normothermia, but this is highly artificial).

In an effort  to determine what limited the depth
(lowest body temperature) of torpor, Hudson and Eller
(26 ) examined the ability of isolated perfused hearts
of Peromyscus leucopue to maintain tension and electro-
lyte balance as a function of perfusion temperatures
(Figs. 5, 6, and 7). The maximum tension and the
temperature at which the isolated hearts began to lose
L*2 K at an increased rate corresponded well with the
lowest body temperature from which daily spontaneous
arousals occurred (Tables 1 and 2).
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Up to this point we have been considering a phe-
nomenon which ~.s prima’-ily laboratory , with evidence
that it is a natural thermoregulatory response to
limited availability of food, there was little evidence
that it occurred in the field . However , Stebbins (45)
says : “P. manicuiatus underwent period s of daily
torpor in winter at Heart Lake. They had the lowest
level of winter activity of the three species tested .
During early January and early March there was almost
no activity during the day and little at night. The
deer mice were removed from their nest box while torpid
and found to fit th’~ description of torpid Peromyscus
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2K in the perfusate from isolated hearts of

four animals perfused at the constant temperature
indicated below each line . A strai ght line has been
fit ted by eye to the points. The da shed line in the
upper right corner represents an al ternative f it of
lines to these points. From (26).

spp . as described in nature by Howard (21). They had a
slow breathing rate , moved their limbs slowly when
walking , let their tails drag and made no attempt to
run or escape . When the temperature moderated somewhat
in late March and early April , P. maniculatue were no
longer observed in torpor, and their general level of
activity increased considerably .” In three separate
recent studies: Gaertner , et al., (16); Hill (19) and
Lynch et al., (30) have supplied additional evidence
that daily torpor in Peromyscus might be a na turally
occurring phenomenon. In all three studies, P. leucopus
became torpid in the pesence of food , i.e., torpor
occurred without the necessity of restricting food.
Gaertner , et al., (16) compared the physiological
responses of P. leucopue forced into torpor by food
deprivation with P. leucopus in which torpor occurred
spontaneously in the presence of food. The starved
animals exhibited a slower spontaneous arousal than

-S
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2K in the perfusate from isolated hearts of

animals acclimated to 5°C perfused at decreasing
ambient temperatures. The two straight lines have been
fitted by eye to all of the points for each individual
animal. Cooling rate for each experiment given below
the animal number. From (26).

those entering torpor in the presence of food , a
response analogous to that observed by Bartholomew and
Cade (1) in their study of Perognathus longimembris,
one of the smallest of the pocket mice (Heteromyidae) .
Also , there was a striking difference in the performance
of the heart as recorded by telemetry. Unlike the heart
rate of P. leucopus studied by Morhardt (33) , Gaertner ,
et al., (16) did not observe skipped beating during
torpor in their animals. It is, of course, possible
that this difference merely reflects methodology:
telemetry versus the restraining effects of EKG leads.
However , when this observation is coupled with the
differences in arousal rates of starved and non-starved
Peromyacus , it appears as though there must be some
subtle differences in the manifestations of control
mechanisms utilized by Peromyscus (and Perognathus)
depending upon the availability of food. Gaertner et
al., (16) also noted that acclimatization achieved by
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exposure of P. leucopus to the natural conditions of a
reducing photoperiod and ambient temperature in the
fal l  appeared to be essential for spontaneous torpor to
occur. Whatever role this acclimatization played was
retained even after animals were subjected to laboratory
conditions ; mice brought into the laboratory after mid-
December exhibited a rate of oxygen consumption indic-
ative of spontaneo~is torpor after they were returned
to outdoor nest boxes in late Febraury . This spontaneous
torpor in Peromyscus was seasonal since no torpor
occurred durring the months of May and June , and in
late April and May the ability to enter and recover
from torpor was reduced. Hill (19) studied torpor in a
laboratory colony of P. leucopus and observed regular
daily torpor in the presence of food ad libitum in
seven of seventeen animals, while four others displayed
sporadic episodes of torpor. (Unfortunately, Gaertner
et al., (16) did not specify what fraction of their
population exhibited spontaneous torpor). Hill attributed
these individual differences i’~ proclivity for spontaneous
torpor to genetic differences and suggested that his
results might portray “ an example of mam malian torpor
in a potential state of contemporary evolutionary
flux.” It is not unusual for some individuals of
species considered to be “classical hibernators ” to
fail to undergo torpor in the laboratory. No doubt
many of us have assumed that this is a consequence of
laboratory conditions. But there is evidence that the
capacity for hibernation in hibernators such as the
hamster Mesocricetus auratus, is absent in some individ-
uals and that this may be genetically determined (8).

That daily torpor is widely prevalent in nature
has been convincingly demonstrated by the recent study
of Vogt and Lynch (51) who placed 36 nest boxes in each
of two 1.7 hectare study plots and provided approximately
25 grams of cotton in each box. There were eight food
hoppers in one of the study plots while the other plot
was without a food supplement. All nest boxes were
examined between 8 and 11 a.m. at 7-10 day intervals
between November and March. Evidence of torpor was
based predominan tly on behavior , though in every case
in which an an imal j udged to be torpid and had its body
temperature measured , the body temperature was 25 °C or
lower, Of 143 observations , there were 34 instances of
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torpor in Site I (where food was provided), while only
17 of 205 observations in Site II (no food provided)
were mice found to be torpid. These observations,
which were corroborated by telemetered body temperatures
from animals confined to outdoor cages, also demonstrated
a higher incidence of torpor during the winter (December,
January and February) . Thus , the capstone of an obser-
vation which was initiated in 1951 by Howard (21) has
culminated in the conclusive proof that torpor is a
natural event in the l ife of P. leucopus and that it is
not a breakdown of the thermoregulatory machinery .

Further evidence that torpor can be daily in its
frequency and shallow in its physiology in many small
cricetids is the observations by Fisler (14). In his
general study of the adaptations of harvest mice to
salt marshes he observed spontaneous daily torpor in
Reithrodontornys raviventris raviventris and chill
induced torpor in R. megalotis , although he was unable
to induce torpor in R. r. halicoetes even by exposure
to 4 .8 °C for 14.5 hrs.  Perhaps the temperature was
too low and this subspecies resisted torpor because of
the potentially lethal consequences should it fail to
keep its body temperature from falling below some
critical level . The lowest body temperature Fisler
(14) observed for R. r . raviventri s was 21.5°C and at
no time did the body temperature fall to the ambient
temperature which varied between about 17 and 20°C.
When handled , these torpid mice aroused within a half-
hour or so. Since Fisler considered R. r . rav iventris
and R. r. halicoetes to have been der ived from R.
megalotis, he interprets his results to mean that
selection intensif ied the trait in raviventris and
eliminated it entirely from halicoetes. This inter-
pretation implies considerable l iabi l i ty to the evolution
of torpor.

IV. TORPOR IN HETEROM YIDAE

A similar history of our understanding of torpor
in Peromyscus which has been repeated for the kangaroo
rat , Dipodorays merriarni, began with Dawson ’s observation
of hypothermia after 12 hours of exposure of fasting ,
post—absorptive , D. merriami to an ambient temperature
of approximately 15°C. Subsequently, Carpenter (7)
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elicited torpor in D. Merria~ii by progressively restrict-ing their food. However, mortality was high in these
experiments, though the animals survived for over a
week and had body temperatures of 16—17°C at an ambient
temperature of 15°C.

In a study of torpor in D. merricm7i, Yousef and
Dill (53) observed daily torpor in kangaroo rats
maintained at 13—15°C with a ration of 2.0 grams of
rolled oats, which was 45% of their ad libitwn food
consumption at that temperature. Of the eight of
eighteen animals in which the Tre dropped to 14°C or
below only one survived the 7 day experimental period.
No measurements were made of spontaneous rewarining at
13-15°C, but these authors note that spontaneous arousals
must have occurred since “...they enter hibernation
periodically every day.” ~inong animals rewarming at an
ambient temperature of 27-30°C, nine whose body tempera-
tures were above 15°C at the beginning of arousal
survived, while six which died during arousal had body
temperatures slightly below 15°C. Of the thirteen
animals which were on a restricted food regime, the fat
content of those surviving was 1.7% while the fat
content of those which died was only 1.0%. These
levels of fat are markedly below those of animals fed
ad Ubitwn - 3.7% for animals kept at 25 ± 2°C and 7.8%
for animals kept at 13-15°C. As yet there is no
evidence of spontaneous torpor in any D. merriasni
either in the laboratory or more importantly, in the
field. But based on the history of our studies of
Peromyscus epp. , it may be only a matter of time until
someone makes the critical observations. It may well
be that a less severe reduction in food, or a more
gradual reduction, coupled with sufficient acclima-
tization could show that torpor in this heteromyid is
not qualitatively different than that of another hetero—
myid, Mic~rodipodops pallidus. Brown and Bartholomew (5)report that M. pallidue does not become torpid at
either 17 or 6°C when given seeds in excess each day,
but when the daily ration is reduced to 1.5 g, all
individuals become torpid, an observation at odds with
the report of Bartholomew and MacMillen (3) that “Under
laboratory conditions we found that kangaroo mice at
any time of year will spontaneously become dormant at
ambient tempi~ratures ranging at least from 5 to 26.”
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With the advantage of hindsight, one wonders to what
extent an inadvertent starvation imposed torpor was
induced. The role of food restriction in this family
appears to play a significant role in the induction of
torpor. Kenagy (27) was able to trap Perog nathue
~ongimembri8 (the little pocket mouse) throughout the
winter of 1969—70, a time when the seed crop was abund-
ant, whereas in 1970—71 and 1971—72, when the seed was
less abundant, no animals appeared in his traps. Further-
more, during the year of abundance, there was the great-
est survival rate of his population over the winter --
82%. French (15) noted that captive P. longimen7bri8
maximize their time of eutherinia by selecting high
environmental temperatures at all times of the year.

V. TORPOR IN DIPOD IDAE

The ecological equivalent of the New World hetero—
myids in the Old World Deserts are the dipodids, both
families including hibernators as well as non-hibernators.
Most of the information about the hibernation of dipodids
up to 1961 is in the Russian literature and has been
summarized by Cade (6) .

Cade (6) describes Jaculus jaculue as exhibiting
lethargy and hypothermia in captivity with irregular
periods of inactivity in nature. Hooper and El—Hilali
(20) observed torpor in captive j erboas , Jaculue
orientalie (Body Weight = 132-142 g) and Jaculue deserti,
(Body Weight = 63—78 g),  but only when food was withheld .
These species do not store food. “Deep hypothertnic
lethergy” (their term) was observed in 15 animals (7 J.
orientalie and 8 J. deserti), and in all of the 10
known instances of rewarining (arousal), the process
took place without the application of external heat at
ambient temperatures of 17—21°C. At least three
animals aroused spontaneously , i.e •,  without disturbance,
at the ambient temperature at which they had been
torpid . El—Hilali and Veillat (13) observed torpor in
two Jaculue orienta lie which had been maintained at
5°C for more than two months . The rectal temperatures
of these animals was 10.8 and 9.5°C , and while both
animals aroused , they did so at an ambient temperature
of 24°C , so that they had been subjected to considerable
exogenous heat. There was no indication as to the
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availability of food during dormancy. These same
authors (op. cit.) excavated forty—one plugged burrows
in November at which time the soil temperature at a
depth of 30-45 cm ranged from 9.5 to 10°C. They found
38 animals (23 f emales and 15 males) , which had an
average body weight of 145.9 ± 9.9 g (ië ± s.e.) torpid
with body temperatures between 10 and 11°C. One animal
was found to be active and two were dead . Interestingly ,
the torpid animals were all in an upright but crouched
position , with the nose on the forepaws, the hind legs
hidden beneath the body , and the tail running in a
sagittal plane between the fore and hind paws . The
head was bent downwards with the eyes closed and the
upper half of the pinna folded back . This posture is
similar to that observed in torpid Baiornye taylori
(22 ) , but it is not typical of hibernators. This
contrasts with the “classical hibernator ” which assumes
a horizontal, curved posture when torpid. If Jaculue
does not store seeds, as has been noted (13), either it
has deposited considerable fat, or its torpor must be
daily, in which case the animals would periodically
forage for food. Their arousal rate is incredibly
slow, being approximately 0.10 to 0.15 degrees/minute
(my calculations); a response reminiscent of animals
forced into hypothermia. While they were initially
apneic, breathing soon became regular during arousal
and they began to shiver when their body temperature
reached 17°C. Although these authors describe Jaculus
orientalie as a “true hibernator,” much remains to be
learned about the physiology of torpor in this species
and to what extent it is similar to the “classical
hibernator.” The data at present argues for daily
torpor.

VI. TORPOR IN MURIDAE

Many of the small rodents which engage in daily,
shallow torpor are cricetids, a group considered to be
ancestral to the murids (44). With the exception of
Petter’s unverified account of summer lethargy in Hue
mueculus epretu e as described by Cade (6) and Robert’s
(40) description of estivation in Steatcanye , murids are
not considered to be hibernators , although Hudson (23)
observed a thermal sensitivity in the perfused isolated
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hearts from Hue mueculue var albino slightly above that
of other small rodents which exhibited shallow daily
torpor. Recently, Morton (36) observed torpor in Hue
?nueoulua located in nests underneath large rocks in
Victoria , Australia. They had body temperatures of
18.2 to 21.5 at air temperatures of 11 to 12°C. These
observations represent a third example of a phenomenon
occurring under natural conditions though there were
hints from their isolated hearts (23) that shallow,
daily torpor could have been considered to be a labor-
atory phenomenon. Morton’s observations strengthens
the case for presuming that shallow, daily torpor
probably occurs widely in nature , even though its
naturalness remains to be documented in most cases.

VII. TORPOR IN INSECTIVORES

Although there are many species in the families
Tenrecidae and Erinaceidae known to hibernate or esti-
vate, the special thermoregulatory feature shallow,
daily torpor only recently been reported for the family
Soricidae, a family which includes many species which
weigh less than ten grains . Vogel (50) describes cold
resistance and reversible hypothermia in Suncue etruecue,
the smallest species of mammal. The females weigh
1.953 g and the males weigh 1.761 g. Torpor occurred
intermittently at a Ta of 16 - 18°C for 1.5 to 7.5 hrs
with a body temperature 2°C above the ambient tempera-
ture when these animals were subjected to a restricted
food supply. Well fed animals resisted temperatures
below 0°C. Three specimens were able to survive without
food for a 25 hr. trial . These observations contrast
markedly with the results from the systematic study of
therinoregulation in three species of shrews, Sorex
minutus~ S. araneus and Necvnye fodiene, averaging 3.7
g; 7.0 and 17.1 g respectively (17). Gebczynski (17).
looked unsuccessfully for torpor in freshly captured
animals during all seasons of the year at ambient
temperatures ranging from 3 to 25°C and was unable to
observe a significant reduction in metabolism which did
not result in death when food was removed. But, of
course , he did not do studies in which food was progres-
sively restricted, and since his animals were freshly
captured, surely their behavior must have been disturbed
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under these conditions. In view of what we now know
about torpor in a variety of small mammals as it
relates to food supply and ambient temperatures, it
would be worth repeating these experiments using animals
which had become accustomed to conditions of captivity;
the metabolic measuring devices; and a daily progressive
restriction of food.

VIII. TORPOR IN PRIMATES

Russell* (see page 193—206 , reference in footnote)
studied nine Microcebue murinue and three Cheirogaleus
mediue which he kept under relatively constant tempera-
ture and light conditions for a year. These species,
which ranged in size from about 80 to 300 g exhibited
prehibernal fattening and spontaneous daily torpor in
the austral winter-spring (March - April), but did not
show daily torpor at other times of the year.

IX. TORPOR IN MARSUPIAL S

Not only do small placental mammals exhibit the
special pattern of daily, shallow torpidity, but it has
been observed in several species of marsupials. We
have, of course, known for some time about torpor in
the phalangerids (2).

However, it r.ow appears that shallow, daily torpor
is probably widespread amongst the smal!. dasyurids;
carnivorous marsupials. Wallis (52) studied daily
torpor in Antechinus etuartii by means of a thermistor
probe implanted in the interscapular region and connected
with a transmitter. He also made periodic measurements
of rectal temperature and found these to be within 1°C
of the subcutaneous temperature. Eight animals captured
in December and January (the austral summer) did not
become torpid, even at a Ta of 15°C, yet 7 out of 9
animals captured between April and September (austral
fall and winter) and given only 2 grams of food (Harpers
Puppy Chow) had body temperatures which briefly fell
below 30°C, with the animals entering torpor between 1
and 12 times per experiment. In one experiment, the
total oxygen consumption over a 25 h period at a Tb of
23.8°C was 41% of the resting, normothermic level of
A. stuartii. As with other species of small mammals,
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these torpid marsupials assumed a crouched posture
during torpor with the head tucked under the abdomen.
Respiration was reduced from 60—180/minute to 40-
80/minute, and there were periods of apnea. The Tb
never fell below 18—21°C in any of the animals which
survived torpor. Dawson (10) reports torpor in three
species of planigales, Planigale ingrami, P. tenuiroetrie
and P. gilesi., which weigh 5.8-9.3 g; 6.6-7.3 g; and
9.4 to 10.0 respectively. These marsupials (closely
related to Antechinua) are considered ecological equiva-
lents of the placental shrews (39). The body tempera-
tures of the planigales were as low as 14 °C, the
lowest temperature which occurred in the unheated
animal house. They entered torpor as soon as the
lights were turned on and the torpid period persisted
for 2-4 hours under experimental conditions.

The body temperatures during torpor in two other
dasyurids, S~ninthopeie craeeicccudata (N = 5) and S.
larapinta (N = 5) were measured by Godfrey (18) who
studied laboratory bred animals which nested in a
Perspex tube fitted with a thermocouple soldered to a
thin copper plate cemented to the floor of the tube so
as to record skin temperature of resting animals. The
ambient temperatures in the laboratory were 21°C.,
while a few animals were kept outdoors where the ambient
temperature ranged from 9 to 16°C. Starvation in these
species is not likely to be reflected in a marked
depletion of body fat because of the heavy deposits of
fat in their tails. Fully fed S. carassicaudata did
not become torpid, but when food was limited to half
the daily ad libitwn consumption , torpor occurred more
readily, particularly at low temperatures. The lowest
skin temperature varied from 17—23°C, but since the
skin temperature is probably at least 1°C less than the
rectal temperature, this species probably has a
“critical Tb” of 18°C, which is similar to A. etuartii.
Animals completely deprived of food aroused normally
from torpor, but did not feed when f ood was offered and
subsequently died. The skirt temperatures of S. larapinta
at Ta ranging between 15.0 and 23.9°C were between 18
and 27°C. Based on Morton’s observation (36) it is now
known that S. crassicaudata can be hand captured in
the field during episodes of torpor in which the body
temperature ranges between 17 ~trtd 23°C at a Ta of 9 to
11°C, and that it arouses within 30 minu tes after
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capture at the prevailing air temperature , indi cative
of the spontaneous nature of their torpidity. This is
the fourth case in which long standing laboratory
observations have only recently been corroborated by
field studies.

In conjunction with a general study of water
turnover, Kennedy and McFarlane (28) observed the body
temperature of Daeycercua orassicaudata to be 5-10°C
below its normal value of 35—37°C at ambient temperatures
between 20 and 30°C, though at a Ta of 20°C the body
temperature remained 35—37°C. [Morrison and McNab,
(35) report this too but as an unpublished observation
using the old generic name Chaetocercue.] D. crasaicaudata
deprived of food for 7 days exhibited a 50—60% decrease
in oxygen consumption with a body temperature which
steadily dropped from 35-36 to 22-24°C, i.e., to a
level within 2°C of ambient temperature. It is unknown
what these authors meant by “steadily.” On refeeding,
the body temperature rose to normal by the following
morning. The body temperatures of Dasycercue maintained
on minimal food rations were 10°C below normal, or
within 3°C of ambient temperature. Significantly,
Dasycercue is primarily a desert dasyurid, whereas
Sminthopeis is most common in the more temperate regions,
and in conformity, Dasycercue has a “critical body
temperature” which is probably about 23°C, whereas the
more temperate Antechinu8 and Sminthopeis have critical
body temperatures of 18°C.

Shallow, daily torpor is not exclusive to the
marsupials of Australia. Morrison and McNab (35)
report torpor, which is daily and shallow in the murine
opossum, Max’rnosa app. , a 13 gram didelphid marsupial
from South America. This species (thought to he M.
microtaraus) exhibited diurnal cycles of torpor lasting
5-6 hours with a slow (3 hour) spontaneous arousal at a
Ta of 16°C (Tb not measured during this particular
experiment, but based on other measurements it was
probably somewhere between 16 and 18°C). These authors
also report arousal in 30 minutes by an animal which
had a Tb of 18°C (as estimated from their figure 7).
The depressed metabolism that Morrison and McNab (35)
observed at 11°C in Mca’moBa elegana, another small
oppossum which weighs about 30-48 g suggests torpor,
but its exact nature remains unknown.

- ----—----
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X . DISCUSSION - DAILY TORPOR

The most consistent feature to the torpor exhibited
by all of these small marsupials, insectivores and
rodents is that there appears to be a “critical body
temperature,” below which spontaneous arousals are
lost. The daily episodes of torpor last for only a few
hours, usually beginning about the time that their
foraging activity ceases. Presumably the length of
torpor is adjusted to the food supply, though this
remains to be critically studied in most of the species
known to engage in daily torpor. To what extent the
“critical body temperature” is a reflection of natural
selection in response to ambient temperature encountered
during torpor in their respective habitats is unknown,
though the evidence is suggestive that there is a match
between ambient temperature and “critical body tempera-
ture.” It is important to carefully consider the tempera-
ture of their microhabitats, for some species are fossorial
while others are not. For example, even though Baic~nystaylori lives at the same latitudes as the P. leucopus
we studied (26) it has a “critical body temperature” at
least 5 to 7°C above that exhibited by Peromyscus,
probably because it is not fossorial and is exposed to
higher ambient temperatures at certain times of the
year. It is not known why these species cannot or will
not let their body temperatures drop below the “critical
level.” However, there is evidence which suggests that
they lack the capability for the maintenance of normal
cardiac function below the critical threshold, perhaps
because of an increased membrane permeability to potassium~
a failure to maintain adequate electrolyte balance; and
a decreased ability to produce adequate ventricular
force of contraction. Also unknown is the extent to
which acclimatization may facilitate not only the onset
and utilization of daily torpor, but the level of the
critical body temperature.

It is now clear that at least a fraction of the
population of small mammals which utilizes this daily
torpor does so under natural conditions. If one ignores
the survival of the individual and focuses on the survival
of the population, daily torpor may be an adaptive
response assuring that a sufficient fraction of the
population survives a period of dwindling food resources
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until more favourable conditions for reproduction and a
rebuilding of the population density occur. This
fraction is a genetically selected group in which the
gene frequency is the result of opposing selective
forces. If too many animals are torpid, the disadvantages
of torpor, such as predation act to reduce gene frequency.
If an insufficient number of individuals become torpid,
the selection pressure will function to increase gene
frequency for torpor by favoring those individuals with
the least energy requirement.

XI.  CHIPMUNKS

A group of hibernators which seem to be somewhat
intermediate between the “classical hibernators” such
as hedgehogs, niarmots, bats, and ground squirrels and
the small insectivores, rodents and marsupials utilizing
shallow, daily torpor, are the chipmunks, Tamias atriatue
and Eutc~niaa app. While the “critical body temperature”
of the classical hibernator may be near 0°C and 15—20°C
for the daily hibernator, it seems to be about 5—7°C in
the chipmunks. In none of the studies of T. atriatus
has the body temperature of torpid animals been observed
to approach 0°C (37, 38, 41, 43, and 54).

In none of these studies has anyone reported
torpor to occur in all of the animals studied in the
laboratory. Wang and Hudson (54) deafened animals
which did not exhibit torpor, and 4 of the 6 animals
which had not previously become torpid, did sc spon-
taneously within one month after deafening. These
results suggest that reluctant hibernators may in some
cases be individuals easily disturbed by the ambient
noise in their laboratory environment. Most of the
studies in which there has been a systematic measurement
of body or skin temperature of torpid chipmunks at
ambient temperatures below 10°C report considerable
variation in the lowest body temperature and the length
of the torpid period of individual chipmunks. Wang and
Hudson (54) found body temperatures between 5.0 and
28.5°C in 330 measurements of 52 torpid chipmunks, but
in only 23 of the 163 measurements at a Ta below 9.5°C
was the Tb less than 10°C. The lowest Tb from which an
animal spontaneously aroused was 5.0°C and this was at
a Ta of 4.0°C. Scott and Fisher (43) found skin tempera-
tures of torpid chipmunks to range between 5.5 and

-s
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28.7 at ambient temperatures of either 0 ± 2 °C or 18 ±
3°C. Pivorun (38) reports minimum body temperatures
approximately 1°C above ambient temperatures of 3-16°C,
but body temperatures of 6 - 14.5°C above art ambient tem-
perature of 0°C. In general most investigators report a
duration of from 1 to 6 days for the individual bouts
of torpor. Based on information about body temperature
transmitted by telemetry, it appears that the length of
the individual bouts of torpor is directly related to
the ambient temperature at Ta’s between 3 and 16°C
(38), but this relationship breaks down at an ambient
temperature of 0°C. Furthermore, entry into hibernation
at the termination of the non-hibernating period involved
test drops in which the depth and length of torpor
sequentially increased, but after the so—called “plateau”
stage had been reached, animals would return to their
lowest body temperatures and longest duration of
torpor following subsequent arousals (38).

Pivorun (38) does not specify the ambient temperatures
at which he measured his test drops, though it can be
assumed to be the 8°C he reports for one of his experi-
ments in which the “plateau” body temperature was 10°C.
Pivorun reports the sympatric Eutcinias rninimua to be a
deeper hibernator than T. atriatus, but he defines
deeper as “less prone to arousal” and not exhibiting
“test drops .” However , he did not expose E. minvf lu8 to
ambient temperatures below 8°C.

The distribution of the capacity for hibernation
in the family Sciuridae is fascinating, since Tamias
[Black (4) treats Tamias and Eutamias as a single
group] is thought to represent the stem of the family
(4) with the flying tree squirrel branch (subfamily
Petauristinae and subfamily Sciurinae, tribe Sciurini)
not possessing any ability whatsoever for torpor, while
the other branch, which includes the ground squirrels
(subfamily Sciurinae, tribe Marntotini) representing the
classical hibernation pattern. Black (4) has undertaken
a thorough and systematic analysis of fossil represent-
atives of this family and derived a phylogenetic tree
(Fig. 8) in which he considers Sciurids to have
originated from Paramys, an extinct group he describes
as “..presumably ground living forms with a rather
generalized, scampering type skeleton.” Black speculates
that the parantyine line reached the sciurid level of
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organization in the late Eocene or Oligocene , and that
the tribal groups Tataini , Sciurini and Marmotini
diff erentiated in the late Oligocene .

If hibernation is a conservative feature coupled
with primitive morphological patterns (6) , then it must
have been present in Tamias app . as far back as the
Oligocene and was lost in the Sciurini tribe, but
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further developed in the Marmotini tribe . The alternative
interpretation would be to assume that hibernation is
so polyphyletic and specifically adaptive for each
different  ecological n iche , that it arose independently
within the various sciurid lineages, exhibiting dif ferent
patterns in the Tamini and Marmotini tribes. One of
the most puzzling contradictions is the observation
that the antelope ground squirrel , Arivnoaper ?nophilus
leucurus, which is a non—hibernator , possess a heart
which has the ability to beat at nearly 0°C just as the
heart from the hibernator , Citellu8 mohavenais can beat
at 0 °C or less (29), while the isolated, perfused
hearts of the desert ground squirrel , Citellus
(Spermophilus) tereticcwdue stops beating at perfusion
temperatures below 5°C and the thirteen-lined ground
squirrel , Spermophilus tridecemlineatus can beat at
perfusion temperatures below freezing (but not below
the freezing point of the perfusion medium) , (Table 3 ,
( 2 4 ) ] .  Lyman (29) assumes that Arnmospe r~nophiZus
leucurus belongs to a lineage of hibernators and has
retained some of the features which characterize
hibernators, while Hudson (25 ) assumes that hibernation
represents an adaptive response to a particular set of
ecological circumstances and that it can be repeatedly
evolved depending upon the selection pressure . This
does not , of course , explain why a non—hibernator
possesses the heart of a hibernator . There is , of
course , no resolution of these contrasting views ,
though a systematic study of the characteristics of
perfused isolated hearts from the ground squirrels
(including marmots) , chipmunks and tree squirrels from
North America should provide us with some substantial
information as to what extent this thermal sensitivity
is a taxonomic feature , i .e .  to what extent it reflects
the lowest body temperature to which the hibernator is
exposed . It seems strange that the groups which have
been around the longest (Tcij niae and Euto.inias) are
intermediate between the “classical hibernator” and the
daily shallow hibernator and tha t the fraction of the
population which utilizes torpor in the laboratory
seems also to be less than typically observed with the
“classical hibernator.”

One group of sciurids which has been little studied
with respect to their capacity for hibernation is the
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prairie dogs, and consequently their status as hibernators
remains obscure and contradictory. Egoscue (12) studied
the Utah prairie dog, Cynomys pax’videns, which is
closely allied to C. leucurus in captivity at the u.s.
National Zoo. He reports that all activity above
ground ceased by mid-July, the burrow entrances deterior-
ated, and the food remained untouched. The animals began
to reappear in early January and all were active by 10
March (two males and four females), a schedule which
was repeated in 1972, 1973 and 1974. This contrasts
with the zoos’ previous colony of black—tailed prairie
dogs, C. ludovicianus which were active year-long in
the same enclosure. On the other hand, Thomas and
Riedesel (47), acknowledging reports of naturalists
that the black-tailed prairie dog, C. ludovicianus,
disappears during the winter months, which suggests
hibernation, undertook a study of the body temperatures
of five animals implanted with telemeters and kept in
outdoor cages. The body temperatures of four animals
ranged from 25.5 to 40.6°C, while the fifth animal had
a body temperature which was between 13 and 40.2°C.
When these animals were placed in a 12°C hibernaculum,
one animal had a body temperature near ambient, while
the other four had body temperatures above 27.7°C.
While the data available is too skimpy to warrant
conclusions, it may be that Cynomys spp . , is more
similar to chipmunks than to ground squirrels and
marmots in their hibernation patterns.

XII. EVOLUTION OF TORPIDITY

Although most authors of recent papers dealing
with hibernation tend to view it as polyphyletic (25),
perhaps precluding the value of even reviewing its
evolution at this time, there are some interesting
aspects of daily , shallow torpor which can be usefully
considered.

Our preoccupation with the “classical hibernator”
and questions of maintenance and arousal from hiber-
nation with respect to the cardiovascular, nervous and
endocrine systems as well as those special preparative
cellular and biochemical adaptations permitting survival
at body temperatures near freezing for extended periods
of time, has led us to ignore the multitudinous variations
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on this central theme .
Hibernation has been viewed as a state of prolonged

depression of body temperature to levels near 0°C. At
the second hibernation symposium , Cade (6) suggested
that hibernation was best developed in those rodent
families which were at the base or their particular
phyletic lines, describing hibernation as associated
with mammals which were primitive. Hibernation arose
in mammals which were not precise hoineotherms (main-
taining a constitutional eurythermism), but evolved a
specialized therinoregulation in which hibernation was a
precisely controlled thermoregulatory phenomenon. In
that same symposium, Twente and Twente (49) proposed
that bats which hibernate were derived from homeotherinic
ancestors, (implying that precise homeothermy developed
first), which was followed by heterothermia and then
developed hibernation. Cade (6) suggested that mammals
can be forced into hypothermia if they were originally
hibernators , by virtue of their constitutional eury—
therinism but have reached the evolutionary state where
they have lost part of the ability typical of the
“classical h ibernator and that this advancement is
commensurate with their morphological evolution .

t have proposed (25) that there is yet another way
of viewing the evolution of hibernation , though I have
no data to support my contention , making speculation
rather easy. Is it not possible that most small,
altricial neonates are not already in a sense hiber—
nators and from their physiology could have repeatedly
(for different species) evolved hibernation or daily,
shallow torpor as we know it? It may not really be
much of an evolutionary feat to become a hibernator if
you are small enough and born prematurely (altricial).
Certainly the heart should be able to fur. ction at low
body temperature , which frequently occur within the
nest due to parental absence. Brown fat is widely
distributed among neonates. There must be some cor-
relation between the biochemical adaptations for arioxia
of neonates and that of hibernators (though this latter
point has been contested). Scholander (42) has sug-
gested that selective ischemia is an important asphyxial
defense in newborn; a regional distribution of blood
similar to that of hibernators. Thus we have a number
of features common to both hibernators and neonates, so
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all we need is the central nervous system control
coupled to these in the right way at the right time and
hibernation can evolve . Any small generalized mammal
which is born in the altricial state and subsequently
acquires homeothermy with the development of its
thermoregulatory system and other supporting physiological
systems, represents a physiological substrate from
which hibernation and/or daily, shallow tdrpor could
easily have been selected.

XIII. SUMMARY

Over the last 25 years it has been discovered that
the lethargy or hypothermia frequently observed in
small mammals exposed to combinations of low tempera-
ture and an inadequate supply of food is a natural
thermoregulatory response which occurs in the field,
probably as a means of reducing energy requirements at
a time food is less available. The torpor episodes are
usually only a few hours in length, though it is likely
their duration is related to the quantity of food
obtained during the previous evening of foraging.
Torpor is not very deep, possibly because most of the
small animals in which this has been observed to date,
live in environments where they are not exposed to
particularly low temperatures (if one allows for the
more equable conditions prevailing in an underground
nest or nesting logs or other structures providing
considerable insulation). The inability of these small
mammals to tolerate low body temperatures (i.e., tempera-
tures much below 10 - 15°C) may be due to the absence
of adequate membrane function of their hearts (and
other organs) so as to prevent the loss of potassium at
low temperatures, resulting in an inadequate electro-
lyte balance. At present it appears that only a small
fraction of a population can be induced into torpor by
forced starvation (i.e. food restriction). Similarly
only a small fraction of a population in nature seems
to exhibit shallow torpor spontaneously at any one
time. Whether all members of the population exhibit
this in nature at one time or another, is not known.
The adaptive significance of this response is apparently
for the population rather than the individual. So long
as an adequate number of individuals survive periods of
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unfavorable conditions to serve as a breeding nucleus
for re—establishing the population , the welfare of the
population is secure . The ultimate objective of survival
is to maintain the gene pool. As we have so frequently
observed in the animal world , there are multitudinous
strategies for achieving that goal . In this example
perhaps it can be reasoned that were all the individuals
to survive unfavourable winters, breeding could not
occur since , i) the animals might be greatly weakened
by their winter ordeal , and ii) until plants had initiated
growth, bloomed and seeded, there still might not be
much food around. Thus, at any time the fraction of
the population surviving winter in a condition suitable
for breeding exceeds the accessible food the entire
population dies off. By coupling high fecundity with
differential survival , determined by the ability to
utilize torpor , the population as a whole survives and
is ready to rebuild following one or more seasons of
unfavourable conditions . What selection mechanism oper-
ates to keep the entire population from becoming hiber—
nators? Presumably disadvantages such as predation
balance advantages such as a reduced energy requirement
to keep a genetic balance at a low gene frequency for
torpor.

The number of documented examples of daily, shallow
torpor among marsupials, insectivores and rodents has
increased substantially within the last 25 years. The
documentation of its occurrence in nature has lagged
significantly behind our laboratory demonstrations of
its existence . Unlike the “classical hibernators”
these “shallow, daily hibernators” do not assume the
horizontal , curled posture , but remain upright , so that
without careful observation of breathing rates or
measurement of body temperature, it could easily be
missed , expecially if the body temperature were relatively
high , permitting typical locomotory behavior .

It must be emphasized that true “shallow, daily
torpor ” is spontaneous (i.e., can occur in the presence
of food, albeit restricted) and that animals can restore
their body temperature to normal levels without the
application of external heat. Moving animals from a
refrigerator to room temperature to arouse is not
satisfactory evidence . If they are exposed to temperatures
which are too low, they may resist entry into torpor,
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so that it is important in testing suspected cases that
the animals not be subjected to ambient temperatures
much below 15 or much above 20°C. Because not all
individuals tend to exhibit such torpor, it is important
to examine sufficient numbers. And since it may be
seasonal at least in some species, one must consider
the possibility of circannial rhythms or exogenous cues
such as photoperiod and temperature. Also, it may well
be that it occurs in different seasons (e.g. summer
dormancy) in different sp’ cies, for reasons not well
understood, but hidden under the rubric of estivation.
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FOOTNOTE

*Subsequent to the completion of this review my
attention was called to the chapter in Lemur Biology
on “Body temperatures and behavior of captive cheiro—
galeids by Robert Jay ~usse1l, I. Tattersall and R.W .
Sussman (editors). Plenum Press, New York and London,
1975.
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ABSTRACT

Previous studies on field aspects of mammalian
torpidity concern mainly with the timing of “ immergence ”
and “ emergence ” in seasonal torpor. Little is known
during the torpor season itself . The present report
summarizes results from a 3-year telemetric study on
pattern of torpidity in the Richardson ’s ground squirrel
(Spermophilus richardsonii) under natural conditions.
The evaluation of energetics for seasonal torpor adopts
an “indirect calorimetry and time-budget” approach; the
energetics associated with d i f fe ren t  phases of a torpor
cycle are compartmentalized in the laboratory and the
time-budget derived from patterns of torpidity observed
in the field . The results indicate that the torpor season
commences in mid-July for adult S. richardeonii and mid-
September for juveniles , but terminates synchronously
for both groups in mid-March . Duration of torpor
averages 3 and 4.3 days in July and August and gradually
lengthens to 19.1 days in January; after which it short-
ens to 14.2 and 6.0 days, respectively , in February and
March . The duration of inter-torpor homeothermy ranges
from 300 to 1500 m m .  The amount of time spent in
torpor ranges from 43. 1% in July and 60.4% in March to
90.1-98.4% between August and February . The energetic
cost averages 12.8% for entry into torpor , 16.6% for deep
torpor , 19.0% for arousal from torpor and 51.6% for the
period of inter-torpor homeotherrny, throughout a torpor
season . The monthly energy savings by utilization of
torpor range from 38.0% in July to 51.2% in March but
are 81.6% to 96.0% between August and February. For the
torpor season as a whole the energy saving comes to
87.8% .
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of mammalian torpor (estivation , hiber-
nation and daily torpor) has made impressive progress in
the last two decades as evidenced by the previous four
international symposia on the subject and the many
publications in major scientific journals. The general
concensus is that physiologically , estivation and hiber-
nation are similar phenomena, differing only in the
timing of seasonal occurrence and the depth of body
temperature (Tb ) depression which is dictated by the
ambient temperature (Ta) at which torpor occurs (16) .
Physiological studies on daily torpor in small cricetids
and heteromyids (15 , 26 , 28 , 40 , 44) have also indicated
that qualitatively it is similar to hibernation but the
depression of Tb is generally shallow and the duration
of torpor is typically less than 24 hr. The relatively
shallow seasonal torpor in the Chipmunks (Tamias and
EutcaniaB) also showed similarities physiologically to
those observed in hibernation (37 , 45) . Ecologically ,
the dif ferent  patterns of torpidity are considered
adaptive in coping with seasonal environmental stresses
for energy and/or water conservation as well as avoidance
of daily or seasonal extremes in temperature (15).

The majori ty of field studies on mammalian torpidi-
ty have been concerned primarily with the t iming of
seasonal torpor and the duration of the torpor season
(e.g. 1, 27 , 31, 35) . This information is usually
obtained through regular census and/or systematic trap-
ping. The disappearance of animals from above the
ground is generally referred to as the time of “im—
mergence ” for torpidity while the re-appearance of the
animal as “emergence” . The period between “immergence”
and “emergence” is the torpor season . A typical study
illustrating such techniques is found in Michener (27) ,
in which she reported a mean hibernating season of 222
and 249 days respectively, for adult Spermophilue
richardsonii and S. colwnbianus, and 157-190 and 250—255
days , respectively, for the juvenile males and females
of the two species. A recent review by Davis (6)
summarized to date the timing of estivation and hiber-
nation in ground squirrels and marmots under field
conditions with the following generalizations: (i) the
timing for immergence and emergence in a given species
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is rather predictable but varies between species; (ii)
sex and age differences exist on timing of iminergence
and emergence with males inunerging and emerging before
the females and adults inunerging and emerging before the
young (6). For obvious reasons of inaccessibility to
the animal , these studies can not provide any in formation
on the underground activity of the animals during the
period between irnmergence and emergence. It seems
paradoxical that although the torpor season proper is
the focus of attention , it is the least understood
aspect amongst a plethora of information concerning
natural torpidity . With the advancement of biotelemetry
it has become possible to measure the Tb of an animal in
it’s burrow under natural conditions (2, 46). Using this
method , we have been conducting field studies recording
Tb in animals during the torpor season , aiming t~ f ill
this gap in our knowledge on the subject (47). In this
chapter, more recent information will be presented to
characterize the pattern of torpidity under natural
conditions in a population of Richardson ’s ground
squirrels.

Equally perplexing is the fact that although hiber-
nation is viewed as an effective means for energy conser-
vation in overwintering , there has been no study which
documents the energy expenditure of a hibernator in its
hibernating season under natural conditions. It is
perhaps not dif f icult to understand why this should be
the case . The lack of such a study is a direct
consequence to the lack of specific information on
patterns of hibernation under natural conditions. To
estimate energy consumption during the hibernating
season, one must know (i) the timing of onset and termi-
nation of the hibernating season; (ii) the duration of
each hibernating bout and its seasonal variation ; (i ii)
the energy consumption for entry into and arousal from
hibernation ; (iv) the energy consumption during hiberna-
tion at different Tb’s; and (v) the period of homeo-
thermy between successive hibernation bouts and the
energy consumption for each such period and at different
Ta’s. Since none of this information was available for
hibernati .n under natural conditions, it has not been
possible to construct an energy budget for the hiber-
nation season. Our recent field studies however , have
provided pertinent information on these aspects to
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allow for an estimation of such a budget.
Methods currently available for studies of energetics

in free-living small mammals have been reviewed by
Gessaman (9), and the ecological aspects of energetics
by Grodzinski and Wunder (11). Only a brief summary
will be presented here with reference to relevance of
the method in application to study of natural torpidity :
(i) the use of double-labeled water (D2

18O) for esti-
mation of rate of CO2 production (21) has been success-
fully applied in birds (20, 42, 43) and small rodents
(22, 32, 33, 34). However , since thi s method requires
at least two samples of body water from the same animal,
one at the time of release and one at recapturing , its
usefulness is limited to estimation of energetics of the
whole torpor season but not for compartmentalization of
seasonal di ff erences in energy expenditures within the
torpor season due to the absence of surface activity
af ter immergence ; (i i) the use of telem*te red heart rate
as a predictor for oxygen consumption (V02) based on
empirical correlation between heart rate and V02.
Although significant correlations have been observed in
many species of rodents (23, 29), such relationships
appear to be stable only for one to a few days in the
same individual and may vary between individuals. Since
the change of V0 2 is reflected not only in heart rate
but also in stroke volume and especially the arterial to
venous difference in °2 content , the usefulness of the
method is probably limited to steady-state conditions at
relatively low metabolic rates where heart rate increases
linearly with the increase of V02. Since both the entry
and arousal pha ses of a torpor episode are not steady
states in so far as changes of cardiovascular parameters
are concerned (25, 45), the use of heart rate for V02
prediction in natural hibernation is probably not suit-
able; (iii) the estimation of energ~~ ics with the
incorporation of the “climatic space ” concept (14) also
does not seem to be applicable in the study of natural
torpidity although such approaches have been employed in
evaluation of energetics in the ground squirrel in its
non-torpor season (30); (iv) the classical method of
food consumption and assimilation analysis (36) is
probably not suitable in the study of torpor energetics
as most animals use fat reserves acquired in the fall as
the energy source during the torpor season. However , it
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has been demonstrated that by manipulation of food
supply in the laboratory an inverse relationship was
observed between the amount of food available and the
amount of time spent in torpor in some heteromyids (3 ,
7, 41). Apparently , the animal could adjust its energy
budget for torpor or hoineothermy, according to the
amount of food present (7). Thus by knowing the assimi-
lation coeffient (e.g. 7, 11 Table 8.2) and the amount
of food hoard consumed and in nature, it is possible
that the energy consumption in a torpor season can be
q~antified ; (v) the contbi nation of indirect calorimetry
(VU2 or CO2 production , VCO2) for estimation of resting
and active metabolism and a time-budget for daily
activities of different types (feeding , f lying , resting ,
grooming , aggresion etc.) under natural conditions has
been utilized for the construction of an energy budget
in many birds and mammals (see 9 for review). This method
is suitable for the study of energetics in torpidity.
Although tedious , one can measure the V02 and Tb simul-
taneously in the laboratory throughout different phases
of a torpor cycle. Having established the energy expend-
iture during entry into torpor , deep torpor, ‘arousal
from torpor , and the period of homeotheriny between
torpor bouts at Tb’s and Ta ’s simi lar to those observed
in nature , it becomes possible to compartmentalize
energy costs associated with each of these phases as
well as the sum of them . For construction of an energy
budget for the torpor season , it remains necessary
however , that field data on duration of torpor and that
of homeothermy between torpor bouts be made available.
The energetic study to be presented here adopted this
approach in methodology.

Before one can justify the extrapolation of lab
energetic data to field conditions, the question “how
accurate is it quantitatively to extend metabolic
measurements made in the lab to field conditions?” must
be answered. Unfortunately, there is no direct answer
to this. Judging from changes of telemetered Tb under
both field and lab conditions, the rates of cooling and
rewarming in a torpor bout are comparable between the
two conditions (47). Since the measurement of Tb in the
lab was made with the animal in a typical metabolic
chamber for simultaneous V02 measurement (47), it seems
reasonable to assume that the VO2 changes under field
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conditions would also be similar . With present tech-
nology , direct measurement of V02 in a natural burrow is
not possible , thus the verification of quantitative
equivalency between field and lab metabolic measurements
must await future evaluations.

To reiterate, the objectives of this presentation
are to provide information on: (i) patterns of torpidi-
ty under natural conditions in the Richard son ’s ground
squirrel S. richardsonii as studied by radiotelemetry;
(ii) for comparative purpose, the pattern of torpidity
under constant conditions ( total darkness and 5°C) in
the laboratory; (iii) energetic costs of different
phases of a torpor cycle and their seasonal variations;
and (iv) energy savings derived from exhibition of
torpidity in S. richardsonii in overwintering. Although
somewhat specific in presentation, it is hoped that the
present study illustrates an approach that is suitable
for the study of energetics of mammalian torpor in
general.

II. FIELD ASPECTS OF NATURAL TORPIDITY

Field aspects of the present study were conducted
on a private farm located 22 km east of the city of
Edmonton , Canada. The study area is an-~bperi, short
grass field 600 in long and 50 m wide (7.4 acres). It is
surrounded by other grass and wheat fields approximately
1.2 km2 (300 acre) in total area. Richardson ’s ground
squirrels are abundant in the study area and surrounding
fields. The characteristics of the Th transmitter used
in the study have been described in detail elsewhere
(46) . Using an automatic recording system (47) , signals

p from the transmitters were received once every 10
m m .  In addition, daily recordings of Tb were also made
by walking close to the site of the burrow with a receiver/
tape-recorder (46). The transmitter was surgically
implanted in the peritoneal cavity of the ground squirrel
and implanted animals were allowed 1—3 days to recover
in the laboratory before being released to their original
sites of capture. A continuous surveillance of each
released animal was made for at least 2 days with the
aid of color tags suttred on the animal and binoculars.
This procedure was necessary because animals could roam
freely in and out of the study area yet it was essential
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to ascertain the particular burrow that the animal
occupied for torpidity . Unfortunately , the ground
squirrels rare ly stayed in any given burrow for more
than a few days prior to exhibiting torpor. This ,
coupled with the fact that the Tb transmitter had only
short ranges of transmission (3-10 in), made the tracking
of individuals extremely diff icul t .  Of the 64 animals
which had been released over a three year span , only 12
animals were recovered . These provided data on torpor.
The relatively low recovery rate could be attributed to:
(i) death of animals in their burrows (for unknown reasons)
during their f i r s t  epidsode of hypothermia (10 animals);
(ii) malfunctions of transmitters; ( ii i)  implanted animals
wandering off the study area; and (iv) natural predation
by badgers , weasels and hawks in the study area.

The burrow temperature was estimated by Tb of
transmitter-implanted animals which were found dead
after release (failure to rewarm spontaneously from a
depressed Tb in the first episode of aecrea~ ed Tb) , and by
a Teletherniometer probe (No . 402 , Yellow Spring Instru-
ments) buried approximately 1 in below the ground surface
(similar depth of natural burrow). Readings were made
daily during the summer months (June-August), and bi-
weekly during the fall and winter. However, since no
animal was actually present in the burrow, the measured
temperature was probably a low estimation of the burrow
with the animal present. -

The earliest episode of torpor observed in S.
richardsonii was Ju ly 17 , in an adult female (No . L-1)
which was released on June 20. The f irst  episode of
torpor in this animal lasted two days with a minimum Tb
during torpor at 16.4 °C. Regular torpor episodes were
observed subsequently throughout fall and winter until
its emergence from torpor in the following March (Table
1). Another female adult (No . 101) which was released
on July 17 was observed in torpor on July 25; the first
episode lasted also two days at a minimum Tb of 15.8°C
(Table 1). This animal was subsequently predated by a
badger (judging from the size of excavation leading to
the squirrel ’s burrow) sometime on August 14 while in
torpor. Six other adult females were also observed to
exhibit frequent torpor during August (Table 1) while
the juvenile males usually did not commence torpor until
mid—September (Table 1). The j uvenile male (No . 15)
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which was released on August 7 did not become torpid
until November 5, probably due to a delayed fattening
prior to onset of torpor (47). The timing of onset of
the torpor season observed in the present study generally
coincided closely with the dates of immergence reported
for this species according to trapping records (27 ) .
Since trapping records also indicated that adult males
are the first to immerge in this species (27) , it is
possible that adult males would exhibit torpor even
before mid-July. However, the difficulty encountered in
the present study in trapping and tracking adult males
precludes a confirmation on that aspect.

The duration of torpor in July and August was
typically short , lasting from 2 to 7 days and averaging
3 and 4.3 days respectively (Table 1) . The burrow
temperature in these months ranged between 13—17 °C in
different  localities and different  years. The duration
of torpor gradually lengthened as the season progressed
and the burrow temperature gradually decreased from 13
to near 0°C in January when peak duration - of 19.1 days
was reached (Table 1; Fig. 1). Subsequently , the
duration of torpor shortened to 14.2 days in February
and 6 days in March (Table 1; Fig. 1) even though burrow
temperature for these months remained at the lowest
values for the season at 0 to -2 °C. The torpor season
terminates in mid to late March in this species, with
the earliest observation of emergence on March 18. A
complete torpor season in a j uvenile male is presented
in figure 2 to illustrate the seasonal variations in
duration of torpor as well as the minimum Tb during
torpor , which was usually higher but within 1-4°C of
the burrow temperature.

The dynamics of Tb changes in a torpor cycle
observed in mid—winter is illustrated in figure 3. The
entry into torpor typically took approximately 24-36 hr
before a stabilized minimum Tb was reached . This was
observed regardless of the level of burrow temperature.
The rate of cooling ranged between 0.012-0 .024 °C/mm ,
and averaged 0.017°C/mm (N=5, 20 measurements). The
difference in rates of cooling was mainly due to the
greater temperature differential between the body and
the burrow during the winter while the time to reach the
minimum Tb remained fairly constant. Arousal from
torpor, on the other hand, was rapid , usually completed
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Fig. 1. Seasonal variations of duration of torpor in
S. richardeonii under field and laboratory condi tions
(5 ± 1°C, total darkness).

in 2—6 hr with the difference largely determined by the
initial Tb from which arousal began . The rate of re-
warming ranged between 0.093—0.260 °C/mm , and averaged
0.174°C/mm (N=5 , 24 measurements) .

The period of homeothermy between successive torpor
bouts ranged between 300 to 1500 mm (Table 2) .  There
seems to be a trend towards shortening of this period
from 680 mm in Septembe r to 450 mm in December , and
after which , a lengthening to 840 mm in Lebruary and
1500 mm in March (Table 2 ) .  However , the scarcity of
data precludes a definite statement on this pattern of
change at the present t ime. The significance of this
period of homeothermy is unknown ; it has been suggested
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I ~Jft~LL
S.pt 1 Oct 1 Nov 1 D.c I Jon 1 Fib 1 Mar l

Time of Year

Fig . 2. A complete torpor season in a j uvenile male
S. richc,rdsonii under field conditions . Nate the
seasonal variatio ns in thsration of torpor and the de-
creas e of minimwn body temperature duri ng torpor .

that it may be associated with certain -metabolic activities
such as gluconeogenesis (8) or the redistribution of
ions (49) . We have recently demonstrated that central
injection of 5-HT (serotonin) in S. richard8onhi suppresses
heat production in cold (5 °C) if the animal is in its
torpor season but not if it is in its non—torpor season
(10) . We suspect that 5-liT may act to maintain the
depressed metabolic state during torpor (Wang and Glass ,
unpublished) . Kudryavtseva and Popova (19) , Popova (38)
and Jansk~ and Novotn~ (17) have reported cyclic changes
in concentration and turnover rates of 5—HT in the brain
throughout a hibernation cycle . The highest turnover rate
occurred during hibernation (17) and an increase in con-
centration occurred shortly after arousal (19). In view
of our study and the studies by these authors (17, 19,
38), we suspect that this period of homeothermy between
torpor could be significant in that it allows the re-
synthesis of 5-lIT in the CNS prior to onset of the next
bout of torpor. Regardless of its functional. significance,
it is worth noting that this period of homeothermy repre-
sents the greatest drain on energy consumption in the
torpor season (see section on energetics). Since urina-
tion and defecation , feats typically observed after
arousal in the laboratory , can be completed in relatively
short time , and while excavation of natural burrows in
the present study found no stored food present , which
eliminates the possibility of feeding , one wonders why the

__ _
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Fig . 3 .  Typ ica l dynonic changes of body temperature
(telemetered) during a torpor ep isode in S. richardsonii
under field (upper graph) and laboratory 7lower graph)
conditions. Note the re latively prolonged period during
entry into torpor (24 hr or longer) and the relatively
rapid rise of body temperature during arousal fro m
torpor. Note also the similari ties between the two
recordings both qualitatively and o~antitatively.
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Table 2.  Per i~,d of homeotherm y (mm ) botween completion of arousal  from
torpor (Th - 36 °C) and r e—ent ry  into torpor (Onset of Tb decl ine)
in richardaonii under na tu ra l  condit ions.~

An ima l No. ShP OCT NOV OEC JAN FEB MAR

L—1 750 700 560
450

720 510 630
340 660

15 570 420
660

27 840 300 360 540
600
450

33 750 540 390 840 1500
1200
660 —

9 L 330

= 680 607 518 450 840 1500

~Ba sed on per iod ic  te lemetr ic  body temperature recordin~ at 10 minu te  i n t e rva l s.
Lack of data in any month  1u4 to m a l f u n c ti on in g  of t r a n s m i t t e r  or other  t e c h ri in a l
dif fic ulties.

animal would spend a minimum of 5 hrs (shortest time
observed, Table 2) burning up precious energy reserves
in the midst of an energy conservation caxnpaign~

Based on the average duration of torpor (Table 1)
and the period of homeothermy between torpors (Table 2),
it i~ possible to construct a time-budget for torpidity
at different months throughout the seasons. The result
of such calculations is presented in Table 3, and in
figure 4. The amount of time spent in torpor was
highest in December and January, being 98 and 98.4%
respectively , and lowest in July (43.1%) and March
(66.4% ) , with the rest of the months (i.e. August to Nov-
ember, and February) ranging from 90.6 to 96.8% (Table 3).

III. LABORATORY ASPECTS OF NATURAL TORPIDITY

For observation of over-winter torpidity in the
laboratory, 10 ground squirrels, of both sexes , were
housed individually in plastic cages measuring 43 x 20 x
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Fig. 4. SeaBonal VariatiOn8 of time-budget for torpor
in S. richardeonii under field conditione. Data frciin
Tabri 3.

23 cm , with cotton and pine shavings and food and water
ad libitwn in a walk-in environmental chamber (2 x 2. 7 x
2 .3  in) at Ta = 5 ± 1°C and total darkness. These animals
were transferred from warmth (22 °C) and 12L:l2D photoperiod
on October 17 and were allowed 4 weeks to adjust to
their new conditions without disturbance except for
weekly cleaning (only those which were not torpid at the
time). The animals were inspected daily for episodes of
torpor using a red-light and the “saw-dust” method . The
experiment was terminated on March 31, the following
year .

The duration of torpor in these animals ranged
between 2 to 20 days and averaged 7.4 to 11.8 days
through November to March (Table 4 ) .  These values are
generally lower than those observed under field conditions
(Table 1). With respect to occurrence of torpor , it was
not as regular and predictable as that observed in field
animals. The torpor season also seemed to be shorter

- - -
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Table 4. Seasonal variatio n s of duration of torpo r in S. richar dsoni under

laboratory conditions (Ta=5 ± 1°C , total darkness).°

Animal No. NOV DEC ,JAN FEB MAR

201 5 ,6 9 ,8 ,10 13 ,12 13 ,11,4
11

2 02 8 ,6 11, 15 , 9 8 ,6 ,4 , 3
2

205 2 ,12 11,11,6 9 ,17 11

208 20 , 16 11,12 ,
5

301 19 ,16 15,13 14 ,13 9

303 7 ,13 9 ,13 10,13 , 3
8

305 11, 8 8 , 10 ,
8

306 12 ,12 13 ,16 15 ,17 11

308 6 ,8 6 , 17 15 , 18 14 ,15 8,2

309 6 ,8 9 ,13 16 ,13 7 ,3 ,3

!L 9. 2..2.

°When da tes of torpor extended over two calendar months , the torpor was awarded
to the month where major i ty  of duration occurred. Absence of data indicates
absence of torpor.

than that observed in the field. Furthermore , the
seasonal variation in duration of torpor under lab-
oratory conditions was not as pronounced as that observed
in nature (Fig. 1). Taken together, it appears that our
laboratory conditions had a disturbing effect on the
pattern of torpidity in this species; whether this is a
consequence of the somewhat noisy physical environment in
the hibernaculum (due to fan and selenoid switching) or
the disturbing effect of close proximity between individ-
uals (an aroused animal could be quite vocal upon inspec-
tion) or a combination of these factors is not known .

For a comparison of changes in Tb during a torpor
cycle between lab and field conditions , animals were
implanted with transmitters identical to those used for
field studies. The animals were placed either in the
walk—in environmental chamber at 5°C and total darkness
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for recording of Tb only , or in an open—circuit system
for simultaneous measurement of Va 2 and VCO2 in addition
to Tb. The open—circuit system consisted of the follow-
ing components : (i )  a 4 . 5  1 (1 gallon) metabolic chamber
(made out of a paint can or acrylics) wi th ports for air
inlet and outlet and housing a thermocouple; (ii) cal-
ibrated flow meter (Matheson , 603) for controlled flow-
rate of 600 — 1500 cc dry air/mm (STP); (iii) constant
temperature cabinet with an accuracy of ± 0.5°C; (iv) °2
analyzer (Beckman G-2) and CO2 analyzer (Beckman 864);
(v) potentiometer for thermocouple sensing (Leeds and
Northrup , Speedoirtax W) and (vi) strip chart recorders
for °2 and CO2 analyzers. Analog outputs from Tb
receiver, 

~2 
and CO2 analyzers and thermocouples were

fed into respective amplifiers and converted to digital
forms (A—D converter , Xincom 3150) for on—line data
acquisition by a minicomputer (Texas Instrument, 980A)
and print—out by an electronic terminal (Texas Instru-
ment, 733). The rate of data analysis was once per
second, and the instantaneous rates of Tb changes , Va2
and VCO2 as well as the integrated total for these
latter parameters were displayed usually once every
minutes. The open—circuit measuring system is diagram-
matically illustrated in figure 5.

To evaluate the f iner details of thermal and
energetic dynamics during spontaneous entry and arousal
from torpor , a single ground squirrel was chronically
implanted with a thermocouple re-entrant tube in the
anterior hypothalamus (Glass and Wang , unpublished).
The animal was placed in a gradient—layer calorimeter
(Therrnonectjcs , SECA-l201) for simultaneous measurtnents
of brain tempera ture, total dry-heat loss and V02 in
spontaneous torpor. Data acquisition was similar to
that described above. These limited experiments were
done at Ta ’s of 5 and 15°C.

A typical change of Tb in a torpor cycle is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. It is apparent that both qualitatively
and quantitatively, the changes of Tb are very similar
under lab and field conditions at a comparable Ta. The
cooling of Tb dur ing entry in all lab animals ranged
between 0.010 - 0.018°C and averaged 0.017°C/miri (~=4, 10
measurments). This was almost identical to that observed
in the field . The rate of rewarming ranged between
0.111 — 0.222°C and averaged 0.151°C/mm (N=4, 10
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measurements). This was slightly lower than the
0.174 °C/mm observed in the field probably due to greater
convective heat loss in the metabolic chamber under
constant air flow.

A typical change of V02, VCO2 and Tb during entry
into torpor is shown in figure 6. The decreases of
V02 and VCO2 preceeded the decrease of Tb such that
both metabolic parameters were near their minima while
the Tb was still above 30°C. Simultaneous recordings
of V02, heat loss and brain temperature yield similar
conclusions (Fig. 7). In this case, the Va2 was near
minimum while the brain temperature remained high at
33°C. The subsequent decrease of brain temperature
seemed to be regulated by the rate of heat loss and
intermittent pulsatile increases of V02 (Fig. 7).
These minute fluctuations between heat loss and heat
production and the resultant fluctuations of brain
temperature were evident as illustrated on the minute-
to—minute changes of these three parameters between
1415 - 1615 hr during the entry period (Fig. 7). It
seems probable that these changes also occur in the
field animals as their Tb typically fluctuated in a
similar fashion but with lesser magnitude as it declined
during the entry process ~47).

The changes of V02, VCO2, R.Q. and Tb during
spontaneous arousal from torpor are presented in figure
8. The increases of both metabolic parameters were
rapid and continuous, resulting in a smooth rise in both
curves. The R.Q. increased from approximately 0.74
during torpor to approximately 0.80 at the early stages
of arousal as well as after completion of arousal.
After peaking, both metabolic parameters showed constant

• fluctuations as their rates declined gradually towards
the pre-torpor levels. The rise of abdominal Th
lagged behind the increases of both metabolic parameters
such that the Th was only 15°C (a rise of 9.2 °C from
torpid level) when the metabolic rates peaked . As the
metabolic rates were declining, Tb continued to rise
and reached its normothermic level of 36°C approximately
4.5 hr after the initiation of arousal (Fig . 8) .  When
Vo2, heat loss and brain temperature were measured
simultaneously (Fig. 9) the peaking of V02 coincided
fairly closely with that of the brain temperature. The
total heat loss, on the other hand, continued to rise
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long after the stabilization of brain temperature at
its no~mothermic level; it did not reach its plateau
until V02 was close to its minimum (Fig. 9 ) .  These
changes indicated that the magnitude of heat production
during arousal from torpor is closely related to the
temperature of the brain which is being rewarmed rapidly
after the initiation of arousal . Although this seems
to suggest a “ set—point” or “threshold” t emperature for
regulation of heat production by brain temperature
during arousal , there remains the question as to why
heat production decreased after the stabilization of
brain temperature? It is speculated that perhaps the
gradually increasing temperature from the rest of the
body exerts inhibition on the total heat production
when signals from internal thermoreceptors are incorp-
orated at the temperature regulating center in preoptic-
anterior hypothalamus. The lower value of heat loss
(1/3 of plateaued) observed at the peaking~ of V02 and
brain temperature (Fig. -9) and the subsequent increase
of heat loss as the rest of the body was rewarmed
suggests that heat loss was confined to only certain
portions of the body when peak metabolism occurred .
The abrupt increase of heat loss at approximately 0300
hr (Fig. 9), seems to signify the opening of added
avenues for heat loss and a steady increase was there-
after observed until the completion of arousal. These
observations are similar to those reported by Daudova
in the suslik (5), by Hammel et al. in S.lateralis (12)
and are consistent with the now classic observation of
differential rewarming of Tb by Lyman (24). It is
generally agreed that the selective distribution of
blood during the arousal process (4, 18, 39, 48) is
mainly responsible for the observed temperature gradient
between the anterior and posterior portions of the
body . The energetic savings resulting from this dif-
ferential rewarming will be discussed in a later
paragraph ~

The Va2 at different phases of a torpor cycle at
different Ta’s is summarized in Table 5. Although
there were individual variations, the energy cost for
entry into torpor was relatively constant at different
Ta ’s. The 24 hr (a typical time period per entry
process) accumulated total in V02 ranged between 1332 -

1845 cc 02. For this reason, the values were averaged
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Table 5. Oxygen consumption at different phases of a spontaneous torpor cycle
in S. richard aonii at d i f f e r e n t  ambient temperatures (Ta) .

Arousal from Inter—torpo r
Ent ry  into torpor [u r i n q  torpor torpor homeotheriny

Ta( °C) (cc 02/ e n t r y) *  (cc 02/ hr) (cc 02/ arousa l )  (cc 02/h r)

13— 1 5° 1332 16 1607 365
1845 14. 8 1387 480
1470 17.3 460

470
400

8— 10 ° 1403 12 . 1 2280 435
12.1  - 572
10.6 460
13.6 703

421
420

x=12.1 x=2280 x=50 1

2—6 ° 1413 9.7 3605 542
1837 9.1 2909 757

6.1 802
9.1 683
6.1  859
7.1
8.2

x=3257 x=72 8 .5

— 1— 0° 740
750
750

x=2~~
(N.4) (N=8) ( N = 3 )  (N=7)

°Based on 24 hour integrated oxygen consumption values.

(~ is number of ind iv iduals  used . )
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to provide a single value of 1550 cc 
~2 

as the cost for
entry into torpor when calculating field energetics.
The Va2 during torpor varied according to Ta and Tb,
and ranged between 6.1 - 16 cc 02/hr between Ta of 2 -

15°C (Table 5). A Qio of approximately 2 was observed
for V02 during torpor. The cost of arousal was in-
versely proportional to the Ta at which torpor occurred.
The cost for arousal was more than twice at 2 - 6°C
(3252 cc 02/arousal) than it was at 13 — 15°C (1497 cc
02/arousal). By comparison, the energetic costs for
homeotherrny between torpor episodes was high, ranging
from 435 cc 02/hr at 13 - 15°C to 728.5 cc 02/hr at 2 -

6°C (Table 5) ;  in fact a 4 .5  hr homeothermic period
would have an energy expenditure exceeding that of an
arousal event at the same temperature . It will become
apparent that the period of homeothermy is indeed the
most energetical ly costly phase in the final analysis
of energetics in natural torpidity.

The energetics of a typical spontaneous arousal as
illustrated in figure 9 demonstrates the efficiency of
differential rewarming. The total heat loss during
arousal between 0202 - 0412 hr, af ter V02 and heat loss
had stabilized (Fig. 9), was 4383.3 cal. The total V02
during the same period was 1607 cc 

~~~~~ 
based on an

assumed R.Q. of 0.80 and 4.85 cal/cc 02, the total
heat production was 7793 .9 cal . The ground squirrel
weighed 406 g, and with a specific heat of 0.83 cal/g~°C
for animal tissue (13) the excess heat production
should increase the Tb by 10.1°C. But the actual
increase was at least 18.6°C (from 16.4 to 35.0°C).
Although the difference can be explained by anaerobic
metabolism , it is most unlikely as no sustained in-
crease of V02 was evident followinq arousal which would
indicate that an 02 debt had incurred during arousal.
Therefore , one must consider whether the use of 0.83
cal/g °C as specific heat of the animal was accurate.
Based on the excess heat production , the actual
rise of Tb and the weight of the an imal, the specific
heat can be calculated as being 0.45 cal/g•°C. We
measured the cooling of a Richardson ’s ground squirrel
carcass , of similar weight, in the calorimeter from
23 to 5°C and obtained a speci fic heat figure of
exactly 0.83 cal/g’°C (Glass and Wang, unpublished).
The iogical conclusion from the arousal experiment then

-
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is that somehow the “functionaf specific heat” of an
arousing ground squirrel is reduced to approximately
half of its normal value. Since physically only drastic
changes in tissue composition can vary the relationships
governing mass , specific heat, temperature and heat
capacity, it is highly unlikely that the observed
reduction of “functional specific heat” during arousal
was due to such physical modifications. A likely
possibility could be that the rapidly produced meta-
bolic heat during the early stages of arousal is some-
what trapped inside the animal through vascular adjust-
ments rather than carried to the periphery and lost to
the surroundings. An analogous model would be to

- consider a series of concentric cylinders as representing
the demarcation of the animal from core to periphery.
The inner-most cylinder is warmed first by metabolic
heat but strong vasoconstriction from core to periphery
reduces the temperature gradient between periphery and
the ambient thus minimizing heat loss to the surroundings.
As the next layer is to be warmed up, circulation is
selectively open to it so that only a proportional
increase in metabolic heat production is necessary to
overcome the mass and specific heat of the second
layer. At this time heat loss to the surrounding is
increased by a proportional amount due to the rise in
temperature of the second layer but still would be far
less than if the entire periphery were opened to
circulation. This process can continue until the
outer-most layer is warmed up and the total heat loss
by that time would be the plateaued level as observed
in figure 9 at the completion of arousal. It is a
highly speculative scheme and lacks direct experimental
evidence to substantiate it. But the circumstantial
evidence on differential rewarmirig of different parts
of the body suggests strongly that this is a definite
possibility . The point of emphasis, however , from the
energetic point of view is that through the conservation
of heat loss the total heat production necessary to
raise the Tb from the torpid to the normotherinic level
can be correspondingly reduced during arousal from
torpor. Based on the experiment described here , the
energy saving is close to 46% due to the reduction of
“functional specific heat”. We have conducted additional
exper iments using 7 more individuals by similar methods
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but the animals were disturbed to arouse by insertion
of brain (through brain re-entrant tube) and rectal
thermocouples (Glass and Wang , unpublished). In these
latter cases , the “functional specific heat” ranged
between 0.48 — 0.69 cal/g~°C and averaged 0.59 cal/g °C,
which represents a reduction of 29% from the normal
0.83 cal/g °C, and a similar amount in energy saving
for arousal.

IV. ENERGETICS OF NATURAL TORPIDITY

By interpolation of laboratory measurements on
V02 during episodes of torpor at Ta ’s comparable to
field conditions , the energetics of natural torpidity
can be estimated . Based on the energetic data for dif-
ferent phases in a torpor cycle (Table 5), and the time
budget for torpor under natural conditions (Table 3),
the energy expenditure in seasonal torpor is derived
(Table 6). The lowest energy consumpti.on occurs in Jan-
uary (22222.7 cc 02) when the duration of torpor is the
longest and the duration of inter-torpor homeothermy
is the shortest . The highest energy consumption occurs
in March (76611.6 cc ~ 2 when the inter—torpor period is
the longest. Excepting July when only 15 days are in
the torpor season , monthly energy cost gradua lly decl ines
as the torpor season progressed from August to January ;
from thereon , the cost begins to rise until the termi-
nation of the torpor season in March (Table 6). This
trend is mostly due to the gradual lengthening ~nd
thereafter , gradual shortening of the duration of
torpor (Fig. 1) which , with its low energy requ irement
has apparently more than sufficiently compensated for
the increased energy expenditure for arousal from a
low Tb during the winter month s (Fig . 3) .

With respect to the compartmentalization of energy
expenditure in torpor , i.e., the energy cost associated
with entry into torpor , during torpor, arousal from
torpor , and during inter-torpor homeothermy , the seasonal
variations are illustrated in Table 7. These data are
calculated from Table 6. Without including the inter-
torpor period , the cost of arousal is usually the
highest (40.5% of total cost); the cost of entry is also
substantial (26.8%) because it usually lasts 24 hr or
longer. The cost of deep torpor (32.8%) is directly
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related to the duration of such a state, as well as the
Tb during torpor (Table 7). When including the inter-
torpor homeothermic period , the entry into torpor
accounts for 12.8%, deep torpor 16.6%, arousal from
torpor 19.0% and the inter-torpor period 51.6% of the
total energy expenditure (Table 7) .  It is apparent
that the period of inter-torpor homeotheriny represents
the highest energy drain (40—76% of total) regardless of
the season (Table 7 ) .  As discussed under field studies ,
it seems appropriate to ask the question once again why
this period of homeotherrny is necessary , particularly
in view of its high energy cost relative to the other
phases of a torpor cycle .

To demonstrate the ultimate aspect of energy
conservation by the use of natural torpidity , a seasonal
budget is calculated (Table 8) based on data from Table
5 and Table 6. The use of torpor saves approximately
38% of an estimated maintenance energy reuqirement in
July and 51% in March , the two months with only fractions
of time included in the torpor season . In the remaining
months , the savings amount to 81 - 96% (Table 8). When
the overall benefit is considered , the torpor season
conserved an energy expenditure of 87.8% in comparison
to being homeothermic for the same duration . This is
an impressive accomplishment, especially when one
considers that the torpor season in adult S. richardsonii
covers approximately 8.5 to 9 months. Thus only in the
remaining 3 - 3.5 months do the animals need to exert
full energy expenditure while completing other impor-
tant life functions such as reproduction , lactation ,
growth and the deposition of fat for the next season.
The combined e f fec t  is that only 34% of energy is spent
( 12% for nine months , 100% for 3 months) as compared to
being homeothermic constantly. In prairies of the
north where winters are long and cold , it is not sur-
prising that the Richardson ’s ground squirrels have
evolved physiological adaptations for the exhibition of
torpor. Their somewhat unique pattern of torpidity,
however , further extends the energetic advantages that
natural torpidity exemplifies as a strategy in cold.
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Tabl - 8. En io- ’ ;y  cen~~& - z v - i t 4 ) n I  by n a t u r a l  t ’ . r j ’ . i A i  y in S. r ichard8onii.

‘total ene r ’ty
Total l , n i - r ’ J - ,C e xp e n d i t u r e  ~ energy  % en~- ryy
C-x ; ’ .C - r ) d i t t A r e  i f  remain 

b 
used by saved k ’ .y

w j t h  torpor homeothe~~nic  exhibi~~ing (X B I L I  ti 1’ .
~~

Mon th (cc 0 2 ) (4)4) 07) torpor torpor

~JUL 3879 3.1 1 ,1820 24 .0 P1.0”

AUG ‘,‘)4’.89.8 323640 18.4 81.1,

SEP 45704,0 313200 14.6

OCT 37692.2 372744 10.1 
- 

89.’)

Nov - 31577.8 4Cl2000 7.3 92.7

DEC 26782.7 542004 4.9 9’~ . 1

JAN 22222.~ 555768 4.0

FEB H’,’3( .’3 501984 6.7 93.3

MJ’J( 76611.6 
- 

394416 19.4 5 1 2 e

x=12.2 87.8

a. 1- rIj in Tabic- ( .

b. fliullbor of ~,urs x cc 07/h for homeothermy as listed in Table 5.
‘‘ . Rat io  of I ( r} ’ . ’ .’ . r/ I IC,rnoCCthC-r my .
1 . S Ln 4 ) . -  torpo r Gomr r I ( - r lG ( ’d  a f ter  Ju l y  15 , h al f  of J u l y  is horn eothermic ,
o - Torpor ;i ,,Son ends on March 22 4 therefore 9 days h om e ,o t hon ni c .
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THE ECONOMICS OF TEMPERATURE REGULATION AND TORPOR
IN NONMPJIMALIAN ORGANISMS

F. Reed Hainsworth and Larry L. Wolf
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Syracuse , New York 13210

ABSTRACT

We view temperature regulation and torpor in terms
of simple benefit/cost models applied to biological
systems . Organisms should maximize their fitness by
optimizing relationships between both benefits and
costs. Torpor has traditionally been viewed as one
mechanism to reduce energetic costs , but its use by an
organism also depends importantly on concurrent benefits.
An economic interpretation considers homeothermy as a
contributor to maximizing benefits relative to costs ,
so torpor would be predicted only when environmental
constraints prevent hoineothermy. Several environmental
factors that are considered to contribute to a benefit:
cost rationale for torpor include: energy availability
relative to expenditures (influenced by food availability,
costs for activity,  constraints from prey selection and
digestive processing), predation , social interactions
(aggressive and associative) , and the nature of environ-
mental temperature variation for organisms with little
option for behavioral or physiological regulation. The
pertinent literature on temperature regulation and
torpor is consistent with a benefit:cost interpretation
although current information may not discriminate
alternative hypotheses for major constraints generating
torpor .
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I . INTRODUCTION

We wish to identify principles to explain torpor
in non-mammalian organisms and temperature regulation
in general. We will use simple economic models applied
to biological systems. This approach has received
attention from ecologists to explain several phenomena
(see 82 and references therein), and it is equally
applicable to the specific case of body temperature
regulation.

When economic models are applied to biological
systems , we seek to identify important parameters
influencing relative genetic contributions by individuals
to fu ture generations , or “fitness” , which in the
short-term involves survival and reproduction. The
basic premise is that organisms have evolved character-
istics that approach a maximum f i tness within environ-
menta l constraints.

Body temperature (Tb) is potentially an important
parameter influencing fitness. This is illustra ted
generally in figure 1. The specific shape of this
curve is arbitrary , but its general form is typical
(see below). It suggests that there is a unique Tb for
maximizing fitness (a , Fig. 1). However, this tempera-
ture may not always be realized, and our thesis with

f Fig . 1. A genera l rela-
I: tion8hip for “fi tness ”,
/ : or biolog ica l success
/ : : frcin survival cmd repro-
/ : duction, as a function

of body temperature .
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respect to torpor will indicate environmental constraints
where a decrease in Tb (b , Fig. 1) could be adaptive.

Economic models of biological systems attempt to
identify variables that influence both benefits and
costs associated with an organismal t rai t .  This is
illustrated generally in figure 2. Maximizing fitness,
then , generally is equated with maximizing benefits
above costs (a, Fig. 2), both of which are variable , and
this defines the optimum Th. For a given set of
benefit and cost curves , decreasing or increasing Tb
relative to the optimum would decrease net benefit (b ,
Fig . 2) which would be equivalent to shift ing from a to
b in figure 1. In economic terms the “currencies” of
costs and benefits are not always measurable or inter-
changeable (e.g., a benefit from predator avoidance may
be difficult to quantify in energetic terms, see below),
and this presents a major problem. However , wi th
sufficient information about costs and benefits under
natural circumstances it is possible to formulate
testable hypotheses. We will examine some hypothesized
influences on temperature regulation after we provide a
cost:benef it definition of homeothermy and torpor .

II. AN ECONOMIC DEFINITION OF HOMEOTHERMY AND TORPOR

The classical definition of homeothermy is main-
tenance of a constant Tb independent of environmental
fluctuations (see 81) . This can be accomplished

- Fig . 2. A general rela-
t tion8hip for benefits
I and costs as a function

of body temperature.
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physiologically (endothermy) and/or behaviorally (ecto-
theriny) (6, 10, 11, 12, 68, 70, 81, 87, 104). Torpor
genera lly is defined as a reduction in Tb from the
homeothermic level. Rather than use these operational
definitions, we will define a homeothermic temperature
as one that results in a maximization of benefits
relative to costs when environmental limitations are
minimal. This temperature should be homeothermic since
regulation by physiology and/or behavior would maintain
maximum f i tness .  The horneotherinic temperature may be
maintained physiologically, it may be selected from
available microenvironinents, or it may be available
only from temporal variations in temperature (see
below). The important feature is that it is that
temperature which provides a maximum net benefit for an
organism.

The evidence we consider below suggests that there
will be a unique temperatur e for producing a maximum
net benefit for any given species (but not necessarily
the same temperature among species). Once the homeo-
thermic temperature is identi f ied , torpor would represent
a change in Tb as the result of added environmental
limitations on costs and benefits. The change in Tb
would decrease the absolute benefit to an organism
(Fig. 2), but the temperature of torpid organisms
should still contribute to maximizing net benef i ts
within the context of the added environmental limi-
tations.

For some organisms (but not all), Tb is maintained
in a characteristic range near 35—40 °C by physiological
and/or behavioral means . These include some plants (76,
81), some insects (5 , 49), some fish (22), a variety of
reptiles (26, 95 , 98), and most birds (27) and mammals.
Calloway (20) suggested that the characteristic 35—40°C
range of Tb is governed by thermodynamic characteristics
of water. Since cells are composed of 80—92% water,
the thermodynamic characteristics of the medium (which
are invariant) should dictate the efficiency of cellular
processes. Calloway argues that within the range of
the f r eezing and boiling points of water , the point of
least “stress ” would be the logarithmic mean (lOO °C/e
= 3( .79 °C ) .  Since thermodynamic functions of water
change exponentially with temperature , this is the
point where water would have characteristics least like
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either ice or vapor . For example , thermodynamic
characteristics of water such as minimum compres-
sibility and specific heat have minimum values at tem-
peratures in the characteristic 35—40°C range (20).

Calloway ’ s hypothesis for an absolute basis for
maximizing net benefits through horneothermy has more
heuristic value than other hypotheses. The hypothesis
that a 35-40 °C temperature represents an evolutionari ly
“advanced ” condition (most recently reiterated in 105)
offers  no explanation for why 35-40°C may be “advanced”
and generally neglects the possibility that other
temperatures may be adapt ive (see be low ; 54 , 7 3 ) .
Other hypotheses rely to some degree on an inherent
upper limit to Tb close to 35—40°C. These include the
“maxi-therm ” hypothesis of Hamil ton (45) and hypotheses
based on temperatures for protein denaturation (e .g . ,
19) . Calder and King ( 19) ,  for example , argue that
since proteins of birds and mammals denature at high
rates at temperatures above 40 °C this sets- - the upper
temperature limit , and they set the characteristic
range for regulation near the upper limit on the basis
of water economy (related to Tb - Ta). However ,
numerous organisms have cellular temperatur es far  in
excess of 40°C without comparably increased rates of
protein denaturation (76 °C or higher for some species ,
81). This raises the question of why other organisms
have not evolved to have a higher Tb than 35-40 °C
which would provide even greater water economy (88) or
heat loss during activity (50).

All organisms do not have a Tb between 35-40°C
(for example , microorganisms have environmentally
determined temperatures that may be outside this range ,
see 81) . Also , an interesting specialized aspect of
homeothernty in organisms that may have a Tb of 35-40°C
is the maintenance of a high temperature at low Ta only
in critical portions of the body. For example, the
few homeotherrnic plants regulate only the temperature
of reproductive organs . For both philodendron
(Philodendron sellown, 76) and skunk cabbage (Sy 7nplocarpua

f oetidus, 62) the maintenance of high tempera ture of
reproductive tissue probably is associated with pollina-
tion. Bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus, 22) maintain high
temperatures in swimming muscles and the eye , and
bumblebees show elevated thoracic temperatures during
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feeding , permitting flower exploitation at low ambient
temperatures (49).

That all organisms do not have a maximally efficient
temperature of 35-40 °C or that many only maintain th is
temperature in certain regions of the body can be
explained in terms of environmental limitations on
costs and benefi ts .  For some species the costs asso-
ciated with a Tb of 35-40°C may outweigh the benefits
of absolute cellular efficiency . Nevertheless, within
limits set by environment , behavior , and physiology,
there should be an optimum temperature which maximizes
benefits relative to costs. Torpor would represent a
reduction in Tb from the optim um as the result of
short—term additional environmental constraints. The
identification of the environmental conditions that can
lead to a departure from homeothermy should help us
understand both temperature regulation and torpor.

In the following sections we consider some limita-
tions that influence temperature regulation and torpor
for non-mammalian organisms . We have not attempted a
comprehensive review ( for an extensive survey see 81),
but we have selected studies that we feel are most
pertinent to a cost:benefit interpretation. Section
III deals with the prevalent hypothesis of an energetic
basis for temperature regulation ; section IV deals with
the less prevalent hypothesized role of predation;
section V deals with social effects ;  and section VI
discusses the importance of environmental variability.
These do not exhaust all possibilities; hopefully ,
generalities can be extended to a variety of other
ecological situations.

III. THE ENERGETIC HYPOTHESIS

This hypothesis assumes that fitness can be
equated with rate of net energy gain , or that the costs
and benefits in figure 2 are both in energetic currency .
For many organisms , maximizing rate of new energy gain
results in max imizing growth rate , and this could have
a high selective advantage if it increased fecundity
because of larger size or decreased age to f i rs t  repro-
duction. Maximizing rate of net energy gain could also
have selective advantage independent of growth by
providing a maximum energy input to cover energy expend-

--- - - - -  - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -- -- - -~~~~~ - - - - -- - _
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itures for a variety of important activities (e.g.,
courtship, predator avoidance , etc.).

The energetic cost:benef it hypothesis states that
energetic expenditures should be min imized rela tive to
energetic intakes per unit time. It may appear that
the advantage of torpor in this context is obvious
since it is always accompanied by reduced energy expendi-
tures. However , a reduction in cost is only par t of a
cost:benefit function (Fig. 2 ) .  The influence of
reduced costs on net benefits per unit  time will depend
on concurrent benefits . Since a homeotherinic tempera-
ture would always provide a greater net benefit (see
Introduction), torpor should only occur when environ-
mental constraints prevent homeothermy.

To identify environmental limitations that make
torpor advantageous we need to appreciate the homeo-
therxnic condition in energetic terms as a point of
reference . Physiologists have identified specific
tissue temperatures associated with maximizing energetic
rate processes (81) . Dawson (26) argued that the
physiological signif icance of preferred Tb in reptiles
is that they result in maximum rate processes. Similarly ,
Brett (13) noted that rates of oxygen consumption and
swimming for sockeye salmon (Oncorh ynchus nerka ) are
maximum at 15 °C. The temperatures at which maximal
rate processes occur vary among species as a result ~f
evolution in environments with di ff erent thermal
characteristics (38, 81, see Introduction). However ,
for any species there generally wil l be a specific
temperature in their environment that results in a
unique maximum in physiolcgical rate processes.

The temperatures selected or ma intained were
believed to be determined primarily by these maximum
physiological rate responses (26 , 38 , 81) . However ,
this hypothesis is an incomplete formulation with
respect to a cost:benefit function (Fig. 2) since it
assumes no limitations or costs in maximizing benefits
under natural circumstances. Main taining a max imum
physiological rate depends on the availability of
s u f f i c i e n t  food ; costs associated with obtaining a food
benef it (from activity); differences between foods in
benef i ts  and costs for acquisition (generating a constraint
from prey selection ); and costs associated with proces-
sing ingested food.
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A. Torpor in Ectotherms

1. The Constraint of Food Availability
The most detailed evidence for a potential

ef fec t  of food availability on temperature regulation
in ectotherrn s is that of Brett (13) for sockeye salmon
(Oncorhynchus nerka) and Elliot (31) for brown trout
(Salmo trutta). The e f fec t  of food avai labi l i ty on
temperatures for maximum rate of growth is illustrated
in f igure  3 from the data of Brett ( 13) . As food
ration is reduced be low that resulting in maximum rate
of growth at the optimum acclimation temperature of
15°C , the temperature for maximum rate of growth also
decreases. Brett (13) discusses the implications of
this for energetic costs and benef i t s .  If f ish obtained
less than the maximum possible food , they should select
a temperature wl ich would reduce their metabolic costs
(functional torpor) relative to the energy from food to
generate maximum rate of growth .

The processes of feeding and temperature
selection could yield an e f fec t  on metabolic rate as
il lustrated in f i gure 4 (13) . The act ivi ty of feeding
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Fig . 3. Growth rate for young salmon as a function of
temperature and food ration. Food ration8 repreBent
percent of body mass. Modified from Brett et al. (14).
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at dawn and dusk in relatively warm surface temperatures
could result in relatively high metabolic rates.
Depending on food intake , selection of lower temperatures
during the day (when feeding doe s not occur) could
reduce metabolic rate and contribute to maximum rate of
growth (13). Such an integration of behavior and
physiology would employ torpor through temperature
selection f lexibly with respect to costs and benefits.
Of course , if a f ish had a choice with respect to food
consumption it should select an excess and not enter
torpor (remain at the optimum temperature of 15°C for
the salmon) if no other added environmental constrain ts

O25r
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influenced temperature selection (see below).
Do fish do this? A direct test would be

to examine temperature preferences in the laboratory as
a function of growth rate by manipula t ing  food avail-
abili ty (Fig.  3) .  This has not been done over a range
of food availabilities, but Javaid and Anderson (59)
noted that starvation influenced temperature selection
in salmonids. Groups of 5-6 brook trout (Salvelinus
fontina l is) and rainbow trout (Sa Zmo gairdneri) selected
lower temperatures during starva tion than when food was
available , but groups of atlantic salmon (Sa lino salar)
selected higher temperatures. The atlantic salmon is
extremely interesting ; for this species the energetic
hypothesis predicts that costs would be less at a
higher than a lower temperature since there are no
benefits during starvation. Thu s , the atlantic salmon
may have a basic di ff erence in underlying physiological
processes since most organisms reduce costs by lowering
Tb.

A more direct experimental test of the
energetic hypothesis is given by Lillywhite et al. (69)
for a toad ( Bufo boreas) . Figure 5 shows gross conversion
eff ic iencies  for growth of toads maintained with excess
food at different temperatures; there is a maximum at
27°C. This corresponds to values selected by toads in
a thermal gradient wi th excess food . Starved toads
selected more variab1~ tez~peratures with means of 20°C
or lower. This suggests torpor occurred only when
energy availabil ity was lim ited . A selective advantage
occurred for toads with l imited energy availability
since they survived longer at lower environmental
temperatures (69).

It is not clear if the temperatur e for
maximum rate of growth shif ts with reduced food ration
for toads. However, Lillywh ite et al. (69) suggest
toads could benefit from selecting lower temperatures
with a reduced level of food intake. Toads maintained
at a low temperature (14°C) with unlimited food but
given access to a heat source for 5 hours a day achieved
significant increases in growth , while 1 hour access to
the heat source was insufficient. Swift (93) noted a
similar effect for the larvae of an aquatic invertebrate
(Chaoborus trivitatue) , and other studies indicate an
eff ect of temperature fluctuations on rate of growth

- -- - _ - - ~~~~~~~~ - - .
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Fig. 5. Gross conversion efficiencies for linear growth
as a function of temperature for toad8 (Bufo boreas)
maintained at the indicated temperatures for four weeks
with excess food. From Lillywhite et al. (69), by
permission of Ecological Society of America.

(see 81). Thus , rate of growth may be maximized by the
length of time (above some minimum) that an optimum
temperature is selected depending on food intake. Such
a phenomenon could also occur in fish and may explain
selection of an optimum temperature by salmon during
the period between dusk and dawn when feeding does not
occur (Fig. 4; 13). It does not explain the lower
temperatures selected by these salmon during the day
which may be related to predation relative to time
required for food processing (see below) .

Experiments by Regal (84) suggest that
temperature selection by reptiles could also have an
energetic cost:benefit basis. He found the Tb pattern
shown in figure 6 for two Xlauberina riversiana that had
been food deprived for three days. There was a nocturi.al
selection of lower temperatures which Regal (84)
termed “voluntary hypothermia”. The pattern suggests
minimization of energy expenditures overnight with torpor
and selection of higher tempere ures during the day
when feeding usually occurs.
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It is dif f icul t  to place this behavioral
torpor for reptiles in a complete cost:benefit  context
since data apparently are not available that permit
relating it directly to rate of growth, survival , or
reproduction , and it would be interesting to define
optimal situations relative to food availability . For
example , selection of high temperatures during the day
may be modified under extreme energy restriction , or
nocturnal torpor may not occur if the organism has
sufficient energy reserves. Cogger (25) recently
interpreted variations in observed Tb of Mallee Dragons
(Amp hibolurue fordi ) relative to variations in food
availability under natural conditions and emphasized
the importance of assessing energetic state since a
lowering of Tb “can be induced at any time by even mild
starvation .” Many of the data for reptiles concerning
preferred Tb (e.g., 26) could be reassessed profitably
if the impact of energy availability were known. For
example, perhaps the “surprising” result (95) described
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by Wilhof t and Anderson (109) of a shif t to a lower
preferred Tb by Sceloporus occidentalis after high
temperature acclimation would not be so surprising if
interpreted relative to energetic costs and benefits.

2. The Constraint of Activity
Net energy benefits are influenced by

energy expenditures for activity as well as food avail-
ability since many animals move to feed. Ware (100)
analyzed the impact of swimming activity in fish as a
cost:benef it problem from data of Ivlev (58) for the
bleak (A lburnus alburnus). The cost of swimming to
feed could influence growth rates (rates of net energy -

gain) , but food intake would increase as a function of
swimming speed and food availability. Thus , there
could be an optimum expenditure associated with activity
to maximize the rate of net energy gain . Ware ( 100)
examined relationships between costs and bénéfits
taking into account information for various metabolic
rates. For the data of Ivlev (58) he calculated a
maximum net energetic benefit at a swimming speed of
107 rn/hr . Observed swimming speed was 111 rn/hr . Also ,
there are theories suggesting that schooling behavior
could reduce costs for locomotion by reducing drag on
individual f ish (8 , 101,. 102). To the extent that
schools are involved in feeding, this could influence
rates of net benefit from food .

3. The Constraint of Prey Selection
If different  prey are located in different

thermal environments, food selection by ectotherms
could also influence Tb, energy expenditures , and rates
of net energy gain. The costs of prey selection in
different environments must be weighed relative to the
different benefits of prey. Most economic studies of
prey selection by ectotherrns deal with prey quality
independent of costs determined by environmental tempera-
ture. Werner and Hall (103) demonstrated that bluegill
sunfish (Lepomia macrochirus) selected sizes of prey
that maximized benefits relative to foraging time.
Eggers (30) found similar relationships from re—analysis
of data on alewives (Alosa pseudoharengus). It would
be interesting to examine this behavior in situations
where environmental temperatures influenced rate of net
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benefit from food selection.

4. The Constraint of Food Processing
Physiological processes involved in food

assimilation also could influence rates of net energy
gain and could form a basis for temperature selection .
Food remains external to an organism until it is
assimilated, and the assimilation rate should be tem-
perature dependent. For example, Harlow et al. (47)
indicated that assimilation is strongly influenced by
temperature for the lizard Dipsosaurus dorsalis with
zero assimilation at 28°C but 70% assimilation at 41°C
(the preferred Th for this species). Regal (83)
described temperature dependent behavior of reptiles
that also suggests an importance for food processing.
For example, a constrictor moved with respect to a heat
lamp so the bolus of food remained below a heat lamp
during its passage through the digestive tract. In
general , processing food at an optimum temperature will
contribute to maximizing rate of net energy gain . The
quantity of food to be processed may have an impact on
duration of homeothermy and torpor.

B. Dinosaur Homeotherzny and Extinction
Interpretations of a functional significance

for torpor imposed by environmental limitations in
ectotherms that regulate temperatures behaviorally have
interesting implications relative to recent re-inter-
pretations of thermal relations for dinosaurs. Bakker
(2, 3) considered evidence that suggests some dinosaurs
may have been endothermic. He divided this into cellular
evidence based on bone histology suggesting high,
endothermic-like vascularization; gross anatomical
evidence from reconstructions of locomotor apparatus
suggesting potentially high levels of activity; respir-
atory and possible heart anatomy suggesting a potential
for high aerobic metabolism , and reconstructions of
predator/prey relationships in large fossil deposits
suggesting a potential similarity of dinosaur communities
with modern endotherrn communities.

Bakker ’s arguments led to a f lurry of comments.
Feduccia (35) provided criticism on structural grounds,
but Dodson (28) and Ostrum (78) defended Bakker ’s hypo-
thesis. Bennett and Daizell (9) criticized the argu-
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ment of endothermy related to posture. Spotilla et al.
(92) developed a model which suggested that large
dinosaurs could have been horneothermic without endo—
thermy due to thermal inertia. Farlow (33) examined
predator/prey relationships for the Late Cretaceous
Oldinan Formation community and discussed limitations of
this analysis but reached no definitive conclusions
concerning endothermy or ectothermy. Recent examinations
of Stegosaurus suggest a potentially important role for
their large , dorsal plates in forced convective heat
loss (34), implying a necessity for increased heat
loss. Also, Seymour (90) suggested that the large
distance between the heart and head of some dinosaurs
would have necessitated large hearts to produce pressures
sufficient to pump blood to the brain , and this may
have required four chambered hearts with a potential
for an endothermic—like circulation .

Axelrod and Bailey (1) suggested that environ-
menta l temperature changes contributed to dinosaur
extinction. This implies an excessive cost associated
with endothermy relative to a possibly diminished food
availability. The thermal inertia argument of Spotilla
et al. (92) suggests that large dinosaurs could not
have entered torpor behaviorally. Thus, absence of
ability to enter torpor either physiologically or
behaviorally may have contributed to extinction through
excessive energetic costs relative to benefits.

C. Torpor in Endotherrns

1. The Constraint of Food Availability
Students of torpor in endotherms have

assumed that reduced expenditures could be generally
beneficial if they reduced rnaintanence costs and con-
tributed to a greater net benefit from ingested energy
(e.g., 54 , 73, 110). Yet the preceding suggests that
torpor is to be expected only when energy availability
is reduced relative to costs. Evidence on the func-
tional significance of torpor in birds is consistent
with this although an energetic interpretation for both
endoderm s and ectotherms is only one possibility (see
below).

Most information comes from studies of
hummingbirds, so we will review briefly the energetic

- ‘  -~~~~- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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characteristics of torpor for these organisms (see 27
for a recent general review). Typical metabolic responses
of homeothermic and torpid humrningbirds to Ta are
illustrated in f igure 7. The “thermostatic” heat
production that occurs during torpor results in mainte-
nance of a controlled Tb around a reduced “set point” .
This pattern has been observed in five species from a
variety of habitats (Eu lampis j ugular is , 41; Panterpe
insignis and Eugenes f u l.tvens , 110; Oreotrochi lus
estella , 23; Archilochus alexandri, 42) . The lack of
observation of this phenomenon in earlier studies (64 ,
65) can be attributed to methodological problems (42),
so regulation in torpor with its indication of precise ,
physiological control probably is a general characteristic
of torpor in huxniningbirds .

The temperature at which regulation
occurs varies between species (from as high as 20°C
for Eulampis to as low as 5°C for Oreotrochi l us) .
Wolf and Hainsworth (110) suggested that this was
related to different minimum environmental tempera-
tures , and subsequent information supports this (23,
42) . This suggests environmentally determined optimum
temperatures for torpor similar to optimum temperatures
for other species where environmental constraints do
not allow a Tb of 35—40 °C. Also , regulation in torpor
is not restricted to humzningbirds. For example , brook
trout and rainbow trout (59) select lower temperatures
during starvation that are greater than the min imum
available , constant from day to day , and d i f fe ren t
between species. Differences between species in
temperature for regulation in torpor perhaps could be
related to distinct temperature optima for enzyme
function set by environmental temperatures (see 91).

Various observations indicate that
huxnmingbirds do not necessar i ly  enter torpor (18, 53,
64) . LasiewsJc i (64) noted that food deprivation was
necessary to induce torpor in the laboratory , and
Calder and Booser (18) related torpor for an incubating
broadtailed hummingbird (Se lasphorus p latycercus) to
inclement weather that reduced foraging time. These
observations suggest that torpor occurs only after
depletion of energy reserves , but, as Dawson and Hudson
(27) note, it is d i f f icul t  to verify this hypothesis
without an independent measure of the energetic state
of the birds.
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Fig. 7. Metabolic rates for two hummingbird species
from a highland area of Costa Rica as a function of Ta.
Closed symbols denote horneothermic condition and open
symbols denote torpid condition. From Wolf and
Hainsworth (110) .
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We have attempted this by using body
mass an an index of energy storage (43). We monitored
oxygen consumption overnight and varied energy expendi-
tures during the day and overnight using various photo-
periods and temperatures. Measurements of body mass
just prior to light onset indicated that torpor occurred
only in association with low mass. There appeared to
be a characteristic lower “threshold” of energy storage ,
and the extent of energy reserves predicted if and for
how long torpor occurred overnight for one species
(43) . These results support the hypothesis that torpor
occurs only when energy availability (in terms of
stored reserves) is restricted relative to expenditures.
A similar interpretation applies to daily torpor for
small mammals (15, 35, 97) and , with suitable timing
factors , to hibernation (36).

2. Other Constraints
Constraints from activity , prey selection ,

and food processing also can apply with some modifications
to endotherms. To the extent that energy storage is
influenced by expenditures to feed , activity will
influence costs , rate of net benefit (111) and ultimately
temperature regulation . Differences in prey quality
will also influence rates of net energy gain primarily
by affecting benefits (111). Food processing would
least influence rate of net energy gain for a given
prey type and availability , although differences in
prey quality can influence rate of net benefit from
digestive processing (111).

D. The General Constraint of Body Mass
To the extent that mass determines energy

expenditure , mass could also influence temperature
regulation and torpor by affecting rate of net energy
gain through use of available energy. Due to mass
related effects on heat loss, rate of expenditure per
gram at a constant Ta increases with decreasing body
mass ( e . g . ,  71, 88) . With a mass related e f fec t  on
energy storage for non-feeding periods this could
result in a temperature during these periods lower than
35—40 °C. But , some organisms of small mass (such as
huinmingbirds) may be able to store suff ic ient  energy 

- .—_____________________________________
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under some conditions to meet energetic costs during
non-feeding periods (see above; 112).

At the other extreme , large body mass may
limit ability to influence rates of net energy gain
from torpor since the cost in time to heat a large mass
could be prohibitive and could restrict torpor at least
to seasonal time (79). However, due to differences in
mass-related metabolic rate (cal/time , scaled to
(mass) 0’75 ] and mass related digestive capacity [scaled
to (mass) 1 0 3 (17) , larger anima ls perhaps could achieve
energy storage for non-feeding periods more easily than
small species. Fisher and Mannery (36) presented a
similar argument to explain the frequency of periodic
arousals for some relatively large species of hiber—
nators . When applied to non-hibernators this suggests
that large size could permit a greater rate of net
benefit such that energy processing could take place at
an efficient endothermic temperature of 35—40°C. Of
course , these processes ultimately have to be viewed
within limitations set by environmental variables such
as food availability, predation , and interspecific
interactions and the requirements relative to these
that are dictated by mass (89 , 111) .

IV. THE PREDATION HYPOTHESIS

The assumption for this hypothesis is that physi-
ology and behavior should be sensitive to predation
since it has a dramatic effect on fitness. In general,
it is diff icult to directly assess the impact of predation
on costs and benefits. The best comparison is between
individuals that do not minimize predation and those
that do to determine the impact of the difference on
rates of net energy gain. However, predation can be
such a potent selective force that the behaviors or
functions involved may have a strong genetic basis, and
this makes observation of the null hypothetical condition
very difficult.

In an economic discussion of lizard thermoregulation,
Huey and Slatkin (56) recognized the possible general
importance of predation for behavioral temperature
regulation. They related the potential impact of
predation to the costs for thermoregulation (generally
measured as distance to suitable basking sites 55, 5,),

— -I’
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but they did not consider any evidence . Most evidence
comes from application of economic models to natural
conditions where observed rates of net energy gain are
less than predicted ; the difference is usually attributed
to predation (30, 93).

Swift (93) examined the hypothesis that vertical
migration patterns o~ aquatic inve i.ebrates (associated
with temperature stratifications) contribute to max-
imizing rates of net energy gain due to different
effects of temperature on energetic costs and benefits
(60, 72). He constructed an energy budget for Chaoborus
trivitatus larvae based on temperature effects on
respiration and rate of growth , energetic costs for
migration , and benefits from feeding which were estimated
for a variety of prey densities. From a computer
simulation Swift compared rate of growth using parameters
associated with natural migrations and with values
associated with staying near the surface where tempera-
tures were higher. Both were examined as a function of
prey density near the surface. Swift discounted the
energetic hypothesis since larvae would always have had
greater rates of net energy gain if they stayed in
warmer temperatures near the surface. Their selection
of lower temperatures (torpor) through migration was
attributed to predation.

We do not believe Swift is justified in accounting
for this torpor only on the basis of a predator effect.
For example, the extent of the energetic benefit depended
importantly on prey density. If larvae obtained a low
food ration and remained near the surface until it was
processed , they could optimize ra tes of net energy gain
within a predation constraint by migrating to lower
temperatures. The data of Swift (93) suggest this
since a f luctuation between 5°C (18 hours) and 20°C
(6 hours) resulted in increased rate of growth compared
with a constant 5°C condition at high and low food
availability. Thus , temperature selecticn behavior of
these larvae might best be interpreted with respect to
both the energetic and the predation hypotheses.

A similar integrative interpretation was drawn by
Eggers (30) from a detailed examination of the energetic
hypothesis of Brett (13) for salmon. From a computer
simulation of natura l parameter e f fec ts on costs and
benefits, Eggers found tha t salmon selected temperatures
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and environmental conditions that did not necessarily
maximize rates of net energy gain. He also noted
evidence indicating that vertical migration can occur
in the absence of temperature stratification . Eggers
considered predation as a possible explanation, but he
interpreted the effect within the constraint of energy
requirements primarily on the basis of selection of
optimum temperatures by salmon for part of a day (13).

Eggers also considered schooling behavior in
salmon which could influence both predation and rates
of net energy gain from feeding. A school could provide
a benefit in reducing the probability of predation on
an individual (30, 80). To the extent that schools
occupy speci f ic  temper ature environments , this behavior
could also influence temperature regulation and torpor.
Eggers (30) analyzed the effect of schooling on rates
of net energy gain for individuals in a feeding assem-
blage at uni form prey density . Although he did not
consider potential energy savings from schooling , he per-
suasively argued that individual rates of net energy
gain in schools would decrease with decreased distance
to nearest neighbor (from overlapping fields of response
to prey) and increased distance from the front of the
school (from reduced prey availability). Predictions
indicated that natural school sizes and densities for
salmon would drastically lower individual rates of net
energy gain if prey were randomly distributed . This
strongly suggests a predation ef fec t  on schooling ,
although schooling still could provide net energetic
benefit for individuals if prey were non—randomly
distributed (21, 24, 30, 96).

The predation hypothesis applies to torpor in a
variety of organisms al though available evidence may
not permit distinction front the energetic hypothesis.
For example, a threshold phenomenon for torpor relative
to energy reserves (such as in huinrningbirds), can be
interpreted according to a cellular energetic e f f ic iency
hypothesis (20)  or relative to a predation risk associ-
ated with torpor (43). Due to a possible genetic
effect  for the phenomenon it may be di f f icult to distin-
guish the hypotheses.
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V. SOCIAL INTERACTIONS

Much of the preceding is cast as isolated individu-
als making “decisions ” about appropriate temperatures
from an available range. However , no organi sm operates
in a biological vacuum but continually is influenced
positively and negatively by others , both conspecifics
and d i f ferent  species. It is important to the under-
standing of temperature regulation in natural situations
to determine how these interactions may change individual
response. Predators already were considered , primarily
in how they might drive an individual away from optimal
conditions. Other interactions among individuals are
equally possible and all can be considered relative to
the question of optimization with respect to Tb. We
will discuss two principal types of intraspecific
interactions: aggression and group formation . Each
also could occur interspecifically and individual
identity makes li ttle di f f erence to our discussion .

Aggression often takec the form of displacement of
an individual by another . It potentially could drive
an individual away from a location where ~t could
maintain an optimum temperature . We do not address why
one individual displaces another; we only point out
that the displaced individual may be forced to drop off
its optimality peak as a result.

Beitinger and Magnuson (7) showed that an adult
bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochiru s) was able to
change the position of juveniles relative to temperature
selected by each juvenile when alone . The j uveniles
individually selected 31°C, but when an adult was added
(and restricted) to the 31°C portion , the young only

made short movements into the 31°C area to feed , spending
nearly 100% of their time at 27 °C or 34 °C , whichever
was the available alternative . Other workers (e.g., 4)
have also discussed the e f fec t  of aggressive inter-
actions among fish on realized temperature preferences.
In general , the outcome is for t he dominant individual
to drive subordinates away from their optimum temperature.

Another type of social interaction is for individ-
uals to associate for benefits accruing to each as a
result. This could have a variety of influences on Ta
selection. For example , group formation could enhance
rate of food acquisition in a patchy environment (24 ,
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46 , 99) . Since temperature choice should be related to
levels of food availability and rates of energy intake ,
group foraging may be an important component in pre-
dicting optimal temperature selection . Given variation
among environmental sites in the quality and/or quantity
of food , it is possible that an organism may have a
choice to join a group at other than a homeothermic
temperature to increase its rate of net energy gain .
Ultimately this temperature environment should be one
at which the increased rate of food intake compensates
for the costs due to selecting a non-optimal temperature
relative to that for solitary feeding. As far as we
know , there is no experimental information on this
possibility.

Alternatively , a group could result in a decreased
rate of individual energy expenditure and a potentially
increased rate of net energy gain (assuming rate of
intake remains constant or decreases less than expen-
ditures). For example , huddling has been reported to
produce energy savings (e.g., 40, 81), primarily for
organisms maintaining a high Tb. This behavior also
could reduce losses from individuals with variable Tb
at ambient temperatures below an optimum (6). There is
evidence that a similar phenomenon occurs in young
birds and mammals that have not developed a regulated
Tb . Rate of energy loss per young is reduced at a low
Ta as number of young per nest increases (29 , 40 , 51,
74 , 7 7 ) ,  at least to a potential limit set by nest
structure. (The converse is the restricted ability to
facilitate heat loss as Ta increases; 77) . Reduced
heat loss by young means that the internal temperature
of each may approximate more closely to an optimum with
less energy input from the adult from brooding and,
probably more importantly, a greater proportion of food
can be channelled into growth by young (see 85). This
external temperature regulation may be important in
determining the optimum clutch size of altricial young
as the rate of food delivery by an adult does not
increase equally for each additional young (assuming
growth rates remain approximately constant) (77 , 85,
86) .

Finally , an individual might be able to use others
as cues for locations of preferred temperatures. This
has been examined in a number of contexts associated
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with “ cuing ” for feeding , such as areas in which to
feed (61 , 63) ,  parasitizing individuals as they feed
[either stealing food (e .g . ,  39) or displacing individuals
from good feeding locations (21, also , pers. obs.)1 and
which food items to take from an available array (75).
It may be less likely that an individual would be
unable to ascertain independently locations of preferred
temperature sites , although movements through a gradient
may be speeded by the presence of individuals at preferred
temperature locations (6). In contrast to. the situation
described earlier in which aggressive interactions
limited available choices , cuing behavior assumes few
restrictions on possible locations used by an individual.

VI. TEMPORAL ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATION

We have been discussing primarily organisms that
attempt to maximize some benefit:cost function by
selecting positions in the environment where Tb is
optimum. This selection depends on the organism ’ s
mobility and the availability of alternative spatial
temperature conditions. We assume that the choice of
Ta influences Tb and generally reduces tl.e cost term in
the benefit  to cost function . We implicitly assumed
that an organism , by making a selection , reduced its rate
processes associated with energetic expenditures , with
relatively less impact on energetic uptake.

For many organisms the opportunity to modify Tb by
actively selecting among alternative environments is
not available , either because the organism is sedentary
or because the degree of mobility does not permit
exploitation of locations with differ ent available

• temperatures. For mobile organisms we have already
indicated that there are constraints on selecting among
alternatives either because of the costs for movement
or because of differential benefits in alternative
locations. Many organisms are faced with temporal
changes in temperature where they have no choice,
either on a long term (e.g., seasonal) or a short term
(e. g . ,  daily) basis.

The ecological concept of environmental “grain ”
influences our view of the role of temporal variation
in environmental temperature . Grain relates to the
probability of use of environmental patches (in this
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case , temperature conditions through time) in relation
to their frequency of occurrence (66 , 106) . A fine-
grained environment is one that is utilized by an
individual essentially randomly so the frequency of
patch use is similar to the frequency of occurrence. A
coarse—grained environment is one that has a marked
differential between the frequency of occurrence and
use of patches. An organism that theoretically has
access to several temperatures but remains in one would
view the environment as coarse—grained . Grain becomes
an important aspect of physiolog ical responses for
organisms that have no short-term choice in terms of
habitat selection. We can imagine long-lived temper-
ate zone organisms that encounter regularly , but gradually ,
the full range of variations. These would view the
environment as fine—grained. On the other hand short—
lived organisms could occur in one temperature condition
for a generation , but subsequent generations may occur
in different conditions , a more coarse-grained view of
the environment. The critical question then is: how
does a stationary organism cope with the environmental
fluctuations?

In fine-grained environments organisms are likely
to respond by allowing Tb to fluctuate with Ta if that
regularly maximizes the net benefit associated with
determining Tb. However, this does not mean that all
organisms faced with short-term fluctuations will show
a variable Tb. As noted earlier, the probability of
short-term shifts in Tb is related importantly to body
size and the potential benefits to be derived when
costs are reduced .

Temporal fluctuations in temperature allow organ-
isms a choice of temporal pattern of the types and
magnitudes of their functional activity . This is con-
ceptually very similar to choosing among available
spatial locations of differing temperatures and should
be governed by the same principles as outlined earlier.
In the short-term, we certainly would expect organisms
to have higher levels of functional activity at times
when they can maximize their rate of net energy gain
(or some other index of f i tness) and that may not
always occur when Ta would appear to be at a level that
max imizes rate processes that influence both benefits
and costs.
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Seasonal fluctuations in Ta also can provide an op-
portunity to choose what levels or magnitudes of function-
al activity to maintain. For organisms with very short
generation times the environment becomes more and more
coarse-grained and requires less seasonal choice.
However , this does not eliminate shorter term temperature
cycles or the imposition of a short—term fine—grained
environment on a longer term coarse—grained environment.
Organisms with longer generation times presumably can
selectively utilize portions of the seasonal temperature
cycle in an attempt to maximize net benefits. Which
portion of the temperature cycle maximizes benefits
relative to costs will depend on the relative ability
of the organisms to function at various temperatures.
Torpor , hibernation , and diapause , among others , are
mechanisms for reducing costs when benefits are likely
to be low while other organisms function at reasonably
high levels of activity even in the face of fluctuating
temperatures. Which technique is used will depend on
the evolutionary assessment of the benefits and costs
of the alternatives.

Organisms that have evolved to utilize the tempo-
rally fluctuating temperature environment while maintain-
ing high levels of function have approached the problem
in two rather distinct ways: 1) maintenance of a
constant, generally high body temperature , and 2) ad-
justments of the controls of rate processes so that
high levels of function are maintained even in the face
of varying Tb. We have discussed the first alternative ,
and we will now consider the second . We shall discuss
non—behavioral adaptations; also, for brevity we will
not consider in detail such important components of
environmental variation as the influence of the varia-
tion pattern, both temporally and in relation to the
mean value . It must be remembered that these will play
an important role in determining which adaptations
maximize fitness for these organisms.

While a variety of levels of physiological organ-
ization are amenable to interpretation of this general
question , we will consider what may be the crux of the
energetic rate processes consideration : the ability of
enzymes to catalyze reactions associated with energy
processing and acquisition. Rather than attempt to deal
with many substrate-enzyme systems in detail, we will
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focus on general aspects of the interaction as they
relate to the ability of an organism to optimize tem-
perature regulation in a temporally fluctuating environ-
ment.

In general, this view of temperature can be associ-
ated with a mechanistic explanation if we assume that
there is a single temperature at which each enzyme has a
maximal activity. In general , peak enzyme activity
seems to be at or near preferred Tb (e .g . ,  f or lizards ,
see 26 , 67) ; the enzyme activity usually falls off
rapidly at higher temperatures and more gradually at
suboptimal temperatures. A lower or a higher tempera-
ture than the optimum slows rates of enzymatic reactions
(52) or perhaps other rate limiting mechanisms (107,
108). Adopting a suboptimal rather than a supraoptimal
temperature generally puts the organism on the less
steep portion of the temperature—activity curve and
presumably makes it less susceptible to death from
further variations in environmental temperature and
enzyme degradation . Selecting supraoptimal temperatures
could also increase costs by speeding degradation of
enzymes which would have to be replaced.

Four general enzyme-substrate responses are possible
to maintain rate processes in the face of varying environ-
mental temperature: 1) changes in enzyme concentrations,
perhaps mediated through induction or arrays of modifier
genes; 2) production of different general configurations
of a single enzyme as a function of temperature, called
modulation by Hochachka and Somero (52); 3) changes in
substrate availability; and 4) production of different
enzymes from different allelic forms at one or more
loci. Clearly, these are not mutually exclusive, but are
general classes of possible responses.

The fourth mechanism is perhaps the most important,
especially if conditions vary predictably with sufficient
time to turn structural genes on and off. The organism
has adapted to different temperature conditions by
having several forms of a gene which may differ in the
temperature of peak activity. We can speculate that
genetic information for two forms of an enzyme may be a
more efficient way of handling predictable temporal
changes in temperature of large magnitude than mechanisms
1-3. Small magnitude or unpredictable changes of short
duration probably are more efficiently dealt with via
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changes within a structural gene rather than by mul tiple
structural genes. The primary consi~1eration is that the
organism maintains approximately equivalent rates of
enzyme activity even though it is forced into di ff erent
temperature environments. If the difft.~rence ar’ong
environmental conditions is large, reduced fitness
associated wi th allozyme production and main tenance of
the genetic heterozygosity may be sufficiently low
energetically and genetically that allozymes can be
adaptive in many situations. However , as differences
among environmental conditions decrease, the eff ic iency
of mixed forms of an enzyme presumably also decreases.
This will be strongly dependent on the activity versus
temperature curves for each enzyme , a characteristic
that varies , presumably adaptively, among enzymes.

Heterozygosity within individuals and polymorphism
within the population can be maintained by balancing
selection. In addition, a variety of models attempt to
predict levels of genetic polymorphism. at a single locus
as a function of temporal environmental variation (e.g.,
32, 44 , 48). In these models the maintenance of poly-
morphism depends strongly on the pattern and predicta-
bility of variation (Fig. 8). Numerous models have
pointed out that environmental variation can maintain
population polymorphisms by selection that favors one or
the other homozygote alternatively through time. However ,
in general , genetic variation within a population is
tied more importantly to spatial variation than to
temporal variation (48).

In fine—grained environments , heterozygotes of ten
will be able to respond better to the fluctuations,
while in coarse-grained environments either homozygosity
or heterozygosity might be advantageous (66 , 94) . Homo-
zygosity could yield high short-term fitness, but decrease
long-term fitness if the environment changes. Hetero—
zygosity is a compromise . Which is better in the long-
term will depend on rate and variance of environmental
change and the autocorrelation (Fig. 8 ) .  However ,
selection presumably acts only on the short-term f it—
ness; foresight in genetic constitution would be impos-
sible to produce with individual selection.

A major remaining problem of enzyme adaptation to
varying environments is the issue of mechanisms of
adaptation and any apparent correlation of mechanism
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Fig. 8. A hypothetical relationship between the
frequency of a particular gene in a two allele system
and the e~nount of environmental variation. The two
curves repre8ent different degrees of environmental
predictability estimated by the level of autocorrelation
of the environment. A very predictable environment would
have a value of 1.0 while a completely unpredictable
environ ~~~ would have a value of 0.0. Modified from
Wiens (106) and Bryant (16).

with patterns of environmental variability , both in
terms of predictability and the level of variation about
the mean environmental value. For example , while activity
levels may differ with temperature for different enzyme
forms , it is not clear how much is due to modulation or
to simply structural differences that are coded by two
alleles. To resolve these questions will require fur ther
effor ts  to ref ine  the actual functional aspects of the
enzyme-substrate interaction . Km or Vmax values do not
provide sufficient information to discriminate among
alternative adaptive responses to shi fting environmental
conditions. Until  these details are available it will  be
d i f f i cu l t  to test hypotheses about the adaptive roles of
the four possible shifts in enzyme activity in relation
to environmental variation . Unfortunately , to under-
stand the mechanistic underpinnings of the benefit:cost
model , these details will be required ultimately.
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NEURONAL MODELS OF TEMPERATURE REGULATION
IN EUTHERMIC AND HIBERNATING MAMMALS :
AN ALTERNATE MODEL FOR HIBERNATION
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ABSTRACT

Several neuronal models have been proposed that de-
scribe the thermoregulatory phenomena observed in euther—
mic mammals. Opinion and experimental evidence, as to
whether the mammalian regulatory systems operate as
constant gain, adjustable threshold proportional control-
lers, or as multiplicative controllers with both adjust-
able gain and threshold is sharply divided. Studies on
single units of the pre-optic/anterior hypothalamus sug-
gest that neurons exist whose thermal sensitivities would
be consistent with either system. Available evidence
indicates that during euthermia hibernators do not differ
significantly from other mammals in thermoregulatory
mechanisms. During hibernation, however, models for
euthermic regulation are inadequate to account for, or
to predict, responses to thermal stimuli whether they be
presented centrally or peripherally. A neuronal model,
whose temperature-response curve may be fitted by an
exponential equation is proposed. The response to drop
in body temperature occurs by disinhibition of a therino—
genic neuronal pool. Increase in body or ambient temper-
ature facilitates the inhibitory neurons and heat produc-
tion is minimized. The model requires the existence of
at least two interactive neuronal pools which are func-
tional only during the hibernating state and which
supplement those concerned with euthermic regulation.
It is proposed that such a system would account for most,
or all, of the thermoregulatory responses characteristic
of the hibernating state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Models of physiological processes represent attempts
to place experimental observations and concepts into an
ordered context that will make their relationships more
understandable to the modeler and his colleagues. The forms
may be verbal-pictorial, analog, mathematical, or neuronal.
If the modeler has been successful he will have provided a
structure which is an improved mirror to reality. But just
as, or more, important in judging success, to paraphrase
Hardy (28), is the degree to which it stimulates experi-
mental and theoretical challenge--and the birthing of
improvements or alternates.

Thermoregulatory models of all varieties have been
reviewed extensively in recent years. These include those
of Hardy (26, 27, 28), Hanunel (20, 21, 22) and several
recent collections of writings on this and related subjects
(4, 5, 29, 53, 63, 64). We will attempt to place the ideas
presented in some of these writings into contexts of emer-
gent information and, especially, the thermoregulatory
puzzles which confront those of us studying animals capable
of undergoing hibernation. We have not included a specific
discussion of the possible roles played by neurotransmitters
since their functions require, and deserve, separate treat—
ment.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS — EUTHERMIC MAMMA~JS

Neuronal models which have been proposed over the
last decade or so have attempted to define the neuronal
network which initiates, maintains, and controls responses
resulting in the maintenance of stable body temperature.
The basic features of these models (3) are: 1) two main
pathways sensing tcmperature changes and affecting temper-
ature responses tc arm and cold stimuli, ii) crossed
inhibition between these two main pathways, and iii) affer—
ent convergence of receptor pathways onto the effector
pathways via central control. The differences among the
models are found in the anatomic s.~te and nature of the
converging signals, in the mechanism of crossed inhibition,
and in their applicability to a wide variety of physio-
logical conditions.

Of all the models perhaps none has had the impact and
generated as many experiments as has the “hypothalamic

*
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proportional control with an adjustable set-point” as
first proposed by Hammel and his colleagues (20, 21, 22,
25).

Based on results from hypothalamic temperature manip-
ulation in resting and exercising dogs at various ambient
temperatures, Hammel (20, 21, 24, 25) proposed a neuronal
model which consists of 5 classes of neurons (Fig. 5):
two primary sensors responding differentially to relative
warmth or cold and three primary effector neurons (vaso—
motion, shivering, panting). Considering the single cell
recordings from the hypothalamus of Nakayaxna et al. (52),
Hanmtel defined the central high—Q10 neurons as those
neurons in which spontaneous firing rate increased markedly
with increasing hypothalamic temperature and the low—Q10
neurons as those in which the spontaneous firing rate
increased relatively little with hypothalamic temperature
alterations.

Of importance in Hammel’s model is the assumption
that high—Q10 sensory neurons facilitate heat loss mecha-
nisms, and conversely that the low—Q10 neurons facilitate
heat conserving and generating mechanisms while inhibiting
the therrnolytic. Thermal input from the periphery would
facilitate or inhibit directly the high— or low—Q10 neurons
appropriately. Another assumption associated with this
model is that the primary effector neurons possess no
inherent thermosensitivity; their output depending upon
the relative degrees of facilitation or inhibition received.

The relationship between a thermoregulatory response
and a change in the central temperature from a set level
is described by the linear equation (20):

R—R0 = a (TH
_T
set) or R = a (TH~

T 
~ 

+ R0 (eqn . 1)

where,

R-R0 = The thermoregulatory response in
appropriate units or change in
effector output.

Ro — The basal level of the response,
usually prior to stimulation.

T —T — The difference between the actualH set hypothalamic temperature and the 

-- - - - - -
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set—point for the response, R. This
is directly analogous to the load
error of a proportional controller
(26, 27). It also would be the dif-
ference between the hypothalamic
temperature and the threshold for a
particular response.

a = A fixed value proportionality constant
or slope of the line for the response,
R. It is equivalent to the sensitivity
of the system. Whether it has a pos-
itive or negative value depends upon
the physiological response (output)
being considered, e.g., panting in
response to heat or shivering in re-
sponse to cold.

The Tset, or threshold for a response, is represented by
the intersection of the firing rates of the high- and
low—Qio neurons (Fig. 1A). Alterations in Tset or thresh-
old points for initiation of shivering or panting result
when the firing rates of either the high—Q10 or low-Q10
neurons are changed. For example during cold exposure,
peripheral cold receptors would facilitate the low-Q10
neurons, inhibit the high—Q10 neurons (Fig. lB), thus
increasing Teet, facilitating shivering and vasoconstric-
tion, and inhibiting panting. It should be noted that,
according to this model, facilitation (or inhibition) of
the low—Q10 (or high—Q10) neurons results in a displace-
ment of the firing rate regression rather than a change
in the slope of that regression. Therefore, for a given
change in temperature the magnitude of the initiated
response is always the seine; only the temperature at which
the response is initiated varies. The metabolic responses
to the interaction of TH and ambient (or skin) temperature
are seen in figure 3 (lower right). As the Tajr increases
the TH at which metabolism would be increased is shifted
to lower temperatures. The lines defining the responses
are parallel; that is, the a values (slopes) at each Tair
are identical. Hanunel’s model has also been characterized
as being additive (13). Theoretically, in an additive
model, a metabolic response could be elicited at any Tair
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Hypotha lamic Temperature Hypothalamic Temperature

Fig. 1A. Generation of T5 t and change of T3 ~. according
to model of Hammel (19) . T?~e intersection of ~he f i r ing
rates of the low- and high-Q10 neurons determines the set
point or reference signa l around which body temperatur e
is regu lated. B. Afferent signa ls from peri p hera l cold
receptors faci l i tate the low- Q10 neurons while inhibiting
the high—Q 10 units . Tset is shif ted to the right;
shivering i,nitiated. Adapted from (20) .

if the TH were sufficiently altered. It also was pro-
posed (20, 21) that Tset would be altered by sleep and
exercise. Connections from other brain structures (e.g.
the reticular activating system) would synapse directly
with the high- and low-Q10 neurons and, through facili—
tatory or inhibitory mechanisms , change the Tset.

The aesthetic simplicity of the scheme is such that
one is tempted to accept it and to leave it unchallenged .
However, that there may be exceptions to it or that other
models may be tenable is quite apparent. Integral to the
Haminel model is an internal, physiologically generated
reference signal--the set-point. Deviation of the con-
trolled variable from the set-point constitutes the load
error——which activates the controller, which initiates
the controlled response until the load error is corrected.
Mitchell et al. (50, 51) investigating febrile responses
proposed that an inherent reference signal, or fixed
set—point, does not exist as such but that the error load,
which activates the controller, is brought about by the
relative balance between the inputs from warm and cold
sensors, whether central or peripheral. Mean body temper-
ature would be the controlled variable, whereas in the
Hanunel model TH is the controlled variable--as a repre-
sentative of mean body temperature. An important charac-
teristic of Mitchell’s model is that the relation between
input and output for a given response need not be constant.

Evidence from studies involving pyrogen effects on
therrnosensitive neurons indicates that the discharge fre-
quency of certain neuronal types to a constant input can
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Fig . 2. Temperature and
a change of Taet. A change in

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
/ 

the rmosenaitivity of warm
sensitive neurons (curv e a)

- Warm ~ b due to the action of
, pyrogens (curve b) resu its

in a change in apparent set
Cold point (A B) while actua l

X reference temperature would
Input remain unaltered (X) . Fr om

Mitchell 3 Snellin and
Atkins (50).

be altered while the thermoinsensitive neurons remain
u’~affected (15, 16, 61). Contrasted to the Haxnmel model,
wherein firing rates of neurons at various hypothalamic
temperatures are linear functions of temperature, Mitchell
et ai. (50, 51) proposed non-linear neuronal input-output
relationships (Fig. 2). A change in neuronal sensitivity
would not shift this relationship as in Hammel’s model
but would alter the sensitivity such that a new function
is described. In figure 2 the warm input-output response
curve is decreased from a to b. The cold sensory system
would remain unaffected by pyrogens and the apparent
threshold for heat loss responses would be shifted from
A to B. However, the operational set—point remains
unaffected at X.

Other examples of models in which sensitivity or gain
of the thermoregulatory systems would not be constant are
described when more than one population of thermodetectors
interact to produce the responses. In guinea pigs the
control of shivering thermogenesis is a function of the
interaction of signals from thermodetectors of the skin
and spinal cord and non—shivering thermogenesis a function
of skin and hypothalamic temperatures (Fig. 3). The
mathematical expression which shows the onset of either
shivering or non—shivering thermogenesis to skin and
spinal cord or skin and POH is hyperbolic in both cases
(Fig. 3, upper left). For example, Brtick and Schwennicke
(12) were able to describe NST (Fig. 3) by the equation
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Fig. 3. Comparison of “multiplicative” with an “addi-
tional ” model. Upper le f t : The family of hyperbolas is
derived from equation 2 and this in turn is based on
studies in the guinea pig in which hypothalamic and body
surface temperature were changed independent ly of each
other and related to non-shivering thermogene8i8 (NST) .
The f igures beside each hyperbola g ive NST in percent .
Upper r ight: The three curves are obtained by p lotting
the data from the upper le f t  diagram following the ver-
tica l dashed lines at skin temperatures of 37°~ 390 and
40°C . MOC = minimal 02 consumption. Lower r ight:
Shivering heat production re lated to air temperature and
hypothala~nus temperature in the dog., as published by
1kvv~nel (19) .  Note absence of chang e in the slope of the
curves. Lower lef t : Diag ram derived fr om the lower
r ight diagram . From Bruok and Schwennicke (12) .
first proposed by Stolwijk and Hardy (61) :

NST = K (THO
_T

fl
) (Ts

_T
s)

where,
and T

s = Respective reference temperatures
0 0 for the hypothalamus and skin of

the back.
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TH and T5 = Respective temperatures of the
hypothalamus and skin of the ba ck .

Because the response results from the error generated by
two sets of thermodetectors, the processing of the signals
is multiplicative. A theoretical limit of response to a
forcing is represented by the asymptotes for the hyper-
bolic functions.

This equation represents a system in which Tset is
a function of various reference temperatures which may be
the product of activity in many CNS and peripheral nervous
system areas. Nonthermodetectors may also influence the
reference and the gain of such a system (6 5) .  If the
data on non—shivering metabolism of BrUck and Schwennicke
(12) are replotted so that NST is a function of TPOAH
(Fig. 3 ) ,  then it becomes apparent , in the sense of
Hainmel’s model, that the proportionality constant, or
gain of the system ( a ) ,  depends upon the thermal condition
of two very diverse regions , the PO/AH and skin . Note
that both the slopes , a , and the intercepts, Tset, are
affected by the subcutaneous temperature and by no means
;onstant. For comparison, see the parallelism of the
replotted data of Haninel (20) on dogs (Fig. 3, lower
left). It was suggested by BrUck and Schwennicke (12)
that if the data from Hammel’s dog were replotted to a
function of ambient temperature and hypothalamic temper-
ature the straight lines might represent the center of
relatively flat hyperbolas (Fig. 3, lower left), which
would make it a multiplicative model.

These observations were not unprecedented . Jacobson
and Squires (39) found that the relationship between skin
and preoptic temperatures were multiplicative rather than
additive insofar as metabolic and vasomotor responses of
the cat are concerned . This means that both Tset and the
sensitivity (a) of the system must be affected by periph-
eral information. Stolwijk and Hardy (61) had come to
similar conclusions in their studies of human temperature
regulation.

More recently, the careful studies of Stitt et al.
(60) have shown that lowering skin temperature may alter
thermosensitivity of the preoptic area but that only the
reference point, not sensitivity, is altered during a
febrile response to PGE1 injected into the preoptic area.
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Their data support the contention that the relationship
between peripheral and preoptic temperatures is multipli-
cative rather than additive and may be fitted by equation
2. On the other hand, the shift in Tset accompanying a
fever would indicate that the notion of a proportional
control with an adjustable set-point may be compatible
with the multiplicative model. By way of explaining
some of their observations, they note that, “It is not
unreasonable to suppose that the P0/AR area contains a
population of neurons which exert an inhibition on heat
production and excite heat losses when their temperature
is raised.”

The idea that additive and multiplicative control
systems may coexist has been supported by the very recent
work of Hammel et al. (23) on the harbor seal. It was
found that the slopes of the regression lines of metabolic
rate on preoptic temperature was a function of both ambient
and rectal temperatures. They suggest that the central
reference and thermal-sensitive neurons are both inhibited ,
and equally so, by the peripheral cold transducing elements.

The demonstration by Nakayama et czl. (52) that some
P0/AN neurons may alter their firing rates in response to
local temperature laid the ground for more direct analyses
of how peripheral and central information may be processed
in order to achieve temperature regulation . Although one
would expect to find units in the P0/An that increased
their rates of f i r ing with rises in local temperature,
observations of increased activity with the lowering of
the local temperature created even more interest (see 19
and 37 for summaries of responses and species) . Of
obvious importance here are the findings of Hellon (38)
that the curves relating brain temperature and firing
rate of hypothalamic neurons were affected in two dif-
ferent ways when the ambient temperature was lowered.
In one , the curve was shifted with no change in slope
(sensitivity or a ) ,  which would be consistent with the

model of Han unel. In the other , a change of slope , or
sensitivity, was observed—-a result that did little to
resolve the issue as to whether the additive model of
Hammel (20, 22) or the multiplicative hypothesis of
Stowijk and Hardy (61) was obtained . As Hellon concluded ,
it well may be that both mechanisms are involved , as was
suggested by Jacobson and Squires (39).
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Fig . 4. A neurona l model for thermoregu’lation. W indi-
cates warm-sensitive or positive thermal ‘coefficient unit.
C indicates cold-sensitive or negative thermal coeffi-
cient unit. The graphs to the right of each neuron
describe the thermoresponse curves (firing rate versus
temperature) for tha t neuron . The + indicates an e~cit-
atory synaptic inpu t and — indicates an inhibitory
synaptic input. From Boulant (C) .

The observations of Hellon were confirmed by Boulant
and Bignall (9) , extended (11), and analyzed (6 , 7 , 10) .
A neuronal model (Fig . 4) was proposed by Boulant (6)
which incorporated the salient information from the exper-
iments of a number of investigators:

Ci) To date it appears that the number of warm—
sensitive neurons exceed the cold—sensitive
ones by a factor of three. About a third of
all neurons that could be recorded from for an
extended period were temperature-insensitive
(8).

(ii) The warm-sensitive neurons could be divided
into four groups, depending on their level of
firing rate at 38°C, as represented by the
vertical dotted line in figure 4.
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(iii)  Based on the data of Boulant and Hardy (11) ,
it was suggested that the low-firing group of
warm-sensitive neurons would function in terms
of heat loss and would be regulated primarily
by central temperature; only 17% of them
receiving thermal afferents from the skin or
cord. In contrast , the higher f ir ing rate
neurons may be 80% innervated from the periph-
ery and would function in terms of control of
both heat loss and retention.

(iv) The cold-sensitivity (increase in firing with
a fall in local temperature) is considered as
actually being due to removal of synaptic
inhibition by nearby warm-sensitive neurons
as their firing rates diminished with a drop
in local temperature. It was suggested that
since similar proportions of the cold-sensitive
and the very high firing rate neurons receive
thermal afferents from the skin and spinal
cord the two are likely to be functionally
related, the one inhibiting the other to achieve
a wide range of control. If this is so, it
would be expected that there would occur an
increase in preoptic thermosensitivity conse-
quent to a change in peripheral temperature and
an augmented rate of fire by the cold-sensitive
units, the peripheral cold sensors facilitating
the cold interneurons and the warm-sensitive
ones remaining either unaffected or inhibited.

The attraction of Boulartt ’s model lies in its flex-
ibility and the fact that it appears to provide some
insights which should be of considerable value in recon-
ciling divergent experimental results and interpretations.
Of particular importance is the suggestion that the quan-
tity and type of afferent signals (whether from peripheral
warm or cold receptors) a warm-sensitive neuron receives
will determine its specific thermoregulatory role to a
large extent. As Boulant (7) notes, this may explain the
observations that changing ambient temperatures tend to
have a relatively larger effect on heat production than
on loss.

It would be well to emphasize that what Boulant
labels as “C”, or cold—sensitive, neurons are actually
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interneurons that are differentially inhibited or facil-
itated by other central high—firing rate neurons and
peripheral cold receptors. By themselves, isolated from
all other inputs, they would show a positive temperature
characteristic.

In constructing models, especially neuronal, one
frequently is constrained to ignore the variability and
flexibility of the nervous system and to treat entire
pools or populations of neurons as separate entities. In
considering the applicability of Boulant’s model, or any
other one for that matter, it might be well to recall
that each neuron that is indicated actually represents a
large number of excitable cells. Each of them has char-
acteristics which differ slightly from its functional
fellow as determined by any number of physico-chemical
factors ranging from size and distribution of dendrites
and synapses, local 02 tension, neurohumoral environment,
etc. What is depicted then is an idealized, simplified
presentation of what might be the situation under certain
circumstances. Although there is not sufficient informa-
tion available at this time, it would appear that the
model of Boulant contains the elements which make it
possible t observe both additive and multiplicative
thermoregulatory responses. Do the units which show no
change in thermosensitivity during stimulation of periph-
eral afferents mediate specific responses that would be
seen as proportional control with adjustable set-point?
A similar question may be asked about the units in which
the sensitivity does change relative to their roles in
multiplicative processes or signals originating from
peripheral receptors. Perhaps the most important question
would relate to how these different units may interact to
achieve a common thermoregulatory end. Is the multipli-
cative model valid only when environmental extremes are
encountered or is it actually the resultant of the activ-
ity of a single neuron pool subserving a given response?
It would appear that it would be worth considering that
whether or not preoptic thermosensitivity may be repre-
sented by a constant value of a for a specific response
might depend on the number and probabilistic distribution
of activities of the neural units involved in the response.
This well might be determined, in turn, by the presence
of biogenic arnines, state of arousal, and so on. In short,
far more work is required and it is much too early for
doctrines to be promulgated.
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III. EUTHERM IC HIBE RNATORS

For the most part there is general agreement that
during eutherinia hibernators do not differ qualitatively
from other mammals in terms of temperature control mechan-
isms. This is not to say that there are no points of
controversy that would present modeling problems. In
addition there are a few recent findings that should be
reckoned with.

The thermoregulatory control system of hibernators
must possess some particular properties in order for it
to be able to operate over a wide thermal spectrum. To
begin with, one may assume that central sensitivity to
thermal stimuli does not differ markedly between hiber-
nators and other maninals. From that assumption, it
follows that “normal” P0/All neurons would be operationally
silent or, at the very best, there would be too small a
driving force to activate the appropriate therinoregulatory
responses at brain temperatures of 5°C (21, 36). This
would follow as the consequence of the simple temperature
effect on neuronal activity and the resultant disappear-
ance of differential activity between the high- and
low-Q10 neurons (Fig. 5). If eutherinic hibernators should
have very high values for a then it would be possible to
maintain some effective driving force during deep hiber-
nation.

In subsequent experiments, Hammel et al. (24), Heller
and Colliver (32), Heller et al. (33), and Florant and
Heller (17) did report exceptionally high values for
preoptic thermosensitivity (Table 1). Heller et al. (33)
suggested that these high levels of central therinosensi-
tivity at euthermic temperatures would be sufficient to
maintain art adequate driving force for temperature control
at hibernating levels even an a 1/16th its upper level.
As they point out, given Hammel’s model, as brain temper-
ature falls the firing rate/temperature curves of the two
groups of sensory neurons approach one another and the
thermosensitivity of the system would decline precipitous—
ly (Fig. 5).

The same authors (33) note that in two of their
animals significant declines in preoptic thermosensitivity
(a) did take place at higher ambient temperatures. They
feel that this was related to an interaction between the
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lower Tset and the exponential decrease of the Qio curves
for neuronal firing rates. This decrease in a was viewed
by them as being too small to be accounted for by the
model of Jacobson and squires (39).

Important to the question of how different species
may process thermal information is the relative degree
to which they may be dependent upon peripherally derived
signals from the skin, spinal cord, and internal recep-
tors. By way of analyzing the problem, Heath et al. (31)
compared preoptic thermosensitivity and other thermal
control parameters in a variety of animals of different
sizes, including euthermic hibernators (Table 1). Accord-
ing to the data they presented , weight specific preoptic
thermosensitivity as a function of body size is quite
constant. Since the rates of heat production and loss
are inversely related to size (because of the weight
specific heat transfer coefficient) it follows that
smaller mammals would be more responsive to changes in
skin (or ambient) temperature than larger ones. That is,
there would occur a greater shift in the - value of Tset
for a given change in Takin. However, these data and
the interpretation have not gone unchallenged. As men-
tioned above, Heller et al. (33) have reported (Table 1)
a values for small hibernators that are larger, by as
much as an order of magnitude, than those of Heath et
al. (31) (compare Citridecemlineatus with C. lateralis,
Table 1). On the basis of their results on two species
of ground squirrels relative to the dog (Table 1) Heller
et al. suggest a contrary interpretation. They propose
that preoptic therrnosensitivity itself is inversely
related to body size, especially in reference to hiber-
nators——an interpretation which would be consistent with
the retention of thermoregulatory control during hiber-
nation in a manner that would be in accord with the model
of Hainmel. Thus they also predict that the large hiber-
nator , marmot, would have an a value that was lower than
that of the smaller ground squirrels. According to their
data, the open-loop gain (OLG )t’ for the system of animals
of different sizes remains fairly constant . This con—
stancy of the OLG also is irreconcilable with the reports
and interpretations of Heath et al. (31). As may be seen
in Table 1, the data on marmots both supports their
expectations and lies well within the range of values
that Heath et al. (31) would expect——a rather conclusive

-s
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result. Thus the question of relative preoptic and
peripheral sensitivity in euthermic hibernators remains
an open and important consideration.

In a series of experiments on euthermic inarinots,
Miller and South (46, 47) found ambient (skin) tempera-
ture altered metabolic responses to spinal cord temper-
ature manipulations but did not alter the metabolic
responses to hypothalamic temperature manipulations (48,
49). Very possibly the temperature range selected was
too limited in the latter case. It was also shown that
the hypothalamic Tset for shivering was lowered by
heating the cord (47). Correlating nicely with these
studies of periphal—central thermoregulatory interactions
in the whole animal are the single unit recordings of
Boulant and Hardy (11). They found that extrahypothalainic
(i.e., spinal cord and peripheral) input to preoptic
neurons markedly affected the firing rate of these
neurons. In cases where extrahypothalainic thermal input
was high, the hypothalamic unit’s response to local
temperature change diminished. Conversely under condi-
tions where preoptic neuronal firing rate was high, the
unit would exhibit decreased sensitivity to extrahypc-
thalamic input. These interactions between neuronal
inputs would manifest themselves in metabolic responses
to hypothalamic and extrahypotha].ainic temperature manip-
ulation that would be of differing gains and thresholds.

There also exists a body of evidence which implies
that the interaction from other brain centers affects
directly preoptic and extrahypothalarnic thermosensitivity ,
more specifically these other brain centers are those
involved with states of arousal, i.e., sleep and wake-
fulness. In kangaroo rats and ground squirrels (18, 35)
the responsiveness to hypothalamic cooling was found to
decrease as the animals proceeded from an awake state
to slow wave sleep to paradoxical sleep. It has been
interpreted that the thermoregulatory system is inhibited
during sleep states. In the marmot, metabolic responses
to spinal cord cooling and heating were studied relative
to sleep states at differing ambient temperatures (46,
47). At an ambient temperature of 15°C the responses
during an awake state were greater than during sleep
states. However, at an air temperature of 5°C the
response of the animal, as it proceeded fran a sleep to
an awake state , was greater than during either the sleep
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or awake state . These results are not incompatible with
the idea of therinoregulatory ~nhibition during sleep .
Also the increased response occurring during a change in
arousal state suggests a compensation for a reduced body
temperature which would occur with temperature regulation
inhibition during sleep . An extension to arousal from
hibernation can be drawn , in that similar inhibitory
mechanisms alter thermosensitivity during hibernation,
as might be suggested by the model of Luecke and South
(45), and which would be released during arousal.

At least during the late summer and fall it would
appear that the euthermic marmot is very dependent upon
metabolic heat production rather than vasomotor control
during exposure to ambient cold or cooling of the pre-
optic area (49, 57). An analogous situation obtains
for higher temperatures in that the species- will use
drinking, postural adjustment, and, to a minor extent,
some degree of panting under such circumstances--but no
nuchal vasomotion is apparent . It is also of interest
that , in the euthermic marmot , we never were able to
induce a soporific state by warming the preoptic area
nor to induce an arousal from sleep by cooling it. Quite
the contrary, placing our animals in the cold or cooling
the preoptic area either had no effect on the state of
arousal or it tended to increase the frequency and dura-
tion of paradoxical sleep (57). It would be foolhardy
to imply that these observations may be typical of all
hibernating species; it will be of interest and impor-
tance to learn if they are confirmed in marmots and
found to apply to other animals. The peculiarities of
physical thermoregulation by the marmot well may be
related to its relatively large body size. On the other
hand , they could be the consequence of the organization
of the central thermoregulatory control system and,
hence, more characteristic of the ability to hibernate.

One point of agreement on euthermic hibernators is
that these animals probably utilize the same general type
of control system for regulating body temperature as do
other mammals. This also means that many of the same
controversies apply, as well as a couple of additional
ones. Data are beginning to appear that would indicate
that preoptic thermosensitivity is not necessarily
representable by a constant value (33, 47). Whether
this may be best interpreted by the model of Jacobson
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and Squires ( 3 9 ) ,  of Mitchell et al.  (50 ,51), or an adjust-
ment to the Harnmel model (23 , 32) (Fig. 5) based on the
data of Boulant and Hardy (11) awaits further information .

There still remains the vexing problem of comparative
PO/AH therrnosensitivity. Until  the fundamental discrep-
ancy between the data of Heath and his colleagues and
those of Heller and his coworkers is resolved it will be
most difficult to construct valid interspecies thermo—
regulatory control models. Obviously additional direct
information is needed in this area.

The ability to retain neural control at low temper-
atures certainly implies that basic differences between
hibernators and nonhibernators must exist at the neuronal
level. Such a difference might consist of i) relative
proportions of warm and cold—sensitive neurons, ii) the
presence of a number of units with an unusually high
firing rate which would retain therxnosensitivity at very
low temperatures, or iii) possession of a distinct popu-
lation of neurons whose activity range would be limited
to hibernating temperature levels. Indeed , Boulant and
Bignall (8) did undertake such a study on the preoptic-
hypothalamic area of ground squirrels (C. laterali e) and
rats. From our standpoint , as it turned out , it was
unfortunate that they limited their work to between 32°
and 38°C; no differences of significance in proportions
or characteristics of thermosensitive neurons of the
two species were found. However, they did find several
important characteristics of thermosensitive neurons in
general which provided the basis for future work. For-
tunately, the question was reopened by Wlinnenburg et al.
(68) with far different results from those of Boulant
and Bignall , as discussed below .

IV. HIBERNATION

Although temperature regulation by hibernating ani-
mals has received its share of attention over the years,
only recently have attempts been made to model it as a
control system. Prior to the challenge of Haininel (21)
there was no really proper paradigm for ordering what
information did exist. Although, at the time, he felt
that a true control system for body temperature regula-
tion was unlikely to be present during deep hibernation,
his model and general experimental approach provided a
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powerful impetus for further work by his and other
research groups . Subsequently there has emerged solid
evidence that true therrnoregulatory control is a char-
acteristic of the hibernating state——although species
probably differ insofar as the details of the physiolog-
ical mechanisms are concerned (see discussions in 31,
32 , 43 , 57). The first attempts at modeling a neuronal
control system (24 , 45), though no longer completely
applicable , possessed features which warrant retention .
In order to focus the discussion we will limit our con-
sideration to the current form of the Hammel model as it
relates to hibernation (32) and to a possible alternative
we ourselves propose.

Rather than paraphrase the description of Haznmel’s
model, the modification and legend of Heller and Colliver
(32) is quoted in figure 5. Its operation depends upon:
i) the retention of the driving force for low temperature
control through a difference in the activity levels
between the high-Q10 (warm) and low-Q10 neurons . ii) this
is brought about by the existence of a very high basic
(euthermic) firing rate of the high-Q10 neurons , i . e . ,
an augmentation of thermosensitivity or a value. iii) it
assumes, therefore, that identical pools of neurons
control body temperature during both euthermia and hiber-
nation. iv) the increase in Tset for arousal is brought
about by a positive feedback loop which could extend
from the thermogenic ou tput of neuron 4 to the reticular
formation. As suggested by the data of Beckman (2)  and
Beckman and Stanton (1), acetyicholine, or the respon-
siveness of the mesencephalic reticular formation to it,
may also be involved in the positive feedback loop.

A general, but not necessarily crucial, problem of
the f i rs t  Hammel mode l (21) was that it could neither
account for the various types of neuronal firing rate!
temperature curves observed for the brain stem nor for
the effectiveness of afferent input on thermoserisitivity.
Of course, such applies to the latter version of it as
well (Fig. 5). A specific difficulty with this applica-
tion of the model to hibernation is that it depends on
an extraordinarily high value for preoptic therxnosensi-
tivity (a) and open loop gain at euthermic levels.
Although supporting data (24, i2) looks very good, others
have obtained data that would be incompatible with the
hypothesis (1, 2, 43, 45—49, 56—59, 68). Finally , it is
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implied that responses (e.g., vascular) should occur as
a consequence of slight warming, but such has not been
observed. The most attractive feature is that, given
its premises, it does not require a separate mechanism
which must be brought into play for hibernation .

V. AN ALTERNATE MODEL

We tend to accept the model of Boulant (Fig . 4) as
being the one most consistent with existing information
on euthermic mammals. However , we propose a model for
the situation during hibernation which is , perhaps , .~ven
simpler (Fig . 6) .  The neurons involved during actual
hibernation may be either a separate pool brought into
action as hibernation is entered, or portions of the
euthermic pool that retain activity over an unusually
wide range of temperature . One primary premise for this
model , as in the one for eutherxnia, is that there exists
a pool of warm receptor neurons (W) which exert an
inhibitory influence on the cold neuron pool (C) Each
receives excitatory peripheral input . The C units , of
and by themselves, do not possess negative temperature
coefficients, their firing rates being influenced or con-
trolled by the relative inhibition received from W or
excitation from the periphery. It is possible , but not
necessary, that the output from C could influence thermo-
lytic behavior (e.g., posture) through a negative feed-
back as indicated in the diagram. On the other hand ,
this type of behavioral regulation could be controlled
directly through the warm pathway .

The second primary premise is that there is, at
least, one pool of C neurons in the preoptic region that
is functional only at low temperatures , being totally
inhibited by W neurons at higher levels as indicated by
the lower firing rate-temperature curve of figure 6.
It is possible, but not required , that there also is
a pool of W neurons specialized for hibernation. It
seems more likely that the control of the C neurons
during hibernation is carried out by that portion, of
whatever size, of the W pool that retains differential
activity at low temperatures. The remarkable ability
of many tissues of hibernating species to be able to
function over such a broad temperature range is well
known (see 53 for examples).
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Most exciting to us has been the recent demonstra-
tion by WUnnenburg et a l.  (68) of types of neuronal acti-
vity in golden Syrian hamsters that would f i l l  the re-
quirements of such a model handsomely. Two general types
of preoptic unit responses relative to brain temperature
were discovered. The first group evidenced an exponential
increase in spontaneous f i r ing  ra tes at temperatures
between 10° and 42°C. At 36-37°C they had very high
rates: 29—59/ s.  According to the criteria of Boulant
(6) and Boulant and Hardy (11), such neurons might be
good candidates for the W units. The second group of
units described by WUnnenburg and his coworkers (68) is
even more interesting. These have bell-shaped temperature
f i r ing rate characteristics with positive temperature
coeff icients  from 20 ° or 30 °C to below 10°C and negative
coeff icients at higher temperatures , from 20° or 30°C to
over 40°C preoptic temperature . It would seem reasonable
to expect that even more dramatic differences might be
obtained from preparations taken from animals in hiber-
nation. It would also be of fundamental importance to
study the effects  of alterations in skin and spinal cord
temperature on the activity of the preoptic units which
would settle the problem of how important peripheral
temperature reception is during hibernation . The data
from hamsters were compared to those obtained from eight
preoptic units of guinea pigs (68). In the latter , essen-
tially all activity was lost below 30°C. One unit did
have a bell-shaped f i r ing  rate—temperature curve , peaking
at about 34 °C.

In order to f i t  the results of WUnnenburg et al .
(68) into our proposed model , three points should be

made : 1) The hamsters that were studied had not been
hibernating at the time of the experiments. 2) Enough
information is available to suggest that many neural
elements , both central (55) and peripheral (54) , undergo
additional modifications for low temperature function
which are associated with the actual hibernating state .
3) Therefore one might expect that even though the units
described by WUnnenburg and his colleagues are active at
low temperatures their temperature—activity curves , or
those of associated units , would be shifted to the lef t
during hibernation--enhancing their ability to function
at reduced temperatures. This would mean that they would
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exhibit firing rate-temperature relationships such as
depicted in figure 6. If the exponentially high firing
rate (>36 °C) units are representable by those such as W
in figure 6, then those with a bell—shaped temperature
characteristic would be represented by C. At higher
temperatures the C units would be strongly and progres-
sively inhibi ted. At lower temperatures the C units
undergo a disinhibition as the W become cold-inactivated.
These effects  should be even more pronounced if the C
and W neuron pools were receiving appropriate excitatory
afferent signals from the periphery . Under optimal
circumstances an inverse exponential relationship between
output of the system and the preoptic might be obtained
(lower plot, Fig. 6) .

It would be well to again emphasize a point that is
very much a condition of this model. Although the dis-
cussion is in terms of W and C neurons , as if each were
composed of homogeneous units, they actually are pools
composed of large numbers of nerve cells. Each cell has
its own excitabili ty characteristics and individual
intercellular synaptic associations. ~Each is subject to
variations in afferent influences. Each has its own
efferent responsibilities. Therefore, the output of the
system in a hibernating animal will depend on the inter-
action of a huge number of factors including not only
thermal information from peripheral and central sensors
but wide variations in the temperatures of the control-
ling structures , with attendant physico—chemical altera-
tions as well. Inevitably, this means that curves relat-
ing output to temperature would be represented by proba-
bilistic or Gaussian distributions.

As a first approximation , we suggest that the con-
trol equation for a hibernating animal may be fitted by
a logarithmic exponential equation in the form :

R R 0 e ~
(T
H
_T
set

) (eqn . 3)

where,

the notations have the same meaning as in
equation 1 except that ~ is not regarded as
a constant in the same sense as is a. A
particular value for ~ would depend on the
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steady state conditions at a particular hiber-
nating temperature, peripheral inputs and
possible humoral factors that may affect the
gain of the system. The quantity (TH-Tset)
would apply for therrtogenic responses and
(Tset T~ ) for thermolytic, e.g. panting .

Tset undoubtedly varies widely. Its value will
depend on the particular physiological response being
considered , ambient temperature, the complex interaction
between minimal metabolic rate and weight-specific heat
transfer coefficient and other factors which we are only
beginning to learn about, such as possible interactions
between stage of the hibernating cycle and species dif-
ference (17). It is commonly observed that most, if not
all, of these animals will undergo hibernation at almost
any ambient temperature, especially below 20 °C. Recent
direct and indirect evidence (17, 57) leaves no doubt
that a Tset is adopted . The time required for this to
occur may vary with temperature, species and environ-
mental conditions. Our experiments (57) indicated that
this required about three days of hibernation in the case
of the marmot . On the other hand , the equally careful
experiments of Florant and Heller (17) would seem to
indicate that the Tset is adopted as the marmot reaches
the steady state of deep hibernation .

VI. HIBERNATION , STEADY STATE BODY TEMPERATURE

As do other thermoregulatory control models , this
model describes how a steady state situation may be re-
tained . It addresses itself specifically to the hiber-
nating state . Therefore , f i rs t  to be considered will be
the question of how it might function during deep hiber-
nation. Entry and arousal will be discussed subsequently.

(i) Stimulation of peripheral cold receptors would
excite the C pool, the thermogenic response
would act to offset  the perturbation at the
control level and, we believe, the periphery
as well. It is to be noted particularly that
at no time has there been an indication of
vasomotor activity in response to thermal
stimuli during the course of our experiments
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with hibernating marmots (30, 45 , 49 , 56, 57)
nor do we know of this being reported. In all
cases when thermogenesis was elicited , surface
and subcutaneous temperatures rose, in parallel ,
with deep body temperature. Therefore no vaso-
motor activity was incorporated into the model.
The therinogenic response consists of cardio—
acceleration (a primary source of heat in the
h ibernating animal (4 1 ) ] ,  shivering and , pre-
sumably, non-shivering thermogenesis.

(i i)  Stimulation of the central cold receptors woulc~
yield a response which, according to this model ,
would be proportional to the logarithm of the
gain (in OLG) of the system. This would be the
consequence of the disinhibition brought about
by cold inactivation of the strongly inhibitory
W neuron pool . The exponential shape of the
response curve would be a consequence of a large
pool consisting of neurons having widely dis-
tributed sensitivities. An even more pronounced
effect  would be expected if the peripheral cold
receptors were stimulated at the same time ,
facil i tat ing the C pool. An exponential re-
sponse curve was found in the marmot (57). In
these experiments it was found that the in OLG
of the system, in terms of change in brain
temperature , was inversely proportional to the
prestimulus brain temperature. The regression
line f i t  to the data indicated that the gain
of the system wou ld rise from a value of 7 .4
at a brain temperature of 5°C to 149 at one of
0°C. Thus the greater the cooling, the greater
will be the thermogenic response--exponentially
(lower plot, Fig . 6 ) .  As the metabolic heat
warms and activates the potent W neurons
therinogenesis is minimized and the system re-
turns to equilibrium. Should the stimulus be
augmented--for example , such that peripheral
and central receptors respond——then it is
probable that the ~ value would increasc~ mark-
edly due to peripheral facilitation with a much
greater increase in the gain . The consequence
of this would be a reaction that would be in-
distinguishable from a partial or complete
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arousal . That is , this well might be the
explanation for the “Alarm Reaction” of Heller
and Hamrnel (36); we believe it is.

(iii) Warm stimuli applied peripherally or centrally
will inhibit thermogenesis and cardiac activity
(48 , 49 , 56 , 57) . As mentioned above , no vaso-
motor response will be obtained . On several
occasions what might be taken as behavioral
responses to preoptic warming have occurred
(45, 50, 51). These range from slight postural
adjustments within the nest to, on one occasion,
an actual leaving of the nest and assuming a
spread-out position (49). This latter animal
returned to the nest some time later without
coming to arousal, the brain temperature
remaining at hibernating levels. The validity
of these experiments may be moot since the
stimuli themselves may have activated irrele-
vant neuronal mechanisms as discussed in the
original paper. This doubt is indicated by a
question mark in the feedback from the C to
the “therinolytic behavior” neuron pool (Fig. 6),
in the figure of the model.

It would be unreasonable to expect that every hiber-
nator would utilize this proposed mechanism in the same
way quantitatively. The relative dependence upon periph-
eral or central therinosensitivity undoubtedly is affected
by such factors as species (including size, etc.) and all
the factors involved in its natural history, as discussed
by Lyman and O’Brien (42, 43).

A. Entry
Prior to actual entry a vast array of factors ,

ranging from nutritional, endocrine and humoral states
to the influences of biorhythms, may interact to set the
physiological stage for entry into hibernation . Of
course, the models do not, cannot, address themselves to
this preparatory, or organizational, phase. Regardless
of what initiates it , entry appears to begin from a stage
of sleep--specifically, from slow wave sleep (55) and
metabolic heat production declines prior to any percep-
tible drop in Tb (40 ) .
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First, we suggest that the euthermic thermo-
regulatory control system is actively inhibited—-presum-
ably through the reticular formation of the brain stem--
through a rather loosely defined “hibernation entry
function ” (45) . Vasomotor regulation of heat loss seems
to be inactive and the decline in Tb somewhat faster
than would be the case with a dead animal, fitting a
model of minimal heat production with circulatory forced
convection (44 , 45) . Thermogenesis (shivering) is
inactivated or , in light of the data of Florant and
Heller (17) and WUnnenbtirg et al. (68) , there is a pro-
gressive drop in Tset brought about, according to our
model , by a gradual moderation of the inhibition of the
C pool by the W.

Secondly, as hibernating temperature levels are
attained , only the neuronal pools indicated in figure 6
remain active. In an operational sense, these neuronal
associations would be parallel to those controlling Tb
during eutherinia. Whether or not some or all of those
depicted in figure 6 are anatomically or ~physiologica11y
the same as those in figures 4 or 5 is not relevant to
our model. The question is relevant to adaptation of
neuronal physiology for low temperature function.

B. Behavioral Thermoregulation of Entry
From time to time note is made of intense

shivering or thermogenic bouts during entry into hiber-
nation. This has been related to “test drops” or brakes
on too rapid a drop in Tb on the part of C. beec~hyi (62)
or to the decline of TH below Tset in the case of M.
flaviventrie (17). It is very possible that both inter-
pretations are far from the mark. Being equally puzzled
by these bursts of activity when a marmot is well on its
way into hibernation, on a number of occasions we care-
fully watched the animals on remote video throughout
entire cycles. As will be reported in more detail in
another paper , we found that on a lmost every occasion the
activity was much more than mere shivering. The animals
were improving their nests! During early entry (ca.
Tbrajn 3O°C) this frequently consisted of extraordinarily
complex behavior in which the animal might even emerge
from the nest and spend considerable time arranging it.
This was always purposeful in that the nesting material
was brought higher along the sides and closer to the
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animal. Frequently these operations were carried out
from the nest itself. This was always preceded and
accompanied by what could only be interpreted as an
arousal type of EEG activity. Following the activity
the animal would resume entry. As body temperature
fell , this “behavior” became progressively stereotyped
and ineffectual, and progressed from simple dorsiflexion
of the head to very slight nonspecific movements below
a Tbrain of 15°C or so. Repeated observations and con-
tinuous recordings reaffirmed these observations. The
effect of the home improvement activity was to increase
the heat capacitance of the nest--thus making thermo-
regulation during hibernation more economical from an
energetic standpo int.

In view of the above discussions one might
construct the following general hypotheses: i) prior
to actual entry into hibernation, the physiological
groundwork is laid which permits the maintenance of
integrated function at low body temperatures; ii) as the
Tb drops during entry, temperature itself acts as a
controller in that most , or all , of the neural mechanisms
that are no longer relevant at a particular stage are
shut off through cold inactivation; iii) as this occurs ,
other mechanisms——which are now very relevant--are
released from inhibition and now become active. Still
other mechanisms, which may be somewhat less cold insen-
sitive, emerge as important because changes in their
absolute activity now have a relatively profound effect.
(An example of the latter instance is heart rate ; during
eutherrnia an increase in rate of 12 b/m has a trivial
effect on body heat; during hibernation such a change
represents a 200 or 300% increase in rate and an enormous
increase in relative heat production because of the
limited sources of body heat.) Thus, during entry, the
decline in Tb itself and the previously laid groundwork
interact to allow the emergence of the “behavioral ther-
rnoregulation of entry”. As Tb declines further, the
complex behavior pattern decreases in intensity and
undergoes gradual cold inactivation itself. At about
the same time the entire therxnoregulatory control system
of hibernation is operational through a similar process.
In essence, temperature works on the nervous system in
such a way that a series of “flip-flop” control switches
are thrown as brain temperature changes. Another example
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in which we would interpret something of this sort as
operating is provided by the brown bullhead (I .  nebuloeie)
(15). The fish would select warmer portions of a temper-
ature gradient box when its rostral brainstem was cooled
slightly. However, when the brainstem was cooled below
10°C, another mechanism supervened and the fish moved to
the lowe8t possible temperature in the gradient and
became torpid.

C. Arousal
Regardless of what initiates arousal the

effect  of it would be that the C pool of neurons would
be released from the thernioregulatory control exerted by
the w inhibition and/or strongly facilitated and the
full—blown thermogenic response of arousal initiated.
Data has been found that would suggest that prearousal
alterations in Tset do occur (17) . As higher Tb levels
are reached the euthermic control system would obtain
as the full armory of regulatory neuronal associations
becomes reactivated.

Regardless of which type of model or models
are found to best represent thermoregulatory control
during hibernation and/or eutherinia , if they provoke
controversy and stimulate experimental challenges they
will have served their purpose. They have no other.

FOOTNOTES

‘Office of the Director and Physiology Section,
School of Life & Health Sciences, University of Delaware,
Newark , DE 19711.

2Department of Psychology , University of Virginia ,
Charlottesville, VA 22904.

3Departinent of Biology, Northeastern University ,
Boston , MA 02115 .

~Open loop gain (OLG) is defined as output/input in a
feedback control system in which the control loop has
been “opened” (66). For the experiments considered here
the opening of the loop is accomplished by perturbing
the temperature of the thermosensitive elements of the
hypothalamus itself. Thus, if lowering the TH by 2°
increased the body temperature by 4

0
, the OLG = 2. A more

complex expression and exper imental procedures are disc-
cussed in references 22 and 31.
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STRATEGIES IN (‘OLE)

SLEEP AND HIBERNATION : ELECTROPHY SIOLOGICAL AND
THERNOREGULATORY 1-IOMOLOG IES

H . C. Heller 1 , J. M. Walker 2 , G. L. Florant 1 ,
S. F. Glotzbach’, and R. 3. Berger 2

ABSTRACT

Recent electrophysiological and thermoregulatory
investigations have greatly enhanced our knowledge of
sleep and hibernation in mammals. Studies on inarmots
and ground squirrels entering hibernation and shallow
torpor , have shown that they are predominantly in slow
wave sleep (SWS). In ground squirrels , total sleep
time (TST) increases greatly as an animal enters torpor .
A change in the distribution of arousal states occurs
during entrance into hibernation such that ground
squirrels spend progressively less time in REM sleep.
Arousal states could not be identified by conventional
criteria below a body temperature (Tb) of 25°C, however,
at this Tb, TST approached 95% with less than 5% being
REM . This is an interesting f inding in light of thermo-
regulatory homologies which exist between SWS and
hibernation . In SWS , Tb is regulated at a lower level
than during wakefulness as indicated by lowered hypo-
thalamic temperature (Thy) sensitivity , Both threshold
T1,,. and the proportionality constant for the metabolic
heat production (MHP ) response to hypothalamic cooling
are lower during SWS than during wakefulness.  During
REM sleep , the thermoregulatory system appears to be
inactivated or severely inhibited . Changes in the
character istics of the thermoregulatory system during
hibernation are qualitatively similar to the changes
occurring during SWS . The entrance into hibernation
involves a progressive decrease in the threshold Thy
and proportionality constant for the MEW response.
These results lead us to hypothesize that the evolution
of hibernation proceeded via a gradual extension of
thermoregulatory adjustments occurring in all mammals
during SWS.
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I. HIBERNATION AS AN EXTENSION OF SLEEP

Hibernation is characterized by three behavioural
criteria generally considered necessary to distinguish
sleep from other behavioral states: immobility, stereo-
typic posture, and decreased responsiveness to stimuli
(75) - A fourth behavioral criteria of sleep, rapid
reversibility of state , is not as evident in hibernators
because of the influence of low body temperature on
muscular movement. These behavioral similarities
between sleep and hibernation have led some biologists
and naturalists to call hibernation winter sleep, and
of course, the German word for hibernation is Winter—
schiaf. Some physiologists have proposed that hiber-
nation is an extension of sleep (26, 58, 62), but other
authorities have considered hibernation and sleep
distinct phenomena (17). Until recently, data did not
exist which could clarify the relationship between these
two physiological states (8).

Recordings of the electroencephalogram (EEG), electro-
myogram (EMG) and the electrooculograin (EOG) are the
most prevalent criteria for the definition of arousal
states, i.e. wakefulness, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep,
and non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep which is largely
synonomous with slow wave sleep (SWS) in the studies
discussed in this paper (12, 17). Early studies of
these parameters as well as activity in specific brain
loci as recorded by depth electrodes were not directed
toward comparisons between hibernation and euthermic
sleep; but instead they focused on the influences of
temperature on the activity of different brain areas
and on the activity of specific brain areas as a function
of events in the hibernation cycle (4, 41, 47, 61, 65,
67, for an excellent review, see 50).

The first publication of information enabling a
comparison of sleep and hibernation was that of South
et cii. (62). These investigators made chronic recordings
of cortical EEG, ENG, and activity in the mesencephalic
reticular formation and in either the anterior or
posterior hypothalamus in eight yellow-bellied martnots
(Marmota fiaviventria) throughout entire bouts of hiber-
nation. Their results showed that during euthermic
sleep the marinots spent about 20% of total sleep time
(TST) in REM sleep and about 80% of TST in SWS , a dist—
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ribution typical of other mammals. In their words,
during entry into hibernation “...as brain temperaturu
began to drop from 37°C , the immediate impression was
that slow wave activity a lmost totally displaced low
voltage—fast activity (i.e. REM sleep and wakefulness).
However, this was more apparent than real since at 33°C
the percentage of time occupied by the latter remained
at approximately 20%.” It became difficult to identify
arousal states by conventional criteria as brain
temperature (Tbr) approached 20°C. The authors concluded
that the initial entry into hibernation “ ...is not
only initiated from an apparent condition of normal
sleep but may well be a physiologic extension of it.
Down to brain temperatures of approximately 25°C, the
distribution of time in what would appear to be SS
(SWS) remained close to 80%.” The authors did not
clearly state how they interpreted the low voltage fast
activity which constituted the remaining 20% of the
recording time; how much of it was REM and how much of
it was wakefulness?

Preliminary results of EEG studies of ground
squirrels entering hibernation published by Satinoff (58)
led her to conclude, contrary to South et cii. (62), that
ground squirrels enter hibernation from wakefulness or
a drowsy state resembling light SWS. Satinoff suggested,
however, that hibernation might be a “deeper” stage of
sleep. Other workers have also noted the occurrence of
EEG sleep spindles in animals entering hibernation , but
have not drawn conclusions about homology between sleep
and hibernation (61, 66).

We have recently completed an extensive electro—
physiological study of ground squirrels which was
undertaken to determine the changes in arousal states
which occur during entrance into hibernation. The
detailed results of this study are published elsewhere
(76); here we shall briefly describe the study and
summarize the results. Electrodes for chronically
recording cortical and hippocampal EEG, EOG, and neck
EMG were implanted in ten male ground squirrels (2
Cite1~iua beidingi and 8 C. Lateralis ) along with a thertno—
couple re—entrant tube in the cortex, for measurements
of brain temperature (Tbr). All recordings were made
from the animal in its home cage.
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Continuous 24 hour recordings were made on five of
the animals during July and August at an ambient tem-
perature of 22°C. The other 5 animals were studied
during 14 entrances into hibernation at an ambient
temperature of 6°C from September through March. Five to
ten hr recordings were obtained prior to entrance and
following arousal on each animal on at least one
occasion. Other 5 to 10 hr periods were sampled during
deep hibernation. For three animals we were able to
gradually raise Ta and therefore Tbr to 24 to 26 °C
without initiating arousal and then to continue recording
from these animals hibernating at a high Tbr for up to
24 hr before they aroused to euthermia .

The electrophysiological recordings from eutherrnic
ground squirrels (Fig. 1) were entirely typical of
similar recordings during sleep and wakefulness in
other rodents (72) and other mammals in general (12,
17). The distribution of arousal states in 24 hr
recordings made during July and August were also quantita-
tively similar to values reported for other rodents (72).
Total sleep time accounted for about 65% of the 24 hr
period, and the % TST spent in REM waè about 20%.
The squirrels exhibited a distinct diurnal rhythm
sleeping more during the 12 hr dark period than during
the 12 hr light period.

The distributions of arousal states just before a
bout of hibernation, during the early entrance into
hibernation, and immediately following the return to
euthermia are shown in Table I (all data) and in figure
2 (1 bout from each subject). Just prior to a bout of
hibernation the animals spent an average of 53% of
total recording time (TRT) asleep of which 22% consisted
of REM.

During the early entrance (from a ‘I
~r 

of 35° to a
Tbr of 25°C) TST increased to 88%, but REM accounted
for only 10% of TST. Moreover, it can be seen in
figure 2 that the amount of REM expressed either as %
TST progressively declined during entrance. In only
2 instances was REM sleep observed below a Tbr of 27°C.
It was not possible to score the EEG by conventional
criteria below a Tbr of 25°C because of the diminished
amplitude and frequency (F ig . 3) .  However , computer
analysis of the EEG (19) revealed that even below a Ta
of 25°C the greatest proportion of time was spent in the
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04 CPS band which is more typical of SWS than either
REM sleep or wakefulness.

The absence of REM at low Tbr ’s during hibernation
was confirmed in recordings from hibernating ground
squirrels gradually warmed to 26°C. At this Tb the
cortical EEG consisted of a mixed pattern of spfndles
(75— 150 ‘iv , 3—5 CPS), intermittent slow waves (75—125
pv, <3 CPS), and low voltage activity (<25 ~.iv , 5 to 8
CPS) (Fig. 4a). These recordings resembled SWS more
than any other eutherinic state. There was no evidence
of REM, but brief periods of wakefulness were indicated
by simultaneous EEG desynchronization and increased EMG
activity.

The active arousal or rewarining from deep hiber-
nation was characterized by a massive increase in EMG

PR EH I BERNAT I O N HI BERNA T ION POST HIBERNATIO N
too — 100

—-- ( REM/TST ) x 100

/

~~4O 
- 40~~sws

30 30
_

~ 

% % ,#

1 2  2 3 4 5

HOURS

Fig. 2. Mean hourly percentages of wakefulness, SWS,
and REM sleep expressed as total recording time (TRT)
for five ground Bquirrels for recording periods prior
to, during earl y entranc e into and irivnediately fo ilow~ng
arousal from hibernation . Only one recording for each
squirre l for each condition is included. Dashed line
is REM sleep expressed as percentage of total sleep
time (TST) (from Walker et al., 197? with permission).
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activity and by a low voltage, moderately fast EEG (<80
‘iv , 5 to 8 cps) (Fig. 4) which resembled that of euther—
mic wakefulness. Occasionally there were brief periods
(< 1 m m )  of reduced EMG activity, and at Tbr ’S above
27°C slow wave EEG activity characterized these periods
of quiescence. When Tbr reached approximately 33°C,
there was a considerable reduction in EMG activity and
the EEG was largely that of SWS and intermittent wake— S

fulness. These findings are similar to those observed
by Kayser (40 ) who wrote “. . .a hibernator almost
awakened from his hibernation shows a nervous activity
comparable to that of a norinothermic animal during
sleep”.

In subsequent studies during the winter months,
7 to 10 day continuous recordings from 2 golden-mantled
ground squirrels showed some 1 to 3 day bouts of torpor
in which Tbr dropped below eutherinic levels but re-
mained 3 to 5°C above a Ta of 22°C. The decrease in
Tbr was characterized by similar distributions of
arousal states as were seen during entrance into hiber-
nation at lower Ta’s (Figs. 5 and 6; Table II). Total
sleep time increased to 88% of which 92% was SWS. The
REM diminished as Tbr fell and occupied about 3% of TST
belc1w a T1.. of 27°C. When Ti.. stabilized at 25 to
- C , arousal states could still be defined by standard
....~trophysiological criteria. SWS characterized by

s.-’~ wave cortical EEG (<3 cps, 75—150 ~v) and spindling
activity, constituted the majority of the recordings,
an’l the remainder consisted of brief episodes of wakeful
ness. The cortical EEG during sleep was similar in
appearance to that observed when deeply hibernating
subjects were warmed up to similar Tbr ’s by raising Ta;
but there was a greater density of slow wave activity
in these recordings than in those from rewarmed animals.
These animals in shallow torpor could be awakened by
sensory stimuli, and if the wakefulness persisted , Tbr
returned to euthermic levels. Spontaneous return to
euthermia was more gradual and consisted of SWS alter-
nating with wakefulness.

Following a bout of torpor the TST was significantly
higher than just before the entrance as was also reported
by Allison and Van Twyver for the echidna (4). However,
once again REM constituted about 20% of TST (Table I,
Fig 2). In spite of the apparent absence of REM
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during hibernation , we saw no transient increase similar
to the “REM rebound” observed af ter REM deprivation in
eutherinic animals.

Recently Walker , Garber and Berger (pers. coinin)
have extended electrophysiological investigation s to a
species undergoing daily bouts of shallow torpor . Four
round-tailed ground squirrels (C. tereticaudus) received
chronic implants as described above for C. lateraZi 8
and C. be ldingi . Torpor was induced at a Ta of 25 °C by
food deprivation during June and July. In one animal
torpor occurred after  2 days of deprivation whereas
another animal required 14 days of deprivation before
torpor was observed. Af te r  the f i rs t  bout of torpor ,
subsequent bouts were entered at 24 and 48 hr intervals.
Entrance typically occurred during the night and bouts
lasted an average of 10 hrs. In each case the return
to euthermia was spontaneous. Electrophysiological and
Tbr recordings were obtained during 20 episodes of
torpor as well as during euthermic periods between
bouts of torpor . Preliminary results derived from
scoring one complete sequence of recordings for each of
the 4 animals are presented in Table II .

The distribution of arousal states during entrance
into shallow vorpor was similar to those of C. laterali s
and C. belding i entering hibernation. Total sleep time
increased to 90—95% while REM progressively decreased
and constituted only 5 to 8% of the TST during entrance
(Table I I) .  At a Ta of 25 °C it was possible to ident i fy
arousal states according to conventional electrophysiolog-
ical criteria during entire bouts of torpor . At a
stable Tbr of 26-27 °C , the electrophysiological recordings
revealed brief episodes of wakefulness and longer
periods of SWS during which the cortical EEG consisted
of slow waves (<3 cps , > l25~,zv) and spindles which were
especially prevalent just following wakefulness. SWS
comprised approximately 92% of the period of torpor
over which Tbr was stable. The other 8% consisted of
wakefulness, and REM was completely absent.

The distribution of arousal states during the
return to eutherinia differed from that observed over
the same range of Tbr ’S in ground squirrels arousing
from deep hibernation. Whereas C. latera lis and C.
beldingi showed a predominantly activated EEG and EMG
up to a Tbr of abou t 33°C , the return to eutherinia in
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C. tereticaudus consisted of only 38% wakefulness and
62% SWS . Again , REM was absent . In light of these
results , the use of the word “arousal” to refer to the
return to eutherinia from a torpid condition should be
abandoned as it may bear inaccurate connotations about
the arousal state of the animal. Perhaps a better
phrase would be “exit from h ibernation ” since the
phrase “entrance into hibernation” is used almost
universally to refer to the reciprocal phenomenon .

If hibernation is an extension of sleep , we should
expect there to be a circannian rhythm of propensity to
sleep in euthermic animals which would correspond with
the circannian rhythm of hibernation. Preliminary
findings from an ongoing study confirm this expectation.
Twenty-four hr recordings of EEG, EOG, EKG , EMG , and
Tbr were obtained from euthermic ground squirrels
during the months of July-August , November-December ,
February—March , and May—June . The animals were main-
tained at a constant Ta of 22°C and on a 12L:l2D photo-
period. Recordings were scored “blind” (i.e., without
knowledge of subject identity or date of recording) for
arousal states. Figure 7 shows the progressive seasonal
changes in percent time spent in sleep for 2 euthermic
ground squirrels. Although there is some variation
between animals in the percent TST , -a consistent trend
was evident . TST increased in the fal l , remained high
during winter, decreased in the spring and remained at
the lowest level during the summer. Some animals
exhibited higher amounts of sleep during late summer
than during early summer. The distribution of TST into
SWS and REM remained relatively constant throughout the
year (Fig. 8) although mean duration of episodes of
wakefulness as well as the % total recording time spent
awake were significantly longer in summer than in
winter (Fig. 8 and 9).

Our conclusion must be that where electrophysio-
logical criteria can be applied , hibernation appears to
be homologous with sleep, but more importantly it seems
to consist predominantly of SWS with REM progressively
decreasing as Tb falls and then disappearing completely
below a Tb of 27°C. It would be extremely interesting
to develop or make use of additional electrophysiological
correlates of arousal states which would enable us to
extend our resolution of arousal state homologies to
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lower Tb ’s. Later on we shall describe a different
kind of physiological parameter which indicates continuity
between euthermic SWS and deep hibernation.

II. AROUSAL-STATE-RELATED CHANGES IN THE THEP.MOREGULATORY
SYSTEM

The hallmark of hibernation and shallow torpor is
a decline in body temperature . Given the electrophysio-
logical evidence for homology between these phenomena
and sleep , it is of interest to also look for thermo-
regulatory homologies between them. In this section we
shall review studies of sleep—related changes in body
temperature and the therinoregulatory system.

A daily fluctuation in Tb is a well known phe-
nomenon in man and other endotherms. Over the years a
variety of hypotheses have been advanced to account for
this fluctuation and many of those hypotheses have been
effectively discounted (6). There remain ~~o demonstrated
underlying causes: one is a circadian rhythm in Tb

50 
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Fig. 7. Annual changes in percent of 24 hr period
spent asleep for two golden-mantled ground squirrels
(solid and dashed lines) held at a con8tant temperature
of 22° ± 2°C and a phctoperiod of 12L:12D. Animals
were eutherrnic for the duration of all recording periods.
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H P<.05

TST/TRT SWS/TST SWS/TRT REM/TRT

24 HOUR RECORDING PERIOD

Fig. 8. Distribution of arousa l stateB in 4 go lden-
mantled ground squirrels in summer (August) and winter
(November) . The increase in TST of the euther’mic
oc~irrel does not involve a change in the distribution
of 8i.eep states.
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P<O I W I N T E R

~~~~~ri r1 ri
WA KEF ULNESS SWS REM

MEAN DURATION OF SLEEP STATES

Fig. 9. Mean duration of individual episodes of
wake fulness, SWS, and REM in summer (August) and
winter (November) in 4 golden-mantled ground squirrels.
Episodes of wakefulness average significantly longer in
summer than in winter s but sleep sta tes show no changes.
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(6), and the other is sleep-related changes in Tb (v’,
54) . The independence of these two influences on Tb is
revealed by the fact that in the absence of time cues
the daily rhythms of sleep-wakefulness and Tb free run
with different periodicities (7, 45, 77). Normally,
these two influences on Tb are in synchrony with each
other and we can think of sleep—related influences on
Tb as being superimposed on an underlying circadian
rhythm of Tb. In this paper we are concerned only with
the sleep—related influences and their underlying
causes.

Earlier studies of changes in Tb thennoregulatory
responses during sleep did not include electrophysio—
logical recordings and , therefore , cannot be interpreted
in terms of electrophysiologically defined arousal
states. Nevertheless, their results are quite interest-
ing. In a pioneering study (16), Day measured rectal
and skin temperatures and evaporative water loss during
afternoon naps in nine children between the ages of 5
months and 4 years. He consistently observed a decline
in rectal temperature averaging 0.55°C beginning at the
onset of sleep and coincident with an increased evap-
orative water loss and a rise in skin temperature. The
end of the decline in rectal temperature was preceded
by decreases in evaporative water loss and skin tempera-
tures. These results clearly demonstrated a regulated
decline in Tb associated with sleep which occurred at a
time of the day when the circadian rhythm of Tb should
still be in the rising phase .

Therinoregulatory adjustments during the onset of
sleep have also been seen in adult humans. In neutral
or cool environments, the onset of sleep is accompanied
by a rise in skin temperature and a fall in rectal
temperature (30 , 42 , 43 , 44) . In neutral or warm
environments sweating increases at the onset of sleep
(23, 59, 68).

Animal studies have also indicated the existence
of thermoregulatory adjustments associated with sleep.
Even brief episodes of behavioral sleep were accompanied
by declines in Tbr in cats (2), rats (1), and rhesus
monkeys (30 ) .  In the study of the rhesus monkey sleep
was defined by eye closure, and sleep onset was seen to
be accompanied by ear pinnae vasodilation and a subse-
quent fall  in Tbr (30) .
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Even though these studies demonstrated that Tb was
regulated at a lower level during sleep than during
wakefulness, the picture of therinoregulation during
sleep became more complex when electrophysiological
recordings were used to distinguish between therino—
regulatory events occurring during REM and SWS (see 37
for a review) . Transitions from wakefulness to SWS were
associated with a decrease in the regulated Tb consistent
with the earlier behavioural studies. In a neutral or
cold environment this transition was accompanied by
peripheral vasodilation and decreased shivering, whereas
in a neutral—to—warm environment it was accompanied by
an increase in evaporative water loss (3 , 5, 9 , 18, 31,
53 , 57 , 59) . In contrast , measurements of therino-
regulatory responses during REM revealed no consistent
shift in the regulated Tb, but instead indicated a lack
of regulation. At a warm Ta a cessation of panting or
sweating and even vasoconstriction were seen during
transitions from SWS to REM (9, 39, 53, 56, 57, 59, 60,
68, 74). In cool environments a cessation of shivering
and even vasodilation may occur at the onset of REM (3,
9, 56, 57, 74).

Direct measurements of the characteristics of the
central nervous thermoregulatory system are essential
for an understanding of the causes of the various
arousal-state-related changes in Tb ’s and thermoregulatory
responses. The hypothalamus is a major integrative
center in the thermoregulatory system (14 , 27 , 29) . In
addition , a major feedback loop in this regulatory
system is the temperature of the anterior hypothalamus
(Thy). Results from a large number of species have
shown that , if the Thy of a mammal in a thermoneutral
environment is gradually lowered, a threshold Thy
(Tset) will be reached below which the rate of metabolic
heat production (MHP) is inversely proportional to Thy.
Similarly, if the Thy of this mammal is gradually
raised , a different 

~set will be reached above which
the activity of heat loss effectors is directly pro-
portional to Thy. The characteristics of this central
nervous regulator of Tb can be expressed by the following
equation:

= a (Thy - Tset)
where R0 Is the rate of a thermoregulatory response
when Tb.,, = Teet and R1 is the rate when Thy is above
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the Tset for a heat loss response or below the Tset
for a heat production response. Other factors that
influence the thermoregulatory system, such as skin
temperature , spinal cord temperature, exercise, pyrogens,
as well as di f ferent  states of arousal can be formulated
as inputs that modulate Tset and/or the proportionality
constant a.

The first explorations of hypothalamic therino-
sensitivity during sleep were by Parmeggiani and
colleagues (55) , who used diathermic heating to elicit
thermal polypnea and panting in cats . Results were not
reported for wakefulness, but comparisons were made
between REM and SWS . Marked thermal polypnea and even
panting were elicited by hypothalamic heating during
SWS , but the same alterations of Thy ’S had no effect  on
respiratory rate during REM , showing that the central
thermoregulatory system is functioning during SWS but
is severely inhibited during REM, as was suggested
earlier by Parmeggiani and Rabini (56) (Fig. 10).

The first quantitative comparisons of hypothalamic
thermosensitivity as a function of arousal states were
obtained from kangaroo rats (Dipodomys 8p.) by Glotzbach
and Heller (24). In these experiments EEG, EMG, Thyl
and rate of MHP were continuously recorded while Thy
was manipulated. Rate of MHP was plotted as a function
of Thy for wakefulness, SWS, and REM. The results
demonstrated proportional regulation of the MHP response
during SWS but, in comparison with wakefulness, the
Tset and the a for the response were lower, thereby
accounting for the regulated lowering of Tb during SWS.
Increases in MHP could not be elicited in kangaroo rats
by lowering Th~ during REM, indicating once again, thatthe thermoregulatory system is severely inhibited
during REM. In figure 11 data on hypothalamic therino-
sensitivity as a function of arousal state are presented
for a kangaroo rat not included in our earlier study.

Hypothalamic thermosensitivity as a function of
arousal state has recently been measured in a hibernator,
the marmot (Al. fiaviventrie) (22). These experiments
were performed on three individuals, apd the results
were similar to those obtained from kangaroo rats. The
plot of rate of MHP versus Thy exhibited a lower threshold
and a lower slope during SWS than during wakefulness
(Fig. 11). No hypothalamic thermosensitivity was apparent
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during REM . We are presently confirming the generality
of these findings on another species of hibernator, the
golden-mantled ground squirrel.

Since these results demonstrate that during SWS,
the regulation of Tb is qualitatively the same as
during wakefulness, but reset to a lower level , and
since the entrance into hibernation is an extension of
SWS as evidenced by electrophysiological recordings ,
might not hibernation represent an extension of the
thermoregulatory adjustments which occur during SWS?

F DIP000MYS HEERMANNI MARMOTA
T0~ 3O°C 

4.0 
• 1a 5°c

34 35 36 37 38 39 40 35 36 39 40

HYPOTHALAMIC TEMPERATURE (°C)

Fig. 11. Characteristics of hypothalamic therviosensi-
tivity as a function of arousal states in a kangaroo
rat , a non-hibernator , and in a mar ’rnot, a hibernator .
Data points obtained during wakefulness are the so lid
circles, those obtained during SWS are the open circles,
and those obtained during REM are the closed triangles.
The is -3.9 W/kg °C for the wakeful kangaroo rat
and -1. ~ WKG 1 °C 1 for the wakefu l kangaro o rat in SWS,
values similar to those published for other kangaroo
rats (24). For the marmot the wakeful a~,jp is-1.10 W/Xg. °C and the SWS aMHP is -0.4 W/k g . °C.
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III .  THE REGULATION OF BODY TEMPERATURE DURING TORPOR

The evidence is now conclusive that lowered Tb’s
during torpor and deep hibernation are not due to an
absence of or an inadequacy in thermoregulatory abilities;
on the contrary , the torpid animal can regulate its Tb
with considerable precision (for a review see 37) .  The
questions we shall address in this section are : what
are the characteristics of the central nervous regulator
of Tb during hibernation? Are they continuous with
values observed during euthermia? If so , how is the
regulatory system reset to achieve the entrance into
hibernation? Is it continuously operative during
hibernation? How is it reset to achieve the exit from
hibernation?

At the time of the Third Hibernation Symposium it
seemed very unlikely that the same central therinoregu-
latory mechanism could be operative at both euthermic
and hibernating Tb ’s (26) . This opinion was based on
a neuronal model of the hypothalamic thermoregulatory
mechanism and quantitative measures of hypothalamic
thermosensitivity in the dog , as hypothalamic thermo-
sensitivity had not been measured in any small mamma l
let alone any hibernator . The model predicted that the
proportionality constant (a) for a thermoregulatory
response should decrease with a biologically reasonable
temperature coefficient 

~Qjo
) as the Tset for the

response decreased. When a QlO of 2.5 was applied to
the value for hypothalamic thermosensitivity measured
on the dog , it was apparent that the driving force for
the metabolic heat production response would become
insignificant long before a Tset low enough for deep
hibernation could be reached.

Initial experiments on golden mantled ground
squirrels seemed to corroborate this view that the
central thermoregulatory system operative in eutherinia
was inoperative during deep hibernation . Calorimetric
measurements on hibernating ground squirrels over a
range of Ta ’ s revealed that metabolic rate was a
passive function of Tb (28) . Broad manipulations of
Thy of hibernating ground squirrels seemed to have no
proportional influence on metabolic rate as it did
during euthermia (38). However, in both of these
studies it was noted that the hibernating squirrel
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remained sensitive to very low temperatures; Thy ’ s
somewhat below 3.0 °C could initiate arousals from
hibernation . Since these arousal responses could be
reversed only by rapidly heating Thy above 10-12 °C it
was assumed that they were alarm responses involving a
reactivation of the central thermoregulatory system.
That this alarm temperature (T alarm ) was sensed in the
brain was indicated by the fact that Ta and therefore
Tb could be lowered below Talarm without causing an
increase in MHP as long as Thy was held above Talarm .

Other workers studying d i f f e ren t  species also
reported a low temperature sensitivity of the brains of
hibernating animals.  Using spoon-shaped external
therinodes Lyman and O’Brien (48 , 49) showed that two
Citellids (C. latera lis and C. tridecemlineatus) ,
hamsters (Mesocricetus sp. ) , and the dormouse (Gu s
g u s )  responded to cooling of the head ~by increasing
heart rate , respiratory rate , and skeletal muscle
action potentials. In the Citeilids it was possible to
keep Tbr between 4 °C and 10° C while cooling Ta as low
as -7.8 ° ( and , therefore , Tskin to as low as 0.5 °C)
without eliciting responses in heart rate, respiratory
rate , and EMG . South and colleagues (51 , 63) using
single hypothalamic thermodes to manipulate Thy of
hibernating marmots demonstrated a Tget below which heart
rate, EMG, and various Tb ’s increased. Conversely they
showed that warming the hypothalamus of the hibernating
marmot could result in a decrease of EMG and heart
rate. These results combined with many reports of
animals hibernating for long periods while holding Tb
considerably above Ta (37)  led to the supposition that
the hibernator ’s therinoregulatory repertoire consisted
of more than on/off responses triggered by a low Ta or
Tb.

Subsequent experiments on hibernating golden-
mantled ground squirrels employing finer manipulations
of Thy at levels close to the “ alarm level” revealed a
range of Thy ’s over which the characteristics of
hypothalamic therinosensitivity of the hibernating
ground squirrel were qualitatively similar to those
measured in the euthermic animal (33, 34) (Fig. 12). A
Tset for the metabolic heat production response was
continuously present , and when Thy was cooled below
this Tset the increase in rate of MHP was proportiona l
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tO (Thy — Tset). Similar results were recently obtained
from the marmot (21). Of course, both the Tset and
the proportionality constant for the metabolic heat
production response were much lower in hiberna tion than
in eutherinia.

Quantitative comparisons of aMHp as a function of
Tset in euthermia and in hibernation yielded interesting
results. First, aMHp expressed in weight specific
terms was 6 to 10 times higher in the ground squirrel
than in the dog (34) . This eliminated the earlier
objection to the concept of the same hypothalamic
regulatory mechanism functioning during both euthermia
and h ibernation . It also led to the hypothesis that
high hypothalamic therinosensitivity might be a specific
adaptation of hibernators. Hypothalamic therinosensitivity
has subsequently been shown to be inversely related to
body size for hibernators and non-hibernators alike
(32). Second , if we express the relationship between
aMfip and Tset as a temperature coeff ic ient, it is of
the order of 2.5 (21 , 33) , a value compatible wi th the
concept that the same regulatory mechanism is continuous
between euthermia and hibernation.
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Fig. 12. Char acteristics of hypothalamic thermosensi-
tivity for a golden-mantled ground squirrel during
euthe r~nia and hibernation.
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Experiments were undertaken to follow the change
in the Tse~ 

for the MHP response in golden mantled
ground squirrels during entrance into hibernation .
Animal s with chronic thermode and thermocouple re-
entrant tube implants were adapted to a metabolism
chamber. As they entered hibernation Thy was manipulated
while rate of MHP was continously measured . Because
the characteristics of the thermoregulatory system were
continually changing, manipulations were grouped into
series lasting 10 to 30 minutes. Within these 10 to 30
minute periods attempts were made tc find the smallest
decrease in Thy which would stimulate an increase in
MI-Il’. Typically we would find one level of cooling
which would not elicit a response and a lower level of
cooling which would elicit a response and assumed that
the actual Tset was between those two Thy ’s at that
time. Data obtained from multiple entries of three
ground squirrels are shown in figure 13. Clearly, the
Tset for the Mill’ response is gradually lowered during
the entrance into hibernation and the central thermo-
regulatory system appears to be continuously operative
over the entire range of Tb ’s experienced by the hiber-
nator. These results also led us to postulate an
explanation for observations of “braking” or slowing
the entrance into hibernation by bursts of MHP (46,
66) . If Tset is suppressed more rapidly than Tb can
fall, then the entrance appears passive. If, on the
other hand , Tb tends to fal l  more rap i dly than Tset ,
a MHP response will occur thus slowing c’r braking the
entrance into hibernation. A prolonged plateauing of
Tset would result in Tb being regulated at some level
between eutherxnia and deep hibernation. In similar
experiments on marmots , cases were found in which Tset
was above actual Thy for large portions of the entrance
(21) .

Recent experiments on marmots have added convincing
evidence for the continuity of the central thermoregu—
latory mechanism over the entire range of Tb ’s experienced
by the hibernator (22). Since the marmot enters hiber-
nation more slowly than the ground squirrel , we decided
to attempt to measure aMHp at various Tsets between
euthermia and deep hibernation. The characteristics of
the system are still continuously changing as the
marmot enters hibernation albeit more slowly than in
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Fig. 13. Demonstration of the continuous decline in
the threshold hypothalamic temperature (Tset) f or  the
metabolic heat production response during entrances
into hibernation. Each grap h consists of data obtained
on one ground squirrel. Data were obtained from A
during two entrances, from B during 3 entrances, and
from C during 4 entrances. Each dot indicates the
average Tb over a 15 to 30 minute period and the vertical
line under that dot connects the lowest Thy which did
not eli cit an increase in MHP and the highest Th
which did elicit an increase in MHP over that pe~iod of
time. Therefore, T3~t 

at the time each Tb was recorded
falls on the vertical line beneath the dot. From (35),

the ground squirrel , so many znanipu1atioz~s of Th at
each Tset are not possible. We , therefore , adopted a
two point method for estimating c

~MHP during entrance.At each Tset enough manipulations of Thy were made to
be able to measure two response levels , and was
calculated from these two points. Many such estimates
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of aMHP were made during multiple entries of 4 marmots.
The results are plotted in figure 14 together with
measurements of aMHP made during eutherinic wakefulness
and sleep , during deep hibernation , and at times when
Tb was regulated at intermediate levels between euther-
mia and deep hibernation for long enough periods to
construct the usual hypothalamic thermosensitivity
curves from the responses to many manipulat ions of Thy .
Curves obtained during two plateaus in an entrance into
hibernation are shown in f igure 15. The values of aMHp
obtained from plateaus confirmed the results of the two
point method . Clearly aMHp is a continuous function of
T.~.et 

from eutherinia to deep hibernation .
The extrapolation of the aMHP vs Tset relationship

1 .00

.50

aMHP .

(wotts k~
’ C’) .20 

• :
.10 ,, ~~~~~0C)

.
.06 ~

I I
10 20 30
THRESHOLD T~ (°C)

Fig.  14. Hypothalamic ther~nosensitivity of 3 rnar,nots
p lotted as a function of the thresho ld hypothalamic
temperature for the metabolic heat production response .
Data points obtained during deep hibernation are open
circles, points obtained during plateaus in entrances
are open triangles, points obtained by the two point
method during entrance are closed circles, euthermic
SWS values are closed squares, and euthermic wakef ij
values are open squares. The regression line was
fitted to the hibernating values and then extrapolated
to the euthermic range. The dotted lines delineate the
99% confidence limits of the regression Zine.
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Fig . 15. Characteristics of hypothalamic thermosensi-
tivity of a marmot during two p lateau s in an entrance
into hibernation.

calculated from hibernating values to eutherrnic levels
yields a very interesting result . The relationship
appears to be continuous with sws 

~~~~~~~ 
values and not

with wakeful cLMHP values (Fig . 14) . The Tsets over
which 

~MHP 
values were measured during hibernation were

mostly below the Tb ’s at which conventional electrophysio—
logical criteria can be used to define arousal states.
The continuity of this relationship with euthermic SWS ,
however, lends indirect support to the proposal we
advanced in section I that hibernation is an extension
of SWS .

The concept of a uni tary central nervous regulatory
mechanism continuously operative over such a wide range
of temperatures is also supported by recent studies of
WUnnenberg and colleagues on the temperature sensitivity
of pre—optic anterior hypothalamic neurons (64 , 75) .
They have demonstrated temperature sensitive pre-optic
units in anesthetized eutherrnic hibernators which have
continuous f iring rate curves over a 30°C range of
temperatures. Such units were not found in a non—
hibernator . Hence , the neuronal substrate for a very
broad range thermoregulatory mechanism exists in the
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hibernator, apparently constituting a specialized
adaptation.

Is the thermoregulatory system continuously func-
tioning throughout entire bouts of hibernation? We
believe that it is. Marmots remained in the metabolism
chamber for entire bouts of hibernation which usually
lasted 7 days and ended with a spontaneous arousal.
Manipulations of Thy were made throughout each bout and
at all times it was possible to locate a .Tset for the
MHP response. Moreover, Tset showed a regular pattern
of change in all subjects and in all bouts studied .
Even after Tb reached equilibrium with Ta~ Tset continued
to decline for the first two thirds of the bout. Data
for the last third of bouts were not extensive, but
they indicated that one or two days before the active
arousal occurs , Tset begins to rise (21) . Spontaneous
arousals usually begin with a slow , almost imperceptible
increase in metabolic rate and Tb gradually giving way
to exponential increases. We think it likely that the
initial increases in metabolism occur whan the slowly
rising Tset exceeds Th thereby generating an error
signal and a thermoreg?~latory drive. As this error
signal increases it may trigger a positive feedback
mechanism which increases the rate at which Tset is
rising and therefore the error signal itself. Such a
positive feedback mechanism would explain the very
rapid rise in Tset seen very soon after an arousal is
initiated (29, 38) .

Any non-thermal environmental stimulus which induces
a metabolic response from an animal in deep hibernation
most probably acts via an increase in Tget . Since an
observable metabolic response would only occur when
Tset rose above actual Thy, the farther Tset was below
Thy the stronger the stimulus needed to induce a meta-
bolic response. Perhaps, therefore, spontaneous changes
in Tset during bouts of hibernation as observed in the
marmot cause the progressive changes in irritability
during bouts of hibernation (71, 11). Seasonal differ-
ences in the pattern of Tset change may also be the
underlying cause of the seasonal progression of hiber-
nation bout lengths (70, 15). Of course, this hypothesis
merely pushes the question one step backwards. Now we
may ask what input to the thermoregulatory mechanism
causes these fluctuations in the setting of the regulator?
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We have no answer , but we can draw attention to still
another possible relationship between hibernation and
euthermic sleep. Twente and Twente (69) have shown
that hibernation bout length is inversely related to
Tb. Hence the input controlling the cycle of change in
the setting of the temperature regulator during a bout
of hibernation is temperature sensitive. When this
relationship was extrapolated to euthermic Tb it coin-
cided with the daily TST of the eutherinic animal.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from the evidence
reviewed in this paper :

1. Hibernation and shallow torpor in mammals are
extensions of sleep , predominantly slow wave sleep.
Rapid eye movement sleep probably does not occur during
deep hibernation.

2. A unitary central nervous regulator of Tb is
continuously operative over the entire range of Tb’s
experienced by the hibernator and seems to be functional
at all times during a bout of hibernation.

3. The resetting of the central nervous regulator
of Tb which occurs during hibernation appears to be
homologous with that which occurs during the transition
from wakefulness to SWS in the euthermic mammal.

It is very likely that torpor or hibernation as we
see it expressed in various species has had polyphyletic
origins. We have studied only a handful of these
species to date, and therefore we must be cautious in
assuming the generality of these conclusions. For
example , Batholomew and Cade (10) reported that the
pocket mouse, Perognathus longimembris, may engage in
intense and coordinated behaviors as its Tb falls
during entrance into hibernation. Certainly we would
not claim it impossible for a means of resetting the Tb
regulator to lower levels during wakefulness to have
evolved. Additional comparative studies will be very
interesting, especially on birds since their central
nervous thernioregulatory system is considerably different
from that of mammals.

The functional homologies between sleep, shallow
torpor, and hibernation prompt us to propose that they
may have had a common evolutionary history and may all
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serve at least one common adaptive function -- energy
conservation . The energy conserving function of hiber-
nation is quite obvious. Based on amount of body fat
or on amount of food reserves determined from excavated
food caches , and in consideration of average winter
conditions , it is possible to show that a hibernator in
nature could not survive without lowering Tb (36 , 52) .
The energy conserving function of sleep may be less
obvious , but various lines of evidence leading to this
conclusion have been discussed by Berger (13).

The muscular relaxation of a sleeping or torpid
animal conserves energy as compared with a quiet, alert
animal , but a fal l  in Tb add s considerably to that
energy savings. This conservation of energy may be of
enormous selective advantage especially to small endo-
therms during periods of obligate inactivity or food
scarcity. As body size decreases, thermal conductance
and therefore the rate of weight-specific heat production
of an endotherm increases. Basal metabolic rate is a
power function of body weight (W) with a factor of
approximately 2/3 , but the potential energy reserves an
animal can carry in the form of body fat is directly
proportional to W. Over the entire size range of
mammals, 50% of total body weight seems to be the
maximum level of fat stores. Since basal metabolism is
proportional to W2~

’3 and energy reserves are proportional
to W , it is clear that maximum fasting time decreases
as body size decreases (aW 1”3) (52). These calculations
underestimate the relationship between body size and
fasting time because they are based on basal metabolic
rates. The smaller the animal , the higher will be the
lower limit of its thertuoneutral zone. Therefore, as
Ta decreases a small mamma l must incur an elevation in
its rate of MHP before a larger mammal.

The influences of Ta j Tb , and W on the maximum
t ime mammals can survive without food are illustrated
in figure 16. These calculations are based on the
assumptions that each animal begins the fast with a fat
reserve equal to 20% of its lean body weight, that it
does not engage in activity during the fast, that the
Q of its metabolic rate is 2.5, and that its thermal
conductance equals 3.57 W (a value given by Bartholomew,
25). Based on these assumptions a 100 g mammal can
survive 9 days without food at thermoneutrality, but
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Fig . 16. Estimations of the maximum time mo~ na ls of
different body sizes can survive without food at
thermoneutrality (TNZ) and at 0°C with body temperature
regulated at diffe rent levels. It is asswned tha t
stored fat at the beginning of the fast is equal to 20%
of lean body weight.

only 4 days at a Ta of 0°C. If, however, the animal
sleeps during the fast allowing Tb to fall 2°C, it can
survive for an additional day at Ta = 0°C. If it
undergoes shallow torpor and lowers its Tb 10°C below
eutherinic levels , it can fast  for almost ~ days, and if
it hibernates and regulates its Tb at 7 °C , it can
survive a 65 day fast .  These calculations are gross
approximations, but they point out the adaptive advantage
of lowered Tb during periods of food unavailability.

Our hypothesis for the evolution of hibernation is
based on the physiological homologies between sleep and
hibernation and on the supposition that they serve in
part the common adaptive function of energy conservation.
Since SWS is ubiquitous in birds and mammals, we assume
that it is a more primitive phenomenon than hibernation.
We think it is reasonable to suspect that SWS evolved
early in the history of the endotherms in response to
the energetic costs of the endotherinic strategy. In the
past it would have been selectively advantageous,
especially for smLll endotherins, to decrease energy
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expenditure during periods of obligate inactivity and
food scarcity. Even though terrestrial habitats were
quite warm in the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods,
nevertheless, valuable energy savings could have been
achieved by lowering Tb during inactive periods.
Perhaps the downward resetting of the regulator of Tb
during SWS evolved for this purpose. Substantial
cooling of the earth ’s surface did not occur until the
mid to late Tertiary period (20), long after the major
adaptive radiation of the mammals and birds had occurred.
At this time endotherxn s occupying the more northerly
and southerly latitudes would have experienced increasing
environmental seasonality with extended periods of cold
and food unavailability. Those species smallest in
body size and those occupying the harshest habitats
would have been subjected to increasing selective
pressures for energy conservation. We believe that the
progenitors of today’s hibernators responded to that
selective pressure by extending the downward resetting
of the thermoregulatory system already present during
SWS to lower and lower levels. This, of course, would
have been associated with secondary selective pressures
for the host of low temperature adaptations which we
now subsume under the phenomenon of hibernation.
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STRATE G I ES IN COLD

THERMOSENSITIVITY OF PREOPTIC NEURONS AND HYPOTHALAMIC
INTEGRATIVE FUNCTION IN HIBERNATORS AND NONHIBERNATORS
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West Germany
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West Germany

ABSTRACT

Studies on central nervous mechanisms underlying
temperature regulation in hibernators were summarized
and compared with results of corresponding experiments
in non-hibernators. In golden hamsters thermoreceptive
neurones of the preoptic region were still responsive
to hypothalamic temperatures below 10°C , while in a
non-hibernator (guinea pig) preoptic thermoreceptive
neurones became insensitive below 30 °C. The thermo-
sensitive preoptic units were localized and studied
histologically. In further experiments the electrical
activity of the central nervous system of animals in
hibernation has been studied by recording the spon-
taneous electroencephalogram of the diencephalon. At
the entry into hibernation, small-amplitude EEG-waves
became predominant . This transition into a small-
amplitude EEG which seems to be typical for the hiber-
nating state was no L. caused by the temperature decline
but preceded the decrease of body temperatures. This
result is consistent with the view that entry into
hibernation is caused by active inhibitory mechanisms
in which the midbrain reticular formation or the limbic
system might be involved . In contrast to the preoptic
area the medial and dorsal part of the hypothalamus is
not thermnosensitive. Structures of this part of the
diencephalon, however , play an important role in the
integration of input signals from thermoreceptive areas
and in the control of thermoregulatory effector systems .

Copyright © 1978 by Academic Press , Inc .267 All right of reproduction in any form reserved .
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years a number of reviews
have appeared dealing with temperature regulation in
hibernators and non-hibernators (7, 22, 35, 42). As a
result of these comprehensive publications it became
clear that in principle there is no difference in
temperature regulation of eutherinic hibernators and
non-hibernators and furthermore , that the temperature
control system is in function during hibernation.

Relatively little is known of the central nervous
mechanisms underlying hibernation and temperature
control during hibernation. It is the aim of this
paper to summari ze studies on central nervous structures
involved in thermoregulation in hibernators and to
compare these data with results of corresponding
experiments in non-hibernators.

II. THERMOSENSITIVITY OF THE PREOPTIC AREA (POA) IN
HIBERNATORS AND NON-HIBERNATORS

In euthermic hibernators, local thermal stimulation
of the POA elicited thermoregulatory responses which
did not show qualitative differences to corresponding
effects in nori—hibernators (23, 24, 26, 27, 42, 48,
56, 61, 62) .  This finding generated the desire to
find a measure for the temperature sensitivity of the
POA which would allow a quantitative comparison of
preoptic thermosensitivity in d i f ferent  species. In a
number of studies (13, 19 , 24 , 26 , 28 , 31, 36 , 38 , 48 ,
6 2 ) ,  hypothalamic thermosensitivity was measured by
determining the proportionality—constant for the heat
production response to hypothalamic cooling , according
to the following equation:

R — Ro (T hy — Tset ) (22)

in which R - Ro is the metabolic response , Thy is the
hypothalamic temperature and Tset a reference tempera-
ture .

The proportionality-constant c~ (W/kg 
. °C)

expresses the weight-related metabolic response to
preoptic thermal stimulation. In some species investi-
gated so far (26, 31, 36 , 48 , 62), the a—value was
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dependent on the ambient temperature (T a ) ;  an increase
of Ta led to a decrease of a.

The a-values of some species of hibernators dnd
non-hibernators are shown in Table 1. Though the
number of data is limi ted, it becomes clear that there
is no significant difference in the preoptic thermo-
sensitivity of euthe~rmic hibernators and non-
hibernators provided that animals of nearly the same
body size are compared .

The ct-values, namely , depend on the body size ,
inasmuch as in small species relatively high proportion-
ality constants were determined. This finding does
not necessarily mean that preoptic therxnosensitivity
increases with decreasing body weight. In the small
rodents, lis ted in Table 1, basal metabolic rate (BMR)
is approximately 2- to 3-times higher than in rabbits
and cats . This follows ; the metabolic response to
local cooling does not show significant dependance on
the body size when the ef fec t  of preoptic cooling is
related to BMR .

Thermosensitivity of the POA could also be demon-
strated in animals during hibernation (23, 24, 25 , 42,
43, 44 , 55 , 56). However, as there are only a few
quantitative data on the thermoregulatory response in
hibernating animals , it is d i f f icu l t  to find out whether
preoptic thermosensitivity is reduced during hibernation.
In the hibernating Cite lius lateralis the weight-
related metabolic response to preoptic cooling (Table 1)
is 10 - 15 times lower than during the non-hibernating
state ( 2 5 ) .  On the other hand , metabolism during
hibernation is only 1/30 of the sunixner BMR (39 , 40).
Thus , the relative metabolic response to preoptic
cooling in the hibernating animal is high .

III. THERMORESPONSIVE PREOPTIC NEURONES IN HIBERNATORS
AND NON-HIBERNATORS

The finding of a metabolic response to hypothalamic
cooling suggested the existence of hypothalamic neurones
that are sensitive to the local temperature. The
earliest successful attempt to study with neuro-
physiological methods , the activity of temperature-
sensitive units in the POA was made by Nakayama et al.
(50). The results of this investigation were confirmed
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in further studies in which thermosensitive preoptic
neurones were found in several species (7, 15, 16,
65).

As preoptic thermosensitivity has been demonstrated
even in animals during deep hibernation (23, 24, 25,
42 , 43 , 44 , 55 , 66) ,  it could be expected that in
hibernators , preoptic structures involved in temperature
regulation are specialized to maintain their function
over the wide range of temperatures which occur during
the different phases of hibernation. This would imply
that in hibernators, preoptic therinoresponsive units
are qualitatively different from those of non-
hibernators. Any significant differences were not
found in a study by Boulant and ~ignell (8) who compared
temperature-responsive preoptic neurones in ground
squirrels and rats. In their study, however, only
moderate thermal stimuli were applied to the preoptic
region; single unit activity at hypothalamic temperatures
below 32°C was apparently not studied.

In previously reported experiments on eutherinic
hibernators (golden hamster) and non-hibernators
(guinea pig) , we studied the activity of thermoresponsive
preoptic neurones at hypothalamic temperatures ranging
from 5—43 °C (57 , 68) .

In a first series of studies on 23 euthermic
golden hamsters (weighing 105 - 145 g) and 13 guinea
pigs (weighing 650 - 750 g) only Thy was manipulated
by a fine thermode device (68) .  Skin temperatures
(TSk) were maintained at 36-37°C by immersing the
animals (up to the head ) in a temperature-regulated,
well-stirred water bath (57).

In golden hamsters, 54 single units of the POA
could be kept under observation long enough to complete
several heating and cooling cycles. Of these, 37 were
temperature-insensitive, and 17 proved to be sensitive
to local thermal stimulation with a negative or positive
thermal coefficient of more than 1.0 imp/sec . °C.

An example of a temperature-responsive preoptic
unit in the golden hamster is given in figure 1. A
section of the course of an experiment shows the
changes in firing rate of the unit due to step-wise
variations of preoptic temperatures (left part, Fig. 1).
Local heating of the hypothalamus led to an increase
of the firing rate up to 90 imp/sec; the unit became
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lmpls
TEMPERATURES

Im
~ S(J~~ Firing Rate

~ 10 2) 25 30 35 /~O 10 15 ~0 25 30 ~5 40°C
Minutes Preoptic Region Temperature

G2

Fig. 1. Left side: response of a preoptic neurone to
therma l stimulation of the POA in a golden hamster in
the non-hibernating state. Right side: impulse fre-
quencies of this unit as a function of various hypo-
thalamic temperatures under steady state conditions
(From 68).

inactivated when the hypothalamus was cooled to
temperatures below 15°C. This procedure could be
repeated several times; the results of all heating
and cooling cycles are summarized in the diagram on
the right side of f igure 1.

The temperature-impulse rate characteristic of
this unit shows an exponential course ranging from
40 — 14°C.

A second type of preoptic neurone that responded
to hypothalamic temperatures far below those of euthermia
is shown in figure 2. This unit, had a negative tem-
perature coefficient at hypothalamic temperatures
between 40 - 30°C and a positive temperature coefficient
in the temperature range between 10 - 20 °C. This
resulted in a bell—shaped temperature—impulse rate
characteristic with a maximal f i r ing rate at Thy
between 20 - 30°C.

The temperature-impulse rate characteristics of
the 19 thermosensitive units recorded from the POA in
the golden hamsters are illustrated in figure 3 (upper
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TEMPERATURES
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~ O 10 2’O - 4O~ (
MINUTES

PreoPtiC Region Temper ature

Fig. 2. Left side: response of a preoptic neurone to
thermal stimulation of the POA in a golden ham ster in
the non-hibernating state. Rigkt side : impulse fre-
quencies of this unit as a function of various hypo-
thalamic temperatures under steady state conditions.
Data were obtained from three heating and cooling
cycles.

part) . Of the total of 54 neurones which were studied ,
13 (i.e. 24.1%) showed an exponential temperature-
firing rate characteristic. On the average these
units had a thermal coefficient of + 3.7 (S.E. ± 0.3)
imp/sec • °C in the temperature range from 40 - 30°C,
+ 1.5 (S.E. ± 0.1) imp/sec • °C at Thy 30 - 20 °C and
+ 0.6 (S.E. ± 0.1) imp/sec °C at Thy between 15 and
20 °C. Four units (i . e .  7 . 4 % )  had a negative thermal
coefficient of —1.1 (S.E .  ± 0 . 2 )  imp/sec . °C
on the average at Thy between 40 and 30°C. These
units had a positive thermal coefficient of + 1.9
(S.E. ± 0.7) imp/sec • °C on the average at Thy 10 -
20°C.

In control experiments on a nonhibernator (guinea
pigs) , thermosensitivity of preoptic neurones was
studied under experimental conditions that were
comparable to those performed in the golden hamsters.
From a total of 35 units that were recorded in the
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Imp/s

Golden Hamster

Imp/s
6

Guinea Pig

10 20 30 40°C
Preoptic Region Temperature

Fig. 3. Responses of preoptic single units to thermal
stimulation of the POA in euthermic golden hamsters
(upper part) and guinea pigs (lower part). (A dapted
from ref. 68).

guinea pigs 27 were temperature-insensitive and 8
(i.e. 23%) proved to be responsive to thermal stimulation
of the POA with a mean thermal coefficient of + 2.3
( S .E .  ± 0.3)  imp/sec °C at Thy 40 - 35°C. However,
in all experiments performed in this species therino-
responsive units of the preoptic region became inactive
or insensitive to thermal stimulation as soon as brain
temperatures fell below 28 - 30°C (Fig. 3, lower
part).

A comparison of the results obtained in golden
hamsters and guinea pigs (Fig 3) shows that the range
of hypothalamic temperatures in which the thermorespon-
sive preoptic units are active is much wider in the
hibernator than in the non-hibernator. Thermosensitivity
over a temperature range of nore than 30°C is based on
firing rates that are much higher than discharge
activities of preoptic units in non-hibernators . The
spontaneous activity of the units with exponential
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characteristics , averaged 40. 0 (S.E.  ± 2 .5 )  imp/sec at
Thy 36.5 °C , while in guinea pigs the 6 neurones with
positive thermal coefficients had a mean spontaneous
activi ty of 15.8 (S.E . ± 3 .2 )  imp/sec at Th y of 38.5 °C.

Though these studies show that preoptic single
units  in golden hamsters responded to hypothalamic
temperatures far  below eutherrnia , they do not prove
that preoptic neurones are capable of sensing tempera-
tures during deep hibernation. Most single units -

especial ly those with the exponential temperature—
firing rate characteristic — became inactive at hypo-
thalamic temperatures between 10 and 15°C (Fig. 3
upper part) . Hypothalamic temperatures of 5 to 6°C ,
however , could be recorded in the golden hamsters used
in these experiments when hibernating at Ta of 3 -

4 °C. On the other hand the experimental procedures of
these studies did not simulate temperature conditions
during hibernation, as only the diencephalon was cooled
while temperatures of other parts of the body were
kept at the normothermic level. As temperatures of
various thermoreceptive areas , e.g.  spinal cord and
skin can influence the activity of POA units (9 , 10 ,
20, 29, 30, 63) it was speculated that the temperature-
impulse rate characteristics of the preoptic units
could be shifted to lower temperatures or modified in
their temperature sensitivities by a high activity of
the cutaneous cold-receptors occurring during hibernation
(53)

To investigate the factors which could modify the
temperature response curves of preoptic neurones in
such a way that they are sensitive to Thy 0 - 10°C,
further experiments were undertaken in which Thy and
Tsk were varied independent of each other (57) .

In these experiments on 25 eutherinic golden
hamsters , 20 of a total of 73 preoptic single units
proved to be sensitive to local thermal stimulation.
Figure 4 shows portions of a record obtained from an
experiment in which the response of a preoptic single
unit to local thermal stimulation was tested at Tsk =

21°C (le f t  side , f igure 4) and T~k = 36°C (right side ,
figure 4). At both skin temperatures this unit was
sensitive to heating of the POA with a positive thermal
coefficient; the thermosensitivity of this unit,
however , was evidently higher when the skin was warmed. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _
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The response to low Thy was also influenced by the
temperatures of the body surface . At Tsk = 36°C the
unit was inactivated at Thy = 20 °C , while at Tsk = 21°C
this neurone showed a discharge frequency of 3 imp/sec
even at Thy = 18°C.

Figure 5 shows the average static responses to
hypothalamic thermal stimulation of 20 preoptic units
recorded at TSk = 36° C (solid line) . Of these, only 7
could be additionally tested at Tsk = 20°C (broken
line), as in most cases single unit recordings were
disturbed by vigorous shivering when skin temperature
was lowered. A comparison of both response curves
demonstrates that the temperature range in which the
neurones are responsive is shifted more than 5°C to
lower values by skin cooling . This effect  is concur-
rent with a reduced thermal sensitivity of the units,
i.e. the slope of the temperature—impulse rate char-
acteristic of the hypothalamic neurones is signif-
icantly reduced at low Tsk.

These experiments indicate that in hibernators
preoptic therrnoreceptive structures are capable of
sensing temperatures even in deep hibernation , when
t~ey are influenced by a high activity of cutaneous
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Imp/S

10 20 30 40°C

Preoptic Region Temperature

Fig. 5. Average temperature response of preoptic
neurones at T3k = 36°C (solid line) and T k = 20°C
(broken line). Vertical bars indicate si. At pre-
optic region tempera tures marked by an asterisk, the
differences in the firing rates are significant
(P < 0.001). (From ref. 57). -

cold receptor s. It seems to be possible that not only
cutaneous cold receptors modify the temperature
response curves of preoptic units but also other
extrahypothalamic therinoreceptive structures, e.g. the
spinal cord . Furthermore , seasonal variations of the
thermosensitivity of preoptic uni ts  should be taken
into consideration .

The thermosensitive uni ts  were localized by iron
markings and Prussian—blue reaction in the preoptic
area of the golden hamster and of the guinea pig . In
the POA of the golden hamster , a dorsal and ventral
accumulation of iron markings can be seen in the areas
of the Nucleus praeopticus medialis and N. praeopticu.c~
lateralis (Fig. 6 a ,b) . In the region between the
marked dorsal and ventral area no thermosensitive
uni ts  could be traced . Therrnosensitive units of the
guinea pig POA are scattered in a medio—dorsal area of
the N. praeopticus periventricularis and in the adjacent
part of the N. praeopticus medialis (Fig. 6 c). The
lateral extension of the therinosensitive region has not
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C) (7 N~~. Ch.o.

1mm Mesocr,cetus aura/uS

1mm Covia cobaya

Fig. 6. Localization of thermosensitive structures ()
in the preoptic area of the golden hamster (Mesocricetus
auratus, a, b) and of the guinea pig (Cavia cobay a, C.).
Frontal sections schematized. Ch.O.: Chiasma opticum;
N. 0.: Nervus opticus; asterisk: Nuc. suprachiasmaticus.

yet been defined in the guinea pig ; furthermore it
cannot be excluded that a more ventral area might also
contain therrnosensitive structures.

As shown by their distribution , thermosensitive
preoptic structures are not restricted to one of the
classic parvocellular preoptic nuclei . No cytologically
circumscribed “therinosensitive center’ can be emphasized ,
as the findings in the golden hamster POA rather indi-
cate a reticular distribution of thermosensitive
structures.

It can be conclud ed a f te r  comparison with Golgi-
impregnations of the corresponding preoptic regions ,
tha t the marked thermosensitive structures are local-
ized within circumscribed nerve cell clusters. The
neurones of these cell groups are manifoldly connected ,
the perikarya are often in close contact with each
other (Fig. 7 ) .  Nerve cell clusters in thermosensitive
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Fig. 7.  Nerve cell clusters in the therrnosensitive
areas of the go lden hamster (a)  and of the guinea p ig
(b , a). a: Golden hamster, ventral thermosensitive
area; arrows : Beaded , spin bearing dendrites. Golgi-
impregnation , 1:400. b: Guinea pig, thermosensitive
area of the Nucleus praeop tiaus rnedialis. Golgi-
impregnation, 1:400. a: Guinea pig, groups of nerve
ceLls in the thermosensitive area of the Nucleus
praeoptic us medialis. Note the different size of the
cells and the close contact between some perikarya
(asterisk) . Stain: Cresy l violet; 1:1600.
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areas of the golden hamster and of the guinea pig
receive an input of ascending aminergic fibres (46).
As revealed by the microspectraifluorometric technique ,
the aminergic terminals and preterminals contain
noradrenaline or dopamine. The noradrenaline terminals
dominate in this area. Terminals containing 5-hydroxi—
tryptamine could not be observed .

The circumscribed cell aggregations might represent
nuclear subunits; in this case the pattern of synaptic
connections must be essential for the functional
interaction or isolation of certain cell groups or
cellular nets (46 , 52)

IV. ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
DURING HIBERNATION

The electrical activity of the central nervous
system of animals in hibernation has been studied by
recording the spontaneous electroencephalogram (47 ,
54) . When an animal enters hibernation , EEG-activity
decreases in a step—wise sequence from high to low
levels in the brain (54) . Suppression of electrical
activity first occurs in the neocortex , later in the
midbrain reticular formation (MRF ) and f inal ly  in
areas of the limbic system. Strumwasser (58) showed
that even in deep hibernation (Thy = 6.1°C) the medial
preoptic area , septum , and the ventromedial nucleus of
the hypothalamus remain active with small-amplitude
EEG-waves.

With the aim to find evidence for the existence
of active inhibitory mechanisms inducing the onset of
hibernation , BEG-recordings from the ventromedial
region of the hypothalamus of hedgehogs were performed .
An example of this type of experiments is g iven in
figure 8. Here , portions of EEG-record ings are shown
( lower part , Fig. 8) which were predominant in the
periods marked by the corresponding capital leters
(upper part of the F i g .) .  A comparison of period D
and E shows that the transition into the small-
amplitude EEG , which seems to be typical for the
hibernating state is not caused by th~ temperature
decline but precedes the decrease of body temperatures.
This result is consistent with the view that entry
into hibernation is caused by active inhibitory rnech-
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anisms in which the MRF or the limbic system might be
involved (3 , 22 , 25 , 42).

18 ‘~~Irlt.r%ca p brown f at
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Fig. 8. EEG-recordinge from the ventromedial region of
the hypotha lamue of a hedgehog entering hibernation.
The pO r tiof l8 of the EEG-reoordinge (lower p ar t)  were
predominan t in the period e marked by the oorr eeponding
cap ita l lettere (upper par t ) .
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V. INTEGRATIVE FUNCTION OF HYPOTHALAMI C STRUCTURES

Most current theories on temperature regulation
are based on the concept that information arising from
different thermoreceptive regions, e.g. - subcutis,
spinal cord, preoptic area — is integrated by hypo-
thalainic structures. This idea of a dual function of
hypothalamic nervous tissue involved in temperature
regulation i.e. both as a sensor and as a signal
integrator (4, 34), is based on num erous experiments
in which the effects of local stimulation or lesions
were studied (7, 35).

The experiments of Bard et al. (2), of Keller and
McClaskey (41) pointed to the posterior hypothalamus
as a site important for the integration and transmission
of neural activity related to thermoregulation.
Ablation of this area made the animals incapable of
maintaining body temperatures when exposed to cold.
This effect cannot be explained by a destruction of
thermnoreceptive neurones, as posterior hypothalamic
tissue shows no or only little sensitivity to changes
of its own temj~erature (12, 18, 21, 33, 37, 45).

The view that input signals from different thermo-
receptive regions are integrated by hypothalamic
structures, has been supported by single—unit studies
in which neurones were found to respond to thermal
stimulation of more than one thermosensitive area.
Units of this type were found in the POA (17, 20, 29,
63), the posterior hypothalamus (14, 51, 67), and the
midbrain (49). The results of these studies show in
principle that there is a convergence of input signals.
However, it does not prove that a particular unit -
responding to thermal stimulation of various thermo-
receptive areas — has an integrative function, as
convergence of inputs may have occurred in other brain
areas and then projected to the neurone whose activity
was recorded.

To gain further insight into the process of
integration of input signals related to thermnoregulation
we made an attempt to study the electrical activity of
larger complexes of diencephalic tissue. In these
experiments, which were performed in guinea pigs, the
local electroencephalogram (EEG) of different parts of
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the hypothalamus was recorded during thermal stimulation
of the thermnosensitive part of the spinal cord (64).

Modification of the local EEG due to spinal cord
heating was observed in all experiments in which the
recording electrodes were placed in the anterior or
posterior r art of the diencephalon. In the anterior
hypothalamus, mean EEG frequency increased when the
spinal cord was heated, while a reverse response to
spinal cord heating, i.e. a decrease of the mean
frequency, could be observed in all animals with
electrodes in the posterior hypothalamus. No change
of the local EEG activity during thermal stimulation
of the spinal cord was recorded in animals with electrode
positions in the rostral part of the preoptic region
or in the midbrain area caudal to the manunillary
corpora.

The finding that the EEG-response to spinal cord
heating was different depending on the electrode
positions suggested that the involved structures of
the anterior hypothalamus and those of the posterior
region are part of two diverse circuits within the
thermoregulatory system. This hypothesis could be
confirmed by further experiments in which the thermo-
regulatory responses to spinal cord heating were
studied prior to and after electrocoagulation of hypo-
thalamic tissue (60, 65).

Figure 9 shows, as an example of this type of
study, an experiment in the course of which a bilateral
lesion in the anterior hypothalamus (upper part of
Fig. 9) was carried out. Before electrocoagulation,
respiratory rate could be increased by heating of the
thermosensitive spinal region. After electrocoagulation
of the anterior hypothalamus, however, this excitatory
effect of spinal cord heating on heat polypnea was
abolished. This result was confirmed by a series of
corresponding studies which are summarized in figure
10. In all experiments in which the anterior part of
the hypothalamus was coagulated (animal no. 895, 02,
01, 988, 926, 868), only a poor respiratory response
to spinal cord heating could be obtained after electro-
coagulation. Lesions outside the anterior hypothalamus
did not abolish the effect of spinal cord heating on
the respiratory rate (e.g. animal no. 1, 04, 06, 05).
The results of these studies lead to the conclusion
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Fig. 9. Effect of sp ina l cord heating on respiratory
rate before and after eleotrocoagulation in the
anterior hypotha lamus. To represent the localizationa
of the lesions, a sterotaxio atlas of the forebrain of
the guinea pig was used (60) . (From ref .  65, courtesy
of Charles C. Thomas, Pub lisher, Springfield , I l l .) .
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that pathways ascending from the therinosensitive
spinal region are switched over to efferent systems
controlling heat polypnea in the anterior part of the
hypothalamus.

In further studies (66), the inhibitory action of
spinal cord heating on shivering was examined before
and after electrocoagulation (Fig. 11). Localization
and size of the lesions were varied intentionally.
Depending on the effect of local heating of the spinal
cord on the intensity of shivering, the results could
be divided into three groups. When a lesion in the
medio-dorsal part of the hypothalamus had been made ,
it was still possible to cause shivering by external
cooling. However, inhibition of shivering by heating
the thermosensitive spinal structures was no longer
possible after electrocoagulation. Results of this
type (group I) were obtained in all experiments in
which the region limited by fornix, manimillo-thalamnic
tract, reuniens thalainic nucleus and medic-dorsal
thalamnic nucleus had been coagulated. In this group
the ascending fibres from the spinal therinosensitive
elements were evidently interrupted. In the experiments
summarized in group II and III the effect of local
heating of the spinal cord on shivering was not abolished
by electrocoagulation. In two animals (group III), in
which the area above the maininillary medial nucleus had
been destroyed , cold-induced shivering intensity was
reduced to 50 — 80% of the amount before the electro-
coagulation. It is possible that in these animals
part of the integrative tissue controlling shivering
had been destroyed or that the descending shivering
pathway had been damaged by the lesion.

The lesions in the medio-dorsal hypothalamus
(group I) only cancelled the inhibitory effect of
spinal cord heating on shivering but did not abolish
shivering response to external cooling. Thus, the
localizations of the lesions (group I) are not identical
with the sites of thermointegrative structures con-
trolling shivering. They mark the area where the
ascending pathway from the spinal thermosensitive
elements reach this integrative region. Thermointe-
grative interneurones that control shivering are
supposed to lie more caudal from the area delimited by
the lesions (group I), i.e. in a region between che

. - - - - -
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ascending pathways and the central portion of the
efferent shivering pathway as described by Birzis and
Hemingway (5).

The experiments summarized in the figures 10 and
11 indicate that hypothalamic structures, which are
obviously not sensitive to their own temperatures,
play an important role in the integration of input
signals from thermoreceptive areas and in the control
of heat loss mechanisms. As s’ iWfl in figure 12 the
field of neurones involved in the control of heat
polypnea extends to the POA . This is in accordance
with the observation of Andersson et al. (1) who
showed in goats that entire destruction of the rostral
part of the hypothalamus by proton irradiation led to
the loss of open mouth panting during heat exposure.

The importance of posterior hypothalamic tissue
for the control of shivering has been emphasized by
several authors. Stuart et al. (59) concluded that
“the primary centre for shivering” is in the posterior
hypothalamus. The central portion of the “shivering
pathway” was described by Birzis and Hemingway (5) and
Hemingway (32).

VI. POSSIBLE MODE OF INTEGRATION OF THERMAL INFORMATION

Possible modes of integration of temperature
signals have been discussed in several neuronal models
(7, 11, 12, 22, 42). Some of these models also include
thermoregulation in hibernators and discuss proportional
control during deep hibernation rather than a passive

Fig . 12. TherinoreceptiVe
T 

reg ion (R) and site of
H the rmointegratiVe Btruc-

turee involved in the con-
trol of heat po lypnea (H)

CO MM and shivering (Z) . Da ta
N LN obtained from etudi-es in

guinea pigs (6.5, 66).
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turning off of the control system. There also seems
to exist unanimity of opinion that the onset of hiber-
nation bases on an active inhibitory mechanism that
probably proceeds from the brain stem reticular formation
(3, 22, 25, 42).

In the well-known model proposed by Hammel et al.
(22), the setpoint for body temperature is created by
the intersection of the temperature-impulse rate
characteristics of hypothalamic neurones with a high
and a low temperature sensitivity, respectively. The
single unit studies on golden hamsters (Fig. 1, 2, 3)
seem to present a well-fitting neurophysiological
supplement to this model. The Units found in these
studies show a striking conformity with the high Q
units proposed by Harnmel et a . (22) . Furthermore,
there is also neurophysiological evidence for the
existence of “reference units”. In the POA of golden
hamster, units were found with a constant discharge
frequency in the temperature range between 10 -- 43°C.

There is some discrepancy between the different
neuronal models (e.g. 11, 12, 22) with respect to the
interaction of temperature signals from the spinal
cord and the skin. In the model by Hammel et al. (22)
cutaneous, spinal cord, and hypothalamic temperature
sensors are placed in series while BrUck and Wilnnenberg
(12) proposed a parallel input of temperature signals.

Both hypothesis are partly supported by results
reported in this paper. The results summarized in
Fig. 11 (group II), ~~~~. i., show that destruction of
the POA does not abolish the therxnoregulatory response
to thermal stimulation of the spinal cord and the
skin. This finding indicates that the afferent pathways
from different thermoreceptive areas are independent
of each other. On the other hand there is evidence
from neurophysiological studies (Fig. 4, 5) that
thermoresponsive preoptic units are influenced by the
activity of other thermoreceptive sites. These results
support the model proposed by Hammel et al. (22).

Obviously both models are suitable to illustrate
hypothesis revealed from a number of experimental
findings - they are, however, not complex enough to
explain all results found in experiments on therrno-
regulation.
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sTRATE(;IEs IN COLD

TIME SEQUENC E OF PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES DURING HIBERNATION :
THE SIGN IFICANCE OF SEROTONERGIC PATHWAYS

L. Jansk~
Department of Comparative Physiology

Faculty of Sciences
Charles University

Prague, Czechoslovakia

ABSTRACT

Mechanisms controlling serotonin metabolism in the
brain and the significance of serotonergic pathways for
physiological processes of hibernating and awake golden
hamsters were studied. The important role of 5—NT in
hibernation becomes evident from experiments showing
that feeding a tryptophan rich diet facilitates the
occurrence of hibernation and that the 5-HT turnover is
markedly increased during prehibernation and hibernation
periods. On the other hand, in awake animals infusions
of 5-HT into the brain ventricle induce only small
changes in body temperature and fail to evoke hibernation.
The 5—HT turnover is influenced temporarily by changes
in environmental temperatures, the changes being un-
specific to temperature stimulus. We suggest, that
unknown seasonal mechanisms induce changes in 5-NT
metabolism. Since the availability of the substrate
(tryptophan), rather than the 5-NT destruction rates, are
responsible for the increase in 5-HT turnover, an enhanced
food consumption observed during prehibernation period and,
thus, an increased substrate availability may increase the
activity of 5-HT pathways in the brain. The lowered
activity of liver tryptophan pyrrolase observed in
hibernation contribute to the increased 5-NT turnover.
Activation of 5-HT pathways may influence the production
of hypothalamic releasing factors and consequently the
hormonal status of the whole organism. Multiple biochem-
ical changes in tissues occurring during preparation to
hibernation might be induced by such mechanisms.
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L. Jansky

I. INTRODUCTION

Hibernation is a remarkable and unique physiological
phenomenon, attracting the attention of physiologists
for almost a century. There have been thousands of
interesting papers published on this subject (for
bibliography until 1964 see Mayer (34)]. A great deal
of physiological and biochemical changes have already
been described in hibernating animals and yet there
is little understanding of the basic mechanism3 enabling
the gradual and controlled entering of hibernation and
survival of this hypothermic state. Studies on hiber-
nation are hampered by the fact that it is difficult to
distinguish between primary and secondary changes and
to establish causal relationships between individual
phenomena. In other words, it is difficult to establish
the causes and the consequences of observed changes.

There is no doubt that survival of lowered body
temperatures is made possible by multiple biochemical
adaptations of cell, intermediary metabolism (for reviews
see 3, 5, 18). Furthermore, there exists a distinct
possibility that the biochemical changes occurring in
various tissues of hibernating animals may be the
consequence of some regulatory (nervous and humoral)
mechanisms. -

Literary data indicate that neuronal mechanisms
controlling hibernation originate in the limbic system
(57). The endogenous circannual cycle is probably
responsible for the timing of entrance into hibernation in
many species (42). In addition, functional changes in the
ventromedial nucleus of the hypbthalaxnus, enabling a
substantial increase in food intake prior to hibernation
have been observed (35 , 36). On the other hand, hypo-
thalamic mechanisms regulating body temperature in awake
hibernators are found to be essentially the same as in non-
hibernators (63). During hibernation the normal hypo-
thalamic regulation of body temperature is first inactiva-
ted. After some days, however, thermoregulation is
demonstrable in response to both lowering or raising
temperature in the preoptic area (55). The lowering of
the “set point” for temperature regulation by mechanisms
so far unknown, is believed to be responsible for the
controlled entrance into hibernation (17).

Furthermore, hibernation can be characterized by
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striking changes in activity of some endocrine glands.
The subject has been recently reviewed (22, 36, 46). In
short, it can be stated that the activity of the thyroid,
adrenal cortex and gonads is lowered, while the neuro-
secretion of the hypothalamus and the pancreas activity
persist during hibernation (1, 58). Mechanisms inducing
the involution of endocrine glands and the reasons for the
lowered hormonal activity are not known. It can be
expected, however, that it is the changed hormonal status
in hibernating organism, which creates the necessary
condition for adaptations of cellular metabolism in target
organs, thus enabling survival under hypothermic condi-
tions.

In spite of a rather detailed knowledge of neuronal
and humoral regulatory mechanisms, the relative importance
and the time sequence of individual hibernation phenomena
are not known .

In an attempt to trace the most fundamental mechanism
controlling hibernation we focused our attention on
serotonergic pathways in the brain, which are believed to
play a considerable role in regulation of body tempera-
ture, sleep phenomena, sexual behavior and other centrally
mediated physiological functions (for review see 62).
Since hibernation is considered to be a specialized
thermoregulatory model and since it has been found that it
is realized from a state of sleep (54), these studies have
been of specialized interest. Finally, the aim of this
paper was to test our earlier hypothesis, that seroto-
nergic pathways in the brain may influence the release of
hypothalamic hormonal factors, controlling the adenohypo-
physis and consequently the activity of related hormonal
glands.

II. SEROTONIN METABOLISM IN THE BRAIN OF HIBERNATING
ANIMALS

A. Serotonin Content and Turnover in the Brain
Our earlier experiments (41) have shown that

substantial changes in serotonin metabolism occur during a
hibernation cycle. These experiments were performed on
male golden hamsters kept under natural conditions, where
rhythms of illumination and temperature fluctuated
according to seasons of the year. In the winter season
animals which entered hibernation were analysed, while in
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other seasons experiments were performed on awake
animals. Concentrations of 5—HT and 5—HIAA were meas-
ured according to the method by Johnson and Lewander
(25), the 5—NT turnover was studied by inhibition of 5-
HT degrading enzyme, the monoamine oxidase (MAO), with
pargyline and by estimating the rate of 5-NT accumulation
(59) .

In agreement with other data (31, 51, 56,
61), it was shown that the 5-MT content in the brain
was increased in hibernating animals (Fig. 1). In
addition to that, the 5—NT turnover was also increased
markedly. The activation of 5-NT pathways was already
apparent during the prehibernation period. Immediately
after arousal from hibernation the 5—NT turnover rapidly
decreased again to values similar to that measured in
the summer (Fig. 1). No distinct changes in 5-HT
turnover were observed in other groups of golden hamsters
kept under constant conditions at 30°C throughout the
year (41).

These data indicated a certain relationship
between hibernation and the activity of serotonergic
pathways in the brain. They also prompted a series of
questions, however , the most pertinent being the control
of the enormously increased 5—MT turnover in hibernating
animals.

B. Monoamine Oxidase Activity in the Brain
To contribute to the solution of this problem

the activity of the monoamine oxidase (MAO) in the brain
stem in hibernating and awake golden hamsters was measured
using the Wurtman and Axeirod method (64). In this case,
the activity of MAO was examined in hibernating animals
kept under outdoor conditions and in wakeful animals kept
indoor at 25°C. Both groups were examined in the month of
February. No difference in MAO activity was found between
these two groups of animals (Fig. 2), indicating that the
increased 5—HT turnover was not related to 5—NT destruc-
tion rate (41). This was in accordance with data which
showed that the rate of 5—MT synthesis is rather dependent
on substrate concentrations (24, 43). These data indicate
that the concentrations of the precursor (tryptophan)
normally present in the mammalian brain are less than
Michaelis constant (Kin) of the key enzyme, tryptophan
hydroxylase, which regulates the synthesis of 5-HT. The
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intraneural concentrations of tryptophan may not be
sufficient to saturate the enzyme and small variations in
the availability of tryptophan may, thus , rapidly affect
the rate of 5-NT synthesis (10, 14, 33). In addition ,
tryptophan hydroxylase does not seem to be inhibited by
high concentrations of 5-hydroxytryptophan , 5-NT or 5-
hydroxyindolacetic acid (5—HIAA) ; this indicates that
there is no product feedback inhibition (32, 38).

Brain tryptophan is derived from plasma and a
proportionality exists between brain and plasma tryptophan
concentrations (15). All factors controlling the level of
plasma tryptophan should be taken into consideration
therefore, when explaining mechanisms controlling 5—HT
turnover in the brain.

C. Liver Tryptophan Pyrrolase Activity
Most of the tryptophan from the blood is

metabolized by liver tryptophan pyrrolase (LTP). We
therefore, measured the LTP activity in the awake and
hibernating hamsters, following the method of Knox and
Auerbach (30). Experiments were performed in the winter
season. Active animals were kept under constant condi-
tions at 25°C; hibernating individuals were kept in a dark,
quiet room at 4 - 6°C.

We found that the activity of this enzyme
measured at 37°C decreased by more than 40% during
hibernation (Fig. 3) (8, 39). Furthermore, we have found
that the activity of LTP was strongly temperature
dependent and decreased to minimal values when measured at
10°C (8, 39). Thus, during hibernation, at very low body
temperatures, practically no tryptophan can be metabolized
and it becomes fully available for the 5-NT synthesis in
the brain. This forms a necessary prerequisite for an
increased 5—HT turnover in the brain of hibernating
animals because there is no dietary supply of tryptophan.

Immediately after arousal, the liver tryptophan
pyrrolase activity increased (Fig. 3). This increase was
not induced by the substrate, since it occurred also in
individuals without access to food. It was presumed,
therefore, that some hormonal factors may be responsible
for this increase. As it is known that LTP activity can
be increased by adrenal steroids (30, 49), the effect of
hydrocortisone on the acitvity of this enzyme was
estimated. It was found that hydrocortisone (1.5 mg/kg
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i.p.) increases LTP activity by 97%, 6 hours after i.p.
injection (Novotn~ , unpublished observation). Since it
is also known ( 12) that during awakening from hibernation
the level of corticosterone in the blood increases, it
is possible that the increase in the LTP activity after
awakening is induced by adrenal steroids.

These data may also contribute to explanation
of the obvious discrepancy observed in hibernating
individuals between the increased 5-HT content and an
increased 5-MT turnover in the brain. The lowered
activity of LTP, contributing to an increased 5-HT
synthesis, on the one hand, and the unchanged MAO
activity , limiting the rate of 5-MT destruction , on the
other hand, may induce the temporary accumulation of 5-
NT.

D. Effect of Tryptophan Feeding on Induction and
Frequency of Hibernation
In the prehibernation period, the increase of

5-MT turnover could be controlled by changes in tryptophan
concentration in the blood, arising from the food. It
is well known that during the prehibernation period
substantial changes in feeding pattern and food consumption
occur (35, 36). In additiOn , an increased metabolism
in the cold must also contribute to an increase in food
consumption.

As a result of the increased food consumption
the concentration of amino acids in the blood may increase
substantially. It is tempting , therefore, to speculate
that the feeding behaviour might induce changes in brain
5—MT turnover and that this may influence eventually, the
pattern of hibernation.

Following this line of reasoning the effect of a
tryptophan—rich diet on the induction and frequency of
hibernation was studied. Golden hamsters were placed in a
quiet dark room, where the temperature ranged between 4—
6°C. Control animals were fed corn diet (containing 9 mg
of tryptophan/g protein) ad libitum, while experimental
groups received 5 mg or 15 mg of d,l-tryptophan/g of corn
food, respectively. This corresponds to 58 or 174 mg of
tryptophan/g protein. Patterns of hibernation were
studied using the sawdust method.

Animals of all groups entered hibernation after
about 8 weeks in the cold. Then the occurrence of
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hibernation increased in the group receiving the trypto-
phan—rich diet (Fig. 4). The effect seemed to be dose
dependent. The experiment was repeated in the spring
(Fig. 4 ) .  In this season very few animals entered
hibernation , but again , in the group receiving tryptophan-
rich diet there was an increased tendency for hibernation .

It can be concluded , therefore , that the
presence of tryptophan in the food may facil itate the
occurrence of hibernation. On the other hand , it must be
stated , that neither the seasonal trends for hibernation
nor the length of induction period pr ior to onset of
hibernation were influenced by tryptophan feeding. In
addition to that, no signif icant changes in the length of
individual hibernating periods were observed (Fig. 5).
The increased frequency of hibernation was mostly due to
shortening of awakeninq periods between individual
hibernation bouts (Table 1).

On the basis of the above findings it seems
reasonable to conclude that an increase in food consump-
tion and a lowering of the LTP activity contribute to an
increase in concentration of tryptophan in the blood.
This forms the prerequisite for increasing the 5—NT
turnover. Increased activity of 5—MT pathways facilitates
the occurrence of hibernation. Processes, which are
influenced by the increased activity of 5-NT pathways
during hibernation are not identifiable from our
experiments, however.

III. SEROTONIN METABOLISM IN THE BRAIN OF AWAKE HIBERNATORS

In order to explain the role of 5-NT pathways in
hibernation , studies on non-hibernating individuals were
first conducted . These experiments were designed to
clarify the role of 5—NT in thermoregulation and in
influercing the activity of some hormonal glands.

The significance of various neurotransmitters for
thermoregulation of non-hibernators has been studied
extensively in recent years (for review see 20). Even
though great interspecies differences have been found, two
models which specified the role of various neurotrans-
mitters in thermoregulation can be formulated (Fig . 6) .

In the monkey , it is postulated (37) that two
anatomir~al1y distinct neurochemical pathways originate in
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TABLE 1

Total time of awakening during hibernation periods
of golden hamsters fed by tryptophan-rich diet

(related to an individual)

controls 5 mg of tryptophan/g 15 m g of tryptophan/g
of corn of corn

15.6 days 12.6 days 10.6 days

Data calculated for the month of January

the anterior preoptic region of the hypothalamus and
project to the posterior hypothalamus via cholinergic
structures. While the activation of 5-NT pathways is
considered necessary for maintenance of heat production ,
the noradrenaline (NA) pathways seem to either inhibit the
cholinergic part of the heat production pathway or to
antagonize the hypothalamic action of 5-HT. Furthermore,
it has been suggested that the suppression of the heat
production system permits the cholinergic system in the
posterior hypothalamus to activate the efferent heat loss
pathway , which could also be influenced by extrahypo—
thalamic impulses.

The above hypothesis is not applicable to other
groups of animals, namely to ungulates and rodents. For
these animals a neuronal model with reciprocal inhibition
between heat production and heat loss was suggested by
Bligh et al. (4). According to this model, 5—UT acts to
increase the heat loss and to reduce heat production ,
whereas NA is thought to cause inhibition of heat loss and
heat production systems at synapses posterior to those for
5—1-IT. According to this model the serotonergic pathways
would come into action dur ing an animal’ s exposure to
heat , while NA pathways would be stimulated in cold
exposure. This concept is supported in biochemical
studies which show that in rats the 5-NT turnover
increases with heat exposure, while the NA turnover is
enhanced with cold exposure (52 , 53) .

No substantial attempt has been made thus far, in
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A. In the monkey, the eero tonin (5-FIT) containing
cells in the anterior hypothalamus seem to be
activated by ooling which stimulates heat production
mechanisms via cholinergic structures in the
posterior hypothalamus. Noradrenaline (NA ) contain-
ing cells may be activated by wax~ning and may
inhibit either the 5-FIT or the cholinergic path-
WayB in the anterior hypothalamus. Due to sup-
pression of heat production pathways the second
cholinergic system in the posterior hypothalamus
may activate efferent heat loss pathways (From
37) .  B. In the sheep, the stimulation of 5-FIT
containing cells by warming activates the heat
lose pathway. Activation of (NA ) containing cells
either reduces heat production at high temperatures
(synapse d) or decreases heat loss at low tempera-
tures (synapse a)  (From 4) .
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elucidating the role of central aminergic transmission of
hibernators. Only Beckman and Satinoff (2)  have shown
that the intraventricular injections of ainines induce
arousal from hibernation .

A. Intraventricular Infusions of Biogenic Ainines at
Different  Temperatures
In our experiments the effect of intraven-

tricular infusions of 5-NT (Siig/kg, at a rate of
5p 1/min) was studied in awake golden hamsters exposed to
30 or 15°C in different seasons of the year (21) . Animals
were kept all year round in a constant environment (25°C,
12L:12D cycle of illumination). A short-lasting (about
1 hr) decrease in body temperature , depending on the
temperature of the environment (0.95°C at 30°C and 1.74 at
15°C , respectively) was observed , indicating the activa-
tion of heat loss mechanisms (Fig. 7). Heat production
remained essentially unchanged, although there was a
considerable variation in individual data during any one
experiment. No differences were observed in different
seasons of the year and no signs of entering torpidity
could be detected . These data did not reveal any striking
differences between golden hamsters and other rodents, as
observed by other authors. It was concluded, therefore,
that the mere surplus of 5—M T in the brain was not
sufficient for inducing hibernation. An additional possi-
bility could be that the serotonergic pathways responsible
for hibernation are not located in the vicinity of the
third ventricle and that the infused 5-UT becomes
metabolized before reaching the active serotonergic area .
This is not probable , however, since the concentration of
5—NT used in our experiments was sufficiently large. On
the other hand, it must also be taken into consideration
that it has been found that the increased concentration or
turnover of 5—UT in the brain may not necessarily lead to
an increase in functional activity of the serotonergic
pathways (16).

In this connection our experiments studying the
effect of NA and acetycholine (ACh) infusions into the
third brain ventricle should also be mentioned (Fig. 8 and
9). In accordance with published data (20) on non-
hibernators, an inhibition of the increased heat pro-
duction in the cold was observed after NA (5iig/kg , at a
rate of SILl/mm ). No effect we~s visible at the thermno-
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neutral zone. Acetylcholirie (5~.mg/kg , at a rate of 5~.il/
m m )  stimulated heat production in the therinoneutral
environment, while in the cold it had an inhibitory
effect on heat production initially , followed by a
compensatory increase in. heat production. All changes
observed were short-lasting and , again, no signs of
entering torpodity were observed. Similarly as for the
infusion of 5-NT, no seasonal differences in response
could be detected.

B. Serotonin Turnover in the Brain after Exposure
to Different Temperatures
The 5-NT turnover was studied in non-hibernating

golden hamsters during exposure to different temperatures
(40). Animals were kept at 25°C and then were exposed to
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high (36°C ) ,  or low (6 °C) temperatures for different
periods of time.

Exposure to 6°C increased the 5-NT turnover , the
greatest increase (400%) being observed after 12 hours.
Later on, the 5—NT turnover decreased and after 7 days in
the cold it returned to and remained at the original level
for 21 days. Essentially the same picture could be traced
in warm—exposed individuals, indicating that the activity
of 5-NT pathways is not related specifically to the
temperature stimulus (40; Novotn~ , unpublished obser-
vation).

These data are only partially consistent with
those obtained from non—hibernating species, such as white
rat and mouse. In these animals short-term exposure to
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warm raises the 5-NT turnover, whereas cold exposure
decreases it (19 , 45 , 5 3) .  No time course of changes
was measured in earlier studies, however.

C. Liver Tryptophan Pyrrolase Activity af ter
Exposure to Different Temperatures
Since a certain reciprocity between 5-NT

turnover and LTP activity was observed during the
hibernation cycle in our previous experiments, the LTP
activity was also measured in non—hibernating golden
hamsters kept ~t 25°C. Experiments were performed in the
spring. The aim of these experiments was to relate the
time course of LTP activity to the 5-NT turnover .
Experiments were performed on non-hibernating golden
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hamsters kept at 25°C and then exposed to 6°C or 36°C for
different periods of time (39). A lowering of LTP
activity was observed 3 — 6 hr after exposure either to
warm (by 41%) or to cold (by 45%). Within 24 hr the
activity returned to the original level. After 7 days of
cold exposure the activity was markedly increased.
Although an inverse relationship between LTP activity and
5-NT turnover could be traced in the early phase (up to 6
hr after temperature exposure), further analysis did
not reveal any relationship between 5-NT turnover and LTP
activity in the later phase. Similarity of the responses
both in warm— and cold—exposed animals, however, seemed to
indicate that changes in 5-MT turnover and LTP activity
are not related to temperature stimulus per se , but rather
a reaction common to exposure of stressful conditions.

D. Steroid Production after Exposure to Different
Temperatures -

-

As it has been suggested by Selye (50) that in
non-hibernating mammals during the stress reaction there
is an increased production of steroids from the adrenal
cortex, it was of interest to study the release of
steroids in golden hamsters in response to temperature
stress. The plasma cortisol concentration of non-
hibernating golden hamsters exposed to 6 or 36°C for
different periods of time was measured by the method of
Purwes and Sirett (44). Cortisol is the main corticoid
fraction in this species (13), although corticosterorte in
smaller quantities is also present. It was found that
neither the exposure to cold , nor the exposure to warm
increased the cortisol level in the blood (Table 2).
These observations agree with earlier findings (11 , 12,
47). Thus, it was confirmed , that golden hamsters differ
from other homeotherms in that they do not show an alarm
reaction typical for other homeotherms when exposed to
cold. Furthermore , these experiments indicated that in
golden hamsters exposed to various temperatures in the non-
hibernating state the changes in the LTP activity and the
5-MT turnover are not related to the production of
steroids. This contrasts with the situation during
arousal from hibernation in the golden hamsters and with
our recent data on rats which show similar patterns of
changes in LTP activity and in production of steroids
after cold exposure. In rats, corticosterone level in the

S- - - ~~ - - - - . - - - - -~~~~
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blood increases 4 times after 3 hours in 5°C , then
decreases gradually, and reaches the original level after
several days. LTP activity increases by 50% after 6 hours
and returns to the original level within the f i rs t  day of
cold exposure (Table 3).

IV. THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF 5-NT PATHWAYS IN HIBERNATION

Data presented above suggest that the control of body
temperature in awake animals is not under the strong
influence of serotonergic pathways. To answer the
question concerning physiological processes rela ted to the
increased 5-NT turnover in hibernation we presented a
hypothesis in our earlier paper (23), that the activation
of serotonergic pathways is responsible for the release of
hormonal factors from the hypothalamus controlling the
adenohypophysis. Our recent experiments showing that in
the non-hibernating golden hamsters there is no relation-
ship between steroid release from adrenals and 5-NT
turnover in the brain seem to exclude the possibility that
the pituitary adrenal axis is under control of seroto-
nergic pathways in the non-hibernating individuals. This,
however , does not mean that other hormones released from
the adenohypophysis , namely gonadotrophic hormones and
TSH , may not be under the control of serotonergic
pathways. On the contrary , there is ample evidence in the
literature showing that the release of these hormones is
suppressed by the increased activity of serotonergic 

-

pathways in non—hibernating species (6, 9, 27, 28, 29, 48 ,
60) .

The evidence presented above allows us to suggest a
model describing the time sequence of phenomena leading to
the onset of hibernation. It should be emphasized, however,
that the following model is highly speculative. Our purpose
is to stimulate further discussion on the subject, rather
than to present a definitive and clear picture of how
hibernation is initiated .

it is assumed that serotonergic pathways play an
important role in controlling processes leading to
hibernation. The crucial point in this model is that
there exists an annual clock triggering hibernation
mechan ism which changes the responses of the animal to
increase supply of tryptophan in the diet. This clock
prevents hibernation in the spring and facilitates it in
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the fall .  The clock is associated with a food intake
center in the ventromedial hypothalamus. When winter
approaches , an increased amount of food is consumed . As
a consequence, the concentration of tryptophan in the
blood increases and it becomes available in a greater
extent for the increased activity of 5-HT pathways.
These pathways influence the release of some hypothalamic
factors controlling the adenohypophysis and related
endocrine glands. In this manner the production of
gonadotrophic and thyrotrophic hormones may be lowered .
The lowered concentrations of hormones in the blood in
turn may lower the activity of LTP which results in an
increased supply of 5-FIT to the brain and potentiates
the further lowering of activity of the endocrine glands.
Due to changes in production of some hormones, changes
in peripheral tissues occur , enabling the survival of
the animal under hypothermic cnnditions.
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AUTONOMIC REGULATION OF HIBERNATION BY
CITELLUS AND EPTESICUS

John W. Twente and Janet Twente
Dalton Research Center and

Division of Biological Sciences
University of Missouri-Columbia
Columbia , Missouri , U.S .A.  65201

ABSTRACT

Autonomic control of natural hibernation was
demonstrated in Cite hue laterahia, C. colwnbianue and
Epteaicu a f uacue . Hibernators are difficult to arouse
early in the period of hibernation; later, less stimuli
are required to provoke premature arousal. Arousal is
stimulated through a sympathetic reflex. This reflex
was mimicked by a 8-adrenergic , dose-response relation-
ship of injected catecholainines, potency: (isoproterenol
> epinephrine ~ norepinephrine > phenylephrine); progres-
sively smaller dosages provoked premature arousal as
the period of hibernation proceeded. Termination of
the period of hibernation is metabolically determined
and expressed through progressive irritability.
Hibernation is maintained , actively, through parasympa-
thetic suppression of sympathetic stimuli resulting in
non—thermogenic, inhibited arousal. This autonomic
hibernation maintenance response (AHMR ) was described
as the regulator of hibernation which operated until it
was incapable of suppressing the sympathetic. Failure
of ANMR to inhibit arousal was considered the result of
changes (either ±) in thresholds of central neurones
which determine progressive irritability. A model of
autonomic control is presented. Diving responses (DR)
elicited during hibernation suggested a possible origin
of AHMR; evolutionary parallelism for DR utilization
would explain species similarity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most of our efforts these last fifteen years
have been devoted to the investigation of the factors
which cause provoked and spontaneous arousal from
hibernation. Our goal has been to try to understand
the bases of the mechanisms which govern the initiation
of arousal and, thereby, to determine the physiological
regulators of the period of hibernation itself.
Concurrently, we have explored the endocrinological
features which determine the seasonal pattern of
hibernating behavior.

Routinely, we monitor, continuously, the body
temperature (Tb), respiratory patterns and electrocard-
iograms (ECG’s) of several hibernating mammals in
varying physiological states. In the course of these
long-term observations, we have gained insight into
certain aspects of the regulation of hibernation by
the nervous system. -

Current emphasis concerning the mechanisms of
the initiation of arousal from hibernation and the
maintenance of hibernation involves the regulation of
therntogenesis and the consequent active therinoregulation
throughout the period of hibernation (2,8,31,34).
We feel that not only is this approach to the problem
misleading, it is basically incorrect. Instead, we
are becoming increasingly convinced that the maintenance
of the state of hibernation is independent of thermoreg—
ulation.

There seems to be no question that the central
nervous system is active during hibernation (4,5,17,26,
32,33,37,40). Controversies seem to center around
matters of where in the brain, how much and when does
activity occur (4,5,8,9,17,26,32,33,34,38,40)

The autonoinic nervous system, however , definitely
has been indicated as a regulator of some aspects of
hibernation (13). Lyman and O’Brien (28,29) demonstrat-
ed that cardiac arrythinias during induction could be
abolished by atropine and concluded that the parasym-
pathetic was functional although not essential for
induction. Chatfield and Lyman (3) and Lyman and
O’Brien (27, 28, 29) showed that the arousal process
is under sympathetic control. Lyman and O’Brien (28,
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29) considered the heart to be under sympathetic
control but that the effect of the parasympathetic
during hibernation was minimal and could not be
evidenced unless the heart was in a state of cardio—
acceleration. Finally they concluded (28) “...the
parasympathetic system has a regulatory , but not
essential effect on the heart rate as the animal
enters hibernation, and has minimal effect during
hibernation and arousal.”

Lyman and O’Brien (30) also demonstrated that
muscle action potentials (MAP’s) precede cardioacceler-
ation. Because MA1~’s could be abolished by curarization
or by spinal secticM, they considered cardioacceleration
to be a !ympathetic reflex from the MAP ’s. Johansen ,
Krog and Reite (12) reported that vagal function
persisted in the hypothermic hedgehog at Tb ~~ - 7

0

C. -

Cardiac arrythmias (suggesting to us parasympathetic
activity) during hibernation or induction have been
shown to be present in the ECG’s of hedgehogs,
Erinaceus europaeue (6,16,19); birchmice, Sicieta
betuhina (11); European hamsters, Cricetue crice tue
(16); garden dormice, Ehioinye quercinue (16,35);
marmots, Marinota monax (24) and M . flaviventrie (39)
and ground squirrels, Citehlue citelbua (16); C.
beecheyi (40) ; C. frankhini (6); C. laterahia (46) ;
C. par~ryi (6); and C. tridecemhineatue (23,27).

In this report we will demonstrate that hibernation
is maintained and regulated actively through a parasympa-
thetic response and that arousal proceeds when this
parasympathetic response can no longer overcome
sympathetic drive. We will try to demonstrate that
progressive changes of levels in central nervous
thresholds to sympathetic stimuli will determine
whether arousal occurs or whether it will be inhibited
through parasympathetic influences.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Golden-mantled ground squirrels (Cite l lue
Spermophilue latera hiB) undergo seasonal changes in
hibernating behavior consisting of an “adaptive”
autumn pattern, a constant and predictable winter
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pattern and a “deadaptive” spring pattern of hibernating
behavior (45). If animals are improperly fed and
maintained, or if handled or otherwise disturbed when
they are aroused between periods of hibernation, they
undergo physiological changes which result in erratic
patterns of hibernating behavior resembling the
seasonal patterns indicated above. We have considered
these responses to be indicators of hibernation
stress (45,50).

Table 1 summarizes some of the responses that
relate to these phenomena.

Similar seasonal and stress patterns have been
measured for the Columbian ground squirrel (C.
coiwnbianue ) (Moy and Twente, unpublished). We have
preliminary indications that hibernating behavior of
the big brown bat , (Epteaicue fu8cua) basically is
not unlike that of the ground squirrels in respect to
seasonal patterns and stress (unpublished).

Although some of our methods for the care and
maintenance of ground squirrels have been published
(45) we should elaborate upon them. A repetition of
our methods which allows for the attainment and
discernment of unstressed animals would enhance a
repetition of :esults and at the same time help to
explain certain discrepancies between our findings
and those of others. Our studies have been made
possible through the following procedures which
result in predictable hibernation which probably
resembles that which occurs under natural conditions.

Our colony of C. laterahia is added to yearly
with wild—trapped, adult animals to replace those
lost through attrition. Therefore, we are studying
animals of ages ranging from one to 12 years, the
majority of which, of course, are in the younger
bracket. The essence of occasional gerontological
excess shown by some of these ground squirrels seems
to lie in good and gentle care, proper food and
comfortable housing.

A. Diet
A simple, relatively natural diet of

sunflower seeds and oranges will carry a ground
squirrel in a healthy, non—obese state through to old
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age with successful, and natural, yearly hibernation.
This diet has none of the complicating factors of
many laboratory chows which often cause obesity and
have been shown to contain animal hormones which may
deleteriously influence experimental results (10).
After the season of hibernation when the animals have
been returned to the animal colony, they are given
drops of vitamin D-3 and sunlamp treatments at weekly
intervals for a period of approximately one month.

B. Housing
Animals are housed individually in roomy

cages 30 x 37 x 23 cm, at 21 to 22°C. Cedar shavings
are furnished in abundance and cotton batting is
supplied for nesting material. When cages are changed ,
the nests are transferred with the animal. Animals
are weighed, lower incisors cut and cages changed at
biweekly intervals. When summer weight patterns
cease escalating and gonadal regression is completed,
animals are considered ready for hibernation and are
placed in steel hibernation cages 30 x 25 x 15 cm with
their nests, shavings and food, and placed in environmental
rooms at 40 — 5°C. Hibernation usually begins within
24 hr (if it had not already been initated in the
animal quarters). During the season of hibernation,
the ground squirrels never are disturbed excepting
for experiments; cages never are changed (they do not
get dirty) and manipulations such as weighing or
electrode placement take place only when the animals
are in the hibernating state. Effort is made not to
enter the cold rooms when an animal is aroused.
Active and noisy individuals are not allowed to
remain in the environmental chamber because their
disturbance may cause stressful reactions to other
aroused hibernators. Several hibernating species
frequently are kept in the same environmental room
with no adverse effects being observed upon hibernating
behavior.

C. Records
A thermocouple placed in the nest measures

the duration of the segments of the cycle of hibernation.
Durations of the periods of hibernation, arousal,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~- -~~~ - -~~~~-_ _ _
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activity and induction are determined to the nearest
hour from recordings printed at 6 mm intervals on
time-printed chart paper by L & N 16—point recording
potentiometers. Each animal is designated by number
and individual records, charted daily , reveal the
status of that animal in respect to its cycle of
hibernation, seasonal pattern and degree of hibernation
stress shown, if any.

D. Environmental Rooms
Remote, dark, quiet cold rooms (Forina

Scientific) with little air circulation have produced
an environment conducive to natural hibernation.
Each room is equipped with two coils and two compressors.
Each compressor is equipped with a hand capacity
valve to regulate the temperature of the coil. This
allows for the maintenance of relatively warm coils
with the avoidance of icing. In addition, defrost
consists of a compressor shutti~ g down at four
hr intervals for a few minutes to allow for the
evaporation of water that has condensed on the coils.
This system allows for non-cyclical temperature
records and a constancy of room temperature varying
less than ± 0 .5 °C. The microenvironment (Tpe )
within the cage is virtually invariable. Such precision
is desirable although by no means essential to good
hibernation research, incidentally.

E. Bats
Hibernating big brown bats, Epteaicu e

fu ecue were captured in local caves , taken to the
laboratory, weighed and placed singly in specially—
designed recording chiropteran hibernacula. These
tin cans with small holes punched in the lids for
ventilation were lined with sponge rubber which was
kept constantly moist. This simple technique allows
for hibernation as it occurs in the wild state. A
small dish of water was kept filled for drinking.
Three thermocouples one each at high, middle and low
levels of the container recorded the position of the
bat whenever it aroused and wherever it moved when
awake. The durations of periods of activity, induction,
hibernation and arousal could be estimated to within
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5 m m .  In late spring, the bats were returned unharmed
to the wild without having exhibited excessive weight
loss. The ability to fly did not seem to be impeded
by the winter’s confinement. Data obtained from
several years, using these methods, indicate that
patterns of hibernation are similar to those of
ground squirrels.

F. Electrocardiograms
ECG ’s were measured by a Grass Model 7

Polygraph. Recordings were made continuously, usually
at chart speeds of 25 Imn/min. ECG’s of ground squirrels
were obtained from electrodes made from #27 stainless
steel hypodermic needles. An important modification
of technique of that which we have reported (46)
involved pushing the needle under the skin and out
the other side. The tip was then secured with a
small piece of cork. This procedure eliminated
needle prick stimulation which frequently occurs when
needles merely are placed under the skin with the tip
exposed since under these conditions any movement
causes a stimulus from the needle tip.

ECG’s of bats were obtained from electrodes made
from #33 stainless steel orthodontic wire. These
were twisted into a form inspired by a safety pin .
Approximately 5-7 mm of electrode was pushed through
the skin and out the other side where it was secured
to itself by a bend in the wire. ECG’s were obtained
from a quasi Lead I positioning in that the negative
pole was placed at the level of the right shoulder
and the positive on the chest near the proximal part
of the left humerus.

G. Respiration
Respiratory patterns of ground squirrels

usually were recorded simultaneously with the ECG ’s.
These were obtained from pulmonary belts manufactured
from a strip of a 6 mm rubber surgical tubing.
Pieces of Velcro were sewed to the ends of the rubber
strip so that they could be secured around the chest
of the ground squirrels. A thread from the pulmonary
belt was tied to a strain gauge transducer. Any
movement registered by the animal was recorded from
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this by the Polygraph. This system is so sensitive
that pulse pressure from the heart may be clearly
indicated on the records as well as respiratory and
other movements.

H. Drugs
Catecholamine dosages were administered

i.p. on a pg base/animal basis. Using a Hamilton
microliter syringe, appropriate quantities were with-
drawn from the vials or bottles and mixed in a 1.0 ml
syringe with 0.5 ml .Ol5M pH 7.65 TES buffer (N—tris
[Hydroxymethyl] methyl 1-2-aminoethane sulfonic
acid) . Prior experience has shown that the absolute
weight of the animal is not critical for the deterinina-
tion of the arousing effects of catecholamines (47).
Should a pg/kg dosage transformation be desired, the
C. lateralie used in these experiments averaged 240 ±
50 g (s.d.). The compounds administered included
isoproterenol (I) (IsuprelR, Winthrop); epinephrine
CE ) (AdrenalineR , Parke , Davis) ; norepinephrine (NE )
(LevophedR, Winthrop); and phenylephrine (P) (Neo-
synephrineR , Winthrop).

I .p. injection was administered dorso—
laterally without otherwise touching the animal. The
distinction between the abdominal and the pleuroperi-
cardial cavity may he observed by the presence of a
concavity on the side of the hibernating ground
squirrel immediately anterior to the thigh. At this
point , a 9 mm #26 hypodermic needle is pushed straight
in to its extremity. This site of injection insures
the best success avoiding the pleural cavity and
minimizes the possibilities of ineffective injections
because of injection directly into the intestine or
mesenteric fat. Success of catecholamine injections
was determined by ECG patterns after latent periods
ranging from 5 to 45 m m .  Latent periods of therrnogenic
effects (47), as measured by thermocouple implants
(44) or thermocouple belts (49), appeared within 30
to 45 mm after the first cardiac effects were
evident.

Atropine sulfate (Welicome) was administered
i.p. as follows : 200 pg to ground squirrels, C.
latera i ’z-.e and C. co lurnbianue , and 20 pg to the bat, E.
fuecue.
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I. Diving tests
Hibernating C. latera lie with ECG electrodes

attached previously were removed from their hibernation
cages and placed in small, wire baskets which allowed
for the continuation of hibernation in the character-
istic, curled posture. Water (the temperature of
which was found to be irrelevant since equal responses
were obtained with water ranging from 1° to 44°C) was
then slowly squirted on the muzzle from beneath the
animal with a needleless 35 ml syringe. The stimulus,
applied for 15 - 20 sec, was indicated simultaneously
on the Polygraph via a signal marker. A control
stimulus for the water involved gentle stroking of
the muzzle with cotton—tipped applicators.

III. RESULTS

A. Arrythmias
Variations in the duration of diastole

universally distinguish the cardiac patterns of C.
latera lie, C. colwnbianue and E. fu ecue throughout
the period of hibernation as well as during induction
and early arousal. Electrocardiographic patterns
(Fig. 1) illustrate these sinus arrythinias which
originate at the S — A pacemaker which is under
central sympathetic and parasympathetic control. As
will be shown, diastolic arrythinias characterized by
long R — R intervals are the result of parasympathetic
stimulation of the heart. Shortened R - R intervals
indicate sympathetic stimulation. Frequency histograms
of R — R intervals (usually n = 50) under each of the
experimental situations show the relative activities
of central sympathetic and parasympathetic action as
it is expressed peripherally by the heart.

Parasympathetic determination of these
arrythmias was confirmed by i.p. injection of atropine
to hibernating animals. Atropinization in these
hibernators was achieved after a latent period of a
minimum of two hr after injection. In most instances,
the maximum development of the atropine effect was
apparent between 3 to 4 hrs. Usually the effects
of atropine were no longer apparent (nor statistically
detectable) at 20 to 30 hrs after injection. Criteria
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Fig. 1. ECO ’s of hibernating Citellua lateralis (with
3 leads taken simultaneously), Epteeicua fuecus and
C. columbianuB illustrate diastolic arry thmiaa
characteristic of hibernating mcvnnals. The duration of
the depolarization of the heart of E. fuscus (0.8 eec),
C. lateralis (1.4 eec) and C. columbianus (2.0 eec) i8
consistent with body weights of 15 - 20 g, 200 - 300 g,
and 400 - 700 g respectively and therefore the relatively
increased cardiac masses.

for atropinization included partial or complete
abolition of diastolic arrythinias; abbreviation of
the duration of the R R intervals; and the resultant
tachycardia. The effect of atropine plainly can be
determined through inspection of the ECG’s themselves,
the sequential plots of the durations of the R - R
intervals and the frequency histograms of the durations
of the 50 R — R intervals (Fig. 2).

Table 2 reports a statistical comparison of
the results before and after atropinization. For
each individual of each species, the average R - R
interval was reduced (Student t—test P > 0.001). Based
on 50 consecutive R — R intervals for hibernation and
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Table 2. Ef1 c-ts of atropine on the heart rate and duration of 8 — 8 intervals.

During 60

During the 60 minutes of

minutes maximum

before atropine atropinization Change

X + s . d .  X +  s.d.

( . iu t ( p ( 1 / 7 : ~ N 11

Average l I l - . r t  rate 5.30 + 0.64 9.42 + 2.35 + 78

Average P — P (see) 11.27 + 1.32* 6.61 + 1.80
1 

— 41

Minimum P — R (~;ec) 7.98 + 1.30 6.08 + 1.39 — 24

Maximum R — R m e l -- )  14.46 + 2. 32 7. 77 + 2.53 — 46

Max 8 — P/Mm P — 8 1.84 + 0.36 1.26 4 0.25 — 32

C. )()1,Wflbianub N = 3 
- -

A v - r~1qe hear t  rate 2 . 5  + 0.4 3.5 + 0.9 + 37

+
Average P — P (sec) 24.9 + 3.1* 18.8 + 4.5 — 25

Minimum P — R (sec) 16.5 + 1.0 16.7 + 3. 8 + 1

Maximum P - P (see) 27 .1  + 4.0 21.7 + 3. 8 — 20

Ma x P — P/Mm P — R 1 .6 + 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1 — 20

E. jM -e(4:~ N = 1

Average hear t  r a t e  5. 2 11.3 +117

Average N — N (sec) 11.5 I 1.3k 5 .3  + 
~~f 

— 54

M i n i m u m  P — P (see) 8. 8 5. 3 - 40

M a x i m u m  P — R (see) 13.8 5.3 - 62

M a x R - 8 / M i n P — R  1.6 1.0 - 3 8

1’ . / t J (~( p ( z / / :~ N o n — h i b e r n a t i n g  N 4

Average h e a r t  r~~t ’.- 355. + 63 462.  + 22 + 30

M i n i m u m  14 — H (see) 0.18 + 0 .03* 0 .14 + 0.05+ — 22

M , x i m u m  P — P (see) 0 .38 + 0 .01  0 .14 + 0 .05  — 62

Ma x ft — 14/Mm I- — R 2 .12 0 . 3 5  1.05 + 0 .06  — 50

* h e e - t l  on 50 P - R in terva 1~ immedia te ly  p r io r  to inj ec t ion .

+ It~ sed on 50 c:onsecutive ft - P .
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for atropinized hibernation of C. laterali e (n =

11), the increase in average heart rate, the reductions
in the durations of the average R - R interval and
the maximum R - R interval are significant (Student
t—test P > 0.001). A reduction in the minimum R - R
interval associated with an increase in sympathetic
activity did not always occur. A reduction in the
maximum R - R interval (2 - 12 sec) indicating a
direct effect of atropine upon the blocking of
cardiac , parasympathetic receptors, appeared in all
animals. The reduction of the ratio of the maximum
R - R/minimum R - R was approximately the same for
all animals of the three species.

Data from atropinized, non-hibernating C.
lateralis (200 pg/animal with a 10 - 20 mm latent
period) also show an increase in average heart rate
and reductions in maximum and minimum R — R intervals
and a similar reduction in the ratio of these intervals.

B. Induction into Hibernation —

Intervals of tachycardia followed by
diastolic arrythinias characterize induction into
hibernation of C. lateralis (Fig. 3). As Tb declines,
the periods of extended diastole become increasingly
frequent. A similar pattern of arrhythmia of slightly
less magnitude occurs during induction of E. fuecue
(Fig. 3). For C. lateralis, the maximum R - R/ininimuzn
R - R ratio is reduced from about 5 at 10°C to
approximately 2 at 4.5°C. In E. fuscue, the maximum
R - R/mjnixnuxn R - R at 10°C is 2 and does not decline
further with lowered body temperatures.

C. Hiberr~ation
ECG ’s were obtained from unstressed

animals hibernating in the established winter pattern
of hibernating behavior at Tb = 5°C. The ECG ’s,
sequential plots of durations of R - R intervals,
and frequency histograms of the R - R durations for
hibernating C. latera lis, E. fuacus and C. colwnbianue

-, 

are illustrated in figure 4. At this level of
temperature , the heart rates of C. latera lis and E.
fu scus range from 4 to 7 b/mm , whereas the heart
rate of C. colwnbianus is 2 to 4 b/ mm . The maximum
R - R/mninimum R - R (approximately 1.5 to 2) is the
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Fig. 3. ECG ’s of Citellus lateralis and Eptesicus
fuscus show the pronounced diastolic arry thmias
characteristic of induction. The bip hasic distribution
of the R - R intervals indicate the variable para-
sympathetic/sympathetic dominance. The reduction in
the frequency of the short duration F? - R intervals
and the increased frequency of the long duration F? - F?
intervals reflects increased parasynrpathetic control.
Microenviro,vnenta 1 temperatures of the ground squirrel ’s
nest and the bat hibernaculum were 4.5°C. The body
temperatures during the t ime the ECG ’B were obtained
is indicated.

same for all three species (Tables 2,3,4 and 5).
The frequency histograms of the duration of the R - R
intervals indicate a single homogeneous population.

The range of the durations of the R - R
intervals during hibernation is less than that shown

4 —
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‘lable 3.  I ’l I , u l li s in duration Ill H — H j i l t  I,rvals during I I l l ( - ,

iilh ib ite d arousa ls.

During the

30 minutes D u r i n g

PI- I lIre inhibited

inhibited arousal arousal (
~~h a I l ’l 1 -

X + s . d .  X - ~~s.d.

I - . l a / I - T e l  I C  N = 26

Average heart r I II- 6.10 + 1.08

Minimum H — H Inl l:l 7.63 + 1.60 4.98 4 1.38 —

Maximum H — ~ (sec) 13. 63 + 3.49 16.30 + 4.67 + 19

Max P — 14/M~ n H — H 1.83 + 0.55 3.32 + 0.77 + 83

- ~e 1 0) 5)1 I r ! t - I U ( I  N 11

Average heart rate 2.88 + 0.43

M i n i m u m  Ii — H (500) 18.48 f 2.64 7.76 + 1.25 - 58

Maximu m H — H (9cc- ) 26.0 + 2 4 2  27.86 ± 6 . 4 2  + 7

Max H — H/Mm P — II 1.45 + 0.14 3.70 + 1.06 +155

E. J ’ua e u a N —  3

Average hear t  rate 5 . 2  + 0.1

Minimum P — P (see) 7 .5  + 0 2 .9  + 1.9 - £1

Maximum H — H (see) 14 .2  4 0 .7  17 .1  + 3 1  4 1

Max 14 — P/Mm P - 5 1.9 + 0.1 8.4 + 6 . 4  +349

during induction and suggests that autonomic activity,
therefore, may be reduced. In actuality, sympathetic
activity is reduced, and thus, parasympathetic
influences (as evidenced by the long R - R intervals)
are not so obvious. There appears to be little
question that the parasympathetic is dominant during
hibernation.

D. Inhibited Arousal
Inhibited arousal consists of alternate

sympathetic and parasympathetic bursts. Frequency
histograms of the durations of the R - R intervals of
C. latera lie, C. colwnbianua and E. fuscue indicate
a trend towards a biphasic distribution representing
the two arms of the autonomic nervous system (Fig. 5).

-

- 4 - -~ - - - -- - - -- - -- - ~~~~~~~~~--- -- -
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Table 4. changes in d u r a t i o n  of H - P intervals during the first 10

m i n u t e s  of spontaneous arousal  from hibernation.

During the During the

60 minutes before first 10 minutes

arou sa l  of arouscl Change

X -+
~ 
S.IL X + s.d .

C. lat~ rali n N 8

Ave rage heart rate 5.24 + 0.86

Minimum H — H (see) 7.98 + 0.94 4.79 + 1.53 — 40

M a x i m u m  H — P (sec) 16.45 4 3.70 11.15 + 6.52 — 32

Max P — P / M il l  P — P 2.10 + 0 6 1  2.38 + 1.08 + 13

C .  l s ) l U f l t h i l 2 f l U I I  N S 
-

Average heart rate 3.4 
~ 
0.9

M i n im um P — P (n.- ) 17.8 + 4.5 6.3 + 1.2 - 6 5

Maximum P — H (900)  24.8 + 3.6 17.4 + 4.7 — 30

Max P — 14/Mm P — 8 1.4 ± 0 .2  2.8 4 0~
( + 9 3

is . fuinsua N = 1

Average I l l - . r C  ra t .-  5.9

Minimum H — H (5cc)  5 .0  0 . 7  —614

Maximum P — H ( s i - I s )  12~~ 3 .3  - 278

h e x H - I l / M m  II — H 2 .5  4 . 7  4 88

Sequential plots of the R - R intervals indicate
that reestablishment of the pattern of hibernation
is rapidly attained .

Inhibited arousals occur spontaneously or
after disturbance. Extrinsic factors which at times
may provoke inhibited arousal include handling , i.p.
injection, electrode implacement, loud noise or cage
bumping. Intrinsic factors which have been observed
occasionally to initiate inhibited arousal include
movement and deep inhalation. Tachycardia associated
with breathing occurs only in some individuals and
may appear during , before ,or after respiration in C.
lateralie.

Changes in ECG patterns, sequential R - R
intervals and frequency histograms for the durations
of R - R intervals are illustrated during spontaneous,
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Fig . 5. Con?parieon of ECG ’e of the three epecie8 during
short inhibited arousa l shows that the sympathetic
activation followed by parasynrpathetic inhibition is
similar. Reduction in the duration of the R - R interval
indicates increased sympathetic activity. 
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inhibited arousals of short duration for the three
species in figure 5. Comparison of these data with
those for the same animals recorded 30 mm previously
(Fig. 4) shows that an increase in heart rate with a
consequent decrease in the R — R duration occurs
prior to the long, diastolic arrythinia which signals
the beginning of the inhibition of arousal. The ECG
patterns of inhibition of arousal are similar for
the three species under consideration.

Table 3 presents data obtained during
short, inhibited arousals (Fig. 5) as well as longer
inhibited arousal.s of 30 to 60 mm duration. Indivi-
duals of the three species studied show several
inhibited arousals during a single period of hiberna-
tion. The durations of the minimum R - R and maximum
R - R intervals during inhibited arousal within a
single period of hibernation were similar and were
seen to occur at any time until the initiation of
complete arousal. Their appearance was not a function
of the elapsed fraction of the period of hibernation.
Therefore , only one set of data from an animal per
period of hibernation has been included in Table 3.

This table shows that the duration of the
minimum R - R interval is decreased during inhibited
arousals in all three species and indicates relative
activation of the sympathetic nervous system.

The maximum duration of the R - R interval
usually is lengthened in all species during inhibited
arousal indicating an increase in parasympthetic
activity. An estimate of the shift in dominance
between the sympathetic and parasympathetic during
inhibited arousal is given by the greater ratio of
maximum R - R/minimum R - R.

E. Arousal
Complete arousal apparently begins when

autonomic dominance shifts from the parasympathetic
to the sympathetic. Unlike its role in inhibited
arousal , the parasympathetic appears unable to
reassert itself and it is thereby overridden by the
sympathetic. Because of the physiological variability
of the animals involved , the initiation of complete
arousal in winter—pattern animals of each species is
a continuum. Electrocardiographic records show
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variability rang ing from patterns resembling long
ser ies of inhibited arousals to pattern s of relatively
gradual and progressively shortened R — R intervals.

This latter pattern actually takes place
relatively quickly and is exhibited by winter-
pattern animals that have hibernated to the predicted
termination of their period of hibernation and are
provoked to arouse through some intrinsic factor.
The C. lateralia shown in figure 6 (212 hr at 5°C)
illustrates this type of spontaneous arousal.
Sequential R — R intervals and the frequency histograms
for this animal reveal that the role of the parasympa-
thetic becomes increasingly diminished. A single
diastolic pause appears in the figured ECG.

An arousal illustrated for E. fuscus (Fig.
6) on the other hand shows series of several, appar—
ent .y inhibited arousals, before sympathetic influences
prevailed. This bat had hibernated over 400 hr at
5°C in the period of hibernation under consideration
and was near the predicted termination of that
period. A provoked , premature arousal for the same
animal after 24 hr of hibernation (Fig. 7) reveals a
long ser ies of inhibited arousals before complete
arousal suggestiLlg a more effective parasympathetic
early in the period of hibernation.

The terminal , spontaneous arousal of C.
columbianus (350 hr at 6°C) (Fig. 6) indicates
strong parasympathetic influences which are only
gradually overcome. C. columbianus during provoked,
premature arousal showed long series of inhibited
arousals as did the provoked, premature arousal of
C. lateralis (Fig. 7). These characteristic ,
inhibited arousals which occur in premature arousals
before the sympathetic prevails illustrate the
strength of the parasympathetic in its role in the
maintenance of hibernation .

Data recorded one hr prior to arousal are
compared to those during the first 10 mm of arousal
(Table 4). During early arousal, reduction of the
duration of the minimum R - R interval in all species
indicates sympathetic activation . The concomitant
reduction in the duration of the maximum R - R
interval reflects sympathetic override of the parasympa-
thetic. The ratio of the maximum R - R/minirnurn R - R
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Fig . 7. Plots of durations of R - R intervals during
premature arousal demonstrate extensive intervals of
inhibit ed arousal throughout until final suppression by
the sympathetic. Compare the incidence of inhibition
with that shown during terminal, spontaneous arousal
(Fi g. 6). Citellus lateralis (P-299) had hibernated
approximately 60 percent and Eptesicus fuscus (E-11)
had hibernated approximately ~5 percent of their
predicted periods of hibernation.
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indicates that during the first 10 mm of arousal
domination of the sympathetic over the parasympathetic
is not complete and that the autonomic balance lies
midway between conditions seen in inhibi ted arousal
and those of atropinized animals.

F. Diving Responses
The similari ty of the pronounced, diastolic

arrythmias of inhibited arousal to arrythmias seen
in the ECG during the diving response suggested that
these phenomena could have the same origin. Squirting
water (10 - 20 cc) on the nose of strapped—down ,
euthertnic C. lateralie causes pronounced, diastolic.
arrythxnias and associated bradycardia typical
of the diving response (Fig. 8 and Table 5) indicating
that this fossorial mammal also possesses this wide—
spread reflex (1) .  Comparisons of ECG ’s, sequential
R - R intervals and frequency distributions of the
durations of the R - R intervals for the same animals
after atropinizatiori show complete abolition of the
arrythmic and bradycardic aspect of diving response.

Administration of the same stimulus of
squirts of 10 - 30 cc water on the nose of unrestrained,
hibernating C. latera lie resulted in what could be
considered the diving response in that diastolic
arrythmias appeared several seconds after the stimulus.
The strength of this response in the hibernating
ground squirrel is remarkable in that some animals
show the maximum duration of the R - R interval
after this stimulus (Fig. 9 and Table 5). However,
as with other arousal—provoking stimuli, not every
animal responded to the stimulus of the diving test.
Animals were further tested for the diving response
by lightly stroking the sides of the muzzle .
Bradycardia and diastolic arrythmias occasionally
were elicited by stroking the muzzle although not as
efficiently or frequently as with the water stimulus.

G. Comparison of Results
Cardiac patterns of C. latera lie represented

by one individual in the same period of hibernation
(Fig. 10) illustrates the responses described hereto-
fore. ECG data revealed the typical arrythmic

_ _ _ _ _ _  ------ - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -~~~~~~~~~~~ - 4 - - - ~~~- -~~~~~ - _ _~~~~~~~~- - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _
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pattern of hibernation and the stronger , biphasic
R — R distribution characteristic of inhibi ted
arousal. Atropinization was evidenced by abolition
of arrythxnia . The strength of the parasympathetic
and its role in maintaining hibernation is demonstrated
by pronounced , inhibited arousal in the atropinized
animal. Effects of atropine were reduced after 22 hr
and by 26 hr appeared to be gone even though the
results of a diving test were negative. At 28 hr
after the administration of atropine , an arrythmia
with an R — R interval of 23 sec resulted from the
diving stimulus.

Atropinization in the dosages administered
never caused premature arousal. Animals were no
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Fig. 9. Hibernating C. latera lic were tested for  the
diving reapon ~e by squirting water on the muzzle.  The
signa l marker in the ECG ’a indicates the duration of
the stimulus . The diving response is most apparent
during sympathetic activity. The induced arrhythmia
is greater than that seen auring the inhibit ed arousal
(S-196) . Sequential R - R intervals during 5 to 10

mm prior to the diving test (including the ECO segments
shown) are p lotted. Frequency histograms (variable
number) show relative magnitude of R - R after the
diving test compared to R - R intervals determined 5
to 10 mm before the diving test.

more irritable during atropinization than before.
This was determined through control injections given
at the peak of atropinization which failed to elicit
arousing responses. These findings suggest that the
parasympathetic blockade was acting primarily at the
level of the cardiac receptors. Durations of the
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Fig. 10. ECG ’s of Citellus latera lis (S-160) recorde d
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patterns of hibernation , inhibited arousal , ef fec t s  of
i.p.  injected atrop ine up to 28 hr after injection,
and response to diving tests . Note the negative
response to diving test at 26 hr and the positive at
28 hr af ter  atrop ine . Frequency histograms denote
relative By?npathetic/paraeyflrpathetic influences.
Averages and standard deviations are noted on the
sequential p lots.
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period of hibernation in which atropinization occurred
were no shorter than predicted .

The durations of the maximum and minimum
R - R intervals of hibernating C. lateralis have
been plotted with respect to heart rate in figure
11. Ground squirrels with heart rates between 6 - 7
b/mm have relatively shorter maximum R - R intervals
indicating less parasympathetic activity. Since the
minimum duration of the R — R interval is the same
for heart rates of 4 - 7 b/mm , the major difference
between slow (4 b/mm ) and fast (7 b/mm ) heart
rates is accomplished by increasing the maximum
duration of the R - R interval via the parasympathetic.

The comparison of the control R - R durations
of C. latera lis (Fig. 11) with those seen during
atropinization, inhibited arousals , spontaneous

- arousal, and diving tests is illus trated in figure
12.

In C. lateralis (Fig. l2)~~ a reduction of
the minimum R - R interval occurs in all test situa-
tions. This reduction denotes an -increase in sympathe-
tic activity. During atropinization and the f i rs t
10 mm of spontaneous arousal it is obvious from
reduction in the durations of the maximum R - R
interval that parasympathetic influences are diminished .
During inhibited arousal, and to a lesser extent
during diving tests , the maximum R - R interval is
increased designating the establishment of para-
sympathetic dominance . -

H. Catecholamines
Arousal from hibernation seems to be initia ted

by a peripheral stimulus which , in turn, causes a
sympathetic reflex. The incidence of the sympathetic
episode , however subtle , first stimulates the parasym-
pathetically-mediated inhibited arousal response.
Arousal-inducing agents, whether mechanical or pharma-
cological , are not always effective. In the process
of determining how a certain stimulus sometimes
provokes premature arousal and sometimes does not, we
demonstrated the concept of progressive irritability
(46,47).
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atropiniza tion.
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Generally , the hibernating animal tends to
become increasingly sensitive to stimuli, whether
extrinsic or intrinsic , as the period of hibernation
proceeds. Pharmacologically, this may be proved in
that if progressive irritability exists, then progres-
sively smaller dosages of a compound would be required
to elicit premature arousal as the period of hibernation
proceeds—-the arousing dosage would be a function of
the elapsed fraction of the period of hibernation at
the time of injection .

Therefore , in order to test progressive
irritability , pharmacologically, and at the same time
mimic the effects of the sympathetic events which
naturally stimulate the proposed, central, arousal
inhibi ting response, the endogenous catecholamines ,
epinephrine (E) and norepinephrine (NE) were injected
i.p. to hibernating C. lateralis. Isoproterenol (I)
and phenylephrine (PE) strong ~~~

— and a-agonists,
respectively , were compared with the former two
catecholamines in an effort to determine the pharmaco-
logical basis for the stimulation of arousal.

The dosage of catecholainines necessary to
provoke premature arousal and thereby to override the
parasympathetic is a function of how long the animal
has hibernated. Figure 13 illustrates this relationship
of the arousing dosage to the elapsed fraction of the
period of hibernation at the time of injection. An
obvious line of demarcation exists between arousal
and non-arousal for I, E, and NE. The results of the
few arousing responses from PE are problematical.
These may be secondary responses in that periods of
latency for the ini tiation of thermogensis ranged
from 3.5 — 4 hr whereas that for the other catecholaxnines
ranged from 0.5 - 1.5 hr.

Most of the non-arousing dosages of I, E,
and NE caused partial arousals of 2 - 18°C above the
Tb of hibernation. In our opinion , these most likely
are the result of the direct effect of circulating
catecholamines upon the brown fat. Lines of regression
calculated from the earliest arousal obtained at each
dosage used are shown in figure 14. A relative
potency is revealed I > E > NE > PE which is typica’
of ~—adrenergic responses. The intercepts of the
lines give dosages (~ig/anima1) required to provoke
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Fig. 13. Arousing effects  of catecho la ’nines in respect
to the elapsed fraction of the predicted winter-pattern
period of hibernation of Cite ilus lateralis. Progressive
irritabi lity is demon8trated in that complete arousal is
provoked by progressively smaller dosages as the period
of hibernation proceeds. Sympathetic effects  were
considered to mimic those that naturally occur and act
a~ stimuli to arousal-.
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Fig. 14. Lines of regre ssion of arousing effects  of
catecho lcL ’nines were derived from data shown in Fi g. 13.
The factors that stimulate arousal appear to act a~8-adrenerg ic agov ste. Data pertaining to the arousing
effects  of p hen 1 ~.p hrine are questionable (see text)
althoug h the lack of arousing effects  should be con-
si-lered to be significant.

premature arousal at the begiflning of the period of
hibernation of 5 ug, 35 pg, 30 pg and 125 pg respect-
ively.

IV. DISCUSSION

Autonomic ~ictivity appears to regulate the
maintenance of the state of hibernation . Occasionally,
ir~ unstressed , winter—pattern hthernators, suggestions
of sympathetic activity signal the initiation of
spontaneous arousal before the predicted termination
of that period of hibernation. However, because the
animal has not attained the physiological state which
determines the normal conclusion of that period of
hibernation, strong parasympathetic influences seem
to override sympathetic drive and hibernation continues.

This shift in central domination from sympathetic
to parasympathetic is signified peripherally by the
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pronounced, diastolic arrhythinias always present in
the ECG ’s. Our data make it evident that it is
through this mechanism of parasympathetically-
mediated , inhibited arousal that the state of hiberna-
tion is actively maintained. We designate this
mechan ism as the autonomic hibernation maintenance
response--the AHMR.

There seems to be little doubt that the parasympa-
thetic is active throughout induction into hibernation,
the period of hibernation and early arousal . Using
the heart as an index of parasympathetic activity , it
is clear that atropine tends to abolish arrhythxnias
and cause tachycardia during induction, the period of
hibernation and inhibited arousal. It seems significant,
at the effective dosages administered, that atropine
does not cause arousal ; irritabil ity in atropinized
animals does not increase; and the period of hiberna-
tion , therefore , proceeds to its normal conclusion.
These observations suggest that the parasympathetic
effects that assist in the maintenance of hibernation
are not inhibi ted by atropine and that the heart,
fortuitously , is most sensitive to atropine. The
heart, thereby , serves as a relatively non-involved
indicator of the parasympathetic mechanisms apparently
active elsewhere.

Since we have concluded that hibernation is
maintained actively via parasympathetic inhibition of
arousal through the AHMR, we must try to explain why
it does not keep the animal in a constant state of
hibernation and how arousal eventually occurs. There
come s a time in every period of hibernation when the
AHMR can no longer function to suppress sympathetic
impulses and arousal results. If this “area of time”
is achieved when the animal is undisturbed, arousal
is considered to be spontaneous. If arousal occurs
as a result of extrinsic factors , arousal is said to
be provoked. We do not mean to imply, however , that
spontaneous arousal occurs without stimulation.
Evidence from respiratory belts indicates that the
hibernating animal at the time of spontaneous arousal
stimulates itself , albeit involuntarily, probably by
breathing or other movement thereby stimulating the
sympathetic processes that lead to the beginning of
arousal .
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Stressed animals or those exhibiting the autumn
or spring pattern of hibernating behavior may be
stimulated to partial or complete arousal at any time
during the period of hibernation (Table 1). Generally,
these relatively erratic hibernators are irri table
and unpredictable and do not maintain hibernation as
well as do winter—pattern animals. As such , they are
difficult subjects to study , especially for research
involving the regulation of the period of hibernation.

A theor tical ceiling set temperature of about
12°C was proposed by Heller and Hanunel (9) for hibernat-
ing C. lateralis . This concept was used by Beckman
et al. (2) to explain inhibited , thermogenic partial
arousals by the C. lateralis in their exper iments.
These partial arousals of 1.5 to 6°C above Tb of hiber-
nation occurred spontaneously as well as in response to
handling and after injection of ACh into the midbrain
reticular formation. This physiological behavior
suggests to us that their animals were exhibiting
symptoms of hibernation stress (45, and Table 1).

Such a proposed ceiling set temperature which is
defended by the inhibition of therinogenic responses
through the thermoregulatory centers does not account
for the observed , predictable hibernation at tempera-
tures above 15°C. We have established that winter-
pattern hibernation occurs for C. lateralis at Tb = 19°C
and 25°C (43) and for C. colwnbicznus at Tb = 19°C (49).

The inhibited arousals which are under considera-
tion in this presentation are not accompanied by
thermogenic responses. Even the spontaneous arousal
responses that we are reporting are evident from
cardiac patterns 30 to 60 mm prior to any thermogenesis.

Unstressed hibernation of all species that we
have studied, including bats, is independent of body
and environmental temperature (between temperature
levels of freezing and thermoneutrality) except as a
passive regulator of metabolic processes.

Winter-pattern animals , actually are difficult
to arouse (except towards the end of the period of
hibernation at which time arousal is expected). It
is these animals which have convinced us that hiberna-
tion is actively, strongly, and continuously be in g
maintained by central influences.
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Correlations of the concept of irritability with
metabolism and the duration of the period of hibernation
were first made by one of us from field observations of
the bat Myotis vel i fer  (42). Kristofferson and Soivio
(18) noted that hedgehogs (Erinaceus europasus) did not
arouse in response to pricking with injection needles
just after entering into hibernation, but that similar
treatment shortly before the time of the estimated
arousal always caused arousal.

We referred to the increasing sensitivity to
stimuli as the period of hibernation proceeded as
progressive irritability and quantified the response
as follows (46)

As the winter-pattern period of hibernation
proceeds, the stimulus required to provoke premature
arousal becomes lessened. To state this another way ,
the same stimulus, applied at successive intervals
throughout the period of hibernation , does not provoke
premature arousal until a threshold of sensitivity to
the stimulus is achieved . C. latera li8 , ear ly in
their periods of hibernation (before 50% of the
normalized period of hibernation had elapsed)
never were provoked to arouse by i.p. injection of
0.5 ml normal saline. Provoked arousal s to the
stimuli of these injections occurred with increasing
frequency as the normal termination of the period of
hibernation was approached. Series of injections
given at daily intervals similarly did not provoke
arousal until late in the period of hibernation.

As a measure of progressive irritability , arousing
effects of epinephrine were studied (47). A dose—
response curve gave evidence that progressively
smaller dosages were required to provoke premature
arousal as the period of hibernation continued. At
the time of that report we were still unaware of the
possibilities of the sympathetically-stimulated AHMR
response and considered the effect of epinephrine was
probably central and direct. We also published that
norepinephrine was not a reliable arousing agent.
This latter observation was based upon miscalculations
of dosage. On both accounts, therefore, we were
wrong.

We now consider that it is the peripheral ,
rather than e. direct, central effect of these injected
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catecholamines that are responsible for the sympathetic-
ally-mediated vascular changes and cardioacceleration
and associated hypo- and hypertensive factors which
we are postulating may constitute the intrinsic
stimulus that ini tiates the arousal and which may be
inhibited through the AHMR.

The thermogenesis of partial arousal effected by
catecholarnines (sometimes to Tb as high as 23°C)
appears to be their direct effec t, through the cir cula-
tion , upon the brown fat. The data show that thermo-
genic effects of partial arousal are irrelevant to
whether partial or complete arousal occurs. Therefore ,
the stimulation of arousal or inhibited arousal is
unrelated to changes in body temperature as held by
Beckman et al. (2).

An additional experiment involving the effects
of catecholamines upon progressive irritability was
performed recently and reported here. I, E, NE and
PE were administered i.p. to determine whether changes
in sensitivity by the centers which regulate the AI-IMR
could be related to the pharmacological properties of
the catecholaxnines. A classical 8—adrenergic response
was demonstrated by the potency of the dosages required
to provoke premature arousal in the I > E � NE > PE.
The nature of the peripheral stimuli which result in
the AHMR is suggested by the picture presented by
these 8-adrenergic agonists. The role of hypo- and
hypertensive factors as reflex mediators for the
maintenance of hibernation seems to cons~titute a
problem that could yield significant results.

Lyman and O’Brien (29,30) demonstrated that
stimuli from MAP ’s originated a sympathetic reflex
that results in cardioacceleration . We postulate
that sympathetic reflexes, in turn , activate the
parasympathetically-mediated AHMR. The question may
be posed as to whether it is the strength of the
original stimulus which is responsible for initiation
of arousal (29,30) or whether it is the strength of
the secondary stimulus, the sympathetic reflex from
cardioacceleration and associated vascular change.
The results from the dose—response curves from the
catecholaxnine injections suggest that the latter is
most likely. Although the sympathetic stimulus for a
given dosage may have been the same whenever administer—
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ed, the central response was to override the sympathetic
(via the AHMR) until it was no longer capable of so
doing, and arousal was manifested .

The duration of the period of hibernation of C.
lateralis is a semi—log function of body temperature
over a range of 2° - 25°C thereby indicating that the
frequency of arousal is regulated by temperature and
therefore by some aspect of metabolism (43 ,44). That
this relationship was not limited to a single species
was later demonstrated by a comparative study which
showed that the frequency of arousal was regulated by
temperature by representatives of two additional
subgenera of Cite ilus. C. tridecemlineatus and C.
columbianus showed statistically similar slopes of
regression to that shown for C. lateralis (49).

Temperature dependency of the duration of the period
of hibernation has been suggested , although with too
li ttle quantification, for other hibernators as
follows: dormice , Gus gu s (14) and Eliomys quercinuc
(22,35); hedgehogs, Er inaceus europaeus (20); ground
squirrels , Citellus citellus (14) and C. lateralis
(36); golden hamsters, Mesocricetus auratus (21);
greater horseshoe bats, Rhinolophus ferroequinum
(37); and the cave Myotis, Myotis velifer (42). We
have preliminary data which indicates that several
genera of vespertilionid bats, including Eptesicus ,
show a similar temperature dependency of the duration
of the period of hibernation (unpublished).

The temperature dependency of the duration of
the period of hibernation leaves little question in
our minds that some aspect of metabolism is intimately
involved with the regulation of the frequency of
arousal. These metabolic changes would appear to
result in progressive irritability which, in turn ,
culminates in spontaneous arousal .

Virtually all of our data indicate that spontaneous
arousal occurs as a culmination of the factors that
produce the centrally-mediated phenomenon of progressive
irritability.

When the AHMR becomes so weakened, or more
lik ely inhibited, that it cannot suppress sympathetic
stimuli , arousal occurs. We postulate that it is the
metabolic change in the neurones associated with the
AHMR that result in progressive irritability. We
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suspect that the nature of the change is through
hypo- and hyperpolarization which results in gradual
changes in thresholds of transmission thereby causing
progressive irritability .

The simplest theory we can derive which best
fits our findings can be best stated by a hypothetical
model. This model is based upon a gradual change in
the polarization of neurones associated with the
mediating feedback components between autonomic ,
sympathetic (baro) receptors and parasympathetic
effectors of the AHMR. The hyperpolarization of some
components and hypopolarization of others would
proceed to the point that the AHMR could only discharge
weakly and the sympathetic events would be compounded
until complete arousal becomes manifested.

Because we have no method of distinguishing the
two phenemona, the signifi cance of the apparent
similari ty between the AI-IMR and the diving response
must remain conjectural. It is not inconceivable
that the AHMR may have been derived as an evolutionary
modification of the diving response. Should this
widespread, parasympathetically—mediated response (1)
prove to have been the forerunner of m amm alian,
hibernatory, regulatory mechanisms, then its parallel ,
selective, acceptance by diverse groups of mammals
would constitute a rational explanation for the
consequent similarity between unrelated species. The
palatability of the concept of species similarity ,
instead of species differences , would seem to be
greatly enhanced . 

-When C. latera lis die during the season of
hibernation, it occurs without apparent cause , or
pathology , while the animal is still in a state of
deep hibernation. Although we have yet to record
ECG ’s and respiratory patterns of ground squirrels
experiencing such death, our observations of the
beginnings of thousands of arousals make us suspect
that it may result from overaccentuation of parasympa-
thetic influences. Knowledge acquired from hibernating
animals could well be extended to humans in that many
features of sudden infant death syndrome are suspiciously
like those of inhibited arousal and the diving response.
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COLD TOLERANCE OF MAMMALIAN CELLS:
PREVALENCE AND PROPERTIES
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ABSTRACT

Four possible determinants of cold tolerance of
mam malian cells to low temperature are species , tissue ,
isolation from the organism , and prior experience of
cold. Perfused hearts of deeply hibernating species
possess unusual ability to beat at low temperature .
Among hearts of other species a range of tolerance is
found . Such variation may also be found within an
organism (e.g. peripheral vs. core tissue) or even with-
in a tissue (heterogeneity of cells) . Characteristic
tolerance of cells of deep hibernators can persist for
at least a few generations in culture. Long established
aneuploid cell lines are unusually tolerant of cold but
so highly variable among themselves that tissue- and
species-related differences have not been found . Prior
experience of the organism to cold sometimes alters
aspects of cell function in the cold . Whether a cell
may detect and respond directly to a prior cold exper-
ience is not clear. Damage of cells by exposure to
lowered temperature may be of two fundamental types,
reproductive (eventual) and physiological (immediate).
The former has hardly yet been studied in the context
of the whole organism. The latter may operate through
energy metabolism or ion regulation. Dif ferences in
temperature sensitivity of ion regulation have been
shown in erythrocytes and cultured kidney cells to be
due to differences both in passive permeability and in
ion pumps. Use of isolated membrane preparations and
Na-K ATPase for estimating temperature sensitivity of
pump activity and membrane fluidity is subject to severe
unforseen pitfalls.
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Recognition and understanding of homeostatic
regulation of factors of the internal environment is a
cornerstone of physiology. A deeply engrained corollary
of that concept is that when a factor is rigorously
regulated and permitted to vary only within narrow
limits in an organism the cells of that organism lose
their tolerance to wide fluctuation in that factor. A
prime example of this corollary is the general sensitiv-
ity of mammalian cells to lowered temperature. There
are , however , numerous cases of mammalian cells exhibiting
remarkable resistance to lowered temperatures, some of
which confirm the cited corollary and others of which
do not. In either case , familiarity with these excep-
tions and analysis of them is important for biology and
medicine. My purpose, therefore , is to identify the
situations in which cold tolerant mammalian cells are
found and then to discuss mechanisms that may underlie
that resistance.

I. CIRCUMSTANCES OF RESISTANCE

A useful focal point for the f irst task is the
paper of Lyman and Blinks (39) in which a comparison
was made of the abili ty of perfused hearts of four
species of hibernating and four species of non-hiber-
nating rodents to continue beating at low temperature .
Heart was chosen because it was felt to be the most
temperature-sensitive tissue , and among the points
investigated were the effect of hibernation on the
sensitivity of hamster hearts and the ef fect of cooling
on beating of cultured heart cells from newborn rats
and hamsters. Thus, within this now classic study were
considered either implicitly or explici tly all of the
variables which may be determinants of temperature
sensitivity of cells: 1) species specificity (i.e.,
the question of whether resistance is phylogenetically
determined or is related purely to the thermal habit s
of the species); 2) tissue specificity within an
organism; 3) persistence in isolation from the organism
(and the related issue of the influence of the degree
of differentiation); and 4) dependence on acclimation
or conditioning .

Before discussing each of these categories it is
necessary to state more explicitly what is to be meant
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by “cold tolerance”. Here, too, the paper of Lyman
and Blinks is useful in laying the guidelines. They
used simple EKG to detect the occurrence of heart beat,
which was at the same time an indicator of the integrity
of the constituent cells , a reflection of the capacity
of the organ to function in ViVo , and a variable which
is a continuous and easily measured function of tem-
perature. They then determined both persistence of
activity at low temperature (by finding the ],owest
temperature at ~.hich beating could be observed , generally
above 9°C) and the effect of cooling on subsequent
fun ction at high temperature (by comparing the beat
rate of hearts as they were cooled and then rewarmed).
Hence in discussing the sequels of this work I shall
confine consideration to tolerance of temperatures
near , but above , freezing and shall be concerned where
possible with the survival of the cells both while they
are cold and after they have been rewarmed .

A. Species Specificity
Lyman and Blinks of course were interested in

the cold resistance of hibernators and a principal
issue in their study was whether cold tolerance would
be confined to the hibernating species or would exhibit
some systematic phylogenetic pattern. To explore this
they carefully selected the eight species of rodents
they studied so that there were two subfamilies included,
each of which contained species of hibernators and non—
hibernators. Thus, in the sciurinae , hearts of grey
squirrels could be compared with those of ground squirr els,
chipmunks, and woodchucks , and in the circitinae ,
hearts of cotton rats could be compared with those of
hamsters. They observed a wide difference in the
tolerance of the hearts of hibernators (persistence of
beating at temperatures from 3°C to below 0°C) compared
with those of non-hibernating species (failure at
temperatures ranging from 8°C to 12°C). There was no
indication of a familial or phylogenetic tendency to
cold tolerance with the minor exception of occasional
results with hearts of grey squirrels (see below).

The correlation of cold resistance with
thermal habits of the organism has been somewhat modified,
however , by later comparisons. Lyman (38) found that
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the isolated hearts from antelope ground squirrels
(Anvnoepermophilus leucurue, the erstwhile Cite 11148
ieucurue), a species which does not show any tendency for
voluntary torpor, stopped beating at 2°C. Conversely,
Hudson (29) reported that the isolated, perfused hearts
from round-tailed ground squirrels (CitelluB tereticauduB),
a species which does undergo shallow torpor, stopped at
about 4°C. (More precisely, they slowed to 2 beats/mm
at 5.7°C, compared with -0.7°C for 2 beats/mm in
hearts of Citellue tridecemlineatue.)

Similarly, Hudson (30) found that in isolated
hearts of several small mice representing two families
(the heteromyid Perognathue and the cricetids Baicmye
and Peromyecus, four species) the “cut-out” temperature,
which varied between 7.2°C and 1.5°C correlated only in
general, and not in detail, with the tendency of the
organism to lower its body temperature during torpor.
None of the species tested, for example, allowed its
body temperature to fall below about 17°C, and Baiomys
which tolerated the least amount of body cooling (to
22°C) possessed hearts with the lowest “cut-out” tem-
perature of the group (1.5°C). Thus, insofar as the
ability of the heart to beat constitutes a limit for
survival in forced hypothermia, all of the species
possessed a considerable “margin of safety”.

It appears that the species chosen by Lyman
and Blinks represented an extreme of a continuum rather
than a discontinuity. Deeply hibernating species
require and possess highly cold—resistant hearts.
Organisms less likely to face deep hypotherinic periods
may or may not have unusually cold—resistant hearts,
and other factors, such as, for example, adaptations to
other aspects of the organism ’s niche, may influence
the degree of the resistance possessed.

B. Tissue Specificity
In discussing species differences the comparison

has so far been limited, like that of Lyman and Blinks,
to a single organ, the heart. How much greater variation,
then, would be found amongst other tissues and is
tolerance of low temperature within an organism cor-
related with the thermal experience and demands upon
the tissue?
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1. Periphery vs. core
Even in the most rigorously homeothermic

mammals and birds the temperature of the peripheral
tissues and organs may be allowed to decrease, in some
cases to temperatures approaching 0°C. Consequently,
in comparing cold tolerance among various tissues
principal attention has been given to differences
between “core” tissues (heart, brain, kidney) and
peripheral tissues (skin, deep tissues of appendages).

The most astounding case of cold tolerance
of a peripheral tissue was also the earliest described
and is perhaps the best known. Chatfield, Lyman and
Irving (14) found that the distal portion of the sciatic
nerve of cold adapted herring gull which runs through
the poorly insulated metatarsal region of the foot and
leg was capable of conducting at 0°C whereas the proximal
tibial portion was blocked at 8°C. The remarkable
feature of this discovery is of course that the differ-
ence in adaptation existed within different portions of
the same nerve cells. Chatfield and Lyman (13) confirmed
the existence of peripheral cold resistance in a mammal
by showing that the caudal nerve of the poorly insulated
tail of rats was capable on the average of conducting
at temperatures down to 5°C in comparison with the rat
tibial nerve which is blocked at about 9°C. Miller
(48) has reported other, more impressive, examples of
this in caudal nerves of several arctic species. He
found some correlation as well between the lowest
temperature of conduction (-5°C in the beaver) and the
degree of insulation and cooling permitted in the tail
(block at 3.1°C in the caudal nerve of the furry fox
tail).

2. Core tissues and cell heterogeneity
The species—related differences discussed

above for hearts can also in general be found in other
core tissues. Thus, phrenic nerves of hamsters conduct
at lower temperatures than those of rats, muscles of
hamsters directly stimulated with standard stimuli
contract at lower temperatures than those of rats, and
red blood cells and kidney cells of hamsters and ground
squirrels are better able to retain K at low temperature
than those of guinea pig or rats (34, for other ref-
erences see 73). But as was the case for heart, para—
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doxica]., or at least non-conforming, examples can also
be cited: vague nerve of rabbit conducts at 0°C and
cells of rabbit kidney cortex retain K as well as those
of hibernators and the auditory nerve of hamsters is
blocked at low temperature (for references, see 73).
Furthermore, the hearts of rabbits are not cold resistant
as are the kidneys and vagus nerve, so diversity may be
found among the core tissues of a single organism.

Indeed , such diversity may be apparent
within a single tissue. Because of heterogeneity Lyman
and Blinks were unable to find a difference between
rats and hamsters with regard to temperature coefficient
of the rate of beating of foci of disaggregated cells
of ventricles from day-old animals. In one case three
foci within one culture each had different temperature
coefficients. Similarly, Andrus (3) could not find any
correlation between cut—out temperature of cultured
cells of hearts of new—born animals and the thermal
tolerance of the adult organism in six species of
cricetids. Although it was suggested from this that
the cells of new-born and non-hibernators might possess
cold resistance, Lyman and Jarrow (40) found that there
was also no difference in average cut-out temperature of
cultured heart cells of adult rats and ground squirrels.
In the latter case there was a wide spectrum for each
species; some rat heart cells continued down to 0°C
whereas some ground squirrel cells blocked at about 8°C
(total range 0-13°C for rat, 0—8.9°C for ground squirrel).

Although it has not been studied system-
atically, such cellular heterogeneity is probably present
within the intact tissue and is not merely a quirk of
isolation or culture. Thus, Lyman and Blinks found that

• some hearts of grey squirrels, if cooled slowly, could
develop ectopic foci that would enable them to beat at
several degrees below their typical cut-out temperature
of 12°c. Marshall (43) found that although rabbit atria
stopped beating at 17°C, the pacemaker region continued
to fire down to lO’C. Conversely, Nardone (52) detected

• branch bundle block in hearts of hibernating arctic
ground squirrels. In hamster papillary muscle Jacobs
and South (31) found considerable decrease of the resting
potential with cooling even at 12’C, and at 12°C the
variation was much greater than at 37°C. Presumably, the
less depolarized fibers would be the ones still capable
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of conducting action potentials, and this expectation
was borne out at least in the hearts of hibernating
hamsters, in which there was little change in height of
action potential or of magnitude of overshoot down to
12 °C.

In atria of thirteen-lined ground squirrels
Marshall and I (44) found little decrease in resting
membrane potential between 31°C and 6°C and no increase
in variability at the lower temperature. In those
studies of ground squirrel atria , however , we took our
measurements from film records of action potentials
(i.e., resting potential before firing, total height,
duration , rate of rise, and overshoot of action potential).
Hence only the resting potentials of actually conducting
fibers were scored and reported, and it is not unlikely
that in that tissue, as well, there were quiescent and
possibly depolarized regions at low temperature.

C. Persistence in Isolation
A central issue of the study of Lyman and

Blinks was whether cold resistance was intrinsic to the
tissue or whether it depended upon factors residing in
the organism. There have been similar demonstrations of
acute retention of function following removal from the
organism for peripheral nerve, skeletal muscle, and
using K retention as a criterion, for kidney and red
blood cells (34, for other references see 73).

(The one notable exception to this pattern
may be brain . Slices of brain cortex of awake hamsters
do not retain K in vitro at 5°C better than those of
rat, though no K is lost from cerebral cortex in vivo
during hibernation (23, 80). Slices of cerebral cortex
from hibernating hamsters were !ound to be only marginally
better at retaining K in vitro. On the other hand,
brain slices from hamster show less decrease of respira-
tion than those of guinea pig when rewarmed after a
cold incubation of several hours (50)].

Beyond the freshly isolated tissue one can
envision a progression of preparations, each more
distantly related to the donor organism: stored tissues
or organs, primary cultures grown from explants of
tissue., passaged cells (secondaries), established
(usually “aneuploid” that is, no longer diploid) cell
lines, and malignantly transformed cells. The question
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then is, how far in this series does the intrinsic cold
tolerance (or lack thereof) persist? This question is
of importance not merely because it bears upon the
degree to which the phenomenon of cold tolerance resides
intrinsically in the cell freed of organismic influences,
but also because each of the steps in the progression
offers a wider scope of possibilities for exploring
mechanisms of difference at the cellular level.

Lyman and Blinks took the first step along
this route with their three or four day cultures of
heart cells, but it is not clear whether these cells
were growing. In any case, as already discussed, neither
in their own nor in succeeding studies in which minimum
temperature or autorhythmicity was scored, in growing
and non-growing, adult and neonatal cultures of heart
cells was any persistent, species—related pattern of
cold resistance observed.

1. Stored tissues
With other criteria , however , such

patterns have been detected both in stored tissues and
in cell cultures. At 5°C excitability of diaphragm
muscle persisted for 70 and for 160 hours for that of
hamster and ground squirrel, respectively, whereas
diaphragm of rat survived only about 50 hours (69) .
Both kidney slices (75, 78, 79) and red blood cells (34)
from hibernators persist in showing greater retention of
K for a week or more when kept constantly at 5°C, than
do those of non-hibeznators.

When survival in vitro of isolated organs
or tissues for such long intervals is considered,
questions arise concerned with stability of the tissue
at the high or “control” temperature (usually near
37°C). Fo’- example, it is well known that slices of
parenchym~ .ous mammalian tissues at 37°C often, by
several criteria, begin to deteriorate after about an
hour of incubation. Even undamaged cells or organs
(e.g., red blood cells, hearts) when stored in closed
systems at higher temperature will quickly exhaust
metabol ites. In either case , cooling to 5°C may have
the effect of preserving the tissue, and such tendency
will be countervailing to, and will complicate the
interpretation of , the deleterious effects of the low
temperature. On the other hand, it is also possible

fr___ - .  - .
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that some kinds of repair or of acclimation to the
incubation conditions may take place at permissive
temperatures. In this case , holding a tissue or organ
at the higher temperature in Vitro before cooling will
produce a result different from that of the more usual
practice of immediate cooling (for examples of such an
effect , see 79 and 64) .

In this regard, if one could assume that
species— or tissue—specific differences in cold tolerance
persist in culture , use of cultured cells would present
a further advantage. Cells which have not only survived
but have managed to grow in a culture medium (normally
at temperatures near 37°C) may be presumed to be in a
stable condition, at least in terms of a time scale of
weeks, rather than hours.

2. Primary and secondary cell cultures
Zeidler and Willis (84) grew primary

cultures of kidneys from adult hamsters , ground squirrels
and guinea pigs for three days (probably two or three
cell generations) and then exposed them for up to 4
hours at 5°C. The cells cultured from guinea pig kidney
lost K rapidly to about 60 per cent of that at 37°C.
Cells of hamster lost only 10 percent of their K and
ground squirrels about 20 per cent. Later studies
showed the high retention in hamster primaries persists
for at least 48 hours.

All the cells of primary cultures of
fibroblasts grown from fetal hamsters survived continuous
exposure at 5°C (judged by exclusion of eosine dye) for
at least seven days and when returned to 37°C were able
to proliferate and produce new colonies (5). Indeed,
surviving hamster cells grew after transfer even after
10 days in the cold. In contrast, more than 20 per cent
of the cells of fibroblastic cultures grown from human
embryos were unable to exclude eosine dye after only
three days in the cold and after seven days even the
surviving (dye excluding) cells could not grow (5).

Thus , in primary cultures from both adult
and embryonic sources, when criteria are used which are
related to the cell’s own survival rather than to its
differentiated function, species—related differences in
cold tolerance can be shown to persist. What about
tissue—specific differences? Baudysova (5) compared
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survival and regrowth of primary cultures of skin with a
core tissue (lung) from human embryonic fibroblasts and
found that the skin cells survived better (i.e., sig-
nificant cell death after seven days of cold exposure
instead of after three days) and were able to regrow
after longer periods of cold exposure.

Turning to the question of persistence of
tolerance following transfer and subculturing of primaries,
Baudysova and I measured dye exclusion and K retention
in fibroblastic secondaries of whole hamster embryos and
of human embryonic lung (76). The species difference
observed with primaries was still apparent, but the
hamster lines were more variable in their resistance
than primaries had been, one or two showing extensive
cell death even in three days. We also compared early
with late passages of both hamster and human lines of
fibroblasts and found no further changes related to
“age ” of the line (i.e., cold—sensitive hamster lines
remained cold—sensitive , and cold resistant lines
remained cold resistant) .

So far as comparisons are possible , the
cold tolerance of the three-day primaries of kidney
cortex of hibernators seemed to resemble that of freshly
excised tissue. The results with cells from embryonic
sources suggests that the determination of cold tolerance
occurs during the early differentiation of tissues.
Further , more extensive and more detailed studies may
fracture this happy, though fragile, picture, but for
the moment at least these two findings would seem to
dispel the bugaboo of “dedifferentiation” as a limitation
of the application of the cell culture technique to the
problem of analyzing cellular differences of cold
tolerance. To be sure, in the kidney cortex, some
dedifferentiation of epithelial membrane function does
occur (the extent and nature of which we are currently
investigating, ref. 6), but at least in primary cultures
the mechanisms of cold tolerance are deeply engrained.

[A related, lingering issue is whether in
either hibernator. or non-hibernator. the fetal or
neonatal tissues are more cold-tolerant than the cor-
responding adult tissue.. This question, arising from
old observations of greater cold tolerance in neonatal
whole organisms than in adults of the same species, has
never been adequately explored. It is surprising, for
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example , that no one has yet attempted to repeat the
main experiment of Lyman and Blinks with perfused hearts
of newborn or even fetal animals. Such an experiment,
or some modification thereof, such as with isolated
atria or sinus venosus , would seem to be entirely
feasible, though admittedly requiring some delicacy of
touch ! The only relevant study of which I am aware is
that of van Rossum (67) who found that liver slices
from fetal rats at between 17 and 19 days of gestation
showed little loss of K or gain of Na or water at 1°C
whereas liver slices of adult, newborn and fetal rats
after more than 19 days of gestation lost K and gained
Na and water when incubated at 1°c.]

3. Established cell lines
The survival of aneuploid cell lines in

the cold has been studied extensively by Holeckova and
her co-workers in the Tissue Culture Laboratory of the
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. Both in terms of
eosine exclusion and of regrowth after cold exposure as
criteria for survival, they have found that a human
established line (HeLa) survives much better in the cold
(5°C) than a diploid line (lung epitheliuin) (27, 28,
46) . The difference is apparently not due to the
malignant transformation, since a culture of Detroit-6
cells (human bone marrow , not known to be malignantly
transformed) survived one week of cold exposure better
than HeLa . Mouse L cells also are very resistant to
cold, one “wild” (i.e., stock, unselected) culture
survived three weeks of cold exposure with only 20 per
cent mortality (28) .

It is apparent, however, that even though
arieuploid cells may be generally more cold-resistant
than cultured diploid cells, there is much variation
among sublines of a given type. For example, in the
HeLa cells compared with human lung epitheliuxn above,
HeLa mortality at 5 days was only about 10 per cent
whereas in the culture compared with Detroit-6 cells it
was 70 per cent in one week. Similarly, survival of
“wild—type” L cells of various cultures is widely
varying (81). Such variations render meaningless any
attempt to compare cells of different species.

In my laboratory, for example, Foster
once attempted to compare the cold resistance of BIlK (an
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established, near-diploid fibroblastic cell line derived
originally from hamster kidney) with that of a selection
of other cell types from non-hibernating species. At
first the results were very encouraging (for a hiber-
nation—chauvinist), cells of BIlK placed at 5°C for four
hours lost virtually no K whereas all the others did.
(For example , in Girardi human heart cells K after 4
hours in the cold was 70 ± 5 per cent of that at the
start . In BIlK the value after 4 hours in the cold was
98 ± 5) .  Several months later it was necessary for
another purpose to check again the K retention in BHK ,
and to our surprise we found that it now varied enor-
mously and in some cases was as low as 65 per cent (78 ±
3 per cent for 10 subcultures in calf serum). No amount
of fiddling with serum source (fetal vs. calf , suppliers ,
etc.) or other details of our procedure could recover
the original, high, consistent retention of K.

Such variability suggests that the
degree of cold adaptation of established lines is the
result of genetic variation and selection. Possibly the
apparently greater survival observed by the Prague group
is a result of the hundreds of transfers which any cell
line has experienced and which require fluid changing,
trypsinizing, centrifugation and other operations at
room temperature.

Ho].eckova and her co—workers examined in
some detail the effect of conditioning exposure to cold
on aneuploid cell lines and in every case found that
repeated cold treatment led to a large increase of
survival during subsequent cold exposure (27, 28). For
example, they found an increase from 25 per cent survival
in an unconditioned strain of mouse L cells exposed to
cold for one week, to 90 per cent survival in a conditioned
strain, and a similar improvement for a control and condi-
tioned subculture of HeLa. By contrast, no improvement
with conditioning was observed in human diploid cells
(27, 46).

While one cannot rule out some physiological
adaptation playing a role in such results, it seems
likely in view of the long conditioning intervals
(multiple weeks) with consequent cell death, that selec-
tion is the major factor and that the result is another
reflection of the heterogeneity of intrinsic resistance
diGcussed previously.
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4. Summary
Taken together , the experiences with

cells in culture show that the earlier results with
incubated heart cells notwithstanding, large species—
related differences in cold—sensitivity do persist for
at least several days in isolation from the organism
even after growing for several generations in warm
medium and without humoral factors from the donor . The
technique of cell culture would therefore appear to be
suitable for investigating, at the level of intact
cells, mechanisms of resistance to acute cold exposure
and also for testing either the direct effects of longer
term or repeated cold exposure or the effects of humoral
or extracellular agents which in the whole organism may
impinge on cells and affect their resistance. Recent, as
yet primitive, examples of such applications are provided
below.

With multiple passages , other factors may
come into play . In cultures of cells from hibernators
less resistant cells may overgrow and dominate, whereas,
at least in long established , aneuploid lines from cold—
sensitive organisms and tissues, selection for cold
resistant cells may also occur . On the other hand ,
neither age of diploid cultures nor malignant transfor-
mation of aneuploid ones seems to play a detectable
role.

D. Acclimation
In the preceding section evidence is given

that prior exposure to cold can select resistant cells
from among a growing and heterogeneous population, but
even in nongrowing populations, including those of the
tissues of an organism, there is a question of the
extent to which prior experience may affect cold sen-
sitivity. This issue has in fact mainly been raised and
studied within the context of experiences of the whole
organism, and, again, we can find a good early example
in the paper of Lyman and Blinks. They attempted to
determine whether hibernation itself affected the cold
sensitivity of hamster hearts, and they did so in two
ways. They removed hearts from actually hibernating
hamsters and from hamsters which were awake prior to use
but which had recently hibernated. In neither case was
there any significant difference from hearts of awake
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hamsters in minimum temperatu:- -
i at which beating was

sustained.
Despite this negative result, numerous other

cases of improvement of performance or maintenance of
cellular function in hibernation have been reported .
Indeed, in the hamster heart itself, changes in tempera-
ture dependence of membrane potentials and of metabolism
of both intact tissue and isolated mitochondria have
been described (37 , 61, 62) . Similarly , in preparations
from hibernating hamsters , compared with those from
awake hamsters , kidney cortex accumulates K more rapidly ,
the phrenic-nerve diaphragm neuromuscular junction
function at a lower temperature, and cold—induced
swelling in diaphragm muscle is less ( for references see
73 , 78) .

What about acclimation in mammals that are not
“deep” hibernators? Hudson (30) found that when Peromyacus
were kept at 12°C their hearts, when removed and per-
fused had cut—out temperatures below those of deerinice
of the same species acclimated to 33°C. Miller and
Irving (49) found that the temperature at which rats
were housed appeared to affect the conduction properties
of their caudal nerves in vitro, but there was no
improvement of nerve function at low temperature.

Such results raise the question of whether the
influence of prior experience of low temperature is
direct or whether it is mediated through the organism.
Actually , there are two separate issues contained within
this question. The first is whether the effect of prior
exposure to lowered temperature is exerted directly upon
the tissue or whether it is mediated by neural or humoral
signals. The other issue is whether the change in
resistance of the cells is a result of the cell’s own
intrinsic activity (synthesis of new proteins, for
example) or whether it is the result of factors imposed
on it from the milieu (change in fatty acids available
to it, for example). Thus, in short, is the cell the
receptor of the conditioning change in temperature or is
it the effector of the response?

Taking the latter issue first, results (see
Behrisch, this symposium) with the pyruvate kinase of
liver of ground squirrel and bats in which the regulatory
kinetics of its molecular effectors are different in the
summer and winter form and apparently involve synthesis
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of different peptides adequately demonstrate that seasonal
changes can be part of a cell’ s genetic repertoire . On
the other side of the coin , there are cases of exogenous
nonessential factors causing changes in the resistance
of cells in culture to low temperature. Mich]. and
Svobodova (47 ) found that inclusion of uridine in the
incubation medium of unadapted mouse L cells improved
their survival in the cold to the level of that of cold
adapted cells. Simi larly, Matsurnura et al, (45) found
that serum in the medium improved the survival of cultured
cells of a mouse fibroblast and of a rat liver parenchymal
line at 4°C.

With regard to the detection of the conditioning
temperatur e change there are two possible approaches; to
fin d  tissue changes in the absence of change in body
temperature or to show that change of temperature in
Vitro can improve the subsequent performance of non—
growing tissues. With regard to the first point , it is
worth noting that several of the examples of acclimation
were found in hamster , and this is a particularly favor-
able species because in captivity Syrian hamsters only
hibernate when exposed to cold and characteristically
wait for an interval of three to six weeks in the cold
before beginning to hibernate . Hence one could study the
time course of such changes and jud ge by whether they
appear before or after the onset of hibernation whether
they could result from direct effects of temperature on
cells or are the result of the organism ’s response.

Unf ortunately thi s has not been done for any
of the cases mentioned , but as discussed in an earlier
review (78), the changes in Na—K ATPase activity of brain
and kidney , associated with hibernation in hamsters
occur before the hamsters hibernate , do not progress
further after the animals have started to hibernate, and
do not occur in hamsters which have remained a long time
in the cold without hibernating. So, unless the hamster
is sneaking periods of low body temperature in the
prehibernation preparatory period , which no one has
noticed , these results permit only one conclusion , that
in these cases at least the acclimation represents an
organismic response to the cold .

With regard to the other approach, in vitro
acclimation, I know of no clear case of this for a
mammalian tissue , but at least one study bears consider-
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ation as a possibility. Exposure of embryonic hamster
fibroblasts (secondaries) to cold for 3 days led to
better survival dur ing subsequent cold exposure, an
effect not observed in human diploid cells (46) . This
result could of course be a result merely of cell selec-
tion as was previously proposed for similar results with
aneuploid cells , but in this case there was only a
single exposure for a short period , instead of the long
and repeated exposures required to produce “adaptation”
in the aneuploid cells. Since primary cultures do
retain species-specific cold resistance and secondary
cultures seem to lose this to a varying extent, it may
be that in secondaries the expression of this property
can still be elicited by cold treatment.

E. Summary of Part 1
It appears that tolerance of low temperature

is part of the genetic heritage of a wide spectrum of
mammalian cells. In part this arises from the expected
correlation of tolerance with the necessity to experience
widely varying temperatures, either because of the
location of the tissue within the organism or because of
the thermal habits of the organism as a whole. But in
part it also occurs as unexpected resistance even in
tissues not normally called upon to face the threat of
cold. Heterogeneity of resistance can be found even
within a central core tissue and continues to be expres-
sed in isolated cells grown for generations in culture.
The degree of intrinsic tolerance of any given cell
seems to be part of its early program of differentiation,
but the expression of that tolerance can be modified at
least by organismic influences and in addition extrinsic
factors may enhance tolerance. Hence the clear dernarca-
tions observed by Lyman and Blinks represent the extremes
of perhaps several continua, and differences between
hibernators and non-hibernators and between core and
peripheral tissues may represent more a diversity in the
expression, than ~ diversity in the possession of the
properties underlying tolerance.

II. CAUSES OF COLD DEATH OF MAMMALIAN CELLS

Since, to such a large extent, characteristic
intrinsic tolerance or sensitivity to low temperature 

~~~~ - - -~~~~~~~ -— - ----~~- - -
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of different peptides adequately demonstrate that seasonal
changes can be part of a cell’s genetic repertoire. On
the other side of the coin, there are cases of exogenous

1 nonessential factors causing changes in the resistance
of cells in culture to low temperature. Michl and
Svobodova (47) found that inclusion of uridine in the
incubation medium of unadapted mouse L cells improved
their survival in the cold to the level of that of cold
adapted cells. Similarly, Matsuinura et al. (45) found
that serum in the medium improved the survival of cultured
cells of a mouse fibroblast and of a rat liver parenchymal
line at 4°C.

With regard to the detection of the conditioning
temperature change there are two possible approaches; to
find tissue changes in the absence of change in body
temperature or to show that change of temperature in
vitro can improve the subsequent performance of non-
growing tissues. With regard to the first point, it is
worth noting that several of the examples of acclimation
were found in hamster, and this is a particularly favor-
able species because in captivity Syrian hamsters only
hibernate when exposed to cold and characteristically
wait for an interval of three to six weeks in the cold
before beginning to hibernate. Hence one could study the
t ime course of such changes and judge by whether they
appear before or after the onset of hibernation whether
they could result from direct effects of temperature on
cells or are the result of the organism’s response.

Unfortunately this has not been done for any
of the cases mentioned , but as discussed in an earlier
review (78), the changes in Na-K ATPase activity of brain
and kidney, associated with hibernation in hamsters
occur before the hamsters hibernate, do not progress
further after the animals have started to hibernate, and
do not occur in hamsters which have remained a long time
in the cold without hibernating. So, unless the hamster
is sneaking periods of low body temperature in the
prehibernation preparatory period, which no one has
noticed, these results permit only one conclusion, that
in these cases at least the acclimation represents an
organismic response to the cold.

With regard to the other approach, in Vitro
acclimation , I know of no clear case of this for a
mammalian tissue, but at least one study bears consider—
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persists in cells and tissues isolated from the organ-
ism , one can consider the mechanisms of cold death (or
avoidance thereof) as a question separate from that of
death of an intact mammal in hypothermia. To do so,
however, requires recognition of a distinction not
hitherto made in this discussion . “Surviva l of cells”
has been judged, both in this review and by investigators,
either by criteria of cell function or - in the case of
cultured cells — by their ability to reproduce a viable
cell population when returned to high temperature. But
of course cells may themselves survive, and yet still
lose reproductive capacity.

Death of cells in the cold involyes the upsetting
of a steady state, loss of reproductive capacity upon
rewarining involves the interruption of a progression.
Correspondingly, the candidates nominated as critical
limiting factors in the cold are those of minimal mainte-
nance of that steady state (metabolism, ion regulation),
whereas the factors considered crucial for loss of
reproductive viability are those concerned with the
cell cycle. In pursuing mechanisms of-cold injury in
isolated cells, it is necessary to enquire not only
whether the source of damage can be isolated to a
single uni1 ary effect within either of these two “realms”
(death in the cold and reproductive death after rewarm—
ing) , but also whether the dichotomy between these
“realms” is real.

A. - Reproductive Death after Cooling
The key events of interest for progression in

the cell cycle are duplication of DNA, segregation of
chromosomes and cell division, and the effect of low
temperature upon each has been investigated. Cooling
does indeed cause mitotic block and delay in division
upon rewarming (15, 51, 65), non—disjunction of chrr~ito—
somal breaks and ‘ther aberrations (25), perhaps arising
from partial or imperfect DNA synthesis in the cold
(15, 60, 70).

Are these acute effects of low temperature
the source of later damage? The presence of chromosomal
aberrations and a tendency toward higher ploidy in
lines surviving repeated cold exposure (10, 27) suggest
that such effects are not necessarily irreparable, but,
on the other hand, loss of reproductive capacity has

- - -
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been correlated with cold-induced hyperploidy (51) and
loss of chromosomes through non—disjunction can hardly
be salutary.

Two further lines of evidence support the
notion that these replicative effects are critical.
First, the errors in chrornosomal duplication lead to
the prediction that serious damage is caused in late
or early S (25, 53, 70), and, accordingly, with synchro-
nized cultures Nelson and Kruuv (53) found that cells
at these stages exposed to 5°C were the most vulnerable
in terms of loss of colony forming ability. Secondly,
the loss of colony forming ability is an inverse function
of cooling (54). That is, to produce a given loss of
viability requires less time at a high suboptimal
temperature than at a low one. This observation is in
accord with the fact that most of the replicative effects
are severe even at moderate temperatures such as 25°C or
15°C (51, 57, 60, 65, see, however, 25).

With regard to whether the dichotomy between
reproductive death and death in the cold is real, it
would be difficult to reconcile the last observation
(inverse effect of temperature) with an effect upon
energy and mass balance of the cell. Although there is
too little information on this point, it seems very
unlikely that such factors as AT? levels and ion con-
centrations can be very far out of balance at such
moderate temperatures. Provisionally, at least, there-
fore, we must conclude that loss of reproductive capacity
following cooling is a somewhat separate issue from
that of death in the cold.

Even as a separate issue, however, it has
important implications for the fuller understanding of
the survival of hypothermic bouts, whether forced or
voluntary and whether in cold-tolerant or cold-sensitive
organisms. In the past most of the attention of those
interested in hibernation and hypothermia has been
focussed on survival during the period of low body
temperature, rather than on the sequellae of recovery.
This attitude would be appropriate if maintenance of
cellular steady state of energy and mass were the only
problem, because in that case survival during the cold
and survival during recovery should be functions of the
same set of events. But if loss of cellular reproductive
capacity occurs as a consequence of other factors and
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furthermore has a different relationship to temperature,
then a new series of issues and questions arises.

One must enquire anew , for example, whether
cold—tolerant forms are more resistant in this particular
respect than are cold—sensitive ones. It is conceivable
that the survival of even hibernators in their habitat
during their active periods is adversely affected by
their experience of low body temperature, because of
debilitation of the immune system, the blood forming
organs or the intestinal epitheliuxn. The results cited
in Part I on cultured cells militate against this
possibility, but it has, so far as I know, hardly been
ivestigated in intact organisms. In any - case, the
nature and severity of the cellular problems faced by
organisms enduring shallow torpor, and any adaptations
mitigating those problems, will be qualitatively differ-
ent from those faced by cells of organisms that undergo
the more profound cooling of deep hibernation. (Are
dividing cells of C. teretioauthse , say , more resistant
to the effects of cooling on replication than are those
of C. trideoe7nhineatu8?) If adaptations do exist
against these difficulties their mechanisms would have
to be quite different from those which protect the
cells of the organism from death in the cold. (For
example, could the block in G2 which occurs during
hibernation or during cold exposure of peripheral
tissues (1) -in addition to the more common metaphase
block - be a protective mechanism reducing the number
of cells entering mitosis in the cold?)

B. Death in the Cold
With regard to the survival of function of

nongrowing tissues, the two candidates most often
nominated as critical to the maintenance of the steady
state in the cold are energy metabolism (specifically,
the production of AT?) and ion regulation (specifically ,
the maintenance of K, Na and Ca gradients). Each is
essential for most of the other activities of cells
and , confusingly, each is essential for the other.
Even so, the case for connecting either of these with
cell death is fragmentary.

1. The ion hypothesis
To begin with the case for ion regulation,
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the discussion must first be limited to those ions for
which membrane mechanisms are known. Cytoplasmic
regulation of H ion and -its behavior with change in
temperature in mammalian cells are subjects of major
significance, only just beginning to receive adequate
attention (42) .  Regulation of calcium ion is only a
little better understood . Cytoplasmic Ca of mammalian
cells is regulated in part by plasma membrane mechanisms
either analogous to or coupled with that of Na/K

• regulation (8, 75); it increases at temperatures near
0°C, and its rise has various potentially deleterious
effects on metabolism and the regulation of other ions
(for references, see 68, 75).

The role of Na/K gradient has been
somewhat more fully investigated, and the mechanisms of
its regulation are bet...er understood. Its effects and
cellular roles are also well studied. The best known
of the latter is the membrane potential, and it is
therefore surprising that in our premier tissue, the
cardiac muscle , decline of Na/K gradients has yet to
be implicated as the cause of depolarization and con-
duction block in the cold. In my own laboratory we
have been unable to detect significant change in K
content of rabbit atria after blocking the beat with
cooling. The K and Na concentrations of perfused rat
heart after 2-3 hours at 2—6°C are not significantly
different from those at 38°C, but they are different
from those at 22°C (63). Guinea pig atria held at 5°C
for 90 minutes do lose K and gain Na (20), but de-
polarization would still be faster than these observed
changes in concentration. Part of the membrane potential
of the heart may arise from the electrogenic activity
of the Na/K pump (20, 71) (i .e. ,  pumping more Na out
than K in), and some depolarization at low temperature,
therefore , could be due to the immediate inhibition of
the pump . Such an effect would lead to eventual decline
of gradients, but depolarization and blocking would
precede that decline .

As documented in Part I, there is no
doubt that K concentrations do fall (and Na rises) in
many cold sensitive tissues at low temperature. The
problem then is to relate this event with other criteria
of mortality . Slices of kidney cortex from hamster
stored at 5°C for four days retain K better and when
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rewarmed can reaccumulate K and incorporate amino acid
into protein better than those of guinea pig (75). If
the cells of hamster kidney, however, are selectively
depleted of K in the cold, their accumulation of K and
their capacity for protein synthesis after storage is
depressed like that in the guinea pig kidney tissue.
In cold adapted lines of mouse L cells, Willis and
Holeckova (81) found that K retention during exposure
to 5°C was better than in the companion unadapted stock
line. In several lines of diploid hamster embryonic
fibroblasts Willis and Baudysova (76) found that loss
of K not only correlated well with survival in the
cold, but that loss of K anticipated cell death as
measured by dye exclusion. 

-

Thus, so far as it goes, the evidence is
consistent with a connection between K retention and
survival of cells during and after cold exposure, but
it is largely correlative. For the hypothesis to be
more fully established requires two further elements.
First, it must be shown that otherwise cold—sensitive
cells can be made to survive cold better merely by
keeping their K concentration from falling (and Na from
rising). Most attempts to achieve this objective have
so far involved the elevation of extracellular K, a
method which has the serious disadvantage of causing
swelling and depolarization (36).

The second requirement is crucial and
just as difficult of attainment, namely, the demonstration
that loss of K (or gain of Na or Ca) is not a consequence
of the failure of metabolism to yield ATP.

2. The ATP hypothesis
This is a difficult task partly because

ion regulation and metabolism are mutually dependent
and partly because assessment of the energy status of
the cell is complex. How, for example, should one
interpret the lower temperature sensitivity of respiration
of slices of cardiac muscle of hamster compared with
rat (62)? Mutual dependence prevents a choice between
energy releasing pathways and ion regulation (73).

To circumvent this problem one may try
to measure mitochondrial respiration in cell-free
suspensions with constant ionic milieu provided, and in
this particular case the species difference persists —
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when pyruvate is provided as a substrate and not
succinate (59, 61). In other cell—free preparations
results are even more conflicting (for liver compare 37
with 55). Rather than circumvent the mutual dependence
one may try instead to measure and account for the
temperature sensitivity of metabolism connected with
membrane activity, as has been attempted in brain and
kidney slices (58, 74). Such attempts have so far been
unavailing, partly because the tissues chosen were not
as different in temperature sensitivity between species
as originally thought (see Parts I and III).

A more direct and possibly more useful
approach has been to examine AT? concentrations of
cells at different temperatures. Thus, in red blood
cells kept at 5°C, K falls even when conditions are
provided to prevent a fall in AT? (83). I have recently
found that under conditions which lead to the large
immediate loss of K at 5°C in cultured kidney cells of
guinea pig , AT? fell by no more than 10 per cent by 4
hours in the cold. Such results while tending to
minimize the importance of metabolism in cold failure ,
are also subject to two criticisms. They do not take
into account the possible effect of coznpartmentation
(AT? may be high , but trapped, in mitochondria , poor in
cytoplasm) nor the presence of a pOol of other high
energy phosphates nor the total “energy charge”
(ATP/ADP + 

~i) (4 ) .  Burlington et al. (9) found, for
example, that although AT? level falls in ground squirrel
hearts at low temperature (6 °C) energy charge does not ,
whereas in rat the converse was the case (i.e., AT? was
not lower at the temperature of blocking , about 15°C ,
but energy charge was). Taken in conjunction with the
results on repsiration in heart such findings certainly
suggest that at least cardiac muscle of non-hibernators
have a problem maintaining metabolism at low temperature,
but, even so, one must enquire whether the comparatively
modest limitation of energy observed is sufficient
seriously to hinder activities essential for cell
survival at the low temperature.

III. ANALYSIS OF MEMBRANE FAILURE

Although, as we have seen, documentation of the
role of plasma membrane as the critical site of tempera-
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ture effect is far from complete, there is a straight-
forward and practical reason for exploring the mechanisms
of membrane failure at low temperature. Aside from post-
storage functional tests, our ability to judge whether
a cell or tissue has survived or is surviving in the
cold is based to a very large extent directly upon
tests of the integrity of the plasma membrane (excit-
ability, polarization, ion gradients, exclusion of
stains or other markers, swelling, hemolysis, loss of
enzymes, etc.). Searching for the causes of the loss
of this “integrity” is a more defined and manageable —

and therefore more hopeful - undertaking than that of
trying to understand the larger but vaguer issue of
cell death.

The search so far has been in two parts. My own
approach has been to try to dissect membrane function,
starting at the level of the whole cell and isolating
and identifying the roles of the component activities
(metabolism, ion pumping, passive leak). In contrast
to this reductionist or “hierarchical” approach,
others have attempted a more frontal assault of the
constituent molecules. Since I summarized the “hier-
archical” approach at the last hibernation symposium
(78), and since Dr. Charnock will be discussing at
least one aspect of the “molecular” approach in this
symposium, my purpose here will be confined to bringing
the one up to date and the other, down to earth.

A. Hierarchical Analysis Revisited
My version of hierarchical analysis focuses

on the Na/K balance of cells, which is central to most
other membrane activities, and consists of a series of
dichotomous choices. Thus, assuming balance of K ion
(the easier ion to analyse in most cases) to be a
steady state arising from an equality of influx and
efflux, the first question is whether net loss of K
with cooling results more from a stringent inhibition
of influx (particularly the active, ouabain-sensitive
component of influx) or from less inhibition of passive
efflux. Then, if stringent inhibition of the pump is a
factor, the next question is whether that is a result
of direct inhibition of its molecular mechanism or of
inhibition of metabolism upon which it depends for AT?.
Finally, for the moment, is the question of whether the

-
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stringent in~ithition of the pump is simply due to
slowing (i.e., a decrease in the maximum attainable
rate of activity) or due to changes in its response to
substrates (K, Na, ATP). In making such comparisons
and judgments, hibernator cells, with their superior
ability to maintain ion gradients at low temperatures,
are the standard against which the specific failure of

• membranes of cold—sensitive cells is measured. We have
sought to resolve this list of questions primarily in
two types of cells, erythrocytes and kidney cells, from
two species of hibernators (hamsters and ground squirrels)
and two species of non-hibernators (rats and guinea
pigs).

As presented in 1971 (78), the picture seemed
fairly tidy. In both cell types both pump and leak
were involved. That is, in hibernator cells, the pump
was less inhibited, and the leak (e.g., K efflux) more
inhibited with cooling than in cells of non—hibernators.
The stringent inhibition of pump by cold in non-hiber-
nators was clearly direct and was not necessarily
mediated through inhibition of metabolism. Kinetic
analysis of pumping had not been done, but analysis of
partial reactions of the Na-K ATPase had begun (78, see
also 22).

Since that time the picture has become more
complex, in particular the similarity between kidney
cells and erythrocytes has declined and the usefulness
of the Na-K ATPase has eroded.

Both of these trends hinge on the studies of
primary cultures of kidney cells from hamster, ground
squirrel and guinea pig (84). Not only did these cells
appear to retain the characteristic cold adaptation (or
sensitivity) of the donor tissue with respect to K
retention at low temperature, but they also permitted
meaningful analysis of unidirectional fluxes of K, as a
function of temperature, something not feasible in
kidney slices. These fluxes revealed that although the
difference between species was still apparent with
regard to passive loss of K at lower temperature, the
active (ouabain-sensitive) component was surprisingly
little inhibited in the guinea pig cells at 5°C (7 per
cent of the rate at 37°C, compared with 9 per cent in
active ground squirrel and hamster). Hence, in this
tissue it rio longer appeared so certain that there is a
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large difference in cold sensitivity of the pump as we
had previously thought and as there is in erythrocytes
(34).

These results resolved a paradox arising from
earlier observations with kidney slices of guinea pig
in which ouabain-inhibited, Na—stimulated respiration
flourished at low temperature even as net K uptake was
failing (74). Assuming that renal tubular cells behave
like their cultured progeny, we may now infer that
active K transport was still occurring , but that it was
losing ground to the leak. -

Similarly, the new results with unidirectional
fluxes reinforced an old finding (82) that cold inhibits
actual in BitU transport much less than it does the
activity of the ouabain-sensitive Na-K ATPase in cell-
free membrane preparations. This conclusion has now
been reconfirined both in Na-K ATPase of cultured kidney
cells of ground squirrel and in erythrocytes of guinea
pig, woodchuck and ground squirrel (16,77). The extra-
ordinary inhibition of Na-K ATPase with cooling seems
to involve the intactness of the membrane, since the
difference disappears in reconstituted erythrocyte
ghosts in which ATPase and flux can be measured simul-
taneously (77).

The earlier conclusion that inhibition of
pumping was independent of metabolism rested in small
part on the results with guinea pig kidney slices and
in very large part on the high cold-sensitivity of Na-K
ATPase (7, 12, 78, 82). Neither result seems fully to
reflect the true state of affairs at the membrane of
the intact cell, and to that extent that conclusion is
weakened. It may nevertheless still be true, as discus-
sed in the previous section, but it will take more
effort to re-establish it.

In the meantime, until the correspondence
between the thermal properties of the Na-K ATPase and
those of in situ ion transport can be established,
either conceptually or experimentally, a safer recourse
would seem to be a more detailed kinetic analysis of
the Na-K pump in the intact cell. Of the two types of
cells with which we have worked, erythrocytes hold the
greater promise in this direction because of the greater
temperature sensitivity of their pump in non-hibernators
and because they are highly suitable to manipulations

- - .  -
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of ion concentrations on both sides of the membrane.
Dr. J. C. Ellory of Cambridge University and I have
been collaborating in this work, and so far we have
found that decrease in activity at low temperature is
not due to a loss in response of the pump either to
external K ion nor to internal Na ion (85). On the
contrary, affinity for both increases in guinea pig red
cells with cooling, and the relative increase is as
great- as or greater than that in red cells of ground
squirrels. (Essentially the same may be said of kidney
cells except that in those of ground squirrels an
increase in response to altered cytoplasmic K and Na
was seen at low temperature which requires further
investigation, ref. 84.) Although the analysis is not
complete, it seems likely that at least as far as ion
stimulation is concerned the loss of activity with
cooling and the difference between species will emerge
as change in maximal rate (“Vmax”) and not as a change
in affinity for the transported species of cations.

B. The visitation of Molecular Analysis
There is an obvious dichotomy of molecules

between which to choose a candidate for differences in
the ability of the plasma membrane to function at low
temperature, namely, lipids and proteins. The domains
of possible interactions and sites of interest were
outlined by Gitler (19) at the last hibernation symposium:
lipid-lipid, protein-protein, lipid-protein and inter-
actions of both proteins and lipids with water. Since
that time interest with regard to the problem of tempera-
ture in membranes has focused almost exclusively on
the contribution of lipids. The hypothesis that it is
differences in fluidity of the membrane as a function
of temperature that govern differences in temperature
sensitivity of cells and that it is lipid variables
(saturation of fatty acids, relative proportion of
cholesterol, presence of lysophosphatides) that govern
the fluidity, emerges from several roots. These include
the effect of membrane fatty acids on activity of
membrane enzymes (for review see 18, 26), the effect of
temperature on various parameters of viscosity and
order in natural and artificial membranes (19), and
numerous comparative studies of changes in saturation
of fatty acids during cold adaptation (e.g., 17, 32).
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Though the notion was growing for a long time, one
seed of the recent crystallization was the work of
Raison and Lyons (41, 55, 56) showing that the dif-
ference between cold—hardy and -sensitive plant and
animal cells is often reflected by discontinuities in
the Arrhenius plots of membrane-related enzyme activities
of the sensitive forms, which could easily be attributed
to phase transitions.

With regard to hibernation, changes in satur-
ation of specific fatty acids in heart of ground squirrel
(2), brain of hamster (21), and kidney of hamster (72)
have been observed with onset of hibernation, but far
more striking were the changes in plasmalogens of the
brain of hamster and the increase of lysophosphatides
in the heart of ground squirrels and in kidney of
hamsters. One of the cases cited by Raison and Lyon
(55) was a discontinuity in the Arrhenius function of
liver succinoxidase of ground squirrels which disappeared
with hibernation, but with apparently comparable tech-
niques this was not seen by tiu et al. (37) .

With regard to specific membrane mechansims
under consideration here, several studies indicate that
fatty acids in phospholipids affect the temperature
sensitivity of Na-K ATPase (33 , 66) and correlate the tem-
perature break in activity with a change of order in the
membrane (11, 24).

Further review than this hardly seems neces-
sary here, not only because of Dr. Charnock’s contribution
but also because of the great, possible excessive, popular-
ity of these notions.

It seems inescapable that membrane fluidity,
or phase boundaries or fatty acid saturation or something
has something to do with the performance of membranes
at low temperature. The question is, what, specifically?
To close this discussion I would like to draw attention
in this regard to three issues which in the context of
the subject of this paper have been neglected or ignored.

First, with respect to hibernators, it must
be realized that the only differences that have so far
been identified in lipids and membrane fluidity have
been between active and hibernating individuals of the
same species, whereas, as we have seen, the main dif-
ferences in resistance are usually between species.
Extending the comparison of phospholipids and fatty
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acids to species , admittedly , will be diff icul t  because
any compositional differences observed might be unrelated
to differences in temperature sensitivity. Comparisons
of changes in microviscosity or order with temperature,
would however, still be of use. (In this regard it
should be noted that the only differences in physical
behavior measured by a membrane probe have been found
in mitochondria, presumably inner membranes thereof,
which, lacking cholesterol, are a far more likely
candidate for a “phase transition” effect than are
plasma membranes.)

Secondly, greater attention must be paid to
the question of which functional activities of the
membrane are to be included in the lipid fluidity
hypothesis. For example, both pump and leak are involved
in the cold adaptation of hibernator tissues. Are
differences in both pump and leak to be laid at the
door of lipid fluidity? How do phase transitions or
separations affect passive ion leak in intact membranes?
In artificial lipid bilayers greater fluidity increases
permeation of cations (33). This is in the wrong
direction to that required; would pore-mediated diffusion,
perhaps through a protein channel, be affected differ-
ently? The work with Na-K ATPase is of interest in
characterizing the interactions of lipids with an
integral membrane enzyme, but if, as it seems, the
acute temperature-sensitivity of the Na-K ATPase is an
artifact of preparation and isolation, it may be of
little relevance to cold adaptation. In any case, the
differences observed in pump and Na-K ATPase with
hibernation have been of various types, involving both
kinetics and catalytic efficiency variably combined (7,
22, 78, 84). The lipid differences as noted are also
of various kinds. It remains to be seen whether the
two classes of phenomena are actually connected and if
so, in what way.

Finally, assuming that fluidity in the region
of an enzyme or of a protein associated with passive
diffusion is an important determinant of the temperature
sensitivity of the process, we must not leap to the
conclusion that differences between sensitive and
insensitive cells is necessarily due to differences in
lipids. It seems likely that site of the most important
effect of fluidity will be in the immediate vicinity of
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proteins and in that region proteins are as important
as lipids in establishing order and determining fluidity.

When the current wave of awakened appreciation
of what lipids can accomplish has subsided, a return to
the original, and still unresolved, question will lead
to a more balanced, orderly, detailed and meaningful
application of technology and concepts which fostered
that awakening.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION OF PARTS II AND III

In setting out to discuss “mechanisms of cold
tolerance” we immediately find ourselves considering
instead the converse and primary problem, the causes c~f
death resulting from cold treatment. Here we discover
that death comes in many forms, either immediately to
the exposed cell or ultimately to its capacity to
reproduce at the optimal temperature. Although these
seem to be separable they nevertheless may interact.
Metabolic or membrane damage at temperatures near 0°C
may be the cause of enhanced loss of reproductive
capacity after exposure to such low temperatures. And
inability to duplicate and divide successfully may, as
in the case of radiation injury , also lead to the death
of the cell itself.

For the narrower question of death or loss of
function within the cold we are still left with choices
between energy metabolism arid membrane function and,
within each category, amongst several possible alter-
native activities. The tedious task of sorting and
selecting among these categories has been largely

- 
superseded by the enthusiasm for membrane fluidity and
lipid composition as a pan-hypothesis, which has the
great potential of explaining failures in both realms.
But, in view of the compositional complexity of eukaryote
plasma membranes, the originally simple idea of phase
transition has been succeeded , first by that of phase
separation, then by that of separations of transitions
independently in the two monolayers of the lipid bilayer,
and then by a further focussing upon the local or
neighboring lipids nearest intrinsic membrane proteins,
a zone which is barely accessible at this time to
experimental analysis. In short, that collection of
possibilities is little more now than a further set of
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candidates to be interdigitated with the earlier one.
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STRATEGIES IN COLD

MEMBRANE LIPID PHASE-TRANSITIONS : A POSSIBLE BIOLOGICAL
RESPONS E TO HIBERNATION?

John S. Charnock
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ABSTRACT

The effect of temperature upon the physical
properties of membrane lipids and proteins is briefly
reviewed as is the case for interpreting non—linear
Arrhenius plots of enzyme activity in terms of lipid
phase-transitions in biological membranes. The
thermal profiles of cytoplasmnic , mitochondrial,
plasma and endoplasmic reticular enzymes from poikilo-
thermns, homeotherms and hibernators are compared. It
is concluded that whereas lipid phase-transitions
play no part in the temperature dependence of the
cytoplasmic enzymes lactic dehydrogenase and malic
dehydrogenase, the evidence for pyruvate kinase is
not yet clear. There can be little doubt of the
important role of the lipid phase-transitions in
modulating the temperature dependence of mitochondrial
succinate oxidation in homeothernis, poikilotherms and
during hibernation. Although there is strong evidence
that lipid phase-transitions occur in the plasma and
endoplasmic reticular membranes from a wide variety
of species, and that in some instances these thermionic
transitions occur at temperatures which correspond to
marked changes in the apparent activation energy of
Ca~~-ATPase and (Na

+ + K±)-ATPase, there does not
appear to be convincing evidence that these parameters
undergo significant seasonal variation in hibernating
species. Thus no unifying concept of the role of
lipid phase-transitions in the biological response to
hibernation can be developed at the present time as
it appears to vary with the particular enzyme system
and its subcellular membrane localization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Membrane Structure
There has been much interest in the control

of metabolism at low temperature , particularly the
low body and organ temperatures encountered in some
poikilotherm s and during the hibernation state in
mammals. Quite recently the idea has been growing
that enzyme velocity is powerfully modulated by the
physical properties of membrane lipids, and that so—
called phase—changes in which the fluidity of membranes
is greatly altered may provide the means for continuing
enzyme function when the organ temperature falls far
below the range at which many biochemical processes
are expected to cease.

It is therefore my purpose in this review
to examine the experimental evidence available in an
attempt to decide what role phase—changes in membrane
lipids may play in the process of hibernation .
However , before looking at some recent experimental
evidence from animal studies we should remember that
as early as 1962, Luzzati and Husson had noted that
the transition temperature (Ta) of many solid—gel
to liquid—crystalline phase—changes in lipoprotein
systems seemed to occur very close to the body tempera-
ture of the animals from which the lipoproteins were
obtained . They speculated that this observation was
not coincidence, but that they were observing a very
fine biological control mechanism for electrical
potential or ion permeability changes in biological
membranes (51).

This observation has much greater significance
today than it did in 1962 as there has been great
progress in recent years in our understanding of
membrane structure.

That biological membranes are basically
composed of an oriented bilayer of lipids interspersed
with proteins has been known for many years (30 , 31,
68), yet it has only been since the work of Singer
and Nicolson in 1972 tha t a really satisfactory
description of membrane architecture has been available
(71). From the information obtained from a very wide
variety of techniques which include chemical and
immunological analyses as well as such biophysical 

~~~~~—--
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procedures of freeze-fracture electron microscopy , X—
ray diffraction, circular-dichroism and electron
paramnagnetic resonance and fluorescent membrane
probes , we can be reasonably confident that the now
common picture (Fig. 1) of globular protein macromole-
cules embedded into a bimolecular lipid matrix properly
represents the general membrane structure (17 , 70 ) .

It is also quite reasonable to suppose that
speci f icity of function takes place not only because
of the diversity of chemical composition that can be
shown in the lipid and protein components of the
system , but also 1~~cause of the non-homogeneous and
asymmetric distribution of these components on either
side of the membrane itself (69). In addition, some
larger proteins appear to traverse the entire distance
of the membrane and possess inherent orientation
characteristics of their own (43) which permit
vectorial processes to occur.

Furthermore , the work of Edidin and his
colleagues (34 ,36) at Johns Hopkins has dramatically
confirmed the dynamic state of the membrane conglomerate
in that lateral diffusion of the protein globules in
the plane of the membrane is commonplace, while even
more recently the work of Chapman has suggested that
rotational movement of the protein macromolecules
occurs in the microsecond time range (18). In fact,
the only molecular movements which appear unlikely
are those of the so—called “f l ip—flop ” var iety in
which either lipids or proteins are translocated from
one side of the membrane to the other. These “f lip-
flop ” translocations either do not occur , or the time
course of their translocation is so great as to
exclude them from consideration in most , but not all ,
biological processes.

We therefore have a very dynamic view of
membrane proteins and hence membrane enzymes functioning
in a fairly mobile lipid matrix whose viscosity is
subject to many changes in its immediate environment -
pressure, temperature, ionic strength and pH, as well
as variations which arise as a consequence of changes
in the nature (class) and fatty acid composition of
the lipid components themselves. Changes in any of
these factors are all capable of influencing the
physical and chemical properties of the membrane.
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In addition , because of the non-homogeneous
and asymmetric distribution of membrane components we
can now see how one area of a biological membrane may
be functioning in a certain mode , whilst another area
not too far distant may be exhibiting quite di f f eren t
properties in terms of either permeability , electrical
potential and/or enzyme function. It is therefore
hardly surprising that vast differences in behaviour
are encountered in various membranes from a wide
variety of tissues and species as these membranes are
required to meet the extraordinary range of situations
encountered during the lifetime of the organism ,
whether it be a relatively simple bacterium or a
highly complex multicellular assembly like man himself.

Let us therefore consider only what happens
in this complex membrane system when the temperature
is varied through the relatively narrow “physiological”
range of 0—40°C. One of the most striking features
of the behaviour of the lipids in this range is the
frequent observation that many of the individual
components undergo a change in phase from a highly
ordered state in which the hydrocarbon chains of the
fatty acids are considered to be relatively rigid
with a reduced protein mobility (the so-called solid-
gel phase) to a much more fluid liquid-crystalline
phase with enhanced protein mobility when the tempera-
ture is raised above a certain critical transition
temperature (Ta) (18, 58).

This endotherinic transition occurs over a
somewhat broader range in biological membranes than
in single phospholipid model systems (because of the
variety in acyl-chain components as well as polar
head-groups of the phospholipids) and is accompanied
by a lateral expansion and a decrease in the thickness
of the bilayer (3,61).

In this more fluid state the hydrocarbon
chains maintain an average orientation perpendicular
to the plane of the bilayer but are relatively disorder-
ed and undergo rapid rotational isomerization along
the chains. This liquid-crystalline state is character-
ised by the onset of rapid lateral diffusion of both
lipid and protein molecules in the plane of the
bilayer. One should not forget, however, that both
ordered and fluid domains can co-exist at a given
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temperature and that membrane proteins will tend to
preferentially partition into the more f luid parts of
the membrane .

B. Arrhenius Analysis — Activation Energy
What of the behaviour of the enzyme proteins

embedded in this lipid matrix? How does it alter
from the activity of the so—called soluble or cytoplas-
mic enzymes when the temperature changes from 0-40°C?
Before attempting to answer these questions let me
br ief ly review the effect of temperature upon the
velocity of any chemit~al reaction. That the velocity
of any chemical ceaction is reduced when the temperature
falls is taken today as a self—evident axiom, although
it was only during the latter half of the nineteenth
century when this observation was formally established
by van ’t Hoff  who documented that the velocity of a
variety of organic reactions increased by a factor of
about 2 for every 10°C rise in temperature (74).

However , by 1889 Arrhenius had observed
that a number of biological reactions - referred to
by him as “life-processes” like the conversion of
cane—sugar into glucose and fructose by the enzyme
mixture “invertase ” —did not properly obey the earlier
van ’t Hoff relationship (5). He therefore studied
the invertase reaction in great detail — that is , at
a large number of different temperatures - and
devised an empirical relationship f or the nearly
exponential increase in reaction velocity (K) which
occurred with the change in absolute temperature (T°)
(6).

When the rate constants for the reaction
(usually Vmax ) are converted to a log form and the
reciprocal of the absolute temperature is employed , a
straight line plot (Fig. 2) can be obtained from the
Arrhenius equation :

2.303 T1 •T2 
(log K1 - log K2) R

Ea =
T1 - T2

where Ea = apparent energy of activation, R is the
gas constant (1.987 cals.mole 1 deg 1) and K1 and
K2 are the maximal velocities of the reaction at
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absolute temperatures T1 and T2 . Thus the slopes of
these plots are equal to -Ea/2.303R and give a measure
of the Arrhenius activation energy of -the reaction
under study . This value is not quite the same as
that obtained from direct measurement of the heat
content of the reaction , but usually only differs
from this value by a few hundred calories/mole (64).

For many years this type of Arrhenius
analysis of the effect of temperature upon a biological
process was thought to consistently yield a straight
line Arrhenius plot and hence a single unique value
for the activation energy (Ea), even if it became
necessary to disregard some aberrant values or to use
what Drost—Hansen (33) has so aptly called “brute
force” methods to drive a straight line through
fairly obviously non-linear data points. Generally
departures from linearity were regarded as deficiencies
in experimental data and were not assigned any biologi-
cal significance (10,46).

However, by the early 1960’s sufficient
experimental data (Table 1) had been produced for
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some workers to seriously question the absolute truth
of the linear “Arrhenius law” and to suggest alterna-
tive explanations for the nonlinearity of many Arrhenius
plots (56). A typical example of a non—linear Arrhenius
plot is shown in figure 3. Naturally, the early heretics
who produced such plots were vigorously attacked by
the scientific establishment of the day (10,32,46).

Without pursuing this story in detail, it
is clear today that in at least some instances, these
discontinuities in Arrhenius plots of enzyme activity
which lead to more than one value for the activation
energy of an enzyme process, are not experimental
artifacts but are due to the existence of two different
stable conformational forms of the enzyme which can
be identified by different sedimentation characteristics,
or electrophoretic patterns (56) as well as changes
in their thermodynamic properties. In addition, the
elegant studies of Raison and Lyons and their colleagues

oc
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(66) using electron spin probes and those of many
others using fluorescent probes of membrane lipid
mobilities have shown that quite frequently there is
a good correlation between the thermal realtionships
of enzyme activity and the physical state of associated
membrane lipids (8,20,63).

Although there are still many who do not
unequivocally accept this view (32,41,78), there is a
great deal of experimental and theoretical evidence
to suggest that discontinuities in Arrhenius plots
represent thermal transitions between two distinct
isothermal phases, which correspond to order—disorder
transitions in the mobility of membrane lipids surround-
ing membrane proteins. In fact, in reviewing the
effect of temperature upon cellular metabolism at a
symposium of Low Temperature Physiology in 1972,
Lyons stated that “one of the most useful and consistent
lines of evidence for phase-changes in biological
systems has been the presentation of data relating
the influence of temperature and reaction velocity
(-—of enzymes—-) as an Arrhenius plot” (52) !

Today there is considerable biochemical evidence
that the lipids of biological membranes exert a powerful
modulating effect upon membrane enzyme function, and
this is particularly noticeable when the temperature
of the reaction is changed . By invoking the property
of mutual exclusion (49) -that is, that two separate
phases exist in the membrane as two separate domains
each of constant activity and independent of the
amount in each state, we can see how the same enzyme
process can function with two markedly different
energy requirements in two respective temperature
ranges (49,78). The “break” in an Arrhenius plot
(Ta) therefore represents an isokinetic point, that
is , the temperature where the value for ~F* is the
same for the two different transition states (49,64).

With this background let us now look briefly
at a number of important enzymes generally involved
in energy transduction, and whose temperature profiles
have been examined in preparations isolated from
homeotherxns, poikilotherms and hibernators. Although
not an exhaustive list, I will review the information
relating to several cytoplasmic enzymes involved in
glucose utilization and gluconeogenesis; some membrane-
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bound enzyme s of rnitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation
and some plasma membrane enzymes involved in active
cation transport.

II. CYTOPLASMIC ENZYMES OF GLUCOSE UTILIZATION

A. Lactic Dehydrogenase (LD H)
In 1968 Hochachka and Somero reported that

fish muscle LDH gave linear Arrhenius plots between
5-35°C even when the variety of fish ranged from
long—term cold adapted Antarctic fish (-2°C) through
lake and brook trout and bluefin tuna (presumably
between 10-20°C), to long-term warm adapted South
American lungfish whose ambient temperature is normally
between 27-30°C (42). In addition, the apparent
energies of activation that were obtained for these
various muscle LDH preparations were all about 12
kcals/mole and did not correlate with the environmental
temperatures of the fish (Table 2).

Similarly, Baldwin and Aleksiuk (7) obtained
linear Arrhenius plots for liver and skeletal muscle
LDH in the Australian platypus and echidna, both of
which are reported to have unusual thermoregulatory
properties. The Ea value for the platypus was 19
kcals/mole; Ea value for the echidna was 17 kcals/inole.

However , in an earlier study Aleksiuk (1)
had noted an unusual “inverted break” in muscle LDH
from a warm—adapted garter-snake collected in Florida,
which was not apparent in preparations from similar
reptiles collected in Manitoba (see Table 2). Interest-
ingly the Ea value from these latter cold-adapted
snakes was again close to 12 kcals/rnole.

More recently Borgmann and Moon have examined
the kinetics of LDH function from homeothertns (beef
heart and muscle) and poikilotherrns (flounder muscle)
in great detail. Although their purpose was not to
obtain data for the usual Arrhenius equation of log Vm~~vs. l/T°, it is apparent that no major changes were
observed in this parameter between 5-30°C, although
there were important differences in other thermodynamic
properties of these systems between horneotherms and
poikilotherms (12 ,13). -

Finally, in another recent study Olsson
(60) compared the Arrhenius function of LDH from
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several organs of a homeotherm (guinea—pig), poikilo-
therins (frog and cod—fish), and the hibernating
hedgehog and bat . Irrespective of the organ (heart ,
brain , muscle), the species or the season, the LDH
Arrhenius plots were all linear between 0-30 °C and
continued in this fashion for another 20°C in the
case of the homeotherm preparations.

The values for Ea obtained by Olsson ranged
f rom 12 kcals/mole for the frog muscle up to 19
kcals/mole for the hibernating bat heart. Again
there was no obvious correlation between this thermo-
dynamic parameter and environmental temperature.

B. Malic Dehydrogenase (MD H)
Although less information is available

regarding this enzyme than LDH, what is known is very
similar to that for LDH (Table 2).

Baldwin and Aleksiuk (7) had found linear
Arrhenius plots for liver MDII between 10—40°C for
both platypus and echidna, with identical Ea values
of 16.5 kcals/mole. This data is very similar to
that obtained by Aleksiuk (2) for cytpolasmic MDII
from the livers of two species of birds (the common
crow and the pintail), where the Arrhenius plots were
again linear between 5—35°C, and the values for Ea
were 12 kcals/mole and 15 kcals/mole respectively.

In Olsson ’s major comparative study discussed
above for LDH (60) he also found linear Arrhenius
plots for MDH between 0-30°C for all the various
organs and species examined. Because of heat denatura-
tion of homeothermic enzymes many of his studies were
not continued much above 30°C.

C. Pyruvate Kinase (PK )
The data for this enzyme is different for

that of LDH and MDH just discussed .
In 1968 Somero and Hochachka (72) showed

that while muscle PK from fish (adult rainbow trout)
gave linear Arrhenius plots between 5—30°C, with Ea
values of 30 kcals/mole, i.e. much higher than the Ea
values reported for LDH or MDII, the data for PK from
rat skeletal muscle PK between 10—40°C was not linear.
There was a sharp “break ” in the plot at 25°C with a
value for Ea 1 of 10 kcals/mole above this temperature,
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and a value for Ea11 of 20 kcals/mole below this
temperature! Interestingly these workers also reported
an “inverse break” in the data they obtained for the
cold adapted (-2~ ) Antarctic f i sh where T~ was about
10°C , and the values for Ea1 and Ea 11 were the exact
converse of those obtained for the rat (Table 3).

More recently, Borgmann and Moon (11)
studied the temperature dependence of liver and
flight muscle PK from a species of hibernating bat.
These workers also found non-linear Arrhenius plots
with PK from both organs whether the bat was hibernating
or not. However , there was a marked shif t in the
transition temperature from 17°C down to 5°C when the
animal was in hibernation! It should also be noted
that while the values for Ea1 above and Ea11 below
the transition temperature of 17°C in the non-
hibernating bat were 8.6 kcals/rnole and 19.5 kcals/mole
respectively , the value for Ea above the transition
temperature at 5°C for the hibernating bat was 13 .7
kcals/mole. That is, a value intermediate between
the two values for the non-hibernating animal.

III. MITOCHONDRIAL MEMBRANE ENZYMES OF OXIDATIVE Pb S-
PHORYLATION

Let us turn now from the enzymes of glucose
utilization to those of oxidative phosphorylation
located in the mitochondrial membrane.

As early as 1969 Kemp, Groot and Reitsma (47)
had demonstrated non-linear Arrhenius plots for
succinate oxidation by rat liver mitochondria. The
transition temperature they reported was 17°C with
values for Ea1 above this of 8.9 kcals/mole and 18.8
kcals/mole for EaiI below the temperature (Table 4).

The following year Lyons and Raison (53) confirmed
this non-linearity for succinate oxidation in rat
liver mitochondria although their value for T~ was
23° while that for Ea1 above the transition was 2.5
kcals/mole and that for Ea11 below the transition was
23.4 kcals/mole That is, values very different from
those of Kemp, et al. (47). Lyons and Raison (53)
also studied the temperature dependence of succinate
oxidation from mitochondria obtained from the livers
of poikilotherms (rainbow trout and channel catfish).
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Both these preparations gave linear A rrhenius plots
without any thermal transitions in the 5-35°C tempera-
ture range, and with a single Ea value of 8.3 kcals/mole
for the trout and 12.2 kcals/mole for the catfish.

All these values were later confirmed in a
subsequent paper (67) where it was shown that treatment
with detergent converted the discontinuous homeotherm
plot of the rat into a linear plot similar to that
obtained from poikilotherms.

Very soon after this Raison and Lyons (65) also
reported that the non-hibernating ground squirrel
gave a non—linear plot for liver succinate oxidation
with a T~ at about 20°C and values of 9.1 kcals/mole
and 16.7 kcals/mole for Ea 1 above and Ea11 below the
transition respectively. However, preparations
obtained from a hibernating animal gave a linear plot
with no thermal transition between 5-35°C and again
an intermediate value of 13.8 kcals/mole for a single
Ea. Later, this work was extended by McMurchie and
Raison (57) to show similar non-linear data for
rabbit heart mitochondria (T~ about 21°C; Ea 3.4
kcals/mole and Ea11 12.6 kcals/mole) while Jtat from
the heart of the poikilotherin cane toad gave a linear
response to temperature and hence a single value of
15 kcals/mole for Ea.

Lenaz , et al. (50) have also reported non—linear
A rrhenius data for beef heart mitochondrial succinate
oxidation with a somewhat higher T~ at 27°C and
values for Ea1 of 9.1 kcals/mole and Ea11 of 17.0
kcals/mole above and below this transition tempera ture .

More recently , Wodtke (76) has reported non-
linear Arrhenius plots for both mitochondrial succinate
oxidation and cytochrorne oxidase activity from the
liver and muscles of a species of hatchery-bred carp
(CyprinuB carp io) which had been maintained at an
environmental temperature between 18-20°C . When
these fish were exposed to colder water at 10°C for
28 days the value for T~ was 15°C , while it rose to
23°C when the fish were warm-adapted to water at 26°C
f or 21 days. Interestingly the value s for Ea 1 and
Ea 11 under both cold and warm adapted situations did
not change signif icantly but remained near 5 kcals/rnole
above and 10 kcals/mole below the T~.
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There is some experimental evidence which does
not fit this general scheme for mitochondrial enzymes.
It is the data of Woodard and Zimny (77) who measured
succinic dehydrogenase activity in the hearts and
brains of non-hibernating and hibernating ground
squirrels. These workers reported only linear
Arrhenius plots in both organs and under both physiolog-
ical states. Unfortunately these investigators
studied only four temperatures in their experiments
(5 0

, 13°, 210 and 35°C) and there were huge variations
in the standard errors of the mean data points they
obtained. Therefore, I do not feel that the data can
be regarded as definitive. However , although not the
interpretation favoured by the authors , my own assess-
ment of their data from brain preparations is that
the non-hibernator probably gave a non-linear Arrhenius
plot which became linear during hibernation!

IV. MEMBRANE ENZYMES OF ACTIVE TRANSPORT

Let us now look at enzyme s of another form of
energy transduction , those involved in the active
transport of ions across biological membranes.

A. Ca~~~ATPase
In an early study Inesi and Watanabe (45)

observed a linear temperature dependence , i.e. a
single straight line Arrhenius plot of Ca++_ activated
ATPase of sarcoplasinic reticulum (SR) preparations
from rabbit leg muscle examined between 5—20°C.
This plot showed good correlation with ~

5Ca~~-uptake
by the same system. About the same time Yamamoto and
Tonomura (79) also reported a linear Arrhenius plot
obtained from SR of rabbit dorsal muscle over the
wider temperature range of 0-37°C, however these
latter workers used a substrate concentration well
below the optimum necessary for maximal Ca~~ uptake
(Table 5 ) .

At the 1971 Perth Conference on Muscle
Disease , I reported that under experimental conditions
of maximal ~

5Ca~~ —up take by rabbit leg muscle SR
preparations (23), we could observe a non—linear
Arrhenius plot for Ca~~~ATPase activity between 0-
37°C with the T~ at about 10°C. The values for Ea1
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and Ea11 were 16.3 kcals/mole and 33.4 kcals/mole
respectively

It should be noted that this data was
obtained under experimental condi tions which yielded
a linear Arrhenius plot for Ca~~~uptake. That is,
the temperature dependence of the enzyme process was
different from that of the transport process. Presum-
ably these d i f fe rent thermal profiles ref lect two
diff erent but very closely associated protein func tions
in the overall mechanism of the “Calcium Pump ’.

Subsequently, in a very detailed study of

~
5Ca~~-uptake and Ca~~—ATPase activity of white

skeletal muscle of rabbit hind leg, Inesi , Miliman
and Eletr (44) confirmed that these preparations have
non—linear Arrhenius characteristics. They determined
a T~ at 20°C with values for Ea1 and Ea11 of 16 and
29 kcals/mole respectively , in their preparations.
Similar findings were reported by Madeira and Antunes-
Madeira (54) who also observed non-linear Arrhenius
characteristics in rabbit skeletal muscle
preparations with a T~ at about 17°C. However , the
activation energies reported by these latter workers
were somewhat lower in that the value s for Ea1 and
Ea11 were 9 and 22 kcals/mole respectively. A
transition temperature at 11.5° has also been reported
for sarcoplasmic reticulum preparations of the lobster
(55) suggesting that non-linear Arrhenius characteris-
tics for Ca~~~ATPase can also be observed in poikilo—
therms .

More recently, Becker and Willis (9) have
reported linear Arrhenius plots for sarcoplasmic
reticulum Ca~~~ATPase obtained from the leg muscles
of the homeothermic rat (Rattus florVegwus) and an
awake hibernator - the thirteen-lined ground squirrel
( Cite h u B  tr ideoernhineatuB) . Although these observa-
tions were made between 5-37°C there were only six
temperature points through this range and inspection
of the data shows that a non-linear fit could be made
to the rat preparation (Fig. 4) with a T~ about 27 °C ,
while that f rom the ground squ ir rel was probably
linear near this temperature . In a related study
Cossins and Bowler (28) have reported that they did
not find any differences in the Arrhenius activation
energy for thermal inactivation of Ca —ATPase activity

L. _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _
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Fig. 4. Arrhenius plot of rat skeletal muscle sarco-
p lasmic reticulum Ca-H-_ATPase. (.); experimental data
taken directly from Becker and Willis (9) with a single
value for the apparent activation energy of about
25 kcal/mobe derived from a straight line fit of the
datum points . (.) ~ identical experimental data offset
by 0.5 log units and analysed by the computer assisted
method described by Charnock , Cook and Casey (2 2) .  The
calculated transition temperature (T& ) is near 18°C .
The values for Ea1 above and ~aii below the transition
are 19.4 and 32.1 kcals/ mole, respective ly .

of sarcoplasmic reticulum from the abdominal muscles
of freshwater crayfish which had been temperature
adapted to either 4°C or 25°C for several weeks.
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Obviously the situation with this particular
enzyme is not completely clear and more detailed
comparative studies are required before we can finally
decide what are the characteristic thermal profiles
for Ca+4_ATPase in a variety of species, and at
variable environmental temperatures.

B. (N a4 + K+) _ATPase
There is considerably more information

available about the other major cation-transporting
enzyme system of the plasma and endoplasmic reticular
membranes - the (Na4 + K4)-ATPase of the “Sodium
Pump”.

Firstly, it is well known that the speci f ic
activity of this enzyme is subject to very marked
seasonal variations. In poikilotherms (frogs) both
Kennedy and Nayler (48) and C~aky and Gallucci (29)
have shown dramatic falls in enzyme activity of both
the heart and intestine during the winter months.
This fall correlates with either the loss àf sensitivity
to some cardiovascular active agents or to a decrease
in sugar and amino-acid transport. Conversely , Fang
and Willis (35) reported a significant increase in
the specific activity of (Na4 + K+)~ ATPase in the
renal cortex of Syrian hamsters during hibernation ,
and we have recently observed an equally marked
increase in brain (Na4 + K4)-ATPase from ground
squirrels during the hibernation sta te(2 5) .

In addition to these seasonal variations in
enzyme activity, there have been many studies of this
enzyme ’s temperature profile from a large variety of
animals and tissues. For example , as early as 1966
Gruener and Avi-Dor (40 ) reported a non-linear Arrhenius
plot for (Na 4 + IC~)—ATPase obtained from rat brain
(Table 6).

This non-linearity in (Na4 + K4)-ATPase
activity of enzymes prepared from the brains of
homeotherrn s has been confirmed repeatedly (15 , 59 ,
73). In my laboratory we have observed the same
phenomena in enzymes prepared from guinea—pig , rabbit ,
sheep and pig kidney (19, 20 , 21, 22 ) . By recalculating
the data of Willis and Li (75) obtained from an awake
hamster, we could also obtain a non-linear Arrhenius
plot for the renal cortical (Na4 + IC~)—ATPase of this
hibernating species.
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McMurchie , Raison and Cairncross (57) have
also reported non-linear temperature dependence for
(Na4 + K+ ) _ATPase preparations from rabbit heart at
the same t ime as they detected only linear temperature
dependence with an enzyme preparation from the poikilo—
therm toad. Unfortunately, the enzyme assay system
employed by these investigators contained only 40 mM
Na+ and 40 mM K+, and did not include ouabain or
other specific enzyme inhibitors, thus making the
assertion that they were measuring (Na + + K4)-ATPase
equivocal. However a similar but not identical
change had been reported some years be fore by Bowler
and Duncan (14) who showed that in a brain preparation
from a frog kept at 9°C for 1 week prior to their
experiment , the microsomal brain preparation of (Na+
+ K+)_ATPase had a very much lower value for the
energy of activation below T~ than that of a rat .
This change in temperature profile they described as
representing a characteristic “poikilotherm pattern”
was di fferent from that found in enzyme preparations
from homeotherms .

Some studies have also been carried out
with several hibernating species both awake and
during torpor. Bowler and Duncan U6) demonstrated
markedly non-linear Arrhenius plots for brain (Na 4 +

K+)_ATPase from the hedgehog, which by our calculations
f r om their data did not change greatly between non-
hibernation and hibernation states.

Similarly when we recalculated the effect
of temperature from the brain (Na4 + K+ ) _ATPase data
of Goldman and Willis (38) and Goldman and Albers
(39) for hamster preparations , we a lso obtained

markedly non-linear Arrhenius plots whether the
animals were awake and active , or whether they had
been in hibernation for various periods of time.

We have recently extended these observations
in a series of experiments in our own laboratory.
Firstly , we compared the temperature dependence of
ATP hydrolysis by brain and kidney (Na4 + K4)-ATPase
preparations obtained from several common species of
homeotherms (rabbit, sheep and beef), an awake hibernat-
ing species (the Richardson ’s ground squirrel ,
Spermophilus richardsonii) common to this area of
Alberta, and from the leg nerves of two species of
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poikilotherins, the Pacific crab (Cancer magister) and
the Atlantic lobster (Homarus vulgaris) (24).

When the Arrhenius plots and the Ea values
of all these preparations are examined (Table 7), it
is apparent that all the temperature plots are non-
linear and there are no str iking differences in the
temperatures of the therinionic transitions , nor are
the values for Ea1 and Ea11 from a particular tissue
very different. The awake hibernator could not be
distinguished from a homeotherin on these grounds,
although the enzyme preparations from the axons of
the poikilotherms gave values for Ea1 and Ea11 which
are lower than any obtained from either homeotherms
or an awake hibernator (24).

Apparently the enzyme preparations from
poikilotherms are the most thermodynamically efficient
when judged on this basis , although they did not
produce the straight-line pattern of Arrhenius activity
previously reported by McMurchie , et al. (57) for
their toad heart preparations. Perhaps we should
recall that Bowler and Duncan (14) did not observe a
linear Arrhenius plot with their frog brain preparations
either!

In this particular study we also labelled
the membrane enzyme preparations with the fluorescent
probe 12-(9—anthroyl) stearic acid ( 12-AS) which we
had used previously to determine the effect  of tem-
perature on the molecular mobility of the membrane
lipids of sheep and pig kidney (Na4 + K4)-ATPase
preparations (20).

Like our previous findings with the sheep
and pig enzyme s there was a strong correlation between
the non-linear plots of molecular mobility of the
lipids of horneothertn brains and non-linear Arrhenius
plots of their (Na~ + K4)-ATPase activity. The T~
values were about 25°C for all preparations (Fig. 5) .

The results with poikilotherm membranes
were quite different in that the change in fluorescence
polarization was only linear between 8-32°C as a
thermal transition could be observed above this
temperature. That is, the previously observed close
correlation between thermal effects on lipid mobility
and (Na+ + K4)-ATPase activity in membranes from
kidney and brain of homeotherms could not be so
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readily observed in membranes from poikilotherms .
Whereas there is a marked change in the flu idi ty  of
the lipids of homeotherm membranes at about 25°C, no
such change could be detected by 12-AS labelling in
the f lu idi ty  of the membranes from poikilotherms at
this temperature , although a change did occur above
32°C.

However , when we compared the slopes of the
fluorescence polarization vs. temperature plots from
the two species (Fig. 5), it is apparent that the
crab membranes are more fluid than those of beef

2

;;
1~~~~~ 

~o

•

t ( C )

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of fluorescence polari-
zation (P) of membrane preparations of (Na + + K+)_ATPase
labelled with the lip id probe 12- (9--anthroy l)  stearic
aci d (12-AS) . Results are g iven as 1/P vs. temperature
( °C) and are the means of four determinations at each
temperature on crab nerve (o) and beef brain (o) enzyme
preparations. The transition temperature (T

~
°) for beef

membranes is 25°C while that for crab nerve membranes is
at 32 °C. The temperature dependence of crab nerve pre-
parations is linear below 32°C. Full experimental
details are given in Charnock and Simonson (24).
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bra in over their norma l physiological temperature
ranges. This of course is in complete agreement with
the lower energies of activation that were found for
poikilotherrn (Na 4 + K4)—ATPase preparations than for
beef brain enzyme preparations at all temperatures
studied (24 ) -

In some subsequent experiments we also
found that the markedly non-linear Arrhenius pattern
of ground squirrel brain (Na4 + K’~)-ATPase did not
change even aft er more than 100 days into their
hibernation season (25) . Furthermore , the values for
T~ and Ea 1 above and Ea11 below this critical tempera-
ture were not significantly different from those
previously reported for enzyme preparations from
homeotherms (21) (Table 8).

What we did find which was of great interest
to us was that there was a very marked fall  in both
the rate and amount of inhibitor ([3H]-ouabain)
binding to these membrane enzyme preparations after
prolonged periods (30-100 days) into their hibernation
season . Clearly there were very marked changes in
both the rate of [3}iJ—ouabain binding (affinity) and
the total amount of binding , i.e. the number of
inhibitor binding sites in this brain tissue during
hibernation (27) (Table 9).

Very recently we have completed a similar study
of the (Na+ + K4)-ATPase of the ground squirrel renal
cortex (26) .  Firstly, and unlike a previous study by
Fang and Willis (35) using cold adapted and hibernating
Syrian Hamsters , we found a highly significant fall
in (Na4 + K4)-ATPase activity in the ground squirrel
preparations after both short term (<30 days) and long
term (> 75 days) hibernation at 5°C (Table 10).

Thi s fall in enzyme activity was matched by
a fall in both the rate and amount of ouabain—binding
to the membrane enzyme preparations. Thus the fall
in kidney enzyme activity during hibernation is
unlikely to be due to a change in the functional
ability of the enzyme , but is probably due to a loss
in enzyme protein under these conditions.

As we have repeatedly seen alrea~y in this
discussion , another measure of an enzyme ’s thermodynamic
efficiency is to determine the Ea of the system via
an Arrhenius analysis. For comparative purposes
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alone this was most suitable in this case. From the
data we obtained in thirteen separate experiments
with awake and hibernating ground squirrels, it is
also apparent that their renal cortical (Na+ + K+)_

ATPase gave non-linear Arrhenius plots under all
experimental conditions (Table 11). In addition , the
values for T~ and Ea1 and Ea11 during hibernation
were not s ignificantly d i f fe ren t  from those obtained
in the awake summer control group .

Thus it is clear tha t no changes occurred
in any of these thermodynamic parameters during the
hibernation season , and that no changes in thermodyna—
mic eff iciency of the enzyme could be inferred from
this data. Rather, these findings strongly support
our earlier proposal that in ground squirrel kidney
(Na + + K+ ) _ATPase preparations there is a marked loss
of activity due to a significant fal l  in the amount
of “pumping enzyme ” available during hibernation .
These results are in marked contrast to the concept
of “cold resistance” in this issue , which has been
proposed by Willis and his colleagues (35 ,75).

V. DISCUSSION

In discussing these experimental results I think
it is clear from Table 2 that for the cytoplasmic
enzymes LDH and MDFI there is overwhelming evidence
that their Arrhenius plots are linear , irrespective
of the tissue or species of origin , and apparently
the environmental temperature. For pyruvate kinase
(PK) the situation may be different in that while it
is possible that enzyme preparations from poikilotherms
give linear Arrhenius plots, it seems that enzyme
prepara tions from both hibernators and homeotherms
could yield non-linear Arrhenius plots (Table 3). In
addition , it also seems that biological adaptation to
reduced environmental temperature results in a marked
reduction in the transition temperature of this
enzyme . As PK is part of the complete enzyme mechani~rn
f or the breakdown of glycogen which is found in the
“soluble” fraction of cells , the non-linearity of PK
Arrhenius plots is presumably independent of any
membrane effects .
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For the succinate oxidation system of the initochon-
dn a]. membranes of either liver or heart, there is
some evidence that the enzyme systems from poikilotherms
display linear Arrhenius plots, while those mitochon-
drial enzymes from homeotherms yield non—linear
plots. With mitochondrial enzymes from the hibernating
ground squirrel there is evidence that the temperature
profile seems to change from the non-linearity of a
homeotherm in the summer to the linear form of a
poikilotherm enzyme during hibernation (Table 4). In
vitro modi f ication of the lipid content of isloated
mitochondrial membranes by detergents strongly suggests
that this is a lipid mediated phenomena (64 , 67).
There is also good evidence that the fa tty acid
content of mitochondria undergoes major changes
during hibernation although the effects seem to be
confined to young animals (62).

While there is not yet a great deal of evidence
concerning therma l prof iles for Ca~~~ATPase of either
poikilotherms or hibernator preparation s, it seems
probable that membrane preparations from horneotherms
display non-linear Arrhenius plots with a variety of
transition temperatures , possibly depending upon the
experimental conditions under which the enzyme was
assayed (Table 5) .

Fortunately, there is a wealth of data concernin g
the (Na+ + K+)_ATPase of coupled sodium and potassium
transport across biological membranes. Only the toad
heart enzyme has been reported to yield a linear
Arrhenius plot (57), and for technical reasons this
must be regarded as a somewhat doubtful result. To
my knowledge no fish heart (Na+ + K+)_ATPase enzymes
have been studied in this way. All homeotherin prepara-
tions which have been examined yield non-linear
Arrhenius plots irrespective of the tissue source of
the enzyme (kidney , brain and heart). Even the frog
brain preparation of Bowler and Duncan (14) did not
yield a linear Arrhenius plot al though we should
remember that the animal was collected during the
spring and had been main tained at 9°C for a week
prior to preparation of the enzyme (Table 6).

By recalculating the experimen tal data of Bowler
and Duncan (16), Goldman and Will i s (38) and Goldman
and Albers (39) obtained from both awake and hibernating
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hedgehogs and hamsters , we also found non-linear
Arnhenius plots for (Na+ + K+)_ATPase preparations
under all these cond itions , a result which agrees
with our own recent findings for the ground squirrel
(25,26). It seems very probable then that these non-
linear temperature profiles for (Na+ + K+)_ATPase are
not altered by seasonal changes in the temperature of
the environment.

This was certainly true in our own experiments
wi th ground squirrel whether the (Na+ + K+)_ATPase
enzyme was derived from brain or renal cortex (Table
2), as we could not detect any significant change
during hibernation. However, we did find major
decreases in inhibitor binding to the enzyme prepara-
tions (Tables 4 and 10) similar to the changes in
ligand and substrate binding to cytoplasmic enzymes
during hibernation which had been reported by Borgmann
et al. (ll ,12 ,13)a

There is as yet little evidence that the enzymes
of different organs in a particular animal display
markedly different forms of temperature profiles,
although until further work is done it may be that
the heart will prove to be different from brain or
kidney in this regard .

VI. SUMMARY

Generally linear profiles are obtained with the
soluble enzymes LDH and MDH , yet P1< is clearly di f f erent
in that there seems to exist a characteristic pattern
for poikilotherms which differs from that of homeotherms.
This type of characteristic pattern c-hange is even
more apparent with mitochondrial enzymes of oxidative
phosphorylation where there is also good evidence for
correlation between patterns of activation energy and
the molecular mobility of lipids in the membranes.

With the (Na+ + K+)_ATPase of the plasma and
endoplasmic reticuiar membranes the situation is
diff erent again . Experimental evidence is strong ly
in favour of non-linear Arrhenius plots for enzyme
preparations from all tissues and species so far
examined . We do not believe that this characteristic
temperature profile changes during hibernation.
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Thus there is no unif ying concept for the role
of phase—changes in biological membranes being respon-
sible for the changes in enzyme function during
hibernation , for while the organ may not be important
in this regard, it seems very likely that the subcel-
lular localization of the enzyme in either the mitochon-
drial or the plasma membrane makes a most important
difference. While there can be little doubt about
the profound changes that occur in the lipid composition
of both whole brains and hearts of animals during
hibernation (4 ,62), it is therefore not yet clear
what effect this has upon the enzymatic function of
the organs.

Presumably very detailed reconstitution 5tudies
of purified enzymes into liposomes of variable phospho-
lipid composition obtained from both hibernators and
euthermic controls will be necessary before this
question can be answered , as this would allow us to
rigorously control and test the effects of changing
membrane lipid composition upon the temperature
dependence of selected enzyme systems thought to be
important in hibernation . -
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ABSTRACT

In the course of the year the mammalian hibernator
exists in two forms: homeotherinic and heterothermic .
Because temperature usually exerts large and of ten
disparate effects on homeothermic enzymes, the enzymes
of the summer—active (non—hibernating) ground squirrel
would seem to be unsuited for function and control in
the heterothermic state. Thus before the onset of
hibernation the animal appears to anticipate its tran-
sition from one metabolic state to another by producing
enzyme variants (or isoenzymes) that are designed for
function and control under conditions of varying temp-
eratures. In view of available information from enzyme
studies on ectotherinic organisms , the enzymes that are
produced prior to entry into the hibernating state are
surprisingly sensitive to temperature. This thermal
sensitivity appears to enable the anima l to take
advantage of the large drop in body temperature in
maintaining a very low rate of enzyme function and
metabolism. The observed thermal sensitivity of enzyme
function seems to be based on a constancy of af f i n ity
for physiological ligands (substrates and modulators)
and allosteric behavior over a wide temperature range,
suggesting that the relative costs of metabolic control
are also held constant . The major intracellular cations
Na+, K+, Mg~~ and Mn~~ do not appear to control enzyme
activity, but instead function in maintaining an intra-
cellular milieu that permits metabolic regulation to
remain independent of temperature over the entire tempera-
ture range. This “regulatory homeostasis” is dependent on
a circannual cycle of production or interconversion of
hibernating or non-hibernating isoenzymes that precedes
the animal ’s transition from one state to the other.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability of certain animals to enter a state of
reduced metabolic activity,  to wi.thstand long periods
of time with little intake of food and to experience
substantial and long—term changes in body temperature
has long been a subject of interest and an impressive
literature on the topic exists. For many animals which
hibernate for appreciable periods, the hibernating
habit is accompanied (indeed founded upon) torpor ,
which state is characterized by a pronounced brady-
cardia, a low rate of respiration and (in the smaller
mammals) a quite dramatic fall in body temperatures.
In some species , and in the northern or alpine mammals
in particular , this state may reach impressive pro-
portions. For example , the Arctic ground squirrel
Citehlus undulatus may hibernate for up to 8 months a
year (60). During hibernation this animal may reduce
its metabolic rate to about 1/100th of the normotht3rrnic
rate (72, 73), body temperature may descend to as low
as 0°C , and within limits parallels fluctuations in the
temperature of the hibernaculuin. Within the period of
hibernation , thi.s animal arouses spontaneously in
cyclic fashion. While the nature • f the stimulus for
this arousal is at present unknown , it is likely of a
metabolic character , and a number of attractive pos-
sibilities have been suggested [see the last review on
this subject by South et al. (118)] . Thus Willis et al.
(128) have suggested that it may be the slow but steady
alterati in of the ionic portion of the intracellular
environment, while another equally attractive pos-
sibility centers around the need of the animal to re-
establish levels of blood glucose that have been
gradually depleted during the period of deep hypo-
thermia (49) ,  and which reach their lowest values in
the hibernating state (72, 131). It is likely that the
stimu lus for the periodic and spontaneous arousal in
the hibernator is a combination of these and other
factors. At any rate, central to such a system is the
idea of a key process (or processes) that is inhibited
or inactivated at low temperature. Such a theory is
not without its merits, as there have been identi f ied
numerous enzymic systems that become dissociated or
inactivated at low temperatures (67, 83, 85) .  For
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example, a decrease in temperature has been shown to
inactivate the pyruvate kinase from yeast (of the
“Budweiser ” variety!) which is then followed by a
dissociation of the enzyme into its component subunits
(85) .  A somewhat d i f ferent  effect  of low temperature
is seen in the fructose 1, 6—diphosphatase from liver
of the rat; the enzyme loses much of its affinity for
its substrate but experiences at the same time a very
large increase in a f f i n i t y  for its allosteric inhibitor
(119) . Further , temperature affects the f luidi ty  and
viscosity of the membrane structures of the cell (37 ,
87 , 88 , 130 , 132), effects  which in turn influence the
amount of energy the cell must invest in maintaining a
proper intracellular environment. Such disparate
effects  of temperature have usually been observed on
horneotherrnic systems , and it is clear that they do not
satisfy the construct of an organism that must adapt
seasonally to changing body and environmental temp-
eratures , availability of food and metabolic state.
More importantly, the hibernator must (and does)
anticipate the cyclic alteration in its condition , as
it appears reasonable to postulate that whatever the
characters of the adaptive maneuvers it makes , they
would not confer any advantage on the organism if it
did not possess them before actually going from one
state (non—hibernating) to the other (hibernating) .

Certain kinds of hibernators can enter hiberna tion
spontaneously and may be collectively called “permissive”
hibernators. Conceivably, these animals can avoid
making a number of presumably metabolically expensive
changes by possessing an elaborate set of metabolic
characteristics throughout the year that pre-adapt the
animal to a heterothermic existence. In this connection ,
Orengo and Patenia (98 , 99 , 100 , 101) showed that the
fructose , 1, 6—diphosphatase from liver of the hamster
has an a f f i n ity for substrate and modulator that is
lower than that of the fructose diphosphatase from the
rat. Based on differences in the circular dichroisxn of
these two enzymes , it appears , not surprisingly , that
the two enzymes have somewhat different conformations
and that of the two enzymes the hamster enzyme displays
a more rigid structure. These authors argue that these
differences are evidence of adaptations to the hiber-
nating habit in the hamster. However, it is d i f f icult
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to see how these data of themselves ~re evidence of an
adaptation to the hibernating habit, without a demon-
stration of their relation to the animal’ s ability to
regulate its metabolism at low temperature.

In contrast to the “permissive ” hibernator , marmots
and gr ound squirrels which may be termed “obligatory ”
hiberna tors , undergo an elaborate set of metabolic
preparations as they approach entry into the hibernating
state (4 , 9 , 10) . From studies in this laboratory on
the regulation of carbohydrate metabolism in the Arctic
ground squirrel, it appears that prior to entry into (or
exit from) the hibernating state, the animal restructures
a substantial portion of the enzymes of intermediary
metabolism , and generates a complement of enzyme variants
or isoenzymes that are peculiarly adapted to hetero-
thermic function and control (9 , 10 ) .

Finally , there are the very large hibernators ,
e.g. bears, that also go into prolonged torpor . Some
disagreement about their status within the group exists,
as they do not show the marked drop in body temperatures
that some of the smaller species do. Further , during
hibernation , the bear seems to be ful ly  arousable and
capable of def ending itself throughout the period of
its winter sleep (47 , 89 , 94 , 95) . However , although
the bear is not a classic hibernator , it is capable of
sleeping continously for several months during the
winter and is able to do so without the need to eat,
drink , defecate or urinate (47 , 48 , 60 , 9 4 ) .  It is
evident that the bear achieves these metabolic adjust-
ments by the alteration of several aspects of its
intermediary metabolism (48 , 86) but whether such
changes may take place spontaneously or require an
elaborate preparatory period as in the ground squirrels
or marmots is unknown .

Within  the hibernating mammals as a group there
appear to exist at least two classes: (i)  those that
possess at all times of the year the metabolic machinery
necessary for the efficient regulation of metabolism in
both the hibernating or torpid states and the non-
hibernating (summer—active or homeothermic) states; and
(i i)  those animals that require seasonally a complex
series of biochemical and physiological changes before
entry into a successful hibernation (torpid) phase is
possible. Because the hibernator alternates between a

—a
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horneothermic and a hypothermic phase , and because the
hypothermic phase is usually quite lengthy , it is
tempting to compare hibernating mammal to an ecto—
therinic organism which, largely speaking, cannot avoid
the thermal changes in its environment and perforce
must adapt. Thus some recent articles on the regu-
lation of enzyme activity in a permissive hibernator,
the bat, view the process in part as a period of starv-
ation, because the animal does not feed, and the temp-
erature drops and its associated effects as a “pertur-
bation” of the system, which may be “solved” in a
manner similar to the one the ectotherm uses (28, 93).
For two reasons this view does not appear to yield much
insight into the process. First, the hibernator does
not “ starve” in the normal sense of the word, having at
the onset of the hibernating phase sometimes well over
50% of its body we ight as fat , with which it is still
well endowed at the time of final arousal. Secondly ,
the ectotherrnic system (a non-hibernating one) is
active throughou t the entire year and its metabolic
adaptations are geared for that (23, 24, 61, 69), while
those of the hibernator are not.

II. THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE

What are the effects of a decrease in temperature?
The most elementary one (all other factors remaining
equal), is a decrease in the rate of chemical reactions.
In this connection it is generally known that some
temperate ectotherms such as a number of fishes , when
acclimated to different temperatures, exhibit a rate
compensation of metabolism in such a way as to offset
the effect of a decrease in temperature (for review see
Hochachka and Soxnero, 58). However such a route would
not seem to lie open to the hibernator , because the
hibernating habit in mammals is founded on a massive
reduction in metabolic activity. All the same, it is
becoming apparent that temperature affects not only the
extent of the hibernators metabolism, but also the
relative contributions of the various metabolic path-
ways which contribute to the total metabolism of the
intact animal (58). The mechanisms by which this other
aspect of adaptation , namely “metabolic reorganization” ,
is effected, is essentially unknown although a number
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of possibilities have been suggested (53, 58). A
further effect  of a drop in temperature is an alteration
in the permeability of the membrane (2 , 87 , 88) .
Associated with this are often (large) changes in the
concentrations and activities of the intracellular ions
in both the hibernator (126, 127 , 128) and in the
ectotherm (38, 57 , 62, 63). Also in ectotherrns a
decrease in temperature causes an increase in the pH of
the intra- and extracellular fluids, as in these organisms
these fluids maintain their relative “alkalinity” (103,
104, 105). This is in marked contrast to the hiber-
nator , which maintains a constant p1-I of the blood, and
presumably also the intracellular fluids, at all temp-
eratures and so becomes markedly acidic at the low
temperatures. However , it ought to be mentioned ,
parenthetically, that in the heterothermic tissues of
non-hibernating mammals, it appears that the pH of the
blood and intracellular fluids follows the general rule
observed by Rahn and his coworkers (103-105) and a
number of metabolic adaptations to this change appear
to exist (23).

III. METABOLIC REGULATION IN THE HIBERNATOR , AN ANALOGY
AND LIKELY SOLUTI~NS TO THE PROBLEM

One of the basic problems faced by the hibernator
is that most of the aspects of enzyme regulation appear
to be directly affected by temperature. Thus in bacterial
and mammalian enzyme systems, large and of ten dif-
ferential effects of temperature on enzyme-modulator
and enzyme—substrate associations can occur (55, 65 ,
67 , 119). Intuitively then, it appears that these
types of changes observed for homeotherinic enzymes, as
well as their magnitude , would be incompatible with
survival in a heterothermic systems such as a hiber-
nator. For example, if the extent of the change in
enzyme—modulator interaction observed for rat liver
fructose diphosphatase (119) should occur in a hiber-
nator like the Arctic ground squirrel , then one would
expect that gluconeogenesis would be completely “shut
off” at low temperature , whereas in Citelius app .
at least , it appears to proceed at low temperatures
(33, 120 , 131). This is supported by kinetic studies
on the fructose diphosphatase (FDPase) from liver of
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the Arctic ground squirrel that show a population of
enzyme variants that are characteristic of either the
hibernating or non-hibernating state (9). These hiber-
nating and non-hibernating enzyme variants are further
distinguished by their different kinetic behavior over
a wide (but physiological) temperature range. The non-
hibernating FDPase shows a decrease in a f f in i ty  for its
substrate , as reflected by an increase in the apparent
Michaelis constant ( Kin ) for substrate with a decrease
in temperature and a large increase in af f in ity (or
decrease in the apparent Mm) for its allosteric inhib-
itor , AMP. These differential effects would make the
enzyme unsuited for prolonged function and regulation
under heterothermic conditions. In contrast the winter
or hibernating FDPase exhibits an increased affinity
for both the substrate and the inhibitor at the lower
temperature , with the aff ini ty for the inhibitor being
affected relatively less by temperature than a f f in ity
for substrate. These data would suggest that at least
this rate—limiting reaction in hepatic gluconeogenesis
remains open in the hibernating state. Thus, gluconeo—
genesis appears to be an active pathway in the hiber-
nator at all temperatures (33, 79 , 131) even though
concentrations of glucose in the blood decrease steadily
during deep hibernation (48). This is supported by
reports of elevated rates of respiration of liver
tissue throughout the hibernation phase , while other
tissues decrease their rates of consumption of oxygen -

and hence do not rapidly deplete stored reserves of
energy.

Judging from the differential changes in oxygen
consumption of various tissues in the hibernating
animal (91) it appears that during hibernation there is
some sort of hierarchy among the animal ’s tissues with
respect to function and the consequent need for metabo—
lites and oxygen. During deep hibernation the ground
squirrel or marmot is essentially a brain-heart-lung
machine with these tissues dividing up the bulk of a
vastly reduced circulation. Judging from our own
findings and the indirect ones from other workers , the
liver also receives a portion of the circulating blood ,
with very little going to the other tissues.

It is sometimes profitable to draw analogies
between groups of organisms which in themselves may be
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quite different , but are however confronted by the same
or similar selective forces. We may thus compare the
hibernating ground squirrel or marmot with the breath-
holding diver , e.g. the harbour seal (14-17). This
breath—hold diver has developed a comprehensive set of
biochemical and physiological reflexes that together
form an elaborate diving response. The pivotal points
of this diving response are a marked bradycardia, and a
complete ischemia of all tissues but heart, brain and
lung (42, 66, 107). During the dive the seal’s perfused
tissues are receiving oxygen at progressively lower
concentrations , and the ischeinic tissues must function
anaerobically for virtually the entire dive. Among the
ischemic tissues are the kidneys, gut, liver, skeletal
muscles and of course the blubber layer around the
animal. The diver is noted for its large amount of
blood and the very large amounts of oxygen that can be
stored in the blood and in the tissues. Further, in
the tissues that become ischexnic during the dive,
appreciable amounts of glycogen are deposited (74).
However , these depots of anaerobic energy are finite,
and in vitro experiments indicate that in an arduous
dive they may be seriously depleted (12). It is clear
that the diver may prolong its dive according to the
length of time the ischemic tissues can survive without
oxygen, and the stored oxygen that is available to the
perfused tissi~es. A~major way whereby the non-perfused
tissues can survive this is the curtailment of all
tissue activities, save maintenance metabolism. Thus
the survival of these ischemic tissues is directly
related to the length of t ime that anerobic metabolism
may be supported. A number of workers in this field
(110 , 117) have repeatedly put forth the view that a
requisite for an extended anaerobic function is a high
activity of the enzymes of anerobic metabolism. However,
when we examined this question in the harbour seal, a
noted breath—holding diver, and compared the data with
similar results from the dog (15—17), we obtained
results that were distinctly at variance with expecta—
tions based on previously published data (117). In
virtually every case , the activities of the glycolytic
enzymes in the seal tissues that are not perfused
during the dive were substantially lower than those in
the dog , the non-diver. We reason (17) that the
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reduction of enzyme activity in the ischeznic tissues of
the seal is a major means of extending the “anaerobic
capacity ” of the tissues and the organism. A comparison
between the hibernator and the breath-holding diver is
not at first glance entirely appropriate, however , as
one functions largely anaerobically and remains active,
while the other depends almost exclusively on aerobic
metabolism and is inactive. However,the selective
pressures on both animals are to a certain extent quite
similar as it is encumbent on the diver to extend the
time over which oxygen and anaerobic energy sources
last , while the hibernating ground squirrel or marmot
must husband its energy stores in the form of fat so
that they extend throughout the hibernating period and
still leave a reserve for the animal upon final emergence .
In both instances the most eff ic ient method of doing
this appears to be a reduction of the metabolic pathways
utilizing these stores. The hibernator. may then be
viewed as having to invoke a very strict metabolic
economy. In this context it is significant that in the
h ibernating ground squirrel there seems to be a specific
inhibition of protein synthesis, a factor that would
eliminate a very powerful competitor for metabolic
energy (78, 124, 125) .

IV. PYRUVATE KINASE - A MODEL ENZYME FOR STUDYING
ADAPTATIONS TO THE HIBERNATING HABIT

The regulation of hepatic carbohydrate metabolism
poses an intriguing and paradoxical problem as on the
one hand glycolysis appears to be active at low temp-
eratures in hibernation (29, 33, 34 , 120), while on
the other hand glycolytic intermediates are largely
blocked from entering the tricarboxylic acid cycle
(120). Similarly , hepatic gluconeogenesis seems to be
favored at low temperatures in the hibernating ground
squirrel , although measured concentration s of blood
glucose fall steadily during hibernation and are then
re—established during arousal (49).

In this laboratory most of our attentions have
been devoted to the regulatory enzymes of carbohydrate
metabolism , and in particular FDPase and pyruvate
kinase (PyK).
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Pyruvate kinase occurs in liver of the Arctic
ground squirrel in only one form, offering a sharp (and
provocative) contrast to the other mammalian systems so
far studied , in which both parenchymal and non—parenchy—
mal cells have their own distinct enzyme variants of
this enzyme (26, 27). The summer (non—hibernating) PyK
has an isoelectric point of 5.3 that is identical with
that of liver PyK’s from other mammalian sources, while
the winter (hibernating) PyK form has an isoelectric
point of 5.7 (Fig. 1). The molecular weights of both
variants are the same at 243 ,000 (10, 21, 22). Both
appear to bind the two substrates adenosine diphosphate
(ADP) and phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), the inhibitor
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and the activator fructose
diphosphate (FDP) in allosteric fashion (21). The
major , and almost only, differences between the two
variants of the ground squirrel liver PyK lie in the
effect of temperature on the binding of these ligands
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Fig. 1. Results of isoelectric focussing experiments
on liver pyru vate kinase from the Arctic ground squi.-rre i
in both the non-hibernating (summer, o) and hibernati.-~ng
(z~~nter , .) phases.
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(Table 1). At low temperature PyK from the non—hiber-
nating animal displays a markedly enhanced (10—fold)
affinity (as reflected by apparent Kin values) for one
substrate (ADP) while the affinity for the other sub-
strate (PEP) is halved. Similarly , a decrease in
temperature from 37 0 to 5°C causes a trebling in values
of the apparent Km for the inhibitor ATP , while apparent
Kin values for the activator FDP remain constant over
the entire temperature range. In view of these disparate
temperature effects this non-hibernating PyK variant
behaves in a manner that is very similar to that of rat
liver FDPase (119), and would appear to be unsuited for
function and efficient regulation over a wide (but
physiological) temperature range. Further, values of
the temperature coefficient of the non-hibernating PyK
at presumably physiological concentrations of the
substrates are in all cases below 2 and generally
slightly above unity, indicating a high degree of
insensitivity of activity to temperature . In this
respect the enzyme is quite similar to the pyruvate
kinases from various ectothenns (7 , 8, 111-114).

The variant of PyK from the hibernating ground
squirrel behaves in a markedly different manner ,
although the binding of the four ligands PEP , ADP , FDP
and ATP is also allosteric . Wi thout exception , values
of the apparent Km ’s for the substrates and modulators
are essentially unchanged over the temperature range
tested at 37°, 26°, 15° and 5°C; indicating a remark-
able degree of stoichiometry of these 4 inetabolites
to each other at all temperatures (Table 1). In addition
to being relatively unaffected by temperature , the
apparent aff in ity for the inhibitor ATP is substantially
lower in the hibernating PyK than in the non-hibernating
PyK (10). Thus , the hibernating PyK is markedly more
sensitive to temperature , on the basis of Q i o  values
that are close to 2.5, over the whole temperature range
tested and over the entire concentration range of the
metabolites tested. This hibernating PyK is therefore
very different from other ecto— or heterothermic PyK’s;
these tend to show a decrease in the apparent Km ’s with
a fall in temperature and so apparently counter the
effect of a decrease in temperature. The resultant
increase in affinity , it is argued , reduces the QlO of
the reaction and so maintains enzyme and metabolic
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activity more or less constant over a wide and physio-
logical temperature range (9, 58, 59). The conspicuous
thermal stability of the apparent Km ’s for the substrates
and the modulators in the hibernating PyK would of
course have to be supported by relatively constant
(within limits) concentrations of these intermediates.
In this application, incubation of liver slices from
the hibernating ground squirrel over the same temp-
erature range showed a surprising constancy in the
measured concentrations of these intermediates (Behrisch ,
unpublished data). The major exceptions to this
general rule were the adenine nucleotides , the conc-
entrations of which change rapidly at the higher temp-
eratures , indicating (not surprisingly) a more rapid
depletion of the in Vitro liver cell’ s energy charge
(Behrisch, unpublished). Moreover, the measured conc-
entrations of the metabolites PEP, ADP, ATP and FDP
were significantly close to our calculated values of
the apparent Km’s for these metabolites, suggesting
some confidence in our interpretation of the data.

V. THE VALUE OF REGULATORY HOMEOSTASIS

The observed relatively low af finity of the hiber-
nating PyK for the inhibitor ATP also deserves some
comment . It is reasoned that this would tend to favor
the maintenance of a high energy charge that in turn
could support some limited biosynthetic sequences such
as gluconeogenesis. Further, the partial desensitization
of a key enzyme with a very high -Ar, to its major
inhibitor may be an e f f icient way of ensuring the
continued evolution of small amounts of heat during the
deep hibernating state and much greater amounts during
the period of arousal when body temperatur es must rise
rapidly (121). In this context , the liver of the
hibernator may well play a significant role in therino-
genesis (116) . It is of interest that the hibernating
PyK also shows a relatively low affinity for its allo—
steric activator , FDP , that parallels closely its low
a f f i n ity for ATP , the inhibitor (10). This result is
at f i rst glance dif ficul t to interpret as one might
have expected a rise in affinity for the activator , and
as Flory et al. (46) showed the Km concentrations of
two inhibitors of PyK , ATP and alanine , together
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caused virtually complete inhibition of catalytic
activity, although we were able to ~.iFOW that at least
in the ground squirrel , modulation of this enzyme by
alanine does not seem to be a meaningful method of
control (21). In this context, Moon and Borginann (93)
put for th the view that a concomitant reduction in
a f f in ity for both the activator and the inhibitor would
be “counter-productive” and that the organism might be
better served by a “strategy” of enhanced a f f in ity for
the activator at low temperatire. Upon reflection ,
however ) if these metabolites are to exert a regulatory
influence on controlling enzymes, it is clear that
their concentrations must be able to change according
to the demands and supplies of the cell , and do so on a
minute-to-minute , or more probably on a second-to-
second basis (56) and not seasonally. In addition, it
should not be surprising to observe synergism between
the effectors of a regulatory enzyme (80, 81). It
would seem energetically wasteful to render a regulatory
enzyme like pyruvate kinase completely insensitive to
the cell’s major indicator o~ its energy charge (3) and
inhibitor of energy-yielding reactions. This retention
of complete regulatory control of PyK at all temperatures
in the hibernator is likely very significant as it
appears the glycolytic intermediates are largely blocked
from entering the Krebs cycle (120) , and the hibernating
animal , like the d iver , must conserve its high—energy
metabolites , of which PEP is the richest. Maintenance
of total allosteric control at the level of PyK would
seem to be an efficient way of husbanding such energetic-
ally valuable intermediates.

The regulation of enzyme activity is necessarily
costly,  and various estimates have been made of the
portion of the cell’ s budget that is allocated to this
integral segment of metabolism (see 96, 97 for review).
Whatever the cost in terms of calories or molecules of
ATP , it is reasonable to suppose that it is of advantage
to the cell or organism to hold constant, rela tive to
the cell’ s energy budget , the cost of metabolic regulation .
This cost is computed in numbers of molecules of the
relevant metabolites , and the remarkably constant
stoichiometry — regula tory homeostasis - between the
substrates and modulators of the PyK reaction in the
hibernator would seem to be an efficient mechanism for
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holding that cost unchanged .
Finally , the striking contrast between the QlO

values for the hibernating and non-hibernating PyK’s
(Table 1) deserves comment . The large effect  of temp-
erature on the reaction rate in the winter PyK would
seem to be a mechanism that would account for a large
portion of the reduction in metabolism at this level as
over the range of 0 to 37 °C , a effect  of 2 .5 yields
a factor of about 40 , vs. a of 1.34 which yields a
factor of 3.2.

VI. ROLI~ OF THE INTRACELLULAR MILIEU

A good deal of evidence indicates that the intra-
cellular concentrations of numerous ions vary during
adaptation to temperature in ectotherms (38, 57, 62,
63) and heterothermic mammals (44, 76, 77 , 126, 127,
128) , and a steadily growing literature on ionic effects
on enzyme activity exists (for a comprehensive list see
41, also 5 , 8, 35’ . What is the effect  of such alter—
atior~s in ion concentrations on the regulation of
enzyme activity in the hibernating mammal? Do most of
these ions affect  enzyme activity as modulators , act as
substrates , or is their role more that of maintaining
an intracellular environment in which the macromolecules
of metabolism can function? Most l ikely the answer is
a combination of these , and other alternatives> as a
number of metabolites are not accepted as the true
metabolites by their enzymes unless they occur as
complexes with certain ions (21, 90).

We were able to gain some insight into this question
by experiments on the allosteric behavior of the pyruvate
kinase of the Arctic ~ round squirrel (22) . The cations
K+ , NHI~~, Mg~~ and Mn + are recognized as having an
influence on activity of PyK ’ s from a variety of sources
(40, 98). Of these foLr, the two bivalent cations Mn~~
and Mg+f appear to play a role directly in the catalytic
process as AD? and ATP are bound only as the adenylate—
cation complexes and the enzyme requires a bivalent ion
for an active conformation (90 , 115) . Saturation
curves for the metabolites PEP , ADP , ATP , and FDP yield
allosteric kinetics that are supported by Hill coefficients
that show a corresponding degree of homotropic cooperation
in the binding of these intermediates (21). As mentioned
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previously in this communication, the non-hibernating
PyK is sensitive to temperature in its affinity for the
four intermediates in diverse ways. Thus values of the
apparent Kin’s for some of these metabolites (ADP , PEP)
vary considerably over the temperature range tested
(Fig. 2). Values of the Hill coefficients are inversely
proportional to the apparent Km values, so that when
temperature causes a decrease in Km for a particular
metabolite, say PEP, the Hill coefficient rises (Fig. 2).
This behavior is observed for the binding of all four
of PEP, AD?, ATP and FDP. In sharp co~4rast, saturation
curves for the cations K+, Mg~~ and Mn yield Hill
values that are directly proportional to calculated
values of the apparent Kin’s (Fig. 3). Thus when the
apparent Km for K+ rises with increasing temperature,
the attendant Hill values also rise. When the apparent
Km’s for Mg~~ or Mn++ rise with increasing temperature
they also are paralleled by an increase in the correspond-
ing Hill coefficients, indicating, paradoxically, what
appears to be a rise in site—site interaction in the
binding of these ions as affinity decreases. Virtually
identical behavior is observed in other enzymes from a
variety of ectotherins (6, 7, 19, 20). Clearly then,

~m(mM) . nH Km(mM) 

20

ADP PEP

0 05 10
5 15 25 35 5 15 25 35

T EMP°C TEMP°C

Fig. 2. Effect of temperature on apparent Michaelie
con etante (.) for the eubetrczte8 ADP and PEP and the
attendant H ill  coefficien t (o) in pyr uvate kinase f r cun
the Arctic ground squirrel.
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fundamental differences underlie the responses of this
Jeey enzyme to certain metabolites and to the cations,
all of which are known to exert an influence on enzyme
activity.

The cornerstone of our understanding of enzyme
regulation is the principle of allosteric behavior.
This in turn rests on the modulation of the degree of
interaction or cooperation between the enzyme’s component
subunits. In their classic discussion of the role of
allosterism in enzyme function, Monod, Wyman and
Changeux (92) generate a model (to be later borne out
in 39) which states that an increase in an enzyme ’s
affinity for a physiological substrate or modulator is
accompanied , indeed based on , an enhanced cooperation
between the sites or subunits that bind that ligand.
Therefore a decline in Km (an increase in affinity) is
rooted in an enhanced degree of site—site cooperation
in ligand-binding (see for example Fig. 2). The
corollary of this principle is that in order to be an
effective modulator of enzyme activity the ligand must
be able to affect the cooperation between the subunits
in such a way that affinity for it (or another ligand)
is directly controlled. For example, in the regulation
of aspartate transcarbaxnylase from Eacherichi coli
the inhibitor of the enzyme, cytidine triphosphate,
effects a reduction in affinity for substrate (51, 52).

- - ‘,~~~~~—
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Similarly , ATP brings about a decrease in affinity of
the ground squirrel Pyl( for the substrates (10, 21) .
It should be noted that in the ground squirrel PyK,only
the four metabolites PEP, ADP, ATP and FDP behav~ in
such a manner, while the cations K+, Mg++ and Mn +

behave in a non-allosteric fashion (22). Judging from
these data it appears that the intermediates play a
regulatory role in the integration of metabolism while
the ions do not.

In every case of which I am aware, the regulatory
mechanisms of intermediary metabolism are of use to the
cell or organiem only when they are effective under
physiological conditions of substrates, modulators and
the solutes and solvents of the surrounding medium. In
these terin~ a logical alternate role for major cations
such as Na , K~, Mg

++ and Mn~~ (which do change in the
hibernator) is the maintenance of an intracellular
climate that permits continued allosteric function so
that control of regulatory enzymes remains equally
efficient at all temperatures that the animal experiences.
We (18) were able to explore this possibility through
the clean work of William Gaister at the Institute of
Arctic Biology, who determined the time course of
changes of various cations in selected tissues of the
Arctic ground squirrel throughout the year. In liver
of the ground .quirrel ,concentrations of K’ decrease
a~d concentrations of Na~

’ increase during hibernation;
upon arousal they are then restored to levels of the
pre-hibernating state. Similarly, M9’

~
’ concentrations

in the tissue fall while those of Ca”~
’ increase during

hibernation. It is perhaps significant that these ions
are antagonistic or exchange pairs, as Na+ is the
exchange ion for K1 in many transport situations, and
Ca~~

’ is often an inhibitor of enzymes that require Mg~~’
either as a cofactor or as part of a substrate-cation
complex (6, 19, 20, 75, 90, 129). In this context,
Krebs et al. (84) found that gluconeogenesis is dependent
upon the availability of Ca’~

’ in the medium, lending
same weight to these data.

Determination of activity of hibernating and non-
hibernating Pyk ’s from the Arctic ground squirrels in
the presence of concentrations of Ca~~

’, Mg ’4 , Na 4’

and K4 that are characteristic of the deep hibernating
state yields results that are essentially the same as
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those for the saturation kinetics for the ligands PEP ,
AD?, AT? and FDP. The only discernible effect of this
treatment is an elevation of the temperature coefficient,
particularly in the hibernating PyK. Thus under con-
ditions of substrates, modulators and ions that reflect
the hibernating state, the Qio of the PyK reaction is
about 3.4 for the hibernating PyK and around 2 in the
non-hibernating PyK. Thus the hibernating enzyme
appears to be altered in such a way that permits the
cell to take advantage of the large QlO effect in the
reduction of metabolism as the animal enters hiber-
nation (18). It may be noted that this (conversely) is
also an apparent adaptation that allows the cell to
take advantage of increases in body temperature during
the early stages of arousal when metabolism and body
temperature must rise rapidly. In the animal entering
the hibernating state this involves a decrease in
activity to a rate that is less than 1/100th of the
rate at 37°C, a factor in striking agreement with the
observed reduction in total metabolic rate for this
species. In other words the hibernator adapts apparently
through the possession of enzyme variants that are able
to utilize the change in body temperature.

The allosteric behavior of an enzyme is based on a
constellation of weak bonds that render its conformation
flexible. Such associations may be between polar and
apolar groups. It appears that the proportions of
these associations that contribute to the total forces
required to hold the enzyme together also determine the
thermal relationship of the enzyme. The numerous
thermally labile enzymes from various homeotherinic
sources appear to owe their large loss of catalytic
activity and concomitant change in the nature of sub-
strate binding to a low—temperature—induced dissociation
of the enzyme molecule (25 , 67 , 71) . It is held that
it is the associations between the apolar groups, which
are significantly weakened by low temperature, that are
responsible for the observed cold inactivation/dissociat-
ion (70, 106). The present findings with the hiber-
nating PyK suggest that possibly the number and/or
importance of these types of groups are diminished in
the regulation of conformation in an enzyme that must
function over a wide range of temperatures (10) .

These results suggest a formal mechanism for
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continued allosteric control at all temperatures.
Further , they suggest a plausible method by which the
hibernator can take advantage of a large drop in body
temperature in maintaining a reduced rate of consuznp-
tion of energy stores , in this way maintaini ng a rigid
and vital control over the caloric economy of the cell.

VII . A CIRCANNUAL CYCLE IN ISOEN ZYME PRODUCTION

The mechanisms that have been briefly described
here are predicated on a seasonal appearance of enzyme
variants or isoenzyxne s that are designed to allow
efficient metabolic control at all temperatures the
animal experiences. In this respect at least the
obligatory hibernator is like a number of ectotherins
that seem to restructure certain cellular components in
response to a variety of environmental stimuli (1, 9 ,
10 , 11, 32 , 36 , 37 , 59) while the salient characteristics
that are responsible for metabolic control are retained
throughout the year .

It seems clear that whatever the adaptive properties
of the cellular components that are peculiar to the
hibernating or non-hibernating state, they would not
confer any advantage on the animal if it did not
possess the appropriate alteration before actually
entering the hibernating or non-hibernating state. In
this connection, hibernating ground squirrels that are
preparing to emerge finally from hibernation in about
2 to 3 weeks already possess substantial activities of
the (summer active) non—hibernating liver PyK (10),
while with one week to go the hibernating PyK has
largely disappeared (Fig. 4). A similar but opposite
change is observed in animals that are preparing for
hibernati~ . This is felt to be a significant result
because it strongly supports the notion that the hiber-
nator “anticipates”, apparently without any external
stimulus , a cyclic and very dramatic change from one
metabolic state to another. Further, it is convincing
evidence of a circannual cycle within the animal (see
also Ref. 1).

The process of seasonal (pre-) adaptation to, or
exit from hibernation appears to follow a definite
time-course, and it is likely that it is under tight
control. Based on isoelectric. focussing of PyK and
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Fig. 4. Influence of time in the hibernacu lum on
iaoenzyme pattern s of pyruvate kinaae in the hibernating
ground squirrel. The data in (a) are from an anima l
sacrificed at about 3 weeks before fina l emergence fr om
hibernation ; the results in (b) are from an anima l at
about 2 weeks prior to emergence; and those from (c)
are from a ground squirre l tha t was judged to be about
one week away from f inal arousal. In each case the
total enzyme activity remained una ltered, the hiber-
nating varian t of the enzyme disappearing whi le the
non-hibernating variant increased in concentration .

FDPase from ground squirrels sacrificed at various
periods prior to final arousal, it appears that in this
animal the molecular adaptations seem to take place
within a period of one month, although of course fat-
tening proceeds all through the summer and early fall.
At 42 to 35 days before final arousal the non-hiber-
nating variant of PyK or FDPase is completely absent.
Then between 35 to 28 days before emergence the non-
hibernating PyK variant appears, and continues to
increase almost linearly up to the time of arousal.
Significantly, there is a parallel decrease in the
activity of the hibernating PyK, so that total activity
of the enzyme is not altered (Fig. 4) throughout the

~
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year , a finding also reported for liver phosphofructo—
kinase from the 13—lined ground squirrel (29) . It
appears therefore that the breakdown or interconversion
of the old (now non—adaptive) isoenzyme is a finely
regulated process. A growing body of evidence indicates
that the metabolic interconversion through the attach-
ment or detachment of functional groups on the enzyme
is a wide—spread method of control of enzyme activity
(30 , 45, 64 , 108) . On the other hand the interconversion
of isoenzyme forms could entail the alteration of a
small portion of a multimeric enzyme, as in FDPase from
muscle of the Alaskan king crab (11). In this way a
minor alteration of the structure of an enzyme molecule
is responsible for a conforznational change that renders
the entire enzyme molecule more efficient as an allo—
steric protein in the new thermal regime. In this
connection, Pyk also appears to be interconvertible by
way of the reversible attachment of an undetermined
number of phosphate groups (43, 64). Mechanisms such
as these would spare a significant amount of genetic
and metabolic energy in rendering a major portion of
the cell’s constituents functional over a wide range of
temperatures.

VIII . METABOLIC STRATEGY VS. PHYSIOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES

The increasingly frequent use of the term “strategy”
in biological processes deserves comment . It does not
seem physiologically possible (or genetically fair) to
propose that the animal retailor its metabolic make-up
to enable it to f i t  all environmental needs. Clearly
it cannot , and relatively few species exist with the
ability to adapt to wide ranges in the physical factors
of the environment. Also, while on the organisxnal
level the differences between animals appear large and
sometimes dramatic, on the molecular level these dif-
ferences are far more subtle, if at all discernible.
For example, it can fairly be said that on the whole
the principles of molecular genetics that were first
formulated through a series of implosive studies on
micro-organisms hold for virtually all living things.
Similarly, the factors that regulate the metabolic
economy of the cell are part of the metabolic sequences
themselves. They evolved as integral parts of the
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pathways and did not become somehow grafted on to pre-
existing sequences at a later stage in evolution. The
regulatory mechanisms are therefore conservative and
change extremely little, if at all. It seems therefore
unsound to propose “strategies” of metabolic regulation
that are based on fundamental changes in the scheme and
balance of metabolic control . Rather a more plausible
mechanism of adaptation is one that preserves the
“regulatory homeostasis” of the cell , so that the
relative cost of metabolic control is maintained
constant and affordable under all conditions. Indeed,
it is worth noting that such a mechanism of adaptation
is satisfied by the conspicuously invariant indices of
enzyme—li gand affinity and allosteric behavior - in
other words, control - in the hibernating PyK , a very
specific example to be sure . However in spite of this ,
because the life habits of most organisms are so dif-
ferent from one group to the next or one season to the
other, and hence provocative to study, the notion that
an observed character is of adaptive significance is
very appealing , although clearly little can be said
about the “strategic” value of the trait without some
considerable knowledge of how it fits into the complex
of adaptive characters that is the living organism.
Because any adaptation to a change in environmental
conditions must fit into all other processes and their
regulation , the possibilities that are open to the
organism in re—structuring the cell are extremely
limited . The term “ strategy” is used only teleologically
to pose a usually quite vulnerable hypothesis, while
the organ ism is faced with having to satisfy its partic-
ular environmental demands with the limited possibilities
supplied by its genome.
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STRATI GUS IN COLD

ASPECTS OF META.. LIC AND ENDOCRINE CHANGES IN HIBE RNATION
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ABSTRACT

Spontaneous endocrine and metabolic cyclic changes
indicate that hibernators are valuable experimental models
for physiological studies. In the golden hamster
(Mesocricetua auratuB), thyroid activity governs plasma
and liver lipid levels; L-thyroxine, scarcely active on
thermogenesis , increases lipid mobilization , and para-
doxically decreases glyceinia, as does cortisone; thyroid-
ectomy induces atrop~iy of the digestive tract. In the
garden dormouse (Eliomys quercinus) during hibernation,
atrophy of intestine followed by spontaneous and early
restoration correlates with thyroid activity; L-thyroxine
increases intestinal RMA and proteins in fasting animals,
a potent morphogenetic action . Early exposure to cold from
April onwards suppresses autumnal involution of the
gonads. A caloric rich protein—free diet infallibly
induces torpor in garden dormice after 2 to 7 days ,
irrespective of season or temperature. Torpor is preceded
by inactivity of the adrenal medulla , and by lipid
infiltration of liver and brown fat. Anorexia, observed
particularly in prehibernation, implies a lack of dietary
proteins, leading to fatty liver, inactivity of the
adrenal medulla , and finally torpor . In the 13—lined
ground squirrel (Ci tel lua tridecernlineatua) enlargements of
the glomerular basement membrane of the kidney are
reversible after hibernation, and possibly correlate with
endocrine changes and defective glycoregulation.
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I . INTRODUCTION

Research into the physiology, biochemistry and
endocrinology of hibernating animals is of interest for
numerous reasons. In the first  place , the changes that
are observed, which occur spontaneously, are often
dramatic and should lead to a better understanding of
the mechanisms involved in hibernation. Furthermore,
the physiological and biochemical functions are modified
by hypothermia, and to a different extent in different
species, so that these animals often provide remarkable
models for studying many of the biological processes,
such as glucose, lipid and even protein metabolism. In
some species, unexpected hormonal changes may occur and
these can be instructive. For example, we found that
the seasonal cycle of the gonads can be suppressed by
cold exposure in the garden dormouse (Eliomys quercinus).
Whereas the thyroid secretions have little action on
calorigenesis , they play an exceptional role in both
lipid and protein metabolism in the garden dormouse and
the golden hamster (Meaocricetua auratus) resulting in
protein reorganization and striking morphological
changes in the digestive tract. Finally, we draw
attention to a peculiar nutritional aspect of the
dietary proteins: if they are withdrawn from the food,
torpor infallibly and rapidly sets in, in the garden
dormouse .

In most of the research described here, the problem
arises of whether the metabolic and endocrine changes
observed are the causes or effects of hypothermia. In
some cases, a solution to this question can be obtained.

II. THE ROLE OF THE THYROID GLAND IN HIBERNAT ING
ANIMALS : METABOLIC EFFECTS AND EVIDENCE FOR
PROTEIN REORGANIZAT ION AND MORPHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES

The role of the thyroid in hibernation has always
been appreciated and has been reviewed several times
(32 , 36 , 38, 58) . This gland undoubtedly exhibits
variations of activity that are often very large in
hibernating animals (17, 30 , 37 , 45) . In the garden
dormouse (3u, 46), the activity is very low at the
beginning of hibernation, then resumes in January and
passes through a maximum during fall hibernation,
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shortly before the vernal arousal. This observation
shows that hibernation is compatible with vigorous
activity in this gland even when metabolism is very
depressed. Canguilhezn (21) shows that at least some L-
thyrox ine level is essential f or the onset of winter
hibernation in Criaetu8 oricetus.

We may thus reasonably assume that thyroid secretion
has some action on the metabolic events and on the
process of hibernation. The research described below
shows that the thyroid has a powerful influence on
lipid, protein and even carbohydrate metabolism. Its
action on the proteins is very important since the
thyroid hormones induce striking morphological changes
particularly in the digestive tract.

A. Cyclic Variations in Thyroid Activity
Using histologic criteria, it is easy to

demonstrate seasonal cycles characteristic of the
various species. Figure 4 shows the appearance of
these cycles for the garden dormouse from August till
April where the differences in activity are particularly
striking. Thyroid activity in the golden hamster is
plotted in figure 1, the golden hamsters being maintained
at a constant temperature (20°C) and exposed to natural
daylight.

B. Influence of Thyroid Hormones on Plasma Lipids
and Calorigenesis in the Golden Hamster
The evolution of lipemia in parallel with

thyroid activity is shown in figure 1. This curve
suggests that the plasma lipid levels could be causally
related to L-thyroxine secretion. The same is true of
the evolution of free fatty acids (FFA) . Also , the
seasonal variations of plasma lipids are very marked.
Two weeks after the ablation of the thyroid however
there is a definitive drop in the lipemia and the
seasonal cycles disappear . When the thyroid ablation
is performed on animals whose lipemia is high, the
latter drops to a level of 50% of its normal value.

Measurement of the oxygen consumption (VO 2;
basal metabolism ) was performed on all animals. The
energy expenditure was decreased by thyroidectomy
particularly in spring and autumn , when the normal
value of was high. In a group of 9 animals studied
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Fig . 1. Thyroid g land activity and p lasma concentration
of total fatty acids in the golden hamster (flesocricetue
aura tue) . The activity of the thyroid g land is estab-
lished from hiBto logical characteristics; the scale is
the converse of tha t of Xainpelmann, i.e. from zero to
the lowest activity to f ive  at the highest. The whole
g land was exconined (50 slices per g land) . Each da ta
poin t corresponds to the mean value of at least 7
animals (from 7 to 19). For the lip emz~a from January
to March, p<O.Ol; from April to June, p ’~O.Ol; from Juneto October, p <O.OO1; from October to January, p <O.OO1.
For the thyroid activity from January to April, p <C.05
and from November to January, p<O.05.

in March, V02 dropped two weeks after thyroidectomy
from 1160 ± 22 to 930 ± 27 ml/h.kg body weight (p(O.00l).
In another experiment performed in November, the V02dropped from 1190 ± 24 to 960 ± 14 (p<O.OO1). In
January, the V02 of normal hamsters was low (950 ± 36)
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and thyroidectomy had little effect  (935 ± 4 5 ) .
The role of the thyroid becomes even clearer if

we administer L—thyroxine to thyroidectornized animals.
Following Tata on his experiments in the rat (73) we
have given single injections to thyroidectomized hamsters.
The results show that 50 i.ig/l00 g body weight were
necessary to obtain, 48 hr after the injection, a 15%
increase of 

~O2 
in 12 animals. After 3 days the values

return to normal. Comparisons were made with rats
under the same experimental conditions; the ~O2 in 6treated animals was 40% higher ( p < 0 . O l ) .  Similarly
Tata (73) found an increase of 37% after 72 hr with an
injection of 40 ~ig/100 g body weight of L—thyroxine in
thyroidectomized rats. The golden hamster, therefore,
is much less sensitive to L—thyroxine than the rat.
This slight effect of L-thyroxine on calorigenesis in
the golden hamster is perhaps species specific since in
another hibernator , C. tereticaudus (35), physiological
doses of L-thyroxine pentahydrate increase the v02 by
100%.

On the other hand , we have observed an important
effect  of L—thyroxine on the plasma lipids in the
golden hamster. A dose of 50 pg/lOO g of body weight
causes a marked increase of total fatty acid level.
The mean value for 55 thyroidectomized hamsters at
different seasons was 288 ± 8 rng/100 ml. In another
group of thyroidectomized animals treated with a single
dose of 50 ~g of L-thyroxine the mean value, 48 hr
after the injection was 526 ± 38 mg/100 ml , thus sig-
nificantly higher than the preceding value (p<0.OO1) .
This increase of the lipernia still persisted 72 hr after
injection (391 ± 34 mg/l00 ml, p<O.OOl) . Figure 2
shows the value of the lipemia at different times after
a 50 ~g injection in the same animal.

With higher doses of L-thyroxine, for example
500 ji g, the plasma appears milky although the animals
have been fasting for 15 hr. The lipemia level occasion-
ally reaches 2000—3000 m g of total fatty acids per 100
ml of plasma. We should add that in the rat, a dose of
50 ug/ l00 g body weight of L-thyroxine is without
effect ;  the mean value of total plasma fatty acids in
10 thyroidectoinized rats was 273 ± 13 mg/l00 ml and after
48 hr, the level was still unchanged (265 ± 17) . In
hamsters treated with L-thyroxiri e we find a modest
hepatic steatosis.
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This increase of lipemnia and steatosis in the
golden hamster are due, partly at least, to lipid
mobilization , as is suggested by the ipcrease of plasma
free fatty acids from 17 ± 0.7 to 30 ± l.4mg/ 100 ml
plasma 48 hr after the injection of 50 ug L-thyroxine
(p<0.OOl) . Experimentally, the effect of administering
L—thyroxine 20 or 40 hr before taking samples is seen
as a rise of lipolysis of adipose tissue in vitro.
These effects of L—thyroxine are suppressed by actinomycin
D, a potent inhibitor of enzyme induction.

We should also mention that in ordinary mammals
L-thyroxine not only causes peripheral mobilization of
glycerides but may also stimulate hepatic lipogenesis
(27 , 29) . The liver of the hamster thus exhibits a
marked aptitude for synthesizing fatty acids from
acetate (23 ) .

In conclusion , our experiments show that in
thyroidectomized golden hamsters the injection of a
single but high dose of L-thyroxine (50 ~ig/100 g body
weight) induces a significant lipid mobilization and
considerably increases the lipemia . Conversely , the
suppression of physiological production of endogenous
L—thyroxine by ablation of the thyroid glands causes a
permanent 50% decrease of lipemia. This suggests that
the thyroid hormones play a major role in the regulation
of the tissue lipid levels and also explains the cor-
relation between seasonal cycles of the thyroid and I

lipemia in the golden hamster. These effects of L—
thyroxine and of thyroidectomy are just the opposite of
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those described in man and other mammals (26 , 28 , 4 8 ) .
Furthermore , the increase of plasma lipid levels following
L-thyroxine administration is by no means general in
hibernators since we found it in Crice tus cricetus but
not in El ior nys quercinus .

C. The Thyroid and Glucose Metabolism in the
Golden Hamster

1. Paradoxical Hypoglycemic Action of L-
j~ yrox i ne
L-thyroxine is not usually a hypoglycemic

hormone ; on the contrary it has hyperglycemic e f fec t s
(22 , 61) . it is well known that after repeated injections
of this hormone or in cases of hyperthyroidism , diabetes
develops (34, 54) . In the golden hamster , our results
are very different (5, 64). Thyroidectomy of 10 groups
of 7 to 13 animals each carried out at different times
during the year led to a significant hyperglycemia.
The mean value of the glycemia is 109 ± 2 mg% in the
control animals and 131 ± 4 mg% in animais thyroid-
ectomized fifteen days previously (p<0.OO1).

The administration of L-thyroxine to
thyroidectomized animals not only corrects the thyroid-
ectomy effects, but at doses of 50 pg/100 g body weight
results in significant hypoglycemia . Usually, the
initial glycemia (131 ± 4) diminishes to 89 ± 6 mg%
after 15 hr, then to 86 ± 2 mg% after 48 hr; 3 days
later it increases to 98 ± 4 mg% . These three values
are signif icantly different from the initial value
(p<O.OOl) . It is interesting to note that some plasma
glucose levels can be as low as 50 mg%. Hypoglycemia
is foun d even in animal s which are not fa sting .

The hepa tic glycogen is a f fected dif fer-
ently by L—thyroxine depending on the season: between
January and March, it is sharply reduced, but during
the rest of the year it is unaffected or increased . In
any event, there is no relation between hepatic glycogen
and glycemia , since plasma glucose is significan tly
reduced in all cases.

We can offer  no explanation of this
unexpected hypoglycemic e f f ec t  of L-thyroxine which is
slow to appear and long-lasting. Since the effect appeared
to be peculiar to the golden hamster , we performed experi-
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ments to establish whether another notoriously hyper-
glycemic hormone had a different effect in this species.

2. Paradoxical Hypoglycemia Provoked by
Cortisone
In a recent series of experiments done

in the month of May, a dose of 0.25 mg of cortisone was
administered to several groups of 6—8 golden hamsters
weighing between 130-150 g and starved for 15 hr.
Glycemia was examined after 15 mm , 1 hr and 3 hr , as
were the hepatic glycogen and plasma immnuno—reactive
in sulin (IRI) . After 3 hr , glucose levels fell from 86
± 3 to 56 ± 4 mg% on average. This is a very significant
change (p< O .Ol) . The liver glycogen rose from 470 ±
109 to 1440 ± 212 mg/l00 g wet wt. (p<0.Ol) .

Cortisone in fasting mammals increases
gluconeogenesis, elevating both liver glycogen and
plasma glucose , and in the golden hamster the increase
of liver glycogen observed is rather significant. In
this animal , however , instead of hyperglycemia , we
observed a plasma glucose diminution of 40% after
corti sone treatment . The plasma IRI on the other hand ,
changed only very slightly from a value of 14 to 18
Itti/mi . This hypoglycemia does not appear to come from
an extra secretion of insulin. This effect has not
been detected in the garden dormouse and more experiments
are needed to clarify this unexpected hypoglycemia
induced by cortisone in the golden hamster.

D. The Role of the Thyroid in Protein Metabolism:
Morphological Effects
It is well known that thyroxine is capable of

stimulating protein synthesis (19, 69, 70) and in
particular, growth in young animals. In adult mammals
that do not hibernate, however, it is the increase in
ca].origenesis by this hormone that attracts attention.
We have shown that L-thyroxine has a powerful effect on
protein distribution in the digestive tract of the
golden hamster and garden dormouse.

1. Reduction of Intestinal Proteins after
Thyroidectomny in the Golden Hamster
The first experiments were performed on

golden hamsters and showed that ablation of the thyroid
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gland produced atrophy of the whole digestive tract
visible to the naked eye . The dry weight fell, by 40%
on average , relative to the weight of the anim als,
which changed very little after the operation. This
reduction mainly affects the proteins, since its value
decreased from 8.1 ± 0.4 to 5.2 ± 0.3 (ntg/g b.w.),
three weeks after the operation (p<O.O0l) . Complementary
treatment with L—thyroxine completely prevented this
drop in protein. This influence of L-thyroxine on the
intestinal protein levels occurs at any age but is
particularly striking in young animals.

2. The Effects of Hypophysectomy in the
Golden Hamster
Ablation of the pituitary gland causes

exactly the same changes to the intestine as thyroidectomy
and L—thyroxine treatment is entirely effective in
preventing atrophy. Intestinal proteins decreased from
8.09 ± 0.39 (mg/g b.w.) in a group of normal hamsters
to 5.64 ± 0.40 in animals hypophysectomized 4 weeks
earlier (6 animals); the corresponding figure was
8.12 ± 0.6 for 4 of them which had been treated with L-
thyroxine (200 ~ig per week). Although the number of
animals was small, it is likely that, after hypophy-
sectomy, the L—thyroxine deficiency is responsible for
intestinal atrophy.

3. The Role of the Thyroid in the Garden
Dormouse Hibernating at 15°C
Since thyroid activity is cyclic in the

garden dormouse , and atrophy of the digestive tube
occurs spontaneously in this species during hibernation,
it is of interest to explore the direct relation between
thyroid activity and intestinal protein level. Exper-
iments have been performed on numerous groups of animals
killed at different times of the year, some of which
had undergone L—thyroxine treatment (200 ~tg i.p. per
animal per week for three weeks). The injections
awoke the animals for a few hr, but did not interrupt
the hibernation season. In order to compare measurements
made during different months, the weight of the animal,
the dry weight of the intestine and the total protein
content of the whole digestive tract are referred to a
parameter that is unaltered by hibernation, the length
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of the leg (femur & tibia). This measurement faithfully
reflects the size of the animal (r = 0.84, p<O .Ol).
There is, moreover, in any given experimental group, an
excellent correlation between the weight of the dig-
estive tract and the length of the femur (r = 0.79,
p<0.01). We have also compared the absolute values of
tissue protein content in two different groups of
animals. In both cases, the conclusions are similar
and the differences observed are highly significant.
We have also determined the concentration of total
ribonucleic acid (RNA ) in tissue as mg per 100 g dry
tissue.

In normally hibernating, completely
starved garden dormice weight is lost regularly from the
beginning of November until the vernal awakening at the
beginning of April. The intestinal proteins diminish
by about 33% until February, after which they increase
by 25% in a highly significant manner (p<O.O0l). The
digestive tract is therefore reformed even though the
animal does not eat and continues to lose weight (Figs.
3 , 4 ) .

Measurement of the ‘total RNA of the
intestine and liver in other groups of garden dormice
reveals low values from September to December, after
which values 25% higher are recorded up to the end of
hibernation (Fig. 5). The rise in tissue RNA precedes
that of the proteins but for these two components, the
correlation with thyroid activity is striking. The
increase of thyroid secretion which occurs first is
followed by a rise in RNA , then by an increase in
tissue proteins, finally resulting in hypertrophy of
the digestive tract. During hibernation, therefore,
the thyroid appears to govern the mass and the morph-
ology of the digestive system.

4. The Influcence of L-Thyroxine on the
Hypertrophy of the Digestive Tract in
the Garden Dormouse
Further support for this hypothesis is

to be found in figures 4 and 5, which represent animals
that have received three injections of L-thyroxine. It
is clear that thyroid hormone supplements increase
significantly both intestinal RNA and protein. In the
case of RNA, for example, the rise in RNA even in
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December and January reaches and eventually exceeds in
three weeks that normally recorded at the end of hiber-
nation.

L—thyroxine thus exerts a powerful
effect on the digestive tract, increasing the RNA and
the tissue proteins and hence, the mass of the entire
digestive tract. The cyclic changes that occur naturally
in these animals are apparently directed by the thyroid
secretions, the variations of which exactly match the
observed metabolic alterations (6).

5. Influence of the Thyroid on Plasma Amino
Acids in Garden Dormouse
The cyclic protein changes of the dig-

estive tract caused by L—thyroxine are related to the
characteristic varations in plasma amino acids and

Intestina’ ptotai, rnd.x Body wssglfl indiz
1 C!) () IS

9

months

Fig . 3. Changes of intestina l pro tein, index (1)  and
body weight index (2)  during hibernation in the garden
dormouse (El iomi~s guerainue 1.) .  Both intestinal
protein index and body weight index are expressed in
ter ’ins of the tota l length of tibia and femur (see
text) . Each determination correspond s to the mean
value of 7 to 16 animals . No te tha t proteins are
synthet ized in the intestine de8pite the continuous
wieght lose due to fasting . Intestina l proteins are
thuB fo rmed at the expense of other tissues, such as
muscles .
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their distribution during both the seasonal cycle and
the periodic rewarming . In the garden dormouse (65)
hibernating at 15°C , there is a slight increase of
total plasma amino acids during each periodic rewarmning ,
from 188 to 225 ~tmoles/lO0 ml plasma. Other authors
have observed an important rise of the amount of plasma
amino acids in the hedgehog hibernating at 4.5°C (43)
and in the ground squirrel (41), but in the golden
hamster hibernating at 4.5°C the increase of total
plasma amino acids was again slight (44).

In the garden dormouse (65) (9 animals
hibernating and 11 animals after rewarmuing), some
gluconeogenic amino acids such as serine, glycine,
tyrosine and especially alanine increased significantly.
Others drop in concentration: valine, leucine and
isoleucine. The concentration of lysine is high

Thyrmd activity Intestinal protein index
5 controls thyrox uie. 10/
5 9

A S O N  O J  F M A
months

Fig. 4. Changes of intestinal pro teins in the garden
dormouse (E. guercinu,~~ L .)  and the influence of L-
thyroxine. In control dormice, the o~nount of intestina l
proteins decreases regularl y during hibernation (Nov-
ember to February) but subsequently increases from
February to April, when thyroid activity of control
animals (A A) reewned in January . Administration
of L-thyroxine (200 ~ig weekly for three weeks) signif-icantly stimulates the deposition of protein in the .
digestive tract (hatched bare). These changes occur in
animals totally deprived of food, indicating tha t the
restoration of intestine takes p lace at the expense of
other tissues proteins. . p<0.05; .. p cO.Ol;... p<0.001.

V - -~
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Fig. 5. Sponvaneous sea-
~tt.stinaI tot& RNA 0 cont rols sona li chanijes of intes t—
mQ/g dry tissue ~ thyroxine. ina l tota l RNA in the
45 treited garden dormouoe

i-fl (F. querclnue, 1.) and
i~ift ~uer.ce of L- thyroxine.
Each bar corresponds to
the mean value of at
least 7 animaZs (fr c ’n 7

25 to 15). . . p <0.Ol;
p <O .OOI L-thyroxine

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  was given i.p. at 200
S 0 N 0 J F N A i~g/ anima l pe r week for

months 
~ weeks.

but does not change . The rest of the amino acids are
present in low concentrations and the differences in
their amounts are not significant.

If the animals have been treated with L-
thyroxine, the rise in gluconeogenic amino acids during
rewarming is less abrupt, whereas the reduction in non—
gluconeogenic amino acids such as valine , leuc ine ,
isoleucine is accentuated by about 50% (p<O .Ol ) . After
L—thyroxine treatment , lysine also decreased by 50%.
During rewarming of L-thyroxine treated animals, there-
fore, the increase in total plasma amino acids is no
longer perceptible since the increase in the amount of
some amino acids is balanced by the decrease in amount
of others.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
Variations of RNA and tissue protein in

the digestive tract, whether spontaneous or provoked by
L-thyroxine are quite spectacular in the garden dormouse.
In starved or even fed animals, protein synthesis is
reduced during the first stage of hibernation and the
RNA level is low. These observations agree well with
the information to be found in the literature. Thus
Whitten et al. (80) observed disintegration of the
hepatic polyribosomes in the ground squirrel during
hibernation and Whitten and Klain (79) found that
labelled leucine is incorporated very little into the
hepatic proteins. Furthermore, at each arousal the 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V —
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catabolism of proteins is increased , a finding suggested
by the rise in circulating creatine (42), and by the
increased consumption of amino acids in vitro in the
hepatic tissue of ground squirrels during arousal (78).

Most authors believe that the reduction
in protein synthesis is due to the natural or imposed
fast of the animal during hibernation . It is known
that in most mammals , lack of proteins in the diet , or
total fast, modifies tissue protein syn thesis with a
reduction in RNA level (71, 81). A drop in circulating
amino acids due to the nutritional state would be one
of the causes of a partial inhibition of protein synthesis.
According to Munro (50) , lack of any one of the amino
acids (especially tryptophan) would lead to disintegration
of polyribosomes into subunits; this would clearly
impair the capacity to make protein.

Our results show that when the garden
dorinice are killed during the second phase of hiber-
nation , protein synthesis is increased at the intestinal
level. The interesting feature of our observations is
that this protein synthesis is initiated in animals
that have been deprived of food for several months . At
the intestinal level , this synthesis is revealed by a
clearly detectable protein repletion which is reflected
by the increase of the total mass of the gut.

These facts seen as a whole recall the
development of the gonads in some anima l species such
as the salmon during migration , at which time the
animal is fasting . It is however , rather unusual to
observe them in connection with the digestive tract of
a mammal , as in our studies. We note too that the
variation of plasma amino acids following periodic
rewarmning is in good agreement with the restoration of
the digestive tract, which requires essential amino
acids, and also with the reconstitution of hepatic
glycogen , which proceeds initially from gluconeogenic
amino acids after each periodic arousal.

Above all, the influence of L-thyroxine
in the garden dormouse is to strongly stimulate protein
synthesis in the digestive tract. The influence of
this hormone on protein synthesis has been relatively
little studied in hibernating animals although Smith
(67) succeeded in showing that the incorporation of
labelled amino acids into tissue proteins of young

- S -~~~
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hamsters is accelerated by L-thyroxine, exactly as in
the rat; this author also showed that the same doses
have similar effects in adult hamsters , in agreement
with our findings.

Tata and Widnell (74) showed that L-
thyroxine stimulates the synthesis of nuclear RNA , with
a concomitant rise in its transfer to the ribosomal
fraction . In the rat , Cahilly (20) observed a re-
duction in the liver RNA of thyroidectomized animals;
conversely , L—thyroxine significantly increases the
amount of RNA in this tissue . According to these
author s, L—thyroxirte restores protein synthesis to
normal by acting on the RNA metabolism. All these
findings are in good agreement with the trophic action
of L—thyroxine in the two hibernating species studied.

~!n suu~nary, our studies show that the
main action of L-thyroxine in the golden hamster and
the garden dormouse is on protein metabolism , manifested
by a shift, or redistribution of amino acids between
hibernating and arousal states and the restoration of
atrophied digestive tract by increasing its protein and
RNA synthesis. The efficient functioning of the thyroid
is indispensable for the termination of hibernation.
The digestive tract is a good example, since it is
needed as soon as feeding recoimnences. From this point
of view , the thyroid is essential for the normal pattern
of thc cycle of hibernation.

III. SUPPRESSION OF THE SEASONAL CYCLE OF TESTICULAR
ACTIVITY BY COLD EXPOSURE IN THE GARDEN DORMOUSE

The cessation of activity and atrophy of the
gonads during the period prior to hibernation is a
well—known phenomenon in most hibernating species (39,
40, 59, 76). We have given a detailed account of it in
the garden dormouse (30), in which we showed that it is
preceded by a state of inactivity of the FSH and LH
cells of the pituitary gland. A similar seasonal
involution has been described in birds, where light is
the controlling factor (18,62).

The observation that exposure to cold induces
major changes in metabolism and the endocrine system of
the garden dormouse at any season led us to enquire
whether climatic factors have any effect on the seasonal
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cycle of testicular activity. In all , the study involved
over 200 adult dormice , caught one year earlier. They
were placed in cold rooms held at a constant temperature
of 6°C and constant humidity of 80% . One room was kept
in total darkness , except for 30 mm a day of dim
light, while the animals were being looked after. In
the other room the photoperiod was constant (lOL:l4D) .
A commercial animal food was given, with abundant
apples (8,11).

A. Results

1. Animals held at 6°C in the Dark From
April or June Onwards, Killed 2-8 Months
Later
The seasonal difference in weights of

the testicles are presented in f igure 6. In the control
group , under natural conditions of temperature and
daylight , the f amiliar drop in testicular weight in
September is clearly seen. Sexual inactivity is typical
and the seminiferous tubules , 70— 80 pm in diameter ,
contain only a few rare spermatocytes. In garden
dormice kept at 6°C and darkness from April onwards,
there is no indication of involution, and the various
histological features suggest norma l activity. A low
temperature from April onwards therefore prevents the
usual involution observed in September. This is not so
for animals placed at 6°C after June: involution does
occur but is less complete than in animals kept in
natural conditions. The weight of the testicles is
considerably reduced and the diameter of the seminiferous
tubules is 130 pm. Seminal development is blocked at
the spermatid stage .

2 . The Role of Darkness
In the above experiments , we might

suspect that the near total darkness played some role .
In order to answer this question , garden dormice were
kept at 6°C with a constant photoperiod ( 1OL:l4D).  In
this case , the photoperiod had no effect: there was
no difference between the groups kept in the dark and
those regularly exposed to light; the involution of
the gonads was dictated solely by the cold in both
cases (Fig. 7). It is important to note that the

- V 
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Fig. 6. Effects of cold exposure on annual changes of
testicular weight in the garden dor ’,nouse (E . guercinus,
L.). The mean S. E.M. and nwnber of animals are shown.
The dotted curve shows the normal cycle with the
customary near-complete atrophy in autumn. The full
curve corresponds to animals exposed to 6°C from Apri l
onwards. It iB seen tha t involution does not occur in
fall. When the animals are exposed to cold from June
onwards, involution is almost as comp lete as in the
contro l animals.

animals held at 6°C frequently exhibited torpor. These
interludes of hibernation each lasted about 4 days , with
body temperature of the animals very near to 6 .5 °C.

3. Dorrnice Kept in a Cold Atmosphere from
September Onwards
The effect  of cold is again very remarkable.

In control animals, which hibernate naturally in
November , testicular activity recommenced in January

-d
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and was complete by spring awakening. In the group
that was kept cold in September , the rise in testicular
weight occurred sooner (Fig . 7) and was more rapid ,
reaching the same degree of activity by the end of
March despite the fact that torpor and reduction in
metabolic activity lasted longer in these animals than
in the controls.

B. Discussion and Conclusion
Early exposure to cold , from April on , which

2
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Fig. 7. Stimulation of reconstitution of the gonads
during hibernation by September exposure to cold in
the garden dormouse (E. guercinus, L.). The mean
S.E .M.  and number of animals are shown. The full
curve, corresponding to autumn and winter, shows tha t
early exposure to cold in September significantly
accelerates gonad reconstitution; this is thus complete
at the spring arousal.
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to some extent prolongs hibernation, prevents the invo-
lution of the gonads normally observed in September.
Light has no influence on involution of the gonads. If
the garden dorrnice are exposed to cold later than April
(in Jun e ) ,  the gonads will regress normally. Thus
involution is absent if the animals are placed in the cold
early enough; the animals then exhibited alternating peri-
ods of torpor and activity . The garden dormice kept in
the cold after June are very active in spring and do not
exhibit torpor. Generally speaking, in this group, the
durations of periods of continuous activity with elevated
body temperature are longer. It seems that an adequate
period of activity is necessary in the spring if the
normal testicular involution is to occur in September.
We can offer no explanation of this. Not all species
behave in this way. In Tamias etriatus, for example ,
Panuska (55) demonstrated that reproductive activity
can be delayed by about two months by keeping the
hibernating animal in cold and dark . Wells and Zalesky
( 77) ,  on the other hand , succeeded in maintaining
testicular activity in Cite ilus tridecemlineatus for a
certain time , by imposing prolonged cold and dark
conditions in the spring after the hibernating season.
We have obtained comparable results in Cite ilus
tridecemlineatus, namely that maintenance of testicular
activity can be achieved by prolonged cold with complete
absence of involution in the autumn .

In our experiments with the garden dormouse,
light had no influence on the weight of the testicles.
In Mesocricetus aura tus , however , Reiter showed that
the photoperiod normally controls the seasonal repro-
ductive rhythm and the effects are mediated by the
pineal gland (60). In Eliomys quercinus the role of
the pineal gland is uncertain since light has no effect.

It is interesting to note that, when the
garden dormice are kept early enough in the cold, the
thyroid activity is likewise retained in October. Thus
cold exposure may prevent both involution of the gonads
and of the thyroid. It must be noted that the absence
of involution in no way intereferes with the subsequent
process of hibernation ; the animals exhibit the usual
cycles of torpor and activity, despite the presence of
active gonad s and active thyroid .

Exposure to cold thus exerts an e f fec t  at
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several levels in the endocrine system. Since the
activity of the gonads and of the thyroid are governed
by the LH , FSH and TSH cells of the hypophysis , it is
clear that the secretions of these cells are norma l and
persist all year in animals which are exposed to cold
in April and which exhibit less activity. If the
activity is normal in spring, involution takes place in
autumn for both glands , which suggests that the involution
of gonad s and of the thyroid is an active process whose
mechanism is , however , very obscure at the present .

IV. PANCREAS

A. Annual Cyclic Modifications in the Number and
Activity of the Pancreatic D Cells of the
Garden Dormouse: Possible Metabolic Correlations
We have already described the evolution of

the B and A cells of the pancreas during the dif ferent
seasons and the periodic awakenings of the garden
dormouse (4 ,30) . We f ound a close correlation between
the activity of these cells , as measured by histocheniical
criteria , and the parallel changes of glycemia. In a
subsequent paper, dealing for the most part with the
same species, Gave and Martoja (31) detected D cells in
the pancreatic islets with typical histochemical char-
acteristics. These cells are quite distinct from the B

V and A cells ; they exhibit a characteristic pattern
of change during the seasons, both in number and in
abundance of argyrophilic secretory product. There is a
progressive decrease in secretory activity from January
to June , which is followed by a gradual increase , the
maximum occurring in prehibernation. These changes of
activity of the D cells are not correlated with the
changes in glucose metabolism but they are parallel to
changes in liver fatty acids , suggesting a possible
role in the regulation of lipid metabolism. The increase
in activity of D cells , i . e . ,  the increase of secretion ,
brings about a decrease of liver fatty acids. Thus the
diminution of secretion of a hormone from the D cells
would explain the fatty liver observed during hibernation
in the garden dormouse . However , a close scrutiny of
each individual animal does not , in our opinion , confirm
that D cells play a role in secreting a hormone that
would reduce the amount of liver fat (such as “lipocaic
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hormone ” ) .
A possibility exists that the hormone somato—

statin is also secreted by the D cells of the pancreas
and it is now well established that somatostatin inhibits
the A and B cells , thus influencing g lucose metabolism
(25) . Thi s hypothesis needs more support than the
simple suggestion that the activities of the D cells , A
and B cells and glycemia are related . Moreover , the
cause of these changes of activity of the D cells ,
whatever the secretion , is unknown . V

B. Possible Role of the Pancreas and of Defective
Glycoregulation in the Enlargement Qf the
Glomerular Basement Membrane of the Kidney
Some hibernating species are known to exhibit

anomalies of renal function during hibernation (glyco-
suria , albuminuria , desquamation cells) ; these are
accompanied by characteristic morphological changes the
most striking of which is the enlargement of the base-
ment membrane (52, 53, 56, 82). A comparative study of
the problem , in the garden dormouse and the ground
squirrel, has been made in our laboratory in collaboration
with K. Oridrick and J. A. Panuska (in Washington D . C . ) ,
with a view to relating the variable importance of the
modifications to the magnitude of the metabolic and
hormonal changes, themselves variable , of these two
hibernating species. It was hoped that some light
would be shed on the very obscure origins of these
disorders . Enlargement of the glomerular basement
membrane is common in aging , and diabetes (66) , but the
mechanisms are unknown . These modifications of the
basement membrane are unexpected in hibernators , and
one may speculate about their meaning and enquire
whether they play some role during the process of
hibernation . An interesting interpretation has been
proposed by Zimny and Rigarner (82) , who assert that the
enlargement of the basement membrane alters its permea-
bility. The distribution of ions between the surfaces
of the cell membranes would thus be maintained particu-
larly when active transport is decreased by hypothermia.
It is also possible that the modifications of the
basement membrane are correlated with the parallel
changes in the endocrine glands and in various metabolic
processes.
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The research has been difficult  since the
ground squirrel (Citellue tridecemlineatus) had far
fewer renal lesions than those studied in Washington ,
even though they came from the same stock. Nevertheless ,
one point has been established , namely, that the lesions
can be reversed in a few weeks after the hibernation
seasons (53) . Furthermore, these lesions are less
frequent in the garden dormouse than the ground squirrel.
We therefore embarked on a comparative study of glycemia ,
free fatty acids, plasma glycerol, and plasma insulin
in two species, Eliornys quercinus and Citellus
tridecemlineatus (12) .

The changes in the plasma FFA and glycerol
are very similar in the two species at V the periodic
arousals and the same is true of the seasonal variations,
except that in the dormouse the FFA levels remain high
during prehibernation (Fig. 8). Conversely , the large
variations in plasma glucose level associated with
hibernation are not found in the ground squirrel (Fi g.
9) .  We therefore measured the plasma I .R .I .  in both
species in various physiological conditions (Fig. 10) .
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Fig. 8. Plasma free fatty acids in the garden dormouse
(E. guerainus, L.) and in the ground squirre l (Citellus
tridecemlineatus) during different seasons. The mean,
S.E.M. and number of animals (in parenthesis) are
shown. During hibernation, the highly significant
increase in FFA found in the ground squirrel is not
observed in the garden dormouse.
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Fig . 9. Plasma glucose in the garden dormouse (.~~.

guercinus, L .)  and in the 13-lined ground squirrel
(C. tridecemlineatus) during different seasons. The
mean, S.E.M. and number of animals are shown. Glycemia
in the hibernating ground squirrel remains high whereas
in the garden dormouse, it is very low.

We see that plasma I.R.I. does not fluctuate in the
ground squirrel between hibernation and active states
unlike the case in the garden dormouse. In all cases,
however, the variations are insufficient to suggest
that the pancreatic hormones have any major influence
in controlling glycernia . It is probably the variations
in glycemia and in body temperature that influence the
hormonal activity of the pancreas (7 , 13, 33 , 47) .

V. DIET , NUTRITION AND THERMORE GULATION IN HIBERNATORS

A. Torpor Rapidly Induced in the Garden Dormouse
by Deprivation of Dietary Protein s, Irrespective
of Season or ~nibient Temperature
We demonstrated earlier (2 ,10) that either

cold or two to seven days of fasting induces torpor in
the garden dormouse at any season , irrespective of the
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Fig . 10. Plasma insulin in the garden dormouse (.~~.

auercinus, L.) and in the 13-lined ground squirrel
t.~ tridecemlineatus) 

during different seasons. The
mean, S.E.M. and number of animals are shown. The
concentration of p lasma I .R.I .  in the ground squirrel
drops in hibernatio n. This fall is not found in the
garden dormouse.

ambient temperature. This is accompanied by a character-
istic increase of lipids in the heart, brown adipose
tissue and particularly in the liver.

The fatty acids are mobilized from the adipose
tissue and the amount of FFA in the plasma increases
enormously. A moderate degree of fatty liver after
fasting is not uncommon in most mammals but in the case
of both EUomye quercinus and Gu s gus , the amount of
lipids in the liver may attain values as high as 30%
after only two to seven days fasting. As for the
plasma lipids, the total fatty acids are on the contrary
significantly lower than in fed animals and a diminution
of B and pre- 8—lipoproteins can be detected.

These observations explain the fatty liver
which has been noted at the period of hibernation in
many species (51, 57, 75) particularly when they are
deprived of food , and also explain the disappearance of
the fatty liver after spring arousal, when the animals
resume feeding.

Several observations, and above all the
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characteristic decrease of lipoproteins in the plasma ,
suggest that the causal factor of the fatty liver and
perhaps of the incidence of hibernation could be a
perturbation of the protein metabolism.

Diets poor or completely deficient in protein
lead to practically the same results as fasting.
Experiments are at present in progress to shed further
light on this. Several groups of garden dormice have
been studied : normally fed animals; animals fed on a
diet of apples , which contain little protein; animals
given no protein at all; and animals given a normal diet
to which a protein synthesis inhibitor, ethionine, has
been added. The results are as follows:

1. The Normal Diet
This consists of a balanced commercial

foodstuff intended for rats. We add unlimited apples ,
which the animals consume in large quantities. Some
animals exhibit torpor in June and July, as we have
described elsewhere (3). Both in July and in autumn
initiation of torpor is always preceded by loss of
appetite and cessation of feeding for a few days; thus
there appears to be voluntary fasting in the animals.

2. The Low-Protein Diet~ Consisting Wholly• of Apples
The composition of the apples used is as

follows (per 100 g of apple) :calorific value, 52 kcal;
water, 84 g; proteins 0.30 g; lipids 0.35 g; carbo-
hydrates, 12 g; ascorbic acid, 4.8 mg; small quantities
of mineral salts and other vitamins.

The animals eat on average, 40 g of apples
each per day. The total caloric intake is therefore
about 50% higher than that of normally fed animals, but
despite this, all the garden dorinice enter a state of
torpor in less than seven days, usually within two or
three days . This torpor is accelerated if the tempera-
ture is lowered but nevertheless still occurs at 25 -

• 27° C; it is unaffected by the season . In figure 11,
we show the results of an experiment conducted in
August, 1975. In the control animals on normal diet,
there were no cases of torpor (the ambient temperature
varying between 19 and 23°C) whereas all the animals
fed on a diet of apples alone fell into a state of
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Fig. 11. Torpor caused by low protein diet during
August at a temperature of 19° -23°C. The periods of
torpor are shown as black rectangles. It is seen tha t
normally fed control animals (above) never became
torpid. Dormice receiving low protein diet (be low)
exhibit torpor with body temperature about 10 higher
than the c~nbient temperature. The effect BetB in after
76 hr.

torpor.
The length of torpor in the garden

dormouse is a function of the ambient termperature both
in winter and in spring; as the temperature rises, the
length shortens, from 10-12 days at 6°C down to a few
hr at 25°C (1). Further series of experiments with
this diet in May and June yielded the same results -
torpor in every case.

In these animals fed exclusively on
apples, only a slight rise in plasma FFA is observed,
but a fatty liver of variable intensity is developed.
If the animals are killed before the anticipated entry
into torpor while the body temperature is still normal,
a characteristic accumulation of pheochrome granules is
observed in the adrenal medulla. This may be interpreted
as a state of inactivity , exactly as in animals deprived
of all food , or at the onset of natural hibernation ( 16).
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3. Protein—free ~ jet
Like the garden dorinice fed on a low-

protein diet, the animals on a protein—free diet also
become torpid and in fact resemble starved animals.
Mobilization of the lipids is clear and a hepatic
steatosis results. Finally, the adrenal medulla exhibits
an accumulation of pheochrome granules in the hr prior
to the onset of torpor. Glycernia and hepatic glycogen
remain at high levels.

4. Normal Diet Combined With a Protein
Synthesis Inhibitor Ethionine
The above results underline the importance

of dietary proteins and suggest that hibernation as
well as lipid irregularities are a consequence of some
disturbance of the protein metabolism. We have therefore
attempted to block protein synthesis by means of ethi—
onine, a methionine analogue in which the methyl radical
is replaced by an ethyl. This toxic compound was adminis-
tered in September to six garden dormice at a dose of
75 mg/lOO g; the dose was injected in three sessions,
once every twelve hr. With ethionine, the lipid mobil-
ization is intense in the garden dormouse, as is hepatic
steatosis. Furthermore, hypoglycemia is unambiguous.
These various metabolic effects are well known in other
mammals (72).

The interesting point is that animals
treated with ethionine for these short periods also
exhibit a fal l  in central temperature and even pass
through phases of torpor with body temperature very
near the ambient temperature (up to 27°C). Furthermore,
the decline in activity of the adrenal medulla as
measured by the accumulation of pheochrome granules, is
very striking.

It seems, therefore, that blocking
protein synthesis leads to torpor. Nevertheless,
further experiments are needed to confirm this, since
ethionine has toxic effects and in particular, it has a
tendency to reduce the appetite, thus reducing food
intake. It is thus possible that the compound acts by
this mechanism, resulting in starvation-induced torpor.
Other drugs (cyclophosphamide and cycloheximide) are

V V V -~~
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being tested, but these substances are even more toxic
in physiological doses; for the moment, the results are
inconclusive and the experiments will need to be performed
for a longer period . Finally , more work is needed to
measure accurately the degree of incorporation of amino
acids into the tissue proteins in the various groups.

What emerges, independent of any working
hypothesis, is the incontestable fact that, in the
garden dormouse, protein deficiency is routinely suf-
ficient to induce torpor, whatever the ambient conditions
and the physiological state of the animal. It should
be stressed also that these last results are only
applicable to garden dormice (Eli cvnys quer cinu8) .
However , in another species of garden dormouse (Glis
gu s) , starvation also induces torpor.

B. Lipid Disturbances Induced’by Starvation or
by a Low-Protein Diet
The changes in lipid level that we have been

describing merit further discussion. Generally speaking,
the liver, the brown adipose tissue and the heart
acquire an excess of lipids; at the same time there is
a marked drop in B and pre-8-lipoprote ins in the plasma
despite the obvious stimulation of lipid mobilization
which is seen as a rise in the plasma FFA (15).

The drop in lipoproteir.s is particularly
striking during fasting or when the diet is low in
protein. The characteristic feature is the promptness
with which the changes occur. Figure 12 shows the
variation of the plasma lipoprotein level in a single
animal, initially fed normally (solid line) and then 96
hr after being fed on a non protein diet (dotted line).
The drop, essentially in the low and very low density
lipoproteins, suggests that their hepatic synthesis is
decreased.

The increase in glycerides in the heart and,
above all in the brown adipose tissue, due to these
diets, is also characteristic. The rise is of the
order of 30% after a few days of starvation, and precedes
torpor. Each periodic rewarining in the garden dormouse
is associated with a fall of 25-30% of the glycerides
in the brown adipose tissue, with reconstitution of the
glycerides during the hr following awakening and prior
to the next torpor (9, 14). These cyclic variations in

V -~ -~~
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Fig . 12. Representative separation of serum lipoprotei ns
by e lectrophoresis on cellulose acetate. The full curve
corresponds to the normally f ed anima l, the broken
curve to the same anima l after 96 hr of non-protein
diet. Note the abrupt decrease in pr e-beta and beta-
lipo proteins, on the right part of  the graph.

the glycerides of the brown adipose tissue have already
been described in detail in other species (68). Here,
however, we see that deprivation of food or proteins
produces very similar changes in the lipid pattern.

Infiltration of the liver by glycerides can
be extremely intense. Figure 13 gives an example, from
animals starved for four days. On average, the total
fatty acids are more than doubled, but it is worth
noting that some very high individual values are found.
There too, a fatty liver preceded hibernation. It
seems likely that lipid infiltration of the liver
results from the absence of lipoprotein synthesis by
the liver; the plasma lipoprotein level drops and the
liver, incapable of eliminating the excess, becomes
overloaded.

Analogous results have been obtained during
seasonal hibernation~ the fatty liver, which is always
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found in the garden dormouse and the ground squirrel,
is more noticeable in animals deprived of food than in
those which have food at their disposal. The existence
of this fatty liver is thus explained by the self-
imposed starvation to which hibernating animals are
naturally subjected. When garden dormice resume
feeding after the vernal awakening , the fatty liver
immediately reverts to normal. The experiments described
here thus provide the explanation of an intriguing
observation, the presence of a fatty liver during
seasonal hibernation and its disappearance when the
animals resume feeding. It must be added that the

V -~~
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fatty liver is not entirely due to triglycerides, since
the rise in cholesterol esters in the liver is very
significant. The hepatic cholesterol level alters on
average from 340 mg to 430 mg/lOU g fresh weight, some
values attaining 600 mg/lOU g or more. This is an
unusual feature of these hibernating animals for , in
ordinary hepatic steatosis , the increase in lipids
consists essentially of triglycerides. In a strain of
golden hamsters isolated in our laboratory the amount
of hepatic cholesterol , when the animals were exposed
to cold and fasting , reached very high levels of 12
g/lOOg fresh liver as compared to the normal, although
very high value , of 2 g/ lOOg. We cannot at present say
whether such values are actually related to hibernation
(63)

C. Inactivation of the Adrenal Medulla, Induced
by Low—protein Diets or by Ethionine
Like starvation, diets low in protein or the

administration of ethionine rapidly inactivate the
adrenal medulla , even in animals with normal body
temperature which have hence not yet begun to exhibit
torpor (16) . This inactivation is visible as an accumula-
tion of pheochrome granules in the medulla.

Very similar results are obtained with protein—
free diets, diets consisting largely of apples, or with
ethionine treatment. The accumulation of pheochrome
granules consisting of catecholaxnines is interpretable
as a drop in the circulating levels of these hormones.
However, we have not been able to determine the level
of circulating catecholamines in these experiments.
This interpretation should be capable of corroboration
by other signs of hypo-activity visible at the ultra—
structural level. If our interpretation is correct, it
is reasonable to suppose that the reduction in catechol—
amine secretion has the effect of reducing most of the
tissue oxidization, resulting in a drop in metabolic
activity, particularly as these animals are exceptionally
sensitive to adrenalin. The mechanism whereby starvation
or protein deficiency leads to inactivation of the
adrenal medulla remains unexplained.

V V
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D. Dis cussion
It appears beyond dispute that in the garden

dormouse , deprivation of dietary protein is always
suff icient  to induce torpidity. Starvation has the
same e f fec t  but it is not the absence of caloric intake
that is important but the protein deficier~cy, as is
shown by the experiments with an apple diet and with
protein-free rations, in which the caloric intake was
higher than normal. It remains to be established
whether there is a reduction in protein synthesis as
seems probable or whether the overall def i ciency in
protein is decisive , or whether specific amino acids
govern the mechanism.

It seems reasonable to suppose , tentatively
at least , that some hibernating species conserve their
tissue proteins as much as possible; new protein
synthesis may be d i f f i c u l t  or impossible without dietary
intake .

The di f ferent  changes induced by lack of
dietary protein or by total starva tion dupl icate very
closely those associated with hibernation and in partic-
ular , those preceding torpor in garden dormice: accum-
ulation of lipids in the liver , heart and brown adipose
tissue and accumulation of catecholamines in the adrenal
medulla , all phenomena that are useful  to the anima l ,
for at each periodic awakening, the animal releases
adrenalin from the medulla and fa t ty  acids from the
brown adipose tissue. The role of proteins in the case
of normally fed animals might seem more doubtful but ,
in reality, observations show that the onset of hiber-
nation is always preceded by reluctance or refusal to
eat for a few days. This can be observed at all periods
of the year and the cause is undoubtedly the relative
loss of appetite which develops abruptly, for reasons
that are unknown. We believe that a fundamental cause
of hibernation is the loss of appetite, because it
results in a very reduced ingestion of proteins and
torpor then infallibly ensues.

Under starvation or protein deficie icy , lipid
disturbances, especially hepatic steatosis, are easily
understood in terms of the reduction of lipoprotein
synthesis. Such changes in lipid metabolism, however,
do not play a vital role ir. the induction of torpidity.
We cannot propose any clearcut mechanism , but we may
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speculate that the disturbances observed in the liver
as a result of dietary protein deficiency could also
affec t the central nervous system , rendering modifications
of the enzymes involved in biosynthesis of biogenic
amines. This hypothesis is suggested by the inactivation
of the adrenal medulla , indicating a reduced sympathetic
activity in the whole organism prior to onset of torpor.
Draskoczy and Lyman (24) have already established that a
comparable pheonomenon occurs in the brain; a general
decrease in the sympathetic activity precedes hibernation.

The research described here is still at an
early stage but our results suggest that in some species,
protein deficiency alone might cause modifications of
the nervous system with subsequent torpor. Further
research concern ing the role of protein metabol ism on
the induction of torpor in other species should thus be
f ru i t fu l .  The influence of fasting on torpor is also
found in another garden dormouse (GliB glie) that we
have studied. The effect of fasting on the ease with
which hibernation sets in in another species (Cite l lus
lateralis) has already been described by Mrosovsky and
Barnes (49) and we too have observed this in the 13—
lined ground squirrels.

VI. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The exact role of the endocrine glands in hibernation
is sometimes clear , but occasionally quite obscure.
There is no doubt that , during arousal and rewarming ,
the secretions of the adrenals and of the A and B cells
of the pancreas explain the chronologic changes observed
in the glucose metabolism in the garden dormouse at
least. Other hibernators such as the ground squirrel
and the hamster do not exhibit such changes in glycemia,
however. So far as the pancreas is concerned, the
seasonal modifications d i f fe r  according to species , and
glucose metabolism thus varies greatly from one animal
to another. It is interesting to notice that the
activity of the D cells of the pancreas in the garden
dormouse is cyclic. If these D cells do secrete the
hormone somatostatin (which needs further verification),
and since somatostatin is known to inhibit secretion
from A and B cells ,to illuminate the possible role of D
cells in the regulation of glucose metabolism in hiber—

V V — -~~
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nators would be an interesting aspect. The differences
between species are so great that we cannot believe
that the role of the endocrine glands is dominant.

Considering now seasonal variations, we find that
the states of activity of the glands or the levels of
hormones in the blood do not necessarily indicate the
role such hormones play in the process of hibernation.
For example , the autumnal involution of the gonads and
thyroid inactivity in garden dormice are prevented by
early exposure to cold in spring ; nevertheless, these
animals hibernate normally ,  exactly like those wi th in-
voluted gonads and thyroid inactivity . Thyroid act ivi ty
may be very high , particularly during the last phase of
hibernation , without interrupting hibernation.  In
fact , the influence of L-thyroxine on energy expenditure
was found to be slight .

Some ef fec ts  of the thyroid gland in the golden
hamster are unexpected , since thyroidectomy decreases
plasma lipids and increases glycemia, L-thyroxine having
the reverse e f f ec t.  Comparable results were not obtained
in garden dormice however and they are probably peculiar
to the golden hamster.

Some of the above results may seem curious or un-
expected and their importance or their relation to the
process of hibernation is sometimes questionable. On
the other hand , two other results deserve more consider-
ation . The thyroid gland , which exhibits a spontaneous
and cyclic activity , governs to a great extent the dis-
tribution of proteins in the digestive tract and possibly
in other tissues as well, even in fasting animals. L-
thyroxine stimulates the synthesis of RNA and of proteins
in these tissues and thus facilitates the restoration
of organs that are necessary to the animal at thc
moment of spring arousal .

The second result demonstrates that deprivation of
dietary proteins rapidly induces torpor in garden dormice.
During seasonal hibernation , the deprivation of food and
hence of proteins is a consequence of the self-imposed
fast which always precedes torpor at any season. What-
ever the mechanism , it is probable that characteristic
modifications of protein metabolism play a major role in
the process of hibernation.
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ABSTRACT

A film , “Trigger for Hibernation” (1975) by A. R.
Dawe and W. A. Spurn er is shown. Purposes and results
of two conferences (March , 1974 , and February , 1977)
on trigger research are also described . A new theoretical
model is put forth based on interactions of three pre—
sumed substances: “Trigger” , “Antitrigger ” , and “Hiber-
nation Substrate” .
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I. THE FILM: “TRIGGER FOR HIBERNATION ” BY DAWE-
SPURRIER , 1975

A rationale for producing an audiovisual record of
the methodology which Miss Spurn er and I had found to be
successful for induction of hibernation using “trigger”
substance became apparent to us as early as 1968. This
was short ly after we had discovered the existence of
a trigger substance in blood of hibernating animals
(10). Rather quickly after we announced our initial
transfusional induction successes, other investigators
indicated that they wished for us to provide them with
trigger substance. Invariably, their plan was to use
it for administration to animal recipients of physio-
logical status unknown to us. We provided such material
in several instances but, essentially, no positive
feedback was received. Actually, almost immediately
af ter our f irst successes , we became crucially aware of
the fact that the administration of trigger by itself ,
entirely without consideration for the fulfi l lment of
certain conditions, was nonuseful . We were dealing with
a donor-recipient phenomenon wherein the physiological
status of the recipient was of equal or greater impor-
tance to a production of hibernation induction than was
the use only of the biologically effective substance
obtained from a donor (11, 12, 13, 14, 43). Thus, for
success to be achieved , we began to emphasize repeatedly ,
both orally and in publications, f irst, the natur e of
the extracted material from donor hibernation blood
had to be obtained by a method proven correct; second ,
the physiological status of the recipient was definitive
to success; and third , environmental conditions for
each step in the procedure were critical. Even beyond
these essentials , we found that induction of hibernation
unquestionably depended on factors such as species, time
of year , sex , cold adaptation.

In sum , there is need for a very precise methodology .
Thus , in order to give to our colleagues a way whereby
they , too, could induce out—of-season hibernation at
their own laboratories, we settled upon f ilming what
we found to be a particular set of procedures which
guaranteed success as we had seen it to be. At that
time , our pre—film experience was five years of research
on this matter. To have the film made , required admin-

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  AJ
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istrative and fiscal approval of Dr. Walter C. Randall
who then chaired the Physiology Department at the
Stritch School of Medicine in Maywood , Il l inois, and
who was also Principal Investigator on National Insti-
tutes of Health Research Grant NO. HE-08682 which grant
provided funds to us for hibernation research , includ ing
this film—making . The Office of Naval Research provided
about twenty percent of my work time to direct that
Stnitch hibernation research project.

The triggering methodology shown in the film is in
no way claimed to be an exclusive method for inducing
hibernation out—of-season , nor is it claimed that all
of the procedures must be used to successfu l ly  attain
hibernation induction . The f i lm does claim , however ,
that if the method as shown is duplicated by a col league,
otherwise unattainable out-of—season hibernation will
be produced in the thirteen-lined ground squirrel
(Citellue tridecernhineatue) or in the woodchuck (Mar ~nota
monax). The film exists only because we wished to
provide an exact audiovisual instruction for our collea-
gues. Emphas is , as you will see , ~Ls approximately equal
between footage on the extraction procedure from a proper
donor and footage on the proper transfusional ( in jec t ion)
procedure to a proper recipient. The restricted method-
ology as here illustrated guarantees success. We certain-
ly, however , do not fu l ly understand why seemingly small
deviations from this method negate such successes. To
elucidate this more narrowly , we cannot give adequate
explanation , for example , as to why intravenous trans-
fusion into a recipient seems to be an essential to
achieve hibernation induction , whereaE transfusion
(injection) via other portals gives questionable or
negative results . As another example , we also cannot
explain to our own satisfac tion why recipients that
have been cold—adapted prior to transfusion seem to
resist the trigger effect, whereas warm—adapted recipient
animals apparently are more amenable to it.

Results translated into data soon led us to a con-
clusion tha t a typical successful procedure should be
documented in a sound motion picture . The major effort
which went into making the film itself was contributed
largely by my colleague , Wilma Spurn er. She prepared
f i lm sequences , wrote the script , and superv ised putting
the film sequences into a unitary whole. Mrs. Margaret
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Conneely, head of the Photolab at the Stritch School of
Medicine , did all f i lming and provided photo technology ,
as needed .

Final ly ,  it should be mentioned that the f i lm also
includes a sequence on what I believe is the f i r s t  t ime
infant hibernation has been demonstrated , and also in-
cludes a sequence illustrating our first models pointing
toward a theory of tissue hibernation .

II. EVENTS CONCURRENT OR SUBSEQUENT TO THE FILM-MAKING ,
RELEVANT TO TRIGGER RESEARCH

In recent years, several of our colleagues expressed
interest in attempts at confirmation and/or extension
of our research . We anticipated rightly many d i f f icult-
ies they would encounter in these attempts. Hence , we
convened at the Stritch School of Medicine two rather
small ONR-sponsored roundtables or workshops. At the
f i r st workshop we endeavored to explain to scientists
who had shown an interest, our technology as well as the
scope of our trigger research. The second workshop was
intended to summarize all scienti f ic  work underway
anywhere wherein trigger substance was used or studied .
The f i rs t  workshop convened on March 23 , 1974; and the
second workshop was held on February 12 , 1977 . At the
f i rs t  workshop , six biochemists and four physiologists
learned about and discussed with one another the status
of research on trigger. That workshop’s summary result
and primary advice to us was to push ahead toward better
biochemical identification of the trigger substance
itself. Later , in 1976 , largely consequent to that
recommendation , Dr. Peter Oeltgen of the Biochemistry
Department at Stritch received an ONR contract wherein
he precisely directed his ef forts toward that end . In-
deed , at this present conference he reports his latest
findings which follow onto our original work . His
research moves swiftly ahead, and interested scientists
will find what he has to say to be of great interest in
this context .

That second workshop in February , 1977 , endeavored
to bring together into one room all person s who , to date,
had experimented with trigger substance per se as well
as several persons of whom we wore aware who had pri-
mary interests in extending this research . We pooled our
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understandings and compared notes on alternative method-
ologies. Seventeen scientists were present, eight of
whom had had actual experience with trigger substance .
Three of these eight neither positively confirmed nor
denied trigger induction effectiveness when used in
their experiments. Significantly and almost inevitably
we noted their use of crucially dif ferent procedures
than we were using . Two laboratories (Dr. David Bruce ’s
at Wheaton College in Illinois and Dr. G. Edgar Folk ’s,
with Mar tin Steiner , at the University of Iowa Medical
School) enhanced the discussion by happily citing indi-
cations of positive results confirming the trigger
effect. Dr. Peter Oeltgen of Stnitch and Dr. David
Polis of the Naval Air Development Command Research
center of Warmin ster , Pennsylvania , described experiments
they have considered or have undertaken looking toward
better biochemical identification of hibernation
trigger . Though that route is a hard one to pursue , Dr.
Oeltgen is fully embarked in that direction (37). As V

adjunctive research , Dr. Henry Swan of Colorado State
University discussed his experiments subsequently
published in Science (45) wherein he made an extract from
brain s of hiberna ting ground squirrels which upon being
introduced into white rats would successftilly lower their
body temperatures. The Swan substance , which he names 

V

“anabalone” , has a curious physiological eff ect which
appears to be related to that of trigger substance
insofar as both result in hypothermia in recipients .
But it is not probable that Swan ’s effective substance is
the same mdterial as trigger since its effect does not
result in a bout of hibernation . Mor e correctly ,  I
believe , Swan ’s anabalone may be biochemically and
physiologically closer in its action to a substance I will
theorize about in a moment and which I call “hibernation
substrate” . Other persons present at that meeting were
three investigators who were then considering embarkinq
upon trigger research.

Today I think it is correct to say that although very
little research on trigger is underway anywhere , interest
in the subject is growing among members of the scientif-
ic community . The exacting restrictions and the long
time—courses we have discovered to be needed for exper-
iments (usually a year or more in length) always create
prospective burdens which most investigators who write

—- -- - V V — V. p
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to us or visit us are unable to or do not care to
shoulder. Consequently, duplicative or advanced re-
search along this line has seldom got off the ground .
For example , and in contrast to others observations
(46) , one of the crucial requirements we have found to
be absolutely essential for success is intravenous
transfusion of cold material into recipients. Oral ,
intracardiac, intraperitorteal, subcutaneous , or intra-
muscular combined or not with introduction of material
warmed above 20°C invariably we find to give negative
results. The only exception was use of the intra-
peritoneal portal in infant animals wherein we did in-
deed obtain positive results. The extreme difficulty
in quickly transfusing 5°C dialysate solution into the
hair-thin saphenous vein of a ground squirrel requires
painstaking experience . To my knowledge only two
persons have ever left our laboratory after witnessing
and trying this method and then gone home having
mastered it. In these two cases unquestioned success
was later achieved by one of them in being able to in-
duce hibernation , and cau tiously optimistic resul ts
were obtained by the other .

The major result of that second workshop coincided
with my personal interest in seeing this research move
ahead. I have spent many, many hours theorizing with
respect to what it is we really have observed physio-
logically . The answer which comes to me again and
again is that if hibernation can be induced out-of-
season by this endogenously—produced triggering substance
given intravenously into an active warm room—adapted
recipient, then body tissues of the recipient must be
amenable or ready to take on the hibernation state. It
is true that if trigger substance is properly introduced ,
it will set in motion the profound physiological change
which is called “hibernation” . The tissues themselves
must make this response (53) .  It seems only reasonable
that tissues of the animal’ s body “read some kind of
signal” which trigger sends to them . If true , why not
experimentally examine that particular hibernating
tissue for which data pertaining to such a model already
exists , i.e., the heart (2, 6, 17, 20, 32, 48)? A
heart puts out electrical discharges which experts can
interpret and understand . In addition , the heart is
made up largely of muscle. Musc le moves. Thus , electrical
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and/or mechanical outputs from the heart of an animal
which hibernates can be observed as a response to
perfusion (44). I would especially hope to examine
possible effects of trigger or antitrigger (15). Clues
are obtained as to metabolic changes purportedly initi-
ated when these substances naturally exhibit capabilities
for beginning or ending the hibernation of the whole
animal. The intent of my personal research now is to
show, using isolated hearts, that coronary-perfused
trigger or antitrigger substances do or do not have an
effect on the a) myocardiurn or b) conductile system of
the heart of an animal which hibernates. Furthermore,
I hope to learn whether tissue which hibernates in Viva
can be made to hibernate in vitro.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Over the past nine years, my experiences at workshops ,
discussions, and my own routine research efforts involv-
ing trigger have all contributed to my reconsideration
of those hypotheses which may be useful in explaining
what we have seen expe; Vmentally. I personally enjoy
such theorizing . Everyone of us can set up his own
premises, of course. Each of us can easily “take shots”
at any new theory model—making ventures. Let me set up
a “paper tiger” (as Dr. Wang would say) for your critical
consideration . My model addresses itself only to what
the 13-lined ground squirrel [ Citellue (or Sp ermophi lus )
tridecemlineatue] and the woodchuck (Marmota monax ) do
in the course of their annual hibernation cycles. I
will introduce references by others as illustrative of
research which substantiates some of the theoretical
components of this model which are in addition to our
substantiations. Let me boldly strike forth then and
in a theoretical sense assume the following to be true.
I approach this theoretical model by positing three
substances , each I regard as unique and each I regard as
significant  to the occurrence of hibernation. By this
I do not mean that these three are unknown substances.
Rather , they may well be substances that are known but
are as yet unidentified biochemically i.i the context of
our experiments. The three substances whose actions I
would briefly describe for you are as follows:
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1. A small (less than 5, 000 Daltons)
molecular substance, possibly a small peptide
(16, 28) which we call “trigger ” . It is
possible that this substance is derived from
the pineal gl and (4 , 39 , 41) . The substance
is unstable insofar as it is denatured at
temperatures above about 20°C. It is stable
at cold temperatures: 10°C and below. Trigger
has an avidity for combining with another sub-
stance we call “antitrigger ” (described below)
in blood. I herewith also presume that trigger
has a potential for combining with “hibernation
substrate” (also described below) within meta-
bolizing cells of a hibernating species.
When trigger is complexed in these two ways,
these complexes maintain stable configurations
at all physiological temperatures encountered ,
i.e., about 0°C to 40 °C.
2. A larger molecule than trigger (more than
5,000 Daltons) called “antitrigger ” which is
probably secreted at the adrenal cortex or at
the gonads. Its secretion may be noted as
a response to the influence of circannual
light cycling and/or sexual cycle changes (8,
27). This substance, in contrast to trigger ,
is heat—stable and cold—labile. Antitrigger
“lives its lifetime” in the bloodstream.
It does not react with trigger within meta-
bolizing cells as is the case for hibernation
substrate. The major function of antitrigger
is at the blood where it will combine with
any free trigger that may be there . In
this way antitnigger draws trigger substance
out of action and away from cells, hence pre-
venting the activation of hibernation sub-
strate, which , in turn , prevents cells from
hibernating . In view of the fact that we
have shown that rather soon trigger can be
denaturable by heat, yet is only effective
when it is cold and entering a warm animal
body, there is here an apparent physiological
contradiction. This contradiction can only
be resolved by presuming that cold trigger
substance must almost instantaneously combine
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with any of this antitrigger substance which
may be available in blood. It can also be
hypothesized that cold trigger would within
a very few moments enter cells and there com— V

bine almost equally rapidly with hibernation
substrate. This latter reaction could only
occur on those occasions in which there is no
antitrigger available to present a blood
barrier to trigger.
3. A fat or fat derivative I will call
“hibernation substrate” (30). Its primary
characteristic would be to have a capability
to be metabolized at an extremely slow rate,
but such catabolism to occur only at a time
when it would be complexed with trigger.
This material (hibernation substrate) would
seem likely to be derived from brown fat, a
fat which is in larger than usual supply in
hibernating species. The concept here would
be that in addition to the well known usage
by an animal of brown fat as its high energy
source for arousal from hibernation (31, 40),
brown adipose would also be a source for a
low energy fat derivative as well. In 1941,
Hook and Guzmann—Barron demonstrated the
extraordinary metabolic (heat) source deriv-
able from brown fat (21). Since that time,
the certain utilization by hibernators of
brown fat as the “flame” for arousal heat has
been very well documented . It seemed not un-
likely to me that brown fat may also provide
a second energy source to hiberPators, but
this one would be a mater~a1 which only
“ smolders ” (does not “flame ” ) .  Thus , the so—
called smoldering substance would be the low
energy source needed to sustain hibernation
in the cold. I believe furthermore and I
theorize herewith that this is an inactive
material except when it is bound to trigger .
Thus , it is at this point in the metabolic
scheme that trigger would be effective——that
is, trigger has the capability to activate
this fat derivative , this “hibernation sub—
strate”. In contrast to blood—borne anti-
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trigger (or antitrigger complexed to trigger)
I conceive of the location for hibernation
substrate to be inside of metabolizing cells.
To see it in blood would be incidental only
to noting its travel from a bodily fat  depot
to cells (29 , 34) .  When trigger enters a
cell it would then combine with any of this
hibernation substrate which may be present
in the cell. The complex which thereby forms--
i.e., trigger linked to the hibernation
substrate--would be a very labile working
metabolic material whereby, by its slow met-
abolism , the cell is permitted to continue
functionittg but with its utilization of
oxygen at a very, very low level indeed—-
almost anaerobic.. Evolution of heat is minimal .
The metabolism of this complex would represent
the metabolism of hibernation. When this
animal is in a cool environment the result
would be that there would not be enough heat
generated by breakdown of the trigger-hiber-
nation substrate complex to keep body tempera-
ture steady. The animal body would cool ,
i.e., the animal now induces into hibernation.
Since the metabolized substance is a fat
derivative , RQ is at about 0.7 which agrees
with experimental observations. Very small
amounts of carbon dioxide and water would be
produced. In this process, in a cold hiber-
nating animal body, bound trigger would
again be loosened from the complex an~ freed
into the cold cell. When trigger-—so freed—-
attains high enough concentration in that
cell , it would then diffuse into the cold
hibernation blood hence increase the trigger
concentration in such blood in direct proportion
to the length of time of that particular bout
of hibernation. Our data indicates this to
be the case.

If we permit ourselves to suppose that the three
substances premised above truly exist and that they are
secreted or formed at rates that I will describe here-
after, remarkably enough one is able to account for
many aspects of hibernation as interdigitated into an
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annual cycle (3) .  The f irst induction in the fall  and
the bouts of hibernation in the winter can be accounted
for. Hibernation bouts which at first lengthen until
midwinter followed by bouts which shorten until  a f ina l
arousing in the spring can be explained . One can deduce
no hibernation during the breeding season in the spring
and one can account for lack of hibernation in the
swmner months. Causality for these events can be describ-
ed in terms of the activities of trigger , antitrigger ,
and hibernation substrate as well as activi ties of two
complexes, i.e., trigger complexed with antitrigger and
trigger complexed with hibernation substrate. Seasonal
hibernation models such as this have been devised by
others primarily invoking hormonal activities as Kayser
has done (26) .

To make the story complete we must hypothesize
rates of manufacture or secretion rates for the
three above-outlined substances. The following rates
for them to be secreted gives rationale for the events
we observe during annual hibernation cycles:

1. Arttitrigger can be thought of as a sub-
stance secreted into blood at zero rate in
midwinter (19), but it begins then to be
secreted at art accelerating rate until early
spring when it reaches a maximum rate . This
maximum rate is achieved as the hiberna tion
season ends and the breeding period begins
(8). A gradual fall—off in rate of secretion
then occurs, first rapidly and then more
slowly as the year progresses into late
spring, suxmner , fall , and early winter.
2. Trigger can be thought of as a substance
which is being constantly slowly secreted into
blood throughout the year , but only with an
exception of a somewhat lowered rate of
secretion during each hibernation bout, when
anabolic processes (including the manufacture
of trigger) would be at profoundly slower rates.
Trigger--a heat labile substance--would be
rapidly metabolized if it were secreted when
the animal body is euthermic unless sufficient
free antitrigger were present in blood for it
to be bound to, and/or unless sufficient hiber-
nation substrate were immediately available at
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cells to be bound and to be activated by
trigger.
3. The hibernation substrate would be thought
of as an energy producer , a fat derivative
prepared at fat depots in the body and then
moved into the cells within this animal
which has a capability for hibernation .
Enzymological response may possibly speed up
this process when ambient temperature lowers
(50) .  This manufacture and movement of hiber-
nation substrate would occur at all times
except during hibernation bouts. At the time
that a hibernation bout begins , hibernation
substrate in cells would have been linked
or complexed with trigger. The trigger-hiber-
nation substrate complex would thus become
amenable to its own slow metabolic destruction .
At some critical level (possibly signaled cyber-
netically by an excess of trigger in blood,
having bound all available antitrigger and
hibernation substrate) this Vbreakdown of the
trigger—hibernation substrate complex would
begin to provide low levels of energy neces-
sary to sustain the l ife of the anima l in
hibernation.

I give a brief tabulation of annual or circannual
hibernatory events in these two species which would then
be dependent upon these three substances. Investigators
have speculated in similar ways as to the events of
hibernation related to other substances and other
species (1, 5, 7, 18) .  This theory employs the following
time course :

1. SPRING: Antitrigger secretion increases
tremendously in step with the breeding season.
The small amounts of trigger secreted into the
blood complexes with antitrigger to form a
relatively stable complex. Thus, no free
trigger is available to enter cells and
tissues. Hibernation substrate enters cells,
but no trigger is there available for complex-
ing. Hence, since it would be presumed that
hibernation substrate only can be activated
when complexed with trigger it remains physio-
logically inactive at this time. Antitrigger

V~~ V V. V. - p
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production begins to taper off at the ending
of spring. Since whatever trigger may be
present during this period is bound to anti-
trigger in blood , trigger there is not free
to enter the tissue cells and to complex
with hibernation substrate. Thus, there is no
hibernation of cells (or thereby of the anima l)
in spring.
2. SUMMER: The rate of antitrigger secretion
goes down . Hence its level also goes down
in blood, but there is always more than enough
antitrigger to bind whatever trigger will be
secreted into the blood. Hence there is no
summer hibernation.
3. FALL: Rate of antitrigger secretion
falls (22) to such a low level that not all
of the trigger secreted can be bound to it.
Some excess trigger “spills over ” into the
cells. Such extra trigger quickly passes the
cellular membranes and enters cells where
unbound hibernation substrate is present. The
fundamental molecular hibernatory complex of
trigger with hibernation substrate is thereby
formed. The cell preferentially permits this
complex to be metabolized . One reason may
be that it requires very little oxygen. There-
fore , at some cybernetically critical level ,
it begins to split apart in the process
yielding very small amounts of energy . The
tissues give this splitting reaction prefer-
ence and turn down more usual metabolic
processes. Thus, greatly lowered heat pro-
duction occurs which, in the face of any envi-
ronmental cooling, will then result in a facul-
tative hypothermia, i.e., the first induction
of the animal into hibernation in the fall.
Gradual breakdown of this trigger-hibernation
substrate complex occurs as long as any of
it is available at the cells. Actually , the
quantity of this complex in the cells
determines how long each bout of hibernation
will last. Considering other substances ,
the same rationale has been used in explaining
bout arousals. Thus, loss of K+ ion from

— V V V ~~~~~
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excitable tissue (51) or glucose utilization
by adipose tiss~ie(9) have been posited as
arousal modi vivendi.
4. EARLY WINTER: During hibernation of the
now-cold animal body, some trigge~ in cells
is continuously being freed from its hiber-
nation substrate complex . Freed trigger moves
from that splitting complex in cells back
to the cold blood . Since hibernation blood
carries no free antitrigger with which trigger
could complex , the trigger concentration of
hibernation blood climbs. As we have exper-
imentally determined , the concentration of
trigger in hibernation blood increases the
longer the bout of hibernation . When trigger—
hibernation substrate is used up at hibernating
metabolizing cells , the hibernation bout ends .
The cells revert to normal (25) metabolic
processes: much oxygen is called for, much
heat is generated, and an arousing from hiber-
nation begins. At each arousing, any free
trigger in the blood is denatured by heat or
(like urea) could be excreted (38). Thus,
the only trigger left in the animal ’s body
af ter an arousing process is to be found at
either (i) the trigger-secreting organ (what-
ever that may be), or (ii) complexed or bound
to antitrigger in the blood . There is , of
course , at early winter little or no anti-
trigger present. During the winter hiber-
nation season , at those periods of time when
the animal is in the aroused state (between
hibernation bouts), newly-formed trigger moves
instantly into tissue because little or no
free antitrigger is available in blood to link
to it and hence to impede its progress toward
cells. When trigger enters cells , it binds
to hibernation substrate. The result is, that
it can be said tha t during each arousal period
all of the necessary conditions are quickly
set up for a new induction into hibernation .
During early winter , rate of secretion of anti-
trigger continues to go down, hence less and
less antitrigger is available in blood to form

V -~
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trigger—antitrigger complex. This allows more
trigger to enter cells and to complex with
more hibernation substrate . Since length
of a bout of hibernation depends on the
amount of trigger-hibernation substrate complex
available in the cells , there is obviously
concomitantly a lengthening of hibernation
bouts during this early winter period .
5. MIDWINTER: At midwinter , the longest
bout of hibernation occurs. At this time
there is no antitrigger in blood . Following
this longest bout antitrigger again would
be secreted at increasingly faster rates
into the blood at arousals ( 4 2 ) .  Along this
line such a restoration of endocr ine activities
in the middle of a hibernation season also
has been demonstrated for the thyroid (23).
All such new antitrigger produced will bind
to some of the trigger being formed. The
midwinter step—up in secretion of antitrigger
progressively determines more and more tri gger
will be bound to it. This, in turn , makes
less trigger available to be complexed with
hibernation substrate in cells. The final
resul t is that each hibernation bout pro-
gressively becomes shorter. This is true
since length of a bout of hibernation is deter-
mined by the amount of trigger-hibernation
substrate complex that is available.
6. LATE WINTER (FINAL AROUSING) : The final
arousing occurs when the balance of anti-
trigger vs. trigger tips in favor of more
antitrigger in the blood than there is trigger
available to complex with it. Free trigger
then no longer is available for entering
the tissues, and the hibernation season ends.

IV. SUMMARY

A. Elaboration of the Theory
1. The theory of hibernation presented here-

in was developed out of experiments at the Dawe-Spurrier
laboratory whereat the existence was pointed to of a
“trigger” substance obtainable from bloods of animals

V V. — -~~~~
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in hibernation , and the existence of an “antitrigger ”
substance was pointed to from bloods of hibernators when
not in a state of hibernation . A third substance was
introduced only theoretically and is named “hibernation
substrate”. That substance is presumed to exist based
on theory alone .

2 . Both trigger and hibern~~ ion substrate
are presumed to be secreted throughout the year at
relatively constant rates , whereas antitrigger is thought
of as having a sharply circannual secretion pattern in
which rate begins from zero in the middle of the winter
hibernation season , increases to its fastest ra tes
by the time of the spring breeding season and then tapers
of f through late spring and summer and back to low then
zero levels by late fall and early winter (13). If ,
contrary to the above , hibernation substrate were to be
moved from fat depots to cells at rates inversely pro-
portional to the degree of ambient temperature (and in
accord with species specificity) one could elaborate on
this theory in such a way as to give a more mechanistic
rationale for observed differences between “permissive ”
and “obligate” hibernators. Secondly , if trigger
(presumed to be secreted at the brain , at other parts
of the nervous system , or at the pinea].) also had a
modified secretion rate based upon light cycling changes ,
one could develop more cogent explanations for observed
fall inductions and spring arousals in the obligate
hibernators (49).

3. It is inaccurate to say that trigger is
a substance which induces hibernation . It is far more
correct to say that a system exists for hibernation to
occur. This system has in part been unmasked , wherein
it has been discovered that a number of critically
important substances are involved in a “dance of the
molecules ” which ends in hibernation induction . In
the laboratory methodology we have employed , an artificial
situation was created in the form of the dorVor animal.
In truth the bodily system which must be understood is
at the recipient animal. It is the recipient animal
which does the hibernating , and it is that animal’s bodily
system which must be understood in order to know about
the total biological system ending in hibernation where-
in trigger activity is only one facet thereof.

V V. V
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B . Di sclaimer
I find that just to get started in research it

is almost always more satisfy ing than not, indeed it is
almost always necessary (even momentarily) to accept
some explanatory hypothesis. Such can serve as a back-
drop to one ’s actions upon a new stage of personal
research activity . In the theory I have presented here,
I have opened up to you my innermost present predilections
for my own plan for future research . I hope that some
young investigators (who have enough year s ahead of them)
may be inspired to try some of the experiments which
suggest themselves.

The “initiated” will recognize immediately
that I have omitted whole foundational chunks in de-
lineatory comprehensions essential to any up—to—date
understandings of hibernation. As examples , I have left
out the nervous system entirely. I am sure you agree
that any fool knows that hibernation must and does
deeply involve nervous mechanisms. Most prominent of
all probably are mechanisms attributable to functions
of the hypothalamus . Second, well understood hormonal
mechanisms have only baen alluded to, never named
directly, as part of this theoretic structure. This
occurs largely, I plead , because we really do not know
exactly what substances are involved or from what
bodily organs they derive. Conspicuously absent are the
details of thyroidal (24 , 36, 47), digestive (33, 35)
and excretory (52) activities in hibernation which must
apply.

There are also no ethological assertions what-
ever in the theory , yet most of us have now been exposed
to ecological and behavioral animal science and recognize
its needful portion in the “grand scheme ” for understand-
ing hibernation .

Last, as one will note, no visualization nor
any account whatever is proposed by me to explain
mechanisms set in motion as a result of forced arousal
out of hibernation , either by application of heat or
otherwise .

DEDICATION

I dedicate this paper to Professor Edward F. Adolph ,
most inspiring physiologist.
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ABSTRACT

Non-shivering thermogenesis in brown adipose
tissue is initiated by norepinephrine released from
sympathetic nerve terminals within the tissue. The
heat production is entirely due to oxygen consuming
reactions. There are 150,000 receptors for norepinephnine
per cell. As a consequence of norepinephrine interaction
with the plasma membrane , lipolysis is activated. The
majority of fatty acids formed are exported. Only a
fraction is required as substrate for mitochondnial
respiration. During thermogenesis there- is a requirement
for both lipolysis and glycolysis. This can be explained
as a need for anaplerotic reactions for the citric acid
cycle (pyruvate carboxylation to oxaloacetate). It is
suggested that the heat production is localized to the
mitochondnia and is a consequence of a loosening of
coupling between ATP synthesis and respiration. The
quantitative significance of brown fat  thermogenesis
requires further investigations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For more than f i f teen  years now (47 ) , brown fat
has been recognized as one of the sites of non-shivering
thermogertesis. During this time the relative
contribution of brown fat  to total theninogenesis has
risen from a mere 8% (26) to at least 65% (17) . Time
will  tell which estimate is the more correct. During
most of this time our labora tory has been investigating
the biochemical processes underlying thermogenesis in
brown fa t .  When our results are combined with those
from other laboratories, quite a ful l  picture of bio-
chemical thermogenesis can be given . This review will
concern itself with these biochemical processes of
thermogenesis in brown fat.

In in vivo and in vitro determinations of heat
production , the parameter most commonly measured is
oxygen consumption . This is then equated with therrno-
genesis, and a number of assumptions are made to obtain
an actual value for the amount of heat generated .
Calorimetric measurements afford a direct means of
determining heat evolution and thus a control as to
whether processes other than oxygen consuming reactions
contribute quantitatively to thermogenesis. We have,
therefore , employed a microcalorimeter to directly
measure heat production in cell suspensions of brown
adipocytes under the influence of the calorigenic
hormone norepinephrine (32). In figure 1 oxygen consump-
tion measurements are compared with calorimetric determi-
nations . The qualitative course of both is identical ,
and good quantitative agreement is also obtained. The
direct caloric determinations give a value of 0.1
W/gram tissue , whereas calculations from oxygen uptake
give 0.15 W/gram tissue. It is therefore possible to
exclude si~nifican t anaerobic heat production in brown
fat . If we use these values , we can calculate that in
an insulated environment brown fat could increase its
own temperature by about 100°C per hr , an impressive
figure. However, assuming that a 100 gram hamster
possesses 2 gram brown fat, this would only be equivalent
to an increase of 2 °C per hr for the whole hamster.
(For these calculations we assume a specific heat of 1
cal/°C•g and neglect heat loss to the surroundings.)
Thus , whereas the intrinsic capacity for heat production

V — V S —S--S-
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350

C -:;

Time (mink

Fig. 1. Comparison be tween oxygen consumption rates ar id
heat production in isolated hrot~m adipocytes. 140,000
cells were incubated in 1.4 ml modified Krebs Ringer
p hosp hate buffer at 37°C and the rate of utilization of
oxygen measured (37). 1~.iM norepincp hrine (NE ) wasadded. Where sta ted the buffer wac bubbled with 5% CO2
in air. For rnicroca l-oriznetric method see (32). Repro-
duced from (32) by permission.

is ex tremely high , the relative importance of this heat
for a whole animal is open to discussion . Additionally ,
a hibernating hamster arouses (from 5° to 37 °C) in
about two hrs in a cold environment , but the brown fat
heating capacity (2 °C/hr) is measured at 37°C and must
be much lower at the body tempera ture of hiberna ting
hamsters. It appears therefore that brown fat  could
play a main role during some crucial phase of arousing ,
rather than heating the whole hamster.

V V. . 5  —5- -~~~
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II. OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN VI VO AND IN VITRO

Since we conduct our biochemical studies in in
vitro systems , the validity of our results should be
questioned as to whether thermogenesis (= oxygen consump-
tion) is impaired in vitro relative to in vivo. The
highest estimates of in Vivo oxygen consumption were
reported recently by Foster (17). In Table 1 we have
compared these results with our in vitro data , and the
agreement between the di fferent systems is good .
Naturally the approximations necessary for this comparison
may be questioned , but they should be correct within a
factor of 2. This essentially good correlation has
convinced us that we are studying the main events in
non-shivering thermogenesis.

Most of our investigations have been conducted on
isolated brown adipocytes from hamsters or on brown fat
mitochondria from hamsters and rats. In the following
we will discuss the reactions outlined in figure 2:
f irs t  at the cellular membrane, then the cytoplasmic
events, the release of fa t ty  acids, their oxidation in
the mi tochondr ial matrix and f inal ly  the production of
heat at the mitochondrial membrane.

Table 1. comparison of Maximum Oxygen Consumption in
brown adipose tissue in viVo and in vitro

nxnol Oxygen
mm mg mito prot.

Cold—acclimated rat 800
(NE—infusion) (17)

Hamster brown adipocytes 2
(NE—stimulation , 37°C) 600—800

Hamster brown fat initochon— 1000
d n a  (uncoupled palmitoyl
carnitine + malate
respiration , 37°C)

1. assuming 15% of the wet weight to be initochondrial
protein 6

2. assuming that 10 cells contain Ca. 1.5 mg mitochon—
drial protein

V V
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III. BIOCHEMICAL EVENTS OF THERMOGENESIS IN BROWN
ADIPOSE TISSUE

A. At the Cellular Membrane
Norepinephrine is the ef f e ctor hormone of

thermogenesis. Physiologically, it is released from
the sympathetic nerve terminals within the brown fat
(48). The thermogenic effect of riorepinephrine infusion
is caused by its increase in concentration in the
synaptic areas , thus mimicking sympathetic stimulation.

The isolated cells respond to catecholamine
stimulation as if the receptor for thermogenesis were a
8-receptor , i.e. isoproterenol (10 riM) is as effective
as norepinephrine (100 nM) and epinephrine (1000 nM)
(37). The c-agonist phenylephrine cannot elicit a full
response , and the doses needed to give any response are
in the millimolar range (24). Furthermore , proprariolol
(a 8—antagonist) totally blocks the norepinephrine
stimulated therroogenesis , whereas phent olamine (an a-
antagonist)  only has a very weak effect, that can be
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classified as unspecific (37, our unpubi. o b s .) .  We
therefore conclude that only 8-receptors are responsible
for the physiological increase in oxygen consumption.

We have quantitated the number of 8—receptors
on the cell membrane by measuring the specific binding
of a labelled 8—antagonist (dihydroalprenolol) . We
found as many as 150,000 receptors per adipocyte (Fig.
3). This number per cell is somewhat higher than the
highest value so far reported on any cell (80,000 per
myoblast (2)], and the binding to isolated plasma
membranes is much higher than the corresponding estimate
from a white adipocyte (49). The f igure is an indication

Direct binding of
L(-) —(3H)dihydroolprenolo
to isolated brown adipocytes

f l Q 3

10 20 ~0

(nM ) L(—)— DHA

Scatchard plot Direct binding

I EE 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

0.0~0 0.020 0.030
Bound (pmotes)( 3H)DHA

Fig. 3. a. Direct binding of L(-)-(
3F1)-dihydroa lprenolol

to isolated hamster brown adi p ocytes. Determined in
princip le as in (49). The medium was modified Xrebs
Ringer p hosphate buffer. b. Scatcl’zard p lot of binding
determined in a.
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of the high sensitivity of brown fat to norepinephrine .
The stimulatory ef fect of norepinephrine can

under certain circumstances be inhibited by insul in
(Fig. 4) (16). Even unphysiologically high concentrations
of insulin do not af fect the respiration seen in hamster
brown adipocytes after maximal stimulation with norepine-
phrine. Using suboptimal norepinephrine doses, however ,
insulin can reduce or abolish the norepinephrine
response , even at concentrations as low at 50~iIU/ml
(our unpubl . obs.). This pattern of insulin action on

brown adipocyte respiration is very similar to its
effect on white fat lipolysis (29), and insulin presumably
works via the same mechanism in both cases.

We have also examined effects of these two
“antagonistic ” hormones on the rate of protein synthesis
in brown adipocytes, measured as incorporation of
labelled amino acids. The common view has been that
norepinephrine has , in itself , a trophic effect on
brown fat and that persistent sympathetic stimulation
of brown fat during cold exposure leads successively
to an increase both in number of cells and in their
mitochondrial content (21). Accordingly an increased

NE sub max

I INSU LIN

I mm

Fig. 4. Inhibition by insulin of resp iration induced
by a submaxima l dose of  norep inep hri ne in hamster brown
adipocytea. The medium was Krebs Ringer bicarbonate
buffer . Nor ep inep hrine concentration was 5OnM; insulin
concentration ,500uIU/ml.
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amino acid incorporation would be expected also during
norepinephrine stimulation of isolated adipocytes.
However , the “catabolic” norepinephrine does not stimulate
the rate of protein synthesis, whereas the “ anabolic”
insul in increases the rate (our unpubi. obs.). These
effects are di f f icult to reconcile with a simple trophic
effect  of norepinephrine , and the effect  seen in vivo
may either be indirect and/or norepinephrine may stimulate
the di fferentiation of some adipocyte precursor cel ls
in the tissue.

Apart from the hormones norepinephr ine and
insulin , some substrates were shown to stimulate respi-
ration in brown adipocyte preparations : free fatty
acids, succinate and glycerol—3--phosphate (40,50, 51).
Pettersson, Lundberg and Bernson in our laboratory have,
however , demonstrated that succinate respiration is of
extracellular origin and is probably caused by some
broken membrane contamination (38). They infer that
the same is true for glycerol-3-phosphate respiration .
However , the free fatty acids in rnicromolar concentrations
can , in themselves, stimulate respiration of the adipo—
cytes. This is explained in terms that free fatty
acids mimic the ef f e ct of norepinephrine .

In summary then: only catecholamines and
insulin — both of which affect lipolysis - and f ree
fatty acids themselves can inf luence respiration (thermo-
genesis) in brown fat cells.

B. In the Cytoplasm
The f i rst process to occur upon norepinephrine

binding seems to be an increased ion conductance across
the cell membrane (23), and a depolarization of the
membrane potential at higher hormone concentrations
(18). Simultaneously or consecutively with these
processes there is a rapid and transient rise in
cyclic AMP concentra tion (37). Cyclic AMP activates a
specific protein kina se (30) which in its turn is
responsible for activation , via phosphorylation , of the
hormone sensitive lipase. Both formation of cyclic AMP
arid phosphorylation by protein kinase demand ATP and
probably also a high energy potential . Concurrently
with these biochemical events, the larger fat droplets
in the cells become smaller , thus increasin g the ir
surface area to permit maximal susceptibilit.y to the
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lipases (1) .
The free fatty acids formed as the product of

the hormone sensitive lipase can proceed via three
different pathways: they can be reesterified, they can
leave the cell as free fatty acids, and they can enter
the mitochondria for combustion.

1. Reesterification
Reesterification was once suggested to

be the futile cycle responsible for brown fat thermo-
genesis (3, 48), but it cannot play any quantitative
role, as glycerol kinase is absent in hamster cells
(31), and as it is possible to account for 3 fatty
acids (either for export or for combustion) for every
glycerol released (our unpubl . obs.)

2. Fatty Acid Export
Fatty acid export has generally been

thought to be a minor function of brown fat , and it has
actually been proposed that a competition exists between
fatty acid release and fatty acid combustion
(=thermogenesis) (7 ) .  We have however found a very
high capacity for fatty acid export; it amounts to 100
nmoles per million cells per minute in a Krebs Ringer
bicarbonate buffer where 4% fatty acid free albumin is
present (Fig. 5). The same buffer system gives the
highest respiratory rates and the two functions do not
seem to be competitive. This high rate of fatty acid
export is not merely a reflection of a spill—over (i.e.
that only those fatty acids which the mitochondria
could not combust are released): figure 5 shows that
even at low norepinephrine concentrations the amount of
fatty acids released is at least as great as the amount
combusted. The actual figure (100 rimol/min) is as high
as that which is currently found in white adipocytes
(45), but it must be remembered that brown fat cells
are much smaller than white fat cells: 10 — 20 pm in
diameter compared to 40 - 50 pm. This means that there
are at least ten times more cells per gram wet weight
in brown fat that in white fat, and thus its fatty acid
releasing capacity would be at least ten times higher
on the same basis.

In other words, 2 gram of brown fat
(as found in a hamster) are at least as effective in
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C) fl~
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Fig. 5. The lipo lytic capac i ty of ham ster broz4m adipocytee
in relation to their oxidative capacity . The hatched
bare represent lipolysia rates in 50 nM (submax ) and 1
LIM (max) norepinephrine . The open bare represent
respiration rates. The black areas show the theore tica l
amount of f a t t y  acid required to sustain these respira-
tion rates. The mediwn was Xreba Ringer bicarbonate
buffer and contained 4% fatty acid free bovine serum
albwnin.

fatty acid release as 20 gram of white fat in a situation
where there is a need for a very high rate of supply of
energy - as occurs during a cold stress. This lends
support to the hypothesis that brown fat produces some
of “its” heat by delivering substrate for combustion in
other tissues (27, 32).

3. Combustion
Prior to combustion in the mitochondria,

the fatty acids must first be activated, i.e. they must
combine with C0A and form acyl-CoA . This is an energy-
requiring process, where two phosphate bonds are split
(ATP+AMP), and because of this, the ce]]. cannot oxidise
fatty acids if it does not contain sufficient ATP . The
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acyl-CoAs enter the mitochondria through a shuttle
system, where they are first transferred to carnitine,
then the acyl—carnitine passes the initochondrial inner
membrane and there acyl-C0A is resynthesized. Acyl-C0A
is the substrate for B-oxidation. We have indications
from studies on isolated mitochondria that acyl-CoA in
the intermembrane space may be the intracellular trigger
which initiates thermogenesis (vide infra).

C. In the Mitochondrial Matrix
Through the process of B-oxidation acyl-CoA

is initially degraded to acetyl-CoA. By this process
one acyl-CoA, e.g. palmitoyl-CoA, will form 8 acetyl-
C0A , 7 FADH2 and 7 NADH + 7 H~. This represents a
partial oxidation of the fatty acid and some energy may
be liberated through oxidation of the cofactors, but for
complete combustion of fatty acids to CO2 and H20, the
acetyl-CoA formed must enter the citric acid cycle
(Fig . 6) .  A sufficient amount of condensing partner
U.e. oxaloacetate) is thus needed. When respiration
is stimulated 20 times - as happens when the adipocytes
are transferred into a thermogenic state - the need for
an increased amount of oxaloacetate is evident. Pettersson
in our laboratory found (36) that bubbling of a Krebs
Ringer phosphate buffer with 5% CO2 in air resulted in
norepinephrine-stimulated respiration which was both
higher than in the absence of c02 and was maintained at
this high level (without CO2 the respiration rate drops

~~ C3A

/02
Fig. 6. The sites of oxy-

pyruvat. AC~OA gen consumption in f atty
k03 acid oxidation in rel-
J~ATP ation to the function

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

rate of pyruvate oar boxy lase.
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within a few minutes (Fig. 1)]. We have now evidence
(9) that this beneficial action of CO2 is primarily
caused by its participation in an anaplerotic process:
the carboxylation of pyruvate (by pyruvate carboxylase)
to yield oxaloacetate (Fig. 6). The decrease with time
in the rate of respiration (Fig. 1) seems to be an
artefact caused by loss of intermediates from the
citric acid cycle. They possibly act as substrates for
amino acid synthesis, since the decrease can be overcome
if amino acids are added to the medium. They cannot be
replaced by adding citric acid cycle intermediates, as
the permeases for citrate, succinate and malate are
very poorly developed (our unpubl. obs.) Thus, in
order to increase the level of citric acid cycle
intermediates, pyruvate carboxylase must be active, and
activation is achieved by acety].-C0A (Fig. 7). The
cells will therefore form oxaloacetate when needed.

Pyruvate carboxylase is present in the mito-

~lu FFA gtu FFA glu EFA

pyr > AcCoA pyr > c oA py > A oA
.1~
.

OAA - 0 A cit

m
~~J

m(j mU

RESTING INITIATION THERMOGENES(S

Fig. 7. The requirement of both glycolysis and lipolysia
f or thermogenesis. Note that high acety l-CoA CaVi-
aentratione activate pyruvate carboxy lase. 

.~ 
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chondria]. matrix, and can be depleted of substrate if
pyruvate entry into the initochondria is inhibited.
Pyruvate entry can be specifically inhibited by UK 5099
(Pfizer , Sandwich, Kent) (20). Addition of UK 5099
does not influence the norepinephrine-induced respiration
in the absence of CO2. In a C02-bubbled buffer - when
pyruvate carboxylase should be active - the same concen-
tration of UK 5099 diminished the respiration down to
the level it had when CO2 was absent — as expected if
pyruvate carboxylase was responsible for the beneficial
effect of CO2 (Fig. 8). This inhibition can be overcome
by addition of a high concentration of pyruvate. These
results indicate that pyruvate carboxylation is required
to supply oxaloacetate in order to support the high
respiratory rate in norepinephrine-stimulated cells.
Physiologically , the pyruvate needed may come from
lactate in the circulation or from glycolysis. It has
earlier been shown that both lipolysis and glycolysis
are required in parallel to maintain thermogenesis (25,
39).

During citric acid cycle oxidation, substrate

pyruvate
It ,—

1m m
Fig. 8. Inhi bition by UK 5089 of norep inep hrine-stirn-
ulated respiration in hcvnstet’ brown adipocyte e and its
release by high concentrations of pyr uvate. The
medium was Krebe Ringer phosphate buffer bubbled wt th
5% CO2 in air . Norepineph rine I /~M and pyr uvate 10 im~1.
The vertical bar represents 100 nrnol 0/mm • 106
cells.

- - -
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level phosphorylation occurs in the step between 2-oxo-
glutarate and succinate and GTP (ATP) is formed. The
importance of this non-oxidative process has been much
discussed (43), as it provides a means of forming AT?
even if oxidation is totally uncoupled from phos-
phorylation. The ATP formed here can be considered
more than sufficient for fatty acid activation. If
some AT? is also formed by oxidative phosphorylation
during maximal respiration (as is e.g. confirmed by
oligomycin (41) and FCCP (our unpubi. obs.) inhibition
of cellular respiration], a role for extra ATPases to
take care of all this ATP may be postulated. This
could be the importance of e.g. a stimulated Na+/K+_
ATPase .

That brown adipocytes are well equipped to
control their AT? level is confirmed by our recent
(unpubi.) studies of creatine metabolism. Brown adipose
tissue contains high concentrations of creatine and
creatine phosphate and creatine kinase activity is high
(6). The amount of total creatine is in the same order
of magnitude as the total adenine nucleotides. The
ratio (creatine/ creatine phosphate) presumably reflects
the cytoplasmic energy status. During norepinephrine-
induced respiration in brown adipocytes, the ATP/ADP
ratio decreases only slightly (36) and it may be buffered
by the creatine phosphate system. Upon cold adaptation
in hamster (Fig. 9) the total amount of creatine in-
creases , and the creatine phosphate potential decreases,
reflecting higher energy turnover and lower energy
potential in the cytoplasm. It appears therefore that
creatine metabolism is related to the physiological
state of the animal and that it buffers the adenine
nucleotides in the cells.

D. At the Mitochondrial Membrane
When the fatty acids have passed through B-

oxidation and through the citric acid cycle , their
redox energy is found as NADH + H~ and as FADH2. The
transfer of this energy to heat takes place at the
initochondrial membrane.

According to the chemiosxnotic hypothesis for
oxidative phosphorylation, the redox energy found in
NADH + H~ and FADH2 is transformed into potential
energy (Fig. 10). When the electrons pass through the

----- . . - ------- -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Fig . 10. Schematic repre sentation of the mitochondrial
inner membrane. During loosely-coupled respiration
(thezwiogenesie) acyl-CoA removes GDP bound to the
32,000 dalton protein and allows the channel to open.

respiratory chain towards oxygen , protons are simul-
taneously pumped out of the mitochondria , resulting in
the appearance of a “proton motive force” . The potential
energy is retransformed to chemical energy when the
protons pass down their concentration gradient through
the AT? synthetase and AT? is formed. In most tissues
mitochondrial oxygen consumption is stoichiornetrically

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _
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coupled to AT? synthesis; indeed oxygen is only consumed
as a consequence of a need for AT? , arid respiration
only occurs as long as AD? is supplied to the AT?
synthetase . AT? synthesis is close to 100% efficient
(46) , and thus very little heat is generated by this
process until AT? is hydrolysed directly - or - indirectly
until the breakdown of any product into which its
energy has been incorporated . When thermogenesis
occurs in brown fat , the respiration increases 20-fold ,
and if oxygen consumption should still be coupled to
AT? formation, some process must be activated which
would rapidly hydrolyse all AT? to AD?, resulting in a
respiration which releases heat. Indeed such “futile
cycles” have been found in some tissues. In “obligatory”
or thyroid therinogenesis, the Na~/K

4-pump of the cellular
membrane is activated and consumes extra AT? (15) , and
in insects during preparation for flight phosphofructo-
kinase and fructose—l,6,-diphosphatase are activated in
parallel and use AT? (33). In brown fat no such cycle
has been demonstrated to date which could have quanti-
tative significance in thermogenesis.

Further, in order to account for the maximum
oxygen consumption rates observed in vivo, the maximum
capacity of the mitochondrial respiratory chain demon-
strated in vitro is required . Thus regardless of the
capacity of any postulated ATPase or its location, in
tightly coupled mitochondria the mitochondrial AT?
synthetase must have an activity which parallels the
respiratory activity under maximal conditions. However,
the respiratory rate in tightly coupled initochondria is
far lower than in mitochondria which are uncoupled or
loosely coupled (Fig. 11) . We have recently shown (10)
that this result is not a consequence of an inhibited
AT? synthetase, but that the enzyme (which is structur-
ally normal) is present in very much lower concentration
than in other mitochondria. There appears to be only
about 40% as many AT? synthetase units as in rat liver
mitochondria (or 20% as many as in beef heart mito-
chondria) . There are however five times more respiratory
chain units in hamster brown fat mitochondria than in
rat liver (all expressed per zag mitochondrial protein).
It seems therefore impossible for the mitochondria to
remain tightly coupled during thermogenesis when respira-
tion proceeds at its maximum rate. This does not
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Fig. 11. Compari son between ADP-stimulated and uncoupled
respiration rates in hamster brown fa t  mitochondria.
The medium was 100 mM KC1, 20 mM K-TES, 2 mM MgC12.,
4 ~~ ~~2~’~4 and 1 mM EDTA. 1% bovine serum albumin
and 1 mM GDP were present to coup le the mitochondria.
0.1 mM ADP and 4LIM FCCP were added. Reproduced from
(8) with permission.

exclude the possibility that there is some ATPase
activity which could hydrolyse AT? synthesized during
loosely coupled respiration (vide infra) or AT? from
substrate level phosphorylation.

An alternative and perhaps more expedient
means of heat production in brown fat could be achieved
if the coupling between AT? synthesis and mitochondrial
respiration was loosened , such that oxygen consumption
could continue at maximum rate without concomitant
stoichiometric AT? production. This does not mean that
no AT? will be produced, merely that the stoichiometry
is less than that found in tightly coupled mitochondria.

The mitochondria will become loosely coupled
if a means of dissipating the proton gradient is provided
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in addition to the ATP synthetase, e.g. if the mito-
chondrial inner membrane is permitted, in a regulated
way, to become permeable to protons (or equivalently to
hydroxyl ions) (Fig. 10). These will then move so as
to cancel the gradient.

There is now good evidence that a form of
physiological loose coupling occurs in brown fat mito-
chondria and that the extent of loose coupling can be
correlated to the thermogenic requirements of the
tissue. (For review of following see Nicholls (34) and
Cannon and Lindherg (8)]. In a hibernator the potential
for loose coupling is constitutive, whereas in a non-
hibernator it is present at birth, declines with age,
and returns upon cold acclimation. This pattern is in
agreement with the capacity of the animal to exhibit
norepinephrine—induced non-shivering therxnogenesis. In
isolated mitochondria, it is possible to control the
degree of coupling by the extent of binding of a purine
nucleotide di- or triphosphate (e.g. GD?, GTP, AD?,
AT?) to the mitochondria. When no GDP (e.g.) is bound
to the mitochondria, they show high anion permeability
and no coupling. GDP binding to the outside of the
inner membrane inhibits anion permeability and the
mitochondria become able to conserve energy. The
puririe nucleotides bind to a polypeptide of molecular
weight 32,000 dalton (35) (distinct from the adenine
nucleotide translocase) and in rat brown fat mitochondria
a polypeptide of the same molecular weight increases
dramatically upon cold adaptation (44).

This can also be followed by measuring GD?
binding to mitochondria. Figure 12 shows that GD?
binding increases in situations where thermogenesis is
needed: after birth or during cold acclimation. The
same pattern has been found in guinea pig (42). Another
marker protein for the mitochondrial inner membrane,
the DCCD—binding protein of the AT? synthetase , does
not change in parallel, indicating a specific synthesis
of the GDP-binding protein (our unpubi . obs.) .

It may thus be visualised that in thermogenic
brown fat mitochondria, this 32,000 dalton protein is
involved in a “pore” or “channel” for hydroxyl ions.
This channel becomes closed when GD? (or other purine
nucleotide) binds to the protein.

Because of the high concentrations of cyto-

-g
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Fig. 12. GDP binding to rat brown f a t  mitochondria.
Binding was measured as previouBly reported (12) .  The
points rep resent the average of 4 determinations .
The successive decrease in GDP binding after the second
week in the cold probably proceeds in parallel with a
decrease in binding in the adult warm animal, and is
related to age and size and not to acclimation sta te
(our unpubl. ohs . and J .  Himms Hagen , pera. comm.).

plasinic purine nucleotides, it was necessary to postulate
a physiological antagonist to nucleotide-binding in
brown fat initochondria in order to regulate the loose—
coupling. We have recently shown (12) that palmitoyl—
C0A at very low concentrations can reintroduce anion
permeability in GDP—treated mitochondria. Addition of
excess GD? can then competitively reinhibit permeability.
A similar phenomenon is demonstrated for GD?-binding in
figure 13.

We therefore conclude that acyl-CoA is a
suitable candidate for the role as physiological antag-
onist to purine nucleotides and , as such, can function
not only as a substrate but also as the trigger which
initiates mitochondrial respiration .
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Fig. 13. GDP binding to brown fat mitochondria, and the
i-nfluence of palmitoyl-CoA . A: without palmitoyl-CoA .
B: + 2iim pa lmitoyl-CoA. C: + .5JJ M palmitoyl~..CoA . D: + 10
J~M palmitoy l-CoA . Reproduced from (12) by permission.

IV. A WORKING HYPOT HESIS FOR THERMOGENESIS

Thermogenic mitochondria possess a high amount of
the 32 ,000 dalton protein and through this a high
potential capacity for loose coupling and therinogenesis.
Nonetheless, they remain coupled in the resting state
because purine nucleotides are bound to this protein .
When thermogenesis is initiated by norepinephrine, free
fatty acids are formed which become activated to acyl-
CoA esters . These can then remove the bound nucleotides ,
so opening the ion channel. Acyl—CoA serves as the
substrate for the mitochondrial respiration. When
thermogenesis ceases, lipolysis decreases, the acyl—CoA
concentration is reduced, purine nucleotides rebind and
block the ion channel, the initochondria become again
tightly coupled and respiration returns to resting
levels.

V. A CONTINUUM OF FATS

If brown fat is responsible for non-shivering
thermogenesis , it is of importance to understand what
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is meant by the term “brown adipose tissue”. In Table
2 we have listed some possible criteria of brown fat.
Unfortunately, for most of these, exceptions can readily
be found. Even the colour is dependent upon the nutri-
tional status!

Daniel and Derry (13) suggested “double innervation”
as a criterion of brown fat i.e. that single adipocytes
are innervated as well as blood vessels. However, some
tissues which are normally considered white do have
innervated adipocytes e.g. mesenteric adipose tissue in
the dog (4).

The absence of elementary particles in negatively
stained initochondria can be suggested as a criterion ,
but perirenal fat in lamb possesses these (11) and
would then not be classified as brown fat, although it
fulfils most other criteria. Similar considerations
can be made about all the cited properties.

We think that a classification of all fatty tissues
into only two clearly separate groups is an oversimpli-
fication. It seems more realistic to envisage a spectrum
of adipose tissues, with perhaps epididyinal white
adipose tissue in rat and brown adipose tissue in the
newborn rabbit forming the extremities, whereas perirenal
adipose tissue in lamb and ox, and mesenteric and
subcutaneous adipose tissue in dog and human appear in
intermediate positions. Further the possibility of
interconvertibility of these fatty tissues may be
present.

Table 2. Criteria of Brown Adipose Tissue

brown
double innervation
no “elementary particles”
densely packed cristae
purine nucleotide binding
carnitine acetyl transferase (19)
carnitine palmitoyl transferase (19)
heat production
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VI. NON-SHIVERING THERMOGENESIS, BROWN FAT AND ADULT
MAN

Heldmaier (22) concluded that no or only little
non—shivering therznogenesis should be present in mammals
weighing more than 10 kg. He found that the increase
in respiration evoked by NE decreased with the logarithm
of the weight of the animal and that the regression
line intercepted the abscissa below 10 kg.

Adult man can nonetheless adapt to cold. In a
cold chamber man will increase his metabolism ca 25%.
Initially this occurs by shivering, but after a few
weeks shivering ceases although the increase in oxygen
consumption persists (14). This is mainly a facultative
thermogenesis, as the increase in basal metabolic rate
is very small. This adaptation is quite parallel to
that seen in a rat or any other small rodent. Further-
more , under these circumstances man develops an increased
sensitivity to norepinephrine. When infused, norepine-
phrine is able to increase oxygen consumption about 20%
in cold—adapted man (2R), approximately the same as the
physiological increase seen during cold exposure.

The relatively low increase in oxygen consumption
in man , only ca 20% compared to several hundred percent
in a rat, is presumably a consequence of his more
favourable surface/volume ratio. Man seems therefore
to have the same physiological capacity as other mammals
to resist cold environments. As this non-shivering
thermogenesis is very similar to that defined as “facul-
tative thermogenesis” in laboratory animals, and as
facultative thermogenesis in these animals does involve
(or is equivalent to) brown fat thermogenesis, it is
tempting to suggest that even man may show hypertrophy
of brown fat during cold adaptation, and that he uses
the biochemical mechanisms of therinogenesis outlined in
this review.
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ABSTRACT

Nonshivering thermogenesis (NST), a facultative
thermogenesis that is rapidly switched on and off by the
sympathetic nervous system in response to a change in
environmental temperature, occurs to a major extent in
hibernators and in certain nonhibernators after acclima-
tion to cold. The major site is brown adipose tissue
(BAT) with other tissues, particularly skeletal muscle,
also playing a role. Because the very large calorigenic
response to noradrenaline, known to be the basis of NST
in cold-acclimated animals, is not readily demonstrable
in tissues in Vitro , the process of NST is not easily
accessible for study. In this review the approach taken
is to compare the composition and metabolic character-
istics of those components thought to participate in NST
in warm-acclimated animals with those in cold-acclimated
animals and in hibernators, in order to identify the
mechanism involved. There are qualitative and quantita-
tive changes in BAT mitochondria of cold-acclimated non-
hibernators which result in a greater capacity of the
tissue for heat production and a greater capacity of the
mitochondria for respiring in the loosely-coupled state.
Mitochondria of the BAT of hibernators appear always to
have a high capacity for respiring in the loosely-coupled
state and the principal change during acclimation to
cold is an increase in the total mitochondrial mass.
Muscle mitochondria of cold-acclimated rats undergo
changes which result in greater capacity for coupled
respiration. Changes in the plasma membrane are either
minor (sarcoiemnta in cold-acclimated rats) or have not
been studied. The changes described are consistent
with the loose-coupling hypothesis for thermogenesie
in BAT but do not exclude the participation of an ATP-
ase type of thermogenic mechanism.
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I. OCCU RRENCE OF NONSHIVERING THE RMOGENESIS

The term nonshiveri.~g therinogenesis is defined in
this review as that increase in heat production over and
above the basal metabolic rate which is not due to
mechanical activity of muscle and which can be rapidly
switched on and off in response to a change in environ-
mental temperature. Nonshivering thermogenesis thus
defined does not include the basal metabolic rate, which
can be described as obUgatory ther~nogeneeia (44) even
when the basal metabolic rate is elevated as in hyper—
thyroidisin. It corresponds in classification, although
not in mechanism, to shivering therinogenesis, and may be
described as regulatory thermogenesis (44), or as f acul-
tatiVe therinogenesis, i.e. thermogenesis which may or
may not be activated according to the circumstances.
The control mechanisms for facultative thermogenesis
would be expected to differ from the control mechanisms
for obligatory therxnogenesis, although both would of
course ultimately depend upon the same metabolic machin-
ery.

The basic mechanism for thermogenesis by cells is
the combustion of fuel. In considering biochemical
aspects of nonshivering thermogenesis, it is necessary
to consider in which organ or organs the ôornbustion is
occurring, how the effect of a decrease in ambient
temperature is transmitted as a stimulus to these
organ(s) and how the regulation of metabolic processes
within the cells, already adjusted in accordance with
their contribution to obligatory thermogenesis, is
modified in such a way that therinogenesis increases in
response to the stimulus. In addition to these consider-
ations it is necessary to discuss the species, age and
previous environmental history of the animal in question,
because the mechanism for nonshivering thermogenesis is
not only facultative but also adaptive in certain species
and constitutive in others and a review of its bio-
chemical mechanism must also take these factors into
account.

Nonshivering thermogenesis can occur in hibernators
such as hamsters, hedgehogs and ground squirrels during
exposure to cold and during arousal from hibernation
(44); the capacity to use nonshivering therrnogenesis
appears to be constitutive in these animals when they

-a
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are adult. In ~~rtain non—hibernators, such as the rat,
guinea pig, mouse and rabbit, nonshivering thermogenesis
appears to be an adaptive process in that in the adult
it is only present to any appreciable extent after
adaptation to living in the cold. However, in these and
some other species (e.g., man , sheep) the newborn animals
are born in the “adapted” state and lose this state
during development. Once fully grown some non-hiber—
nators , such as man and sheep , appear to be unable to
undergo to any appreciable extent the necessary adap-
tation for nonshivering thermogenesis (13)..

II. THE SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM AND NONSHIVERING
THERMOGENESIS

There is considerable evidence that a decrease in
ambient temperature initiates a stimulus which is
transmitted via the sympathetic nervous system to the
organs involved in nonshivering therinogenesis (34) and
that the capacity to use nonshivering thermogenesis,
whether adaptive or constitutive, is associated with a
capacity to respond to catecholamines by a large in-
crease in metabolic rate (calorigenic response). Thus,
the calorigenic response to noradrenaline is large in
the warm—acclimated hamster , a hibernator , and only
approximately doubles after acclimation to cold (38, 44,
71). Other hibernators also have a large response to
noradrenaline (44). In contrast, in the warm—acclimated
rat the calorigenic response to noradrenaline is quite
small but it increases as much as 4—5 times after accli-
mation to cold (34).

III. SITES OF NONSHIVERING THERMOGENESIS

The major sites of nonshivering themogenesis appear
to be brown adipose tissue and skeletal muscle (34).
There has been argument for many years about the quanti-
tative contribution of each site, most authors estimating
10—20% for the contribution of brown adipose tissue in
cold-acclimated nonhibernators and up to 80% in newborn
nonhibernators (see 34, 44). However, recent work by
Foster (25, 26) has made necessary a considerable upward
revision of estimates of the contribution by brown
adipose tissue in the cold—acclimated rat to approximately

~
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60 %.
Comparison of selected nonhibernators and hiber—

nators shows that in the former the amount of brown
adipose tissue (per unit of body weight) is largest at
or immediately after birth and decreases progressively
as maturation occurs whereas in the latter the propor-
tion of brown adipose tissue is small at birth and in-
creases progressively as the animal matures (4). In
those adult nonhibernators which are able to adapt to
cold by increasing their capacity to use nonshivering
thermogenesis the small amount of brown adipose tissue
remaining grows in response to cold, as also occurs in
hibernators. Some adult nonhibernators appear to lose
the brown adipose tissue they had at birth (man, sheep),
do not develop this tissue when exposed to cold, and do
not undergo any adaptation for nonshivering thermo-
genesis.

The existence of a large calorigenic response to
noradrenaline is always associated with the presence of
abundant deposits of brown adipose tissue and this
tissue usually undergoes changes in size, composition
arid metabolic characteristics when the capacity of the
animal to use nonshivering thermogenesis changes (13,
67). Thus, the brown adipose tissue of the hamster not
only oubles in size during acclimation to cold (from
25° to 6°) but its content of mitochondria (as judged by
its cytochroine oxidase content) increases twelve-fold
(57). The brown adipose tissue of the rat also doubles
in size during cold-acclimation ( from 30 0 to 6° ) but its
content of mitochondria increases only seven-fold (57).
However , there appears to be rio direct correlation
between amount of brown adipose tissue or mitochondrial
mass of brown adipose tissue and the capacity of the
animal to respond to noradrenaline . For example , the
rat acclimated to 24°C has the same total amount of
mitochondrial material per unit body weight in its
brown adipose tissue as the hamster acclimated to the
same temperature (57) and yet the latter has a much
larger response to noradrenaline. This discrepancy is
most probably due to a difference in the properties of
the mitochondria themselves, those of the hamster
acclimated to this temperature having a greater capacity
(constitutive) to produce heat in response to the
appropriate signal than those of the rat , in which the
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mitochondria acquire this capacity only after adaptation
to cold . This will be discussed further below.

Not only do the rnitochondria of brown adipose
tissue change in nature as well as number during accli-
mation of the rat to cold but so also do the mitochondria
of skeletal muscle (5). These become smaller and more
numerous and exhibit altered respiratory properties. In
considering the biochemical mechanism of nonshivering
thermogenesis it is thus useful to compare the bio-
chemical characteristics of the mitochondria and other
cell constituents of the organs involved in nonshivering
thermogenesis in animals in the cold-acclimated state
with those of animals in the warm-acclimated state since
any changes could be expected to be related to the
altered capacity for nonshivering therinogenesis. Such a
comparison is made in Section V of this review. A
further comparison of these biochemical characteristics
of cold-acclimated nonhibernators with those of hiber-
nators is also useful in considering the mechanism of
nonshivering thermogenesis. Such a comparison is made
in Section VI.

Before reviewing the biochemical characteristics of
the tissues involved in nonshivering thermogenesis it is
appropriate to review mechanisms of cellular thermo—
genesis in general to provide a background for the
subsequent discussion: this is done in Section IV.

IV. MECHANISMS OF THERMOGENESIS

The basic mechanism for thermogenesis is the combustion
of fuel, i.e., the complete oxidation of the foodstuffs
available to animal cells, mainly glucose and fatty
acids. The rate of such combustions, i.e., the rate of
respiration, is generally controlled at the mitochondrial
level either by the phosphorylation state ratio
((ATP]/(ADP 1~~(PjJ ), the phosphorylation of ADP resulting
in an increased rate of respiration, or by the availability
of ions which are transported into and out of the mito-
chondrion, e.g. calcium, the uptake of such ions result-
ing in an increased rate of respiration. In order for
increased heat production to occur in such mitochondria
in which the rate of respiration is coupled to the rate
of ADP phosphorylation or to the rate of ion trans-
location there must be increased production of ALP and
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phosphate from ATP (referred to below as an ATPase type
of therrnogenic mechanism) or an increased availability
of ions for translocation, either by release from in-
tracellular stores or by entry from outside the cell
(referred to below as an ion—cycling type of therinogenic
mechanism) . In coupled mitochondria it is the produc-
tion and maintenance of a high proton electrochemical
gradient by the functioning of the electron transport
chain in pumping protons out of the mitochondria , to-
gether with the low mitochondrial permeability to
protons , which provides not only the driving force for
ATP synthesis (from the proton electrochemical gradient)
and for calcium translocation (from the membrane
potential , itself determined by the proton electrochemical
gradient ( 9 ) ]  but also the control mechanism for respi-
ration , the rate of which is inversely related to the
magnitude of the gradient (see 50). It is also possible
to envisage a mechanism by which proton re-entry could
be regulated independently of ATP synthesis and ion
translocation. If , for example , proton permeability
were to be specifically increased there would result a
decrease in the proton electrochemical gradient and a
consequent increase in the rate of respiration independ-
ent of changes in the availability of ADP or of ions.
Such a state may be described as loosely—coupled
(partial discharge of the gradient; some ATP synthesis
still possible) or uncoupled (complete discharge of the
gradient ; no ATP synthesis possible) (see 50) . A
regulated proton leakage pathway has been proposed by
Nicholls (50) to provide a control mechanism for heat
production in brown adipose tissue initochondria (refer-
red to below as loose-coupling type of mechanism; this
term is used in preference to a more exact label, such
as proton-leakage type of mechanism , because it can be
applied to results of numerous reported ~tudies which
do not include measurements of proton conductance).

Thus at least three classes of thermogenic mecha-
nism involving altered control of mitochondrial function
can be envisaged : 1) ATPase type; 2) ion-cycling
type; 3) loose—coupling type. The current hypotheses
for the mechanism of nonshivering therrnogenesis in
brown adipose tissue and skeletal muscle can be clas-
sified in the same way. Thus, the concept that the
activity of the plasma membrane Na+K+_ATPase is in-
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creased by noradrenaline, either via a direct action or
via altered ion permeability of the plasma membrane,
which has been proposed by Horwitz and co-workers (41)
for nonshivering therznogenesis in brown adipose tissue,
would be classified as an ATPase type of mechanism .
This concept is derived from the hypothesis of Edelman
(see 20, 21) for the mechanism of thyroid therinogenesis,
also based upon altered activity or amount of the
sodium pump , and is now be ing extended by others (32 ,
43, 69, 70) to nonshivering thermogenesis in ether
tissues. Cycling of calcium , an ion—cycling type of
thermogenic mechanism , has been proposed as -a mechanism
for nonshivering thermogenesis in brown adipose tissue
mitochondria (15, 39) and in skeletal muscle initochondria
(30). A loose—coupling type of mechanism is proposed
by a number of different groups for nonshivering thermo—
genesis in brown adipose tissue mitochondria (see 12,
23, 50, 58). -

In comparing the biochemical characteristics of
organs involved in nonshivering therrnogenesis in the
cold—acclimated state and in hibernators with these
characteristics in warm-acclimated nonhibernators
(Sections V , VI and VII)  it is important to bear in

mind the class of mechanism in which a particular
component might participate.

V. BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN BROWN ADIPOSE TISSU E AND
SKELETAL MUSCLE IN ANIMALS ADAPTED TO USE NON -
SH IVERING THERMOGENESIS (NONHIBERNATORS )

The two principal species used by most investigators
for such studies have been the rat and the guinea pig
and this discussion will concentrate on these animals.
In both species the brown adipose tissue grows during
acclimation to cold and develops a higher concentration
of mitochondria.

The mitochondria of the brown adipose tissue of
cold-acclimated rats have an increased capacity for
respiration as indicated by their increased rate of
oxygen uptake in the presence of uncoupling agents
(51). Their rate of state 4 respiration (in the absence
of ADP) not only increases markedly (51 , 68) but also
becomes equal to the rate of uncoupled respiration
(compared to 67% of that rate in the warm-acclimated
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rat) (51). They are nevertheless capable of phosphory-
lating ADP when this compound is supplied . These
characteristics suggest the existence of a more loosely-
coupled state (51) . A marked effect of purine nucleo—
tides to tighten coupling in such mitochondria can be
demonstrated (40, 51, 65) for all temperatures of
acclimation below 30 ° (65). The capacity to bind
purine nucleotides is greatly increased (Desautels and
Hirnms—Hagen , unpublished results) . The rate of synthesis
of protein by isolated mitochondria is increased after
two weeks of adaptation to cold (8). However, once the
rats are fully acclimated the rate of protein synthesis
returns to the warm-acclimated level (8).

In parallel with these alterations in function
some changes have been observed in the composition of
the mitochondria in the cold—acclimated state. The
calcium content decreases (30). The increase in chain
length and in unsaturation of the fat ty ac ids of the
rnitochondrial phospholipids seen in one study (60) has
not been observed in another study (10).  The concen-
tration of the major respiratory proteins may increase
(45, 63) and there is a large increase in the amount of
a polypeptide of molecular weight 32,000 daltons (37,
59) as well as lesser changes in amounts of certain
other polypeptides (37). The recent identification by
Nicholls and Heaton (52) of a 32,000 dalton polypeptide
as the binding site for purine nucleotides in hamster
and guinea pig brown adipose tissue initochondria
suggests that the increase in amount of such a poly-
peptide in the mitochondria of the cold-acclimated rat
and the increase in the amount of binding of purine
nucleotides are both associated with the increased
extent of loose-coupling in these mitochondria and its
susceptibility to control by purine nucleotides.

Thus, there are both qualitative and quantitative
changes in brown adipose tissue mitochondria of cold-
acclimated rats. The qualitative changes are associated
with a greater capacity to respire in the loosely-
coupled state and with a greater capacity for coupling
to be controlled by purine nucleotides.

The changes in brown adipose tissue mitochondria
of the cold-acclimated guinea pig are similar to those
in the cold-acclimated rat (see review by Flatmark and
Pedersen ( 2 3 ) ] .  Thus there is a reduction in ADP/O
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ratio and in respiratory control , both sensitive to
purine nucleotides (23). The rate of ADP translocation
is unchanged (17). The rate of state 4 respiration
(51) and the “leakage ” of the energy potential (22)  are
increased as also is the rate of uncoupled respiration
(51). At the same time the effect of uncouplers is
lost (51). These characteristics indicate a loosely—
coupled type of respiration.

Purine nucleotide binding by mitochondria (58) and
the amount of purine nucleotide binding polypeptide
(52) are both high in brown adipose tissue mitochondria
of the newborn guinea pig and diminish as the animal
matures. In the young animal the purine nucleotide
binding polypeptide reappears after only four days of
acclimation to cold ( 5 2) ,  a time known to be sufficient
for the development of loose-coupling (3, 53) although
not for the proliferation of the mitochondria in the
tissue , which takes 12 - 14 days (23 , 2 4 ) .  The large
increase in tissue content of a specific iron—sulfur
flavoprotein, identified as a component of the acyl
dehydrogenase complex and present in high concentration
in brown adipose tissue mitochondria, appears to be
largely due to proliferation of the mitochondria and
not to any selective change in its concentration (24) .
Its lack of a specific role in the development of the
loosely—coupled state is indicated by the longer time
required for its increase than that needed for the
appearance of loose-coupling (24). This flavoprotein ,
of molecular weight 70,000 daltons (62), differs
from the one polypeptide which is known to change (52).
Other possible alterations in polypeptide and fatty
acid composition have not been studied but two other
changes have been reported in mitochondria from cold-
acclimated guinea pigs: the buoyant density is un-
changed (66) and the calcium content is decreased (15) .

Thus, in brown adipose tissue mitochondria of the
cold-acclimated guinea pig there are both qualitative
and quantitative changes. The former, as in the cold—
acclimated rat, involve the development of a greater
capacity for respiration in the loosely—coupled state.

In another species capable of adapting to use non-
shivering thermogenesis , the artic lemming, respiratory
control of brown adipose tissue mitochondria is low in
the absence of purine nucleotides except in animals
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kept at 30° (16). From the limited information available
it would appear that changes occur in this species similar
to those described for the rat and the guinea pig . The
main difference between these three species is the
temperature at which the adaptation is initiated.

Little information is available about possible
adaptive changes in the plasma membrane of brown adipose
tissue , the other site thought to be important in the
development of the capacity for nonshivering therino—
genesis. While no change has been observed in total
fluoride—stimulated adenylate cyclase activity a
reduction has been demonstrated in catecholamine—
stimulated adenylate cyclase activity in brown adipose
tissue of cold-acclimated rats (46, 64). Although
catecholamines have been shown to stimulate the
ATPase of this tissue (42) so far the effect of cold—
acclimation on this stimulation has not been studied .
The resting membrane potential of the intact tissue is
lower in the cold—acclimated state (28, 29), suggesting
an alteration in the properties or the functioning of
the plasma membrane .

Not only brown adipose tissue initochondria but
also skeletal muscle mitochondria undergo changes
during acclimation of rats to cold. In cold—acclimated
rats the skeletal muscle mitochondria are smaller and
more numerous (5). The rates of ALP—stimulated (36)
and calcium-stimulated (30) respiration are increased,
changes apparently due to an increased adenine nucleo-
tide translocase activity (Desautels and Himms—Hagen,
unpublished results) and an increased rate of calcium
transport (30) . There are no changes in ADP/O or
respiratory control ratios and no change in concen-
tration of the major respiratory enzymes (5, 36).
There are no great changes in polypeptide composition
of these altered mitochondria and there is no major
polypeptide component of 32 ,000 daltons as there is in
brown adipose tissue initochondria (37) . The capacity
to bind purine nucleotides is extremely low and is un-
changed by acclimation to cold (Desautels and Himms-
Hagen , unpublished results) . The fatty acid composition
of the phospholipids is changed in that there is an
increase in 18:2 and a decrease in 20:4  fatty acids
consistent with reduced A6 desaturase activity (37) .
The calcium content is unchanged (30) . Thus the changes
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in muscle initochondria are qualitative in that the same
mass of mitochondrial material is distributed in a
different way and has a greater capacity for coupled
respiration.

Increases in both Na+K+_ATPase and Mg2’~~ATPase of
muscle plasma membrane occur in the cold-acclimated rat
but it has not been possible to demonstrate any effect
of catecholamines on these enzymes (Cerf and Hiturns—
Hagen, unpublished results). This does not of course
exclude an increased rate of action of the muscle
Na’~IC~~ATPase in the intact animal in response to cate—
cholamines. Catecholamines are known to increase the
action of this enzyme in intact muscle (61). No change
in catecholaxnine-stimulated adenylate cyclase occurs in
skeletal muscle of cold-acclimated rats (47).

In summary , the major changes in tissues of cold—
acclimated nonhibernators are an increase in the capacity
of the brown adipose tissue mitochondria to assume a
loosely-coupled state with a concomitant increase in
the capacity of the mitochondria to be regulated by
purine nucleotides, and an increase in the capacity of
muscle mitochondria for coupled respiration. The
mitochondrial mass increases in brown adipose tissue
and is distributed differently in muscle. The relation
of these changes to the mechanism of nonshivering
therinogenesis will be discussed further in section VIII.

VI. BIOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF BROWN ADIP OSE TI SSUE IN
HIBERNATORS

The principal animal studied has been the hamster
and the discussion concerns the brown adipose tissue of
this species unless otherwise mentioned.

The rate of state 4 respiration of hamster brown
adipose tissue mitochondria is always high and is
unaffected by uncouplers regardless of the state of
acclimation of the animal (51). Thus these mitochondria
would appear always to have a high capacity to be
loosely coupled. The coupled state can be restored by
purine nucleotides regardless of the state of acclimation
and the 32,000 dalton polypeptide, identified as the
purine nucleotide binding site, is always present (52).
Binding of purine nucleotides is high and these compounds
reduce the very high proton conductance of the initochondria
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(48, 49, 50).
Mitochondria of the brown adipose tissue of the

hedgehog also appear to be always loosely coupled and
to be susceptible to the coupling effect of purine
nucleotides (65).

Thus , in hibernators although there are quantitative
changes in the amount of brown adipose tissue initochondria
during acclimation to cold (4) there appears to be no
change in the biochemical properties of the mitochondria
themselves. The control of gene expression in this
organ thus resembles that in nonhibernators in that
growth of the tissue and proliferation of its mitochondria
can occur but differs in that there do not appear to be
any selective changes in synthesis of mitochondrial
proteins, this synthesis being always programmed to
produce mitochondria capable of a high rate of thermo-
genesis.

VII.  BIOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE IN
NONHIBERNATORS THAT DO NOT ADAPT IN ADULT LIFE TO
USE NONSHIVERING THERMOGENESIS

Relatively little is known about the biochemical
characteristics of brown adipose tissue mitochondria in
those species which possess this tissue and the
capacity to use nonshivering thermogenesis at birth
but are unable in later life to redevelop it or to
develop the capacity for nonshivering thermogenesis to
any appreciable extent.

One report (11) indicates that the brown adipose
tissue of the newborn lamb has mitochondria which are
morphologically similar to those of other species
except that elementary particles are present on the
inner membranes. However, these mitochondria have a
greater degree of coupling, a lower proton conductance
and a much greater capacity to synthesize ATP than
would be expected from studies of brown adipose tissue
of hibernators and cold-acclimated nonhibernators.
Some control of coupling by purine nucleotides has
however been demonstrated (11) .

Thus , in the lamb , the basic design of the inito-
chondria appears to differ from that in hiberriators and
in the nonhibernating species which are capable of
adapting to use nonshivering thermogenesis. However ,
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they display some features believed to be associated
with nonshivering therrnogenesis , such as purine nucleo—
tide control of the state of coupling. As already
pointed out, the newborn lamb is known to be capable of
nonshivering thermogenesis (1, 2).

VII I . MECHANISMS OF NONSHIVER ING THERMOGENESIS

The main conclusion which can be drawn from the
survey of biochemical characteristics outlined above
is that for brown adipose tissue the correlation between
the properties and amount of brown adipose tissue
mitochondria and the existence of a large calorigenic
response to noradrenaline is in keeping with a loose-
coupling type of mechanism . The control of therino-
genes is in the rnitochondrion would appear to be exerted
by the opposing effects of purine riucleotides, which
reduce the innately high proton leakage by binding to a
specific site on the outer surface of the inner mem-
brane (48, 49, 50, 52) and fatty acids (33) or acyl C0A
(12) which increase proton conductance. A competition
between acyl C0A and GDP for the binding site has been
demonstrated (12). The mechanism of switching on of
nonshivering thertnogenesis is proposed to involve
noradrenaline—induced activation of adenylate cyclase,
cyclic AMP—induced activation of triglyceride lipase,
displacement by acyl CoA of purine nucleotides bound to
the mitochondria and thus an increase in proton leakage
into the mitochondria , a consequent decrease in the
proton electrochemical gradient and a compensatory
increase in the rate of respiration and hence thermo-
genesis (11, 49 , 50) .

The information available about biochemical charac-
teristics of the plasma membrane of cold—acclimated
animals does not shed much light on the postulated
ATPase—type mechanism for nonshivering thermogenesis in
brown ad ipose tissue. There is no doubt that the ion
movements induced by noradrenaline must result in the
utilization of ATP and thus contribute to the nor-
adrenaline—induced increase in thermogenesis (see (35)
for review; the hypothesis is outlined in more detail
by Horwitz elsewhere in this Symposium] but the pro-
portion of the total nonshivering thermogenesis which
can be ascribed to this process is uncertain (see
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(14)]. It is quite likely that the proportion may
vary, depending on the species and on the state of
acclimation of the animal.

As far as muscle is concerned , the comparison made
of biochemical properties of initochondria and plasma
membrane of cold-acclimated animals with those of
warm-acclimated animals would suggest an ATPase-type
mechanism or a calcium-cycling mechanism but only if
the necessary concomitant increases in an ATPase or in
calcium availability could be demonstrated .

IX. FU’IURE DEVELOPMENTS

It is clear that a complete description of the
biochemical processes involved in nonshivering thermo-
genesis requires the development of an in vitro system
in which the process operates as it does in viva. The
only one currently available is the isolated cell
preparation of hamster brown adipose tissue and , even
with this preparation, it has only recently been possible
to demonstrate a maintained rather than a transient
effect of noradrenaline on respiration (54, 55).

Although the response in viva of interscapular
brown adipose tissue of the cold-acclimated rat to
noradrenaline differs from that of the warm-acclimated
rat (greater blood flow per gram (25, 26, 56); retention
of fatty acids produced in lipolysis within the tissue
rather than their release into the blood (56)]  it has
not been possible to demonstrate any increase in lipolytic
or calorigenic response of slices (18, 19) , of isolated
cells (6 , 7 ) ,  or of isolated tissue fragments (27 ) .
Also , although the calorigenic response of leg muscle
of the cold—acclimated rat to infused noradrenaline is
greater than that in the warm—acclimated rat (31) and
the increase in blood flow is also greater (25 , 26) it
has not been possible to demonstrate any inc~ease in
the response of slices of this tissue to noradrenaline.
There would appear to be some damage to the cells
and/or some deficiency in the incubation conditions
which prevents a response in vitro to noradrenaline by
these tissues comparable in magnitude to their response
in viva.

The emerging picture of the brown adipose tissue
as an organ in which not only the concentration of 
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mitochondria but also the composition of the mitochondria
is regulated in accordance with the need for its thermo-
genic function shows that this organ will probably
prove to be a useful model system for the study of the
regulation of mitochondrial biogenesis as well as for
the study of the regulation of nonshivering thermo-
genesis.
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NEUROHUMORAL REGULATION OF NONSHIVERING
THERMOGENESIS IN MAMMALS

B. A. Horwitz
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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on current postulated mechanisms
for nonshivering therrnogenesis and the neurohumoral
factors regulating these mechanisms in mammals exposed
to short—term as well as to prolonged periods of cold.
During short-term exposures, the major neurohumoral
regulatory agent appears to be norepinephrine which
interacts at the target cell membrane such that an
intracellular signal is generated appropriate to the
stimulation of cellular pathways leading to increased
substrate oxidation (and therefore increased heat
production). In brown fat and muscle , two major non-
shivering thermogenic tissues, available data suggest
several cellular processes (e.g. altered mitochondrial
coupling , enhanced ion transport across the plasma
membrane , and enhanced ion transport across the mito--
choncirial membrane) as potential contributors to the
norepinephrine-induced therxnogenesis. Evidence relevant
to these processes is considered along with experimental
data dealing with the roles played by catecholamines
and thyroid hormones in the development and maintenance
of the trophic changes induced by exposure to extended
periods of cold.
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I . INTRODUCTION

Exposure of mammals to ambient temperatures below
the thermoneutral zone evokes compensatory mechanisms
that include an enhanced rate of conversion of chemical
energy to heat. Although some of this heat generation
is attributable to shivering , in many mammals a con-
siderable portion derives from metabolic pathways
independent of shivering . The relative involvement of
these two modes of heat production depends on the
species, age of the animal , and on the environmental
conditions to which it has been previously exposed. By
the same token , the quantitative contributions of
various organ systems to cold-induced (i.e., regulatory)

STATE A —  I TRANSITION 
I STATEC—ACCLIMATED AT Ta PROLONGED STATE AT TB PROLONGED ACCLIMATED AND

NEAR THERMO- COLD rTS<TA 
— COLD COLD-STRESSED AT T1

NEUTRAL - ZONE P
TROPHIC TB< TA
CHANGES CCAPAC $TY ~ A CAPAC ITY

I OVER DAYS
_________________ 

CNE SENSITIVITY >

ACUTE I A NE SENSIT IVITY

COLD C~~T > 8NST

STATE B— COLD-STRESSED AT T~ 
C SHIV < B SHIV

T
8

c T ~

L B~~1v > ~~~~ Bp~ T A NST

Fig. 1. Effect of cold exp osure on the thermogeri ic
responses of majn’nals. Under conditions of acute or
short-term (minutes to hours) cold ~xposure (State B),the animal may respond via shivering (Bs4zgv) as well as
nonshivering (BNST) modes of heat productwn. A~ cold
exposure at the ambient temperature TB 1~~ prolon ged
(days), trophic changes are induced, and a new steady
state is reached (State C). This state of acclimation
is characterized by increased NE sensitivity and
increased capacity for P/ST, with shivering thermogenesis
being rep laced by nonshivering heat production.
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nonshivering thermogenesis (NST) also vary with the
types and history of the animal, although it is current-
ly believed that most of this regulatory NST reflects
the heat generated by only 4 organ systems -- namely,
skeletal muscle , brown fa t, liver and gut (46).

In considering the factors that regulate this
cold-induced NST, it is useful to distingui sh between
those that are associated with the rapidly—occurring
responses initiated when the animal is acutely exposed
to cold (State B, Fig. 1) from those that are associated
with the changes induced by prolonged cold exposure
(State C, Fig. 1). The NST response elicited initially
upon cold exposure (e.g., State B) appears to be mediated
by the sympathetic nervous system which rapidly activates
appropriate metabolic pathways in effector organs.
When exposure to cold is prolonged over hours and days
(Transition State and State C, Fig. 1), the target
tissues undergo trophic changes that result in an
increased capac ity of the animal for NST and an in-
creased sensitivity to the sympathetic neurotrans—
mitter. Thus, the cold-acclimated animal (State C) has
achieved a new steady state in which the amount of heat
being generated by MST at the temperature of acclima-
tion has increased (relative to that observed upon
initial cold exposure) as has the magnitude of its
calorigenic response to low as well as to high con-
centrations of administered catecholamines. In the
ensuing discussion , the neurohumoral agents implicated
in the changes evoked by acute as well as prolonged
cold exposure will be considered . For the most part,
this discussion will focus on the responses of lab-
oratory-maintained rodents (rats, mice , hamsters) from
which has derived most of the data related to the
regulation of NST.

II. REGULATION OF THE NST CHANGES INDUCED BY PROLONGED
COLD EXPOSURE

The neurohumoral factors responsible for the
adaptive changes in NST (e.g., the increased NST capacity,
norepinephrine (NE) sensitivity and NST at the temperature
of acclimation] are not completely defined although
there currently is evidence implicating the involvement
of both the catecholamines and the thyroid hormones
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(see below) .
Thyroid hormones: The notion that thyroxine (T~)

and/or triiodothyronine (T3) play an important role in
the metabolic changes induced by cold acclimation has
waxed and waned in popular ity over the last two decades ,
a major concern being the question of the level of
thyroid activity in the cold-exposed animal (cf. 8 for
review) . Although recent use of radioimxnunoassay
techniques has revealed elevated plasma levels of T

3 
in

the cold—acclimated (CA) rat (62) these rats do not
appear to be hyperthyroid (30) -- that is, their resting
metabolic rate in the thermoneutral zone (RMR) is not
greatly elevated (cf. 30) and thyroidectomized rats
treated with small amounts of T~ survive indef initely
in the cold (65) . On the other hand , the fact that
untreated thyroidectomized rats die after only a few
days in the cold demonstrates that some level of thyroid
hormone is essential for the acclimation process to
occur. Moreover, thyroid hormones also appear to be
necessary for the maintenance of the acclimation state
as indicated by the observation that rats thyroidectomized
after cold acclimation: (i) will not survive indefinitely
in the cold (dying within 3—5 weeks (65)]; and (ii)
exhibit a diminished NST response to cold , the magnitude
of the decrease being correlated with time af ter thyroid-
ectomy (44).

Elucidation of the precise nature of the role of
thyroid hormones in cold acclimation has been difficult
partly because the trophic responses induced by cold
seem to reflect the interaction of several neurohuznoral
agents (cf. 68) and thus treatment of animals with any
one factor (e.g., the thyroid hormones) does not result
in changes identical to those seen in the CA animal.
However , even if thyroid hormones play only a permissive
role in the acclimation process (27, 45) , it is necessary
to consider the mechanisms underlying their action on
cellular thermogenesis since these mechanisms will
determine the baseline upon which will be built the
responses induced by cold.

Current views on the events responsible for the
calorigenic effects of the thyroid hormones are based
on the concept that electron-transport-linked oxygen
consumption is regulated by the energy status’ of the
cell —- i.e., when the energy requirements of the cell
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are low , high energy elements (e.g., ATP) able to
support biological work will be available , and substrate
oxidation will proceed slowly. In contrast, respiration
rates will be enhanced under conditions of increased
energy demand and accompanying decreased availability
of such high energy elements. Thus, substances such as
the thyroid hormones or catecholarnines may stimulate
rates of oxygen consumption by: (i) increasing the
energy demands of the target cell; or (ii) releasing
cellular respiration from its dependency on energy
status via an uncoupling of mitochondrial oxygen consump-
tion from th~ synthesis of high energy elements such as
ATP. In situation (i), respiration remains dependent
on the phosphorylation state ratio , while in situation
(ii), oxygen consumption will be controlled by substrate
availability.

The uncoupling of oxygen consumption from oxidative
phosphorylation was one of the early biochemical theories
proposed to explain the calorigenic effects of thyroid
hormones. It evolved in the 1950 ’ s from observations
such as : (i) l iver mitochondria isolated from rats
treated with thyroxine synthesized less ATP per
mole of oxygen consumed (i.e., had low P/O ratios) than
did mitochondria from untreated rats; (ii) isolated
mitochondria treated with thyroid hormones in Vitro
could be uncoupled ; and (iii) thyroid hormones, like
the uncoupling agent dinitrophenol , stimulated mito-
chondrial ATPase activity (see 72 for historical discuss-
ion). Among the criticisms of these studies was the
fact that they involved the administration of large
doses of hormone . Subsequent experiments in which rats
were treated with low (physiological) levels of T

4resulted in a calorigenic effect in the intact animal ,
but the isolated mitochondria , when well washed , showed
normal respiratory control and P/O ratios (13). These
latter observations, along with the demonstration of
thyroid hormone—induced protein synthesis that corre-
sponded temporally with the increased oxygen consumption
led to the conclusion that the calorigenic effect of
the hormones was not due primarily to thyroid-induced
uncoupling , but , rather may have involved protein
synthesis (cf. 72). This effect on protein synthesis
has since been well documented and may account for
the thyroid-induced stimulation of the activities of

- -~ - - - - - -  - - -~~~- _gJ
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several mitochondrial enzymes associated with substrate
turnover and respiration [e.g., , ci-glycerol phosphate
dehydrogenase, succinoxidase, cytochrome c, cytochrome
oxidase (72)). Thus, one important aspect of thyroid
hormone function appears to be the modulation of the
oxidative (thermogenic) capacity of the mitochondria
via regulation of the activities and/or levels of
respiratory components.

Thyroid hormones also affect a major energy-
requiring process within the cell -- namely , the plasma
membrane mechanism for the active transport of Na+ and
K~. That the activity of this system varies with the
thyroid status of the rat has been demonstrated by
Edelman and his co-workers in an extensive series of
experiments that began with their observations that:
(i) the increased respiration of tissues (liver , kidney,
diaphragm) from rats treated with T3 was sensitive to
inhibition of the Na+/K+ membrane pump, the degree of
inhibition varying with the tissue; (ii) the Na+/K’~’
ATPase activity of membrane preparations from these
tissues was also enhanced in T3-treated rats; (iii) the
temporal changes in the ATPase activity were similar to
changes in oxygen consumption; and (iv) the intracellular
levels of Na’~ as well as the ratio of (Na4]~ / ( K~]j
fell in tissues (liver , diaphragm , cardiac muscle) from
T3-treated rats (cf. 11). These findings led to the -

proposal that thyroid hormones exer t at least a portion
of their calorigenic eff ect by enhancing the energy
utilized for the active transport of Na+ and K~ (11).

This conclusion has been confirmed in recent in
vitro experiments using monolayer cultures of nondividing
hepatocytes. Within 24 hr after addition of physio-
logical levels of T3 to these cultures, parallel increases
in the rates of oxygen consumption and in the Na+/K’I
ATPase activity were detectable (12) .

Experiments designed to examine the basis for the
elevated pump activity have demonstrated that in kidney
cortex and intestine from T3-treated rats, there is a
rise in the amount of 3H-ouabain bound to plasma membrane
preparations, an increased amount of phosphorylated
intermdeiate associated with the Na+/K+ membrane pump
and an increase in the Vmax for ATP (53 , 55 , 56). Such
results suggest that thyroid hormones induce the synthesis
of more pump units (Fig. 2). Moreover, since there
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Fig. 2. Proposed mechanism wherein thyroid hormones (TB )
affect the Na +/X+ transport system of the p lasma mem-
brane by inducing the synthesis of more pump units (N
nucleus) .  This energy-requiring transport system has
been suggested to serve as pacemaker for  the resting
metabolism of various target cells (11 , 12, 30) .  

-

occurred no changes in apparent Km or K1/2 for the renal
cortical Na+/K+ ATPase, the enzyme molecules induced by
T3 appear to be equivalent to those present be fore T 3
treatment (56). 

-

Thus, current evidence indicates that a significant
portion of the thyroid hormone—dependent resting oxygen
consumption of several tissues in the rat can be attrib-
uted to the increased ATP turnover attending the transport
of Na+ and K+ across the cell membran e. This increased
energy turnover reflects the operation of newly synthe-
sized pumps and , to some extent, an increase in membrane
permeability to Na~ and 1C~ (1).

The extent to which these mechanisms contribute to
the enhanced NST capacity of the CA animal is not yet
clear. Several studies have reported that tissues
removed from CA rats (24, 74), hamsters (40), and mice

- - - - -~~ - - - -
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(70) exhibit elevated rates of oxygen consumption , with
a signi ficant por tion of this increase being sensitive
to pump blockade. For example , the respiratory rates
of CA hamster liver and diaphragm prov ided with exogenou s
glucose averaged about 24% greater than did tissue from
nonacclimated hamster , and 60—70% of this increase was
ouabain sensitive (40) . In addition , the activity of
the Na+/K+ ATPase of rat muscle appears to be enhanced
af ter cold acclimation (31). In view of the results of
Edelman and his colleagues, these responses of the CA
tissues can be interpreted in support of there being
some increase in thyroid activity during cold exposure.
Such an interpretation agrees with the f inding of
increased plasma T

3 
levels in the CA rat (62), and

implies that there should also be some increase in the
RMR of these animals. Whether such an elevation in
resting metabolism does in fact occur after cold acclima-
tion is still an open question. Although some investi-
gators report increased rates (e.g., 49 , 71), others
have found no changes (e.g., 30, 51). However, in
light of the demonstration that the manner in which the
metabolic rate is expressed (i.e., as some function of
body weight, surface area , or metabolically active
tissue) can drastically alter the data interpretation
(43), resolution of the effects of cold acclimation on
resting metabolism awaits a technique that allows the
comparison of oranges to apples. In lieu of this , it
is probably safe to conclude that any increase in the
RMR of the CA animal is relatively small. Thus, at
present , the data are not inconsistent with there being
some increase in thyroid activity during cold exposure
with a concomitant increase in the resting metabolic
rate. However, it is unl ikely that thyroid hormones
can , by themselves , account for the large increase in
NST capac ity of the CA animal.

By the same token , although the possibility that
thyroid hormones contribute to the increased NE
sensitivity of the CA animal is supported by studies
such as those demonstrating enhanced calorigertic respon-
siveness to NE of T4-treated rats (51), the magnitude of
the thyroid hormone contribution or the mechanisms
involved are still uncertain.

Catecholamines: Also thought to be involved in
the trophic changes occuring during prolonged cold are
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the catecholainines. Excretion of these substances is
enchariced by cold exposure (e f .  68) , and daily treatment
of rats with either NE or isoproterenol (a ~-adrenergic
agonist) results in an elevated sensitivity to NE (49,
50) similar to that seen in CA animals (i.e., a given
concentration of NE elicits a larger increase in oxygen
consumption from the catecholainine—treated rats than
from the nontreated animals). Another characteristic
of cold acclimation is enhanced cold resistance [reflected
by the survival time and/or the rate of fall  of the
core temperature when animals are exposed to severe
(e.g., —25°C) cold (51)]. This parameter is also altered
by pretreatment of the rats with daily injections of
catechols. However , even af ter 35 days of such treat-
ment, the cold resistance of the injected rats is
still below that of the CA rats although their NE
sensitivity is the same (51). Interestingly, rats
treated with catecholamines and T~ exhibit greater cold
resistance and NST sensitivities than do rats treated
with either of the agents alone (51).

In add ition to their ef fect on NE sensitivity and
cold resistance , catecholamine—(as well as Ti-) treated
rats have enlarged interscapular brown fat pads as , in
fact, do the CA rats. Again, the response to the
combined administration of T4 and NE is greater than
that observed with NE or T~ alone (51). Whether these
increases in brown fat mass reflect changes in composition
comparable to those occurring in cold acclimation is
unknown [e.g . ,  the hypertrophy of brown fat induced by
thyroid hormones is not similar to that evoked by cold
in that the latter involves increased tissue water ,
protein and lipid , while thyroid hormone treatment
results primarily in lipid accumulation (69)]. Also of
interest would be a comparison of the mitochondria from
brown fa t and skeletal muscle of CA rats with those
from rats treated with catecholamin es with and without
T~ particularly with respect to those parameters
(e.g., size , number , respiratory enzymes, membrane
proteins) that have been reported to be altered in the
CA rat ( 3 0 ) .

Notwithstanding this need for a more extensive
comparison of the effects of cold acclimation and
pretreatment with catecholamines , the available data
are consistent with the suggestion that the catecholamines
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play a central , although not solo , role in the developmen t
of the trophic changes accompanying extended periods of
cold (50) . However , the mechanisms underlying the
induction of such changes are currently unknown .

Brown adipose tissue: That the development of the
cold-induced NE sensitivity of the CA animal is related
to the presence of brown adipose tissue has been suggested
on the basis of: (i) the striking correlation between
the amount of brown fat (relative to body weight) and
the magnitude of the NE-evoked calorigenesis (8); and
(ii) experiments that have examined the effects of
surgical removal of a portion of the tissue (cf. 17, 30
for detailed review). The general finding from most of
the extirpation studies is that removal of the inter—
scapular brown fa t from CA rats and mice is followed by
a significant reduction (30—60%) of the calorigenic
response to injected NE as measured during the f i rst
postoperative week. Since this reduction was thought
to be too large to be accounted for by the small amount
of tissue removed (usually less than 1% of the body
weight) , it was cuggested that the brown fat, in some
way , modulated the NE-sensitivity of the other thermogenic
tissues in the animal . Two mechanisms were proposed to
explain this modulating action : (i) that brown fat
served an endocrine function , secreting into the circula-
tion some factor that affected the calorigenic responses
of other tissues (29); and (ii) that heat generated
from the interscapular and cervical brown fat was
applied to thermosensitive regions of the spinal cord ,
thereby providing a signal to the brain such that
shivering therinogenesis was progressively inhibited and
NST was concomitantly enhanced (38).

Although experimental data relating to both of
these hypotheses are available (e.g., 29, 38), the
issue has been c louded by the sometimes contradictory
findings of various workers (for review cf . 17, 30).
Moreover , it has recently been suggested that brown fat
may contribute much more heat to the intact CA rat than
had previously been estimated [as much as 60% of the
total according to Foster (18)] ,  and if this turns out
to be correct, the decreased oxygen consumption following
removal of the brown f at may actually reflect the
metabolic rate of the extirpated tissue.
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Other factors: The possible involvement of agents
other than the thyroid hormones and catecholamines
(e.g., ATCH , TSH, glucocorticoids , insul in , growth
hormone , etc.) in the cold—induced changes in NST has
been considered to varying degrees. However , despite
some evidence that such factors may be important in the
cold—exposed animal , there is as yet no def in itive rol e
assigned for any of them in terms of the specific
changes observed in the NST responses of the CA animal
(46, 68).

III. ACTIVATION OF NONSHIVERING TIiERMOGENESIS

Central neural contro l: The central mechanisms
associated with initiation of NST upon cold exposure
appear , in at least two mammalian species , to be
distinct from those signall ing the onset of shivering.
That is, experiments with both guinea pigs (3) and rats
(19) support the view that sensory inputs from cervical
and cutaneous thermoreceptors converge on the neural
thermocontroller to regulate the magnitude of shivering
activity . The neural controller also receives encoded
information from therrnoreceptors in the hypothalamus
and skin , and this information , a f te r  processing ,
appears to be channeled to effectors of NST. In other
words, inputs received by the central neurocontroller
from therrnoreceptors located in var ious areas are
processed to provide for the specific regulation of
shivering and nonshivering thertnogenesis. Such specific-
ity allows the cold—exposed animal to first invoke lIST
to meet its thermal demands. Shivering , the less
economical mode of heat production2, then comes into
play when NST is inadequate (3).

Target tissues: Sympathetic activation of NST may
involve direct and/or indirect effects on the eff ector
tissue (57). For those tissues where catecholamines
are thought to act directly on the target cell to
stimulate heat production (e.g. brown fat, skeletal
muscle), an initial step in the process is interaction
of the catecholarnine at specific membrane receptors.
This is followed by the generation of an intracellular
signal appropriate for stimulation of mitochondrial

oxygen consumpLion (and thus cellular heat production) .
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These events have received con~’iderab1e attention in
brown adipose tissue and to a much lesser degree in
muscle , and will be discussed below . Mention will also
be made of the possibility that adrenerg ic stimulation
of tissue oxygen consumption may, in some cases , occur
without a direct action of the catecholamine on the
heat producing cell , such an indirect e f fec t  having
been suggested for liver (57) .

Re~gulation of brown fat thermogenesis —— nature
of the extracellular signal and membrane receptor:
The establishment of brown adipose tissue as an
important site of heat production in newborn mammals ,
arousing hibernators and some warm- as well as cold-
acclimated nonhibernators is based upon work from
several laboratories, the majority of which followed
the proposal by Smith (67) that thermogenesis was a
major function of this tissue. Much of this documen--
tation as well as a description of the tissue’s anatomy ,
histology , embryonic development, and phylogenetic
distribution has been extensively reviewed (e.g., 54,
69); and the ensuing discussion will focus on recent
investigations relating to the cellular events under’-
lying catecholamine regulation of brown fat NST.

As indicated above , cold-induced brown fat therrno-
genesis is initiated fol lowing interaction of the
catecholamine (principally NE) at the plasma membrane.
The adrenergic agent diffuses to the brown adipocyte
af ter its release from sympathetic nerve terminals near
the cell , and in situ experiments indicate that the
tissue responds thermogenically in a graded manner to
neural stimulation (15). Moreover , as is the case for
several other adrenergically—activated systems, it is
the temporal and spatial pattern of NE release that
represents the extracellular signal regulating the
cellular response .

That recognition of this signal at the brown
adipocyte membrane occurs via ~- adrenergic receptors
has been suggested from exper iments dealing with the
nature of the membrane-neurotransmitter interaction .
Actually , the involvement of a s-receptor (i.e., a
membrane binding site associated with the adenyl cyclase--
cAMP system) in the response of brown fa t is a well-
established concept built upon a variety of observations.
For example , among the in vivo results in support of a

- - -- ~~~~ - -
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I~-pathway are those showing that: (i) injection of NE
elicits an increase in brown fat oxygen consumption
that is inhibited by propranolol , a s-blocker (26);
(ii) the magnitude of the elevation of brown fat
temperature evoked by nerve stimulation or NE injection
is depressed by propranolol ( 4 2 ) ;  and (iii) the enhance-
ment of brown fat temperature induced by isoproterenol ,
a s-agonist , is inhibited by propranolol but not by the
a-antagonist , phentolamine (15). Moreover , in vitro
experiments have demonstrated that the oxygen consump-
tion and lipolysis of isolated brown fat cells is
stimulated by isoproterenol (25, 36), theophylline (35,
61) and cAMP (25, 35) . Such observations as these
provide the basis for the long-standing proposal that
the ~-adrenergic pathway plays a central role in brown
fa t  thermogenesis.

More recent is the view that the brown adipocyte
also possesses an a—adrenergic component that contributes
to the cell’s therinogenic response. This idea evolved
from the finding that a-’ as well as ~-‘-blockers in--
hibited one of the initial events thought to be associ-
ated with physiological activation of the cells --
namely , the redistribution of ions across the plasma
membrane as manifested by a membrane depolarization
following electri cal stimulation ~f the nerves to the
tissue ( 4 2 ) .  Subsequent experiments in Vivo (15) as
well as in Vitro (14) have shown that either the a-
agonist , phenylephrine , or the B—agonist , isoproterenol
is able to evoke membrane depolarization. Moreover ,
the depolarization elicited by phenylephrine is not
s ignif icant ly  affected by propranolol but is inhibited
by phentolamine ( 14) whereas that induced by isoprot—
erenol is sensitive to propranolol but not to phentol-
amine (14) . Thus, there appear to be distinct a- and
B-receptors on the membrane of the brown adipocyte .

That these a-receptors are associated with stim-
ulation of brown fat heat production has been suggested
in view of the observation that phenylephrine enhances
the oxygen consumption of isolated hamster brown adipo-
cytes (36). The fact that this enhancement is comp-
letely inhibited by concentrations of phentolarnine that
have no depressant action on the respiratory response
to isoprotereno). (37) indicates that the a—stimulation
is not occurring via interaction with membrane sites
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(i.e., receptors) to which B agonists bind ; i.e., the
two types of receptors appear to be distinct. However
the finding that the respiratory responses to sub--

fl maximum concentration s of isoproterenol and phenyl-
ephrine are not additive (37) suggests that although
the agonists may bind to separate membrane receptors,
the intracellular thermogenic pathways activated via
each receptor type have some events in common. None-
theless, that the pathways are not identical is in-
dicated by the observation that the B-agonist evokes
significant glycerol release from isolated brown adipo’-
cytes while the a—agonist does not (25) a difference
that may , in part, explain the greater thermogenic
response of the cells to the B--agonist.

Regulation of brown fat thermogenesis -— nature of
the intracellular events: Interaction of norepineph-
rifle with the receptors at the adipocyte plasma mem-
brane is followed by a trans formation of the extra-
cellular information to intracellular signals responsible
for promoting the availability of substrate [ i .e . ,  free
fatty acids (FFA)] and the rate at which this substrate
is oxidized by the mitochondria.

With respect to substrate mobilization , the
currently accepted view is that the catecholamines
enhance the rate of l ipolysi s via activation of the
adenyl cyclase—cAMP system . The synthesized cAMP
modulates the activity of a protein kinase which in
turn activates an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis
of the stored triglyceride to glycerol and free fatty
acids. Experiments with a- and B-’-agonists (25) as well
as antagonists (32) support the concept that the
l ipolytic response to NE is mediated primar ily via the
B —adrenergic pathway. [Although cGMP is also capable
of stimulating glycerol release from brown adipocytes
(25), the physiological significance of such an effect
has not yet been demonstrated.]

In contrast to the general agreement on the
pathway for substrate mobilization , some controversy
still exists regarding the events regulating the rate
of mitochondrial oxidation. One school of thought
ascribes the increased oxygen consumption to an alter-’
ated coupling between fatty acid oxidation and ATP
synthesis via oxidative phosphory].ation (e.g., 4-6, 54,
58—60),while a second point of view (e.g., 28 , 35—37,
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41) considers the occurrence of an increased rate of
energy turnover to be a regulatory component of the
mitochondrjal respiratory rate (see footnote 1). As
indicated below , experimental evidence exists in support
of both viewpoints, although it is not yet clear to
what degree the results from the in vitro systems
studied can be extrapolated to the in vivo situation.
Nevertheless , it should be noted that the studies
relevant to each of the proposed mechanisms have served
to clarify important cellular properties of the brown
adipocyte and are thus of interest beyond their signi f-
icance to in Vivo NST. [For example , brown fa t mito-
chondria appear to have unique permeability character--
istics (see below) making them an interesting model
system for studying proton conductance and conditions
modifying this conductance . By the same token, the
sensitivity of the electrical- and transport properties
of the plasma membrane to adrenergic agents provides a
system for studying mechanisms relating to recogni tion
of extracellular information and its recoding to
appropriate intracellular signals .]

Promulgation of uncoupling as the primary mech-
anism underlying brown fat thermogenesis origina ted
with the finding that mitochondria isolated from thi s
tissue exhibited rapid rates of respiration , low P/O
ratios and lack of respiratory control (see 16, 69 for
review). Although these early experiments suggested
that the mitochondria were not coupled and were ,
perhaps , even incapable of oxidative phosphorylation ,
subsequent studies demonstrated that in the presence of
albumin and purine nucleotides (ATP, ADP , GDP or GTP)
respiratory control could be re—established (16, 69).
The mitochondria could also be recoupled by addi tion of
carnitine and ATP, thus suggesting that the uncoupling
of freshly isolated mitochondria resulted from FFA
bound to the mitochondria and could be reversed upon
mitochondrial oxidation of these FFA . These observations
led to the proposal that NE exerted its calorigeriic
effect by promoting lipolysis and increasing the
intracellular concentrations of FFA which then served
as an uncoupling agent as well as substrate (16).
However the continuing failure to detect significant
changes in intracellular FFA levels during NE—stimulated
brown fat  respiration (2 , 76) is one factor that has
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made questionable the likelihood that FFA regulate
coupling characteristics under physiological conditions.

Recently, the uncoupling hypothesis has been
reformulated by Nicholls (58—60) in terms of Mitchell’s
cheiniosmotic theory of oxidative phosphorylation.
Mitchell has proposed that during mitochondrial substrate
oxidation (represented in figure 3 by the reaction
NADH + -

~
- H~0), protons flow out of the matrix across

the inner mitochondrial membrane (pathway a, Fig. 3)
and in coupled mitochondria , re-enter the matrix via a
route (path c , Fig. 3) linked to the generation of ATP .
If the rate of ATP turnover is low, the rate of proton
flow along path c will also be low (resulting in
decreased ATP synthesis) and thi s in turn will inhibit
flow along pathway a. [In other words, the rate of
oxygen consumption will be dependent on the rate of
ATP synthesis.]

Nicholls has postulated the existence of a second
pathway for proton return (or OH exit, the electrical
equivalent of fl+ entry) to the matrix . This additional
route (path b , Fig. 3), visualized as a channel that
would allow re-entry of protons independent of ATP
synthesis and would thereby provide a means for in-
creased substrate oxidation without an equivalent
enhancement of ATP synthesis, derives from observations
made on isolated brown fat mitochondria subjected to
various incubation conditions. Among such observations
is the finding that uncoupled brown fat niitochondria
exhibit high perrneabilities to a number of ions (in-
cluding protons) and that restoration of respiratory
control (recoupling) by addition of purine nucleotides
and/or albumin is accompanied by a decrease in the
magnitude of the ion conductance (a measure of ion
permeability). Examination of the characteristics of
this proton conductance pathway in isolated brown fat
mitochondria has indicated that: (i) although both
fa tty acid removal and nucleotide addition are needed
for “optimal coupling” , the nucleotide effect differs
from that of albumin and appears to involve interaction
at different membrane sites (58); (ii) the affinity of
binding of the purine nucleotides to the mitochondria
is pH dependent as is their effect  on the proton con-
ductance (less binding and greater conductance being
seen at alkaline pH) (58); (iii) the site to which the
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Fig. 3. Diagra ’ninatio representation of mitochondria l
respiration (NADIi + 11+ -

~~ ~2o~ and oxidative p hos-
p hory lation (ADP + -* ATP + 1120) in terms of the
proton circuits proposed to exist in brown f a t .  in all
3 modes shown (A-C), circuit “a ” represents the path
fo r  the f low of protons out of the matrix during
substrate oxidation; ‘7 ” , the leakag e pathway allowing
protons to re-enter the matrix without driving ATP
synthesis; and “c”, the path f or return via the proton —
translocating-A TP synthetase system. Mode A represents
the resting brown adipocyte where the rates of oxygen
consumption and ATP synthesis are slow and membrane
conductance is hig h (leak is minimal) . Mode B dep icts
the condition of loose coupling (see text) where the
resp iration rate is enhanced and most (but not all .)
proton return is independent of ATP BynthesiB. In mode
C, the rate of oxygen consumption is elevated,
accompanied by an increased rate of oxidative
phosphory lation (modified after Nicholls (58-60)].

nucleotide binds is not sensitive to atractyloside (an
inhibitor of the adenine nucleotide translocase respon-
sible for the exchange of ADP and ATP across the mito-
chondrial membrane), thus suggesting that the binding
site is distinct from the normal pathway for adenine
nucleotide translocation across the inner membrane (58,
59); and (iv) this atractyloside—insensitive binding
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site is on the outer surface of the inner membrane and
has been reported to be a protein with an apparent
molecular weight of 32,000 daltons (60). Observations
as these have led to the proposal that brown fat mito-
chondria possess a proton re—entry (or hydroxyl exit)
pathway through which flow can be regulated by low
concentrations of purine nucleotides and which represents
the mechanism whereby the calorigenic ef f ects of NE are
mediated (58—60 , Fig. 3B) .

However, additional studies are required to
explain how such a mechanism migh t operate in the
intact cell. For example , the plentiful supply of
endogenous intracellular purine nucleotides and the
failure to detect any changes in their levels cor--
related with the thermogenic activity of the brown
adipocyte places in question the regulatory role of
such agents. In recognition of this and the f inding
that the nucleotide binding is pH sensitive and is
competitively inhibited by long chain fatty acyl CoA
molecules, factors such as pH (10) and/or fatty acyl
C0A molecules (5) have been nominated as candidates for
the role of modulator of purine nucleotide binding in
the intact cell. Such possibilities , however , remain
to be experimentally examined for in Vivo conditions.
A fur ther dif f iculty with the hypothesis that a loosening
of mitochondrial coupling represents the primary thermo--
genic event in the activated brown adipocyte is recon-
ciliation of such an event with the observed anti—
calorigenic effects resulting from blockade of the
Na+/K’f membrane pump (see below). Thus, at this point
in time, the extent to wh ich the f indings from isolated
rnitochondrial systems can be applied to the intact
brown adipocyte and the physiological activation of
brown fat thermogenesis are uncertain .

An alternative explanation for the thermogenic
action of NE is the postulation that activation of the
brown adipocyte is accompan ied by an increased intra-
cel lular energy demand (and therefore energy turnover)
which in turn , provides the driving force for the
increased rate of substrate oxidation (represented by
the proton flows diagrammed in Fig. 3C). This idea has
prompted the examination of several energy—requiring
processes over the last 10 years. Some of these re-
actions have been evaluated and deemed quantitatively
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insignificant in terms of their contribution to the
overall thermogenic response (e.g., the futile cycles
involving fatty acid oxidation/resynthesis and t n —
glyceride hydrolysis/re—esterification (69)]. For
others, such as the mitochondrial uptake of Ca++ (33)
or K+ (61), the data are insuf ficient to allow assess-
ment of their involvement in the response of the
intact cell. However , available evidence does point to
at least one energy-requiring process -- namely , the
Na+/K+ transport system across the plasma membrane -- as
playing a significant role in brown fat thermogenesis .

The involvement of this membrane pump in the
thermogenic response was suggested initially by Girardier
et al. (21) following their demonstration that NE
elicited membrane depolarization in cells of the inter--
scapular fat pad. Their in vitro observations have
since been confirmed in a number of laboratories (14 ,
48, 75) and similar changes have also been seen in Vivo
subsequent to electrical stimulation of the nerves
innervating the interscapular fa t pad (42) or to
intravenous injection of NE (15, 42), isoproterenol
(15) or phenylephrine (15) -

This redistribution of ions across the adipocyte
membrane occurs prior to any increase in brown fat
temperature (42) or oxygen consumption (66) and is
accompanied by an altered membrane resistance (34),
decreased intracellular K+ levels (20) and increased
intracellular Na t’ concentrations (20), changes consistent
with the occurrence of enhanced membrane permeability
to ions such as Na+ and ic~. An increased permeability ,
in turn , implies a compensatory enhancement of the
activity of the Na”7K” membrane pump to provide for the
return of the ion distribution to prestimulus conditions ,
a restoration that is indeed observed in vivo (15, 42)
as well as in vitro (20, 66). Thus, associated with
the physiological activation of brown fat therrnogenesis
is an enhancemen t of the activity of the Na+/ICF membrane
pump. (This increased pump activity may be mediated in
part by the altered ion fluxes resulting from the
greater membrane permeability as well as from an
action mediated by cAMP , the latter agent being able to
stimulate the Na+/K~ ATPase act ivity of brown fa t
membrane preparations (39)].
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That the enhanced activity of the Na +/K+ pump doe s
contribute significantly to the theninogenic response of
the brown adipocyte has been inferred from experiments
evaluating the effects  of pump inhibition. Experiments
have shown that addition of ouabain to adipocytes
isolated from hamsters or rats decreases the NE-induced
respiratory response , the magnitude of this depression
averaging about 60% for the hamster cells (35). Coinpar--
able inhibition is observed when pump blockade is
achieved by replacing extracellular NaC 1 with choline
chloride (resulting in removal of one of the substrates
for the transport system) rather than by ouabain
addition (35). Similarly the oxygen consumption elicited
by either isoproterenol or by phenylephrine is diminished
approximately 70% in the presence of ouabain (37). In
view of the finding that the cAMP-induced oxygen con-
sumption is also ouabain sensitive (35), the observed
reduction of the NE response does not appear to be
attributable to inhibition of cAMP synthesis. Further-
more, since ouabain also decreased brown, adipocyte
respiration in the presence of palmitic acid , the
inhibitory effec t of the cardiac glycoside is not
easily explained by an action on lipolysis (35).
Rather , it would appear that the antithermogenic effects
of ouabain result primarily from its in f luence on the
Na4/K’

~ transport system. -

The possibility that the respiratory inhibition
evoked by ouabain [which in isolated rat cells has been
shown to be maximal after 4 m m  of preincubation (28)]
is ancillary to changes in intracellular Na4 and/or
decreased intracellular K+ has been judged unlikely in
view of several observations regarding the system under
study (41) . For example , the anticalorigenic effect  of
pump inhibition occurs regardless of whether intra-
cellular Na4 levels increase or decrease. That is,
pump blockade via ouabain addition (where intracellular
Na4 levels increase) and that achieved by replacing
extracellular NaC1 with choline chloride (thereby
resulting in decreased intracellular Na4 concentrations)
are equally effective in diminishing the adrenergic-
induced respiration (see above). On the other hand ,
both methods of pump inhibition lead to lower values of
intracellular id’, prompting the suggestion that the
respiratory inhibition reflects this ic~ loss (30).

-s
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However , the fact that intracellular 1(~ is also decreased
during NE stimulation of brown fat oxygen consumption (20)
indicates that respiratory inhibi tion does not neces-
sar ily follow a drop in intracellular K4.

These considerations have led to the view that the
respiratory inhibition observed upon pump blockade does
not result from changing Na4 or decreasing K4 levels ,
but rather reflects the fact that the reduced ATP
turnover represents a decrease in the generation of an
intracellular signal able to stimulate mitochondn ial
substrate oxidation. [Consistent with this latter
interpretation is the recent finding that the isoprot-
erenol-induced thermogenesis of the adipocytes is
atractyloside sensitive , although it is not yet clear
to what degree this sensitivity ref lects the inh ibition
of the adenine nucleotide translocase .]

Despite the evidence for the importance of the
Na+/K+ transport system in the therrnogenic response of
the brown adipocyte (e.g., the 60—70% ouabain sensitivity
of the adrenergic-induced respiration), evaluation of
the basis for the pump involvement requires fur ther
study. That is, it has been argued that brown fat
mnitochondnia do not have a suff ic iently active ATP
synthetase to generate the amount of ATP needed to
support the magnitude of the observed NE-evoked respira-
tion (6) ; and although this conclusion may be chal-
lenged 3 , quantitation of the work done by the pump
during adrenergic activation is needed to determine if
the role of the pump is indeed related to its ATP
utilization or to its generation of an intracellular
signal unrelated to the adenylate charge (see below).

Thus , at present, there is a lack of agreemen t as
to the physiological mechanisms responsible for the
heat generation in the activated brown adipocyte.
Studies relevant to two possible explanations [increased
flow over pathway b or c (Fig. 4)] have implicated
events at the plasma membrane as well as at the mnito-
chondrial membrane . In the past, these studies have
been interpreted in terms of either loose coupling or
increased energy turnover , but future work may bring
together these observations with a unifying mechanism .
Such a mechanism , however, must take into account the
dependence of the thermnogenic response on the operation
of the Na ’~/K4 membrane pump . One could visualize the
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Fig. 4. Relationship between the putative mitochon-
dial proton circuits and other cellular components
involved in brown fat therinogenesis. Within the adi-
pocyte mitochondrion, pathway “a” represents the sub-
strate-oxidation-driven proton flow from the matrix, with
the concurrent establishment of a proton gradient across
the inner membrane . The flow of protons back down
their electrochemical gradient over pathway “b” is postu-
lated (58-60) to be independent of ATP synthesis and to
be regulated by signal A acting on protein P located on
the outer surface of the inner membrane [in the intact
cell, the na tur e of signal A is unknown (see text)].
In contrast, during the movement of protons down their
electrochemical gradient over pathway “a”, energy is
conserved in the synthesis of ATP, and flow over this
path is regulated by energy-requiring cellular processes
such as the Na+/K1 pump at the p lasma membrane. These
increased proton flows are accompanied by enhanced
conversion of chemical energy to heat as depicted by
the arrow for heat flow from the cell. The extra-
cellular signal that results in enhancement of the
pro ton flows is norepinep hrine (NE) acting on cx- and
B-plasma membrane receptors.
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coexistence of increased Na4/K~
’ transport activity and

altered coupling if: (i) the degree of loose coupling
were small enough to allow some respiratory control
(37, 41); (ii) the enhanced pump activity were sup-
ported by ATP from substrate (rather than oxidative)
phosphorylation and were necessary to prevent TCA cycle
enzymes (and therefore substrate oxidation) from being
inhibited by increased adenylate charge (30); or (iii)
the pump generated an intracellular signal that resulted
in the loosening of mitochondrial coupling (e.g.,
cytosol alkalinization (10)]. Although these pos—
sibilities are speculative they emphasize the fact that
elucidation of the intracellular mechanisms underlying
the norepinephrine regulation of brown fat  thermnogenesis
requires additional experimentation.

Regulation of muscle thermogenesis: Unlike brown
fat , skeletal muscle does not possess detectable sym-
pathetic innervation . Thus , the source of catechol-
amine available to activate the tissue during cold
exposure is in question. Among the possibilities is
the circulating catecholaznine secreted by the adrenal
medulla and/or the “spill-over” of neurotransmitter
released from the innervation to nearby smooth muscle
cells of the vasculature .

However , regardless of the source of the catechol--
amines, if skeletal muscle is a signif icant contributor
to the NST response of the cold—exposed animal , its
rate of heat production should be sensitive to adrenergic
agents. Such a sensitivity, al though not apparent in
isolated muscle preparations in vitro has been demon-
strated in various in situ hind l imb preparations. For
examp le , in ViVo administration of NE results in increased
oxygen consumption of the isolated rat gracilis anticus
(57) as well as the partly isolated leg muscles of the
cold-acclimated rat (22, 47, 57), the noncold-acclimnated
rat (23), and the dog (64). Although vascular changes
sometimes accompany these adrenergic—induced increases
in oxygen uptake , the results from several studies
indicate that respiratory stimulation can occur inde-
pendently of vascular effects (22, 23, 47 , 57 , 64).
Such findings are consistent with the view that catechol—
amine s stimulate mu scle NST via a direct action on the
target cells (57) - 

~~~~~~~~—---- . .
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Neither the cellular pathway nor the nature of
the receptor whereby NE exerts its calor igenic ef f ects
on skeletal muscle are known . In recent experim ents ,
phenylephr ine was found to be as eff ective as NE and
epinephrine in stimulating the oxygen consumption of
isolated perfused rat muscle preparations (23) while
isoproterenol elicited no such calorigen ic response .
On the other hand , both the cx—blocker phentolamine, and
the B-blocker , propranolol , (at high concentrations)
were able to completely antagonize the NE-induced
response (23). These results were interpreted as
indicating that in contrast to brown fat, the pre-
dominant component of the increased oxygen consumption
of skeletal muscle may be mediated by an cm-adrenergic
pathway . In view of the evidence that the cold-induced
thermogenic response of the intact animal is pr imari ly
a B-adrenergic phenomenon and can be evoked by adrninis
tration of isoprotereriol (46) , the significance of the
cs-induced response in skeletal muscle is not yet clear .
It may indicate that the quant~.tative contribution of
skeletal muscle thermogenesis to that of the intact rat
is relatively small as has been recently suggested by
Foster (18) -

Catechoidmines also appear able to alter skeletal
muscle membrane properties , and at least in some prep-
ara tions , they elicit depolarization (30, 73). For
example , in the anesthetized hamster , intravenous
injection of NE is followed by a small (7—9%) but
significant decrease in potential across the sarcolernina
of the sartorious and gracilis anticus muscles (73).
This depolarization is general ly accompan ied by a
decreased membrane resistance (Teskey, unpublished)
implying a concomitant increase in membrane permeability.
Thus, in these muscles , as in brown fat, NE does evoke
changes in ion distribution. However , the magnitude of
the membrane changes may be smaller in muscle than in
brown fat where , depending on the concentration of NE ,
the potential may fall 40% or more (15, 20 , 42, 75)

In addition to these changes in ion distribution,
catecholamnines also enhance the Na +/K f ATPase act ivi ty
of a sarcolemnrna fraction from rat skeletal muscle (9) -
This enhancement is not mediated by cAMP or phenyl-
ephrine , but rather , may reflect- a structural change in
the membrane resulting from the binding of catechols
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and their orthoquinones (9). In contrast , the reported
catecholainine—induced enhancement of net Na4 eff lux and
K+ influ.x in rat skeletal muscle does appear to be a
specific B-adrenergic response mediated through cAMP
(63)

The relationship of these demonstrated membrane
changes to muscle NST has not yet been established , and
experiments are required to determine if these altera-
tions serve as a trigger for initiating an appropriate
intracellular signal leading to the increased oxygen
consumption and/or as a significant site of heat
production (e.g., via enhanced operation of a membrane
pump). Also requiring further evaluation is the relation-
ship between the known metabolic effects of the catechol-
amines (particularly with respect to the mobilization
of substrate) and the calorigeriic response of the
tissue.

Thus , at present, experimental studies are begin-
ning to focus on a description of the cellular events
associated with the transduction of the extracellular
information carried presumably by the catecholamines to
the intracellular signal effecting NST in the skeletal
muscle.

Regulation of NST in other tissues: Although
other tissues (liver , brain , gut) have been implicated
in the NST resp~nse of cold—exposed rodents, their
contribution to the overall effect has recently been
questioned (18) - Moreover , there is little evidence
suggesting any direct action of catecholamines on the
oxygen consumption of these tissues. In fact , per-
fusion of the rat liver with NE failed to elicit an
enhanced rate of oxygen uptake although glycogenolysis
was stimulated (57). On the other hand , liver oxygen
consumption doe s appear , under certain circumstances ,
to depend on the concentration of substrates in the
blood and on the oxygen supply; and catecholainine-
induced alterations of such parameters during cold
exposure might st imulate t i ssue heat production (57)

IV. CONCLUSION

This review has been concerned with regulatory
nonshivering thermogenic mechanisms in mammals and the
nature of the neural and huznoral agents activating
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these mechanisms . Available data for the two major
thermogenic tissues, brown fat  and muscle , point to
several cellular pathways (in par ticular , altered
mi tochondrial coupling , increased ion transport across
the plasma membrane , and increased ion transport
across the mitochondrial membrane) as potential
contributors to the cold—induced thermogenesis, with
the extent that these events underlie the physio-
logical response being in various stages of evaluation .
By the same token , although the catecholamines clearly
play a central role in the rapid thermal regulation
evoked upon cold exposure , their participation and the
mechanisms mediating their action during the acclimation
process are still being examined , as is the function of
the thyroid hormones in the development and maintenance
of the trophic changes induced by extended periods of
cold . Thus, among the areas meriting further attention
are included : (i) analysis of the interaction of
catecholamines with other agents (e.g., thyroid hormones,
ACTI-1, glucocorticoids, TSH, etc.) in terms of possible
mediation of the responses characteristic of cold
acclimation ; (ii) evaluation of the quantitative con-
tributions of various cellular events to thermogenesis
under in vivo conditions; and (iii) elucidation of the
intracellular pathways involved in signalling the
observed responses to cold exposure.
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FOOTNOTES

1. One way to express the energy status of the cell is
by the phosphorylation potential , defined as the ratio
of: (ATP]/(ADP] [P1]. Alternatively, the value of the
adenylate (or energy) charge of the system can be used
as an indication of its energy status (52), this charge
being equal to the value of: (0.5) ([ADP] + 2[ATP])/
( [AMP ] + [ADP] + [ATPfl . Both ratios reflect the
concept that the concentration of ATP relative to that
of ADP is a measure of the potential of the cell for
supporting ATP-requiring processes, and in tightly
coupled mitochondria regulates the rate of substrate
oxidation (i.e., higher ratios promote lower rates of
substrate oxidation and lower ratios promote higher
oxidation rates). -

2. Shivering is less economical (only 10—15% efficient)
than NST in terms of the heat transferred to the animal
per calorie expended (7). This probably reflects the
fact that the major effectors of NST are further from
the external environment than are the skeletal muscles
associated with shivering and thus less heat is lost
from the sur face of the organi sm during NST.

3. Estimates for the amoun t of ATP synthetase activity
of brown fat mitchondr ia vary depending on the nature
of the preparation (and the degree of biochemical
manipulation). For example , recoupled isolated brown
fat mitochondria exhibit a DNP-stimulated ATPase that
is about 40% lower than that of liver mitochondria (4);
however , whether this dif ference in activity is suf-
ficient to limit the in vivo rate of oxidative phos--
phorylation has not been demonstrated . Recently , crude
sonicates of frozen brown fat mitochondria were reported
to contain only 18% (total activity) of that seen in
similar preparations from beef heart and in more puri-
fied preparations , only 10% of the activity was re-
covered (6) -
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SIGNIFICANCE AND POSSIBLE CENTRAL MECHANISMS OF
THERMOREGtJLATORY THRESHOLD DEVIATIONS IN

THERMAL ADAPTATION

Kurt BrUck and Eugen Zeisberger
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D—6300 Giessen
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ABSTRACT

Threshold deviations for the actuation of the
control processes occur in the course of thermal adapta-
tion. Depending on the relative directions of the
threshold deviations for heat production and heat dis-
sipation, a widening or narrowing of the interthreshold
zone results; this influences precision and economy of
temperature regulation. A downward shift of the threshold
for thermogenesis is the basis of “hypothermic” or “toler-
ance” adaptation. Threshold deviations for thermogenesis
can also be caused by microinjection of noradrenaline
(NA) and an adrenergic alpha-receptor blocking agent
into a “NA-sensitive” area of the anterior hypothalamus,
situated caudally to the “thermoreceptive” preoptic
area. It is assumed that these drugs act on some
interneurons interconnected in the thermoregulatory
integrative system. The activity of these interneurons
appears to be modulated by a catecholaminergic pathway
ascending from the midbrain reticular formation. More-
over, a sustained decrease in shivering threshold can be
evoked in guinea pigs when the peripheral. NA level is
increased by means of NA infusion . This and other
results suggest that a negative feedback mechanism
exists, on the basis of which the cold-adaptive threshold
deviation may be interpreted.
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I . INTRODUCTION

The stability of deep body temperature in homeother-
mic animals and in man is based on the action of a regu—
latory (negative feedback ) system. A central controller ,
thought to be localized in the hypothalam’is, receives
information on the temperature from at lez4st two sites
of the body : from the body surface and from the body
core . Body surface temperature is measured by the
cutaneous thermal receptors, core temperature by receptors
within the preoptic area , the spinal cord and possibly
some other places (22, 42) ; this temperature information
is processed in the central controller . Ef fe ctor signals ,
which are the outcome of this processing , then control
the various effector systems: thermogenesis, vasomotor
and evaporative heat dissipation; behavioral actions are
elicited in a similar way .

For the discussion of the present problem - adaptive
threshold deviation - some fur ther  cybernetic considera-
tions may be useful : In grossly generalized models of
biological thermoregulatory systems the input to the
controller , i .e.  the “ actuating signal ” , “deviation” or
“error signal” , ~x , is the difference between the actual
temperature of the controlled sys tem (or a special site
of it), x, and “reference” or “set” temperature , x0,
which represents the “desired value of the controlled
variable.” The output signals Yj (i = 1, 2 
controlling the var ious ef fector systems may be , in the
simplest case, a linear function of ~x. The output
signals , y1, may not become greater than zero , however ,
before a certain threshold value of the derivative , ~xthor ~xd has been exceeded , as shown in figure 1. Moreover ,
the effectiveness of the system is determined by the “gain ”
(degree of ampl if ication), K. The output signals, y1,

may not only be a fun ction of ~x but also of its f irst
derivative : y = f (i~x , dx/dt ), i.e. the activation of
the effector  system depends on both the magni tude of
temperatur e deviation and the rate of change of tempera-
ture . In other words, the control system possesses the
properties of a proportional (response to magnitude
change) and differential (response to rate change)
control system (PD-Control System).

In a mul tiple input system , each temperature signal ,
x1, might be subtracted from a corresponding reference 

~~~~ - - - --- - -~~~~~~~~ - - - - - - - - - - -~~~~--- --
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signal , x01 ; the di f fe rences , AX 1~ would then be computed
to produce the error signal , ~x. Or the computed tem-
perature signals , Xj, might be subtracted from a common
ref erence signal , x0. It has also been suggested that
an error signal is constituted by the counteraction of
warm and cold receptors. Wi’h a balanced activity
indicating the biological null-point, the error signal
becomes zero and increases when the activity of either
the warm or cold receptors dominates. No def ini te
experimental evidence for the one or the other proposi-
tion is available (for  review see 4 ) .  Furthermore , for
the computation of each output signal , y1, different
actuating signals , ~x1, as computed from special combina-
tions of the temperature input signals , x 1, might be
used . Some experimental evidence for this was obtained
from studies in the guinea pig (11): nonshivering thermo—
genesis (NST) is preferentially determined by skin tern-
perature (Tsk) and hypothalamic temperature (Thy ),
shivering thermogenesis by Tsk and spinal cord tempera-
ture (T9~ ) (cf. Fig. 16).

Since the actuation of an ef fector system , e.g.
NST, is determined by at least two temperatures , body
surface and body core temperature , the threshold condi-
tions for the elicitation of this effector system are
described by a curve in a two dimensional coordinate
system (Fig. 2). Shivering threshold deviations are
then indicated by a shift of this threshold curve as
shown by figure 3. Within a small range of temperature
values the threshold hyperbola.3 (Fig. 2) can be approxi-
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Fig. 2. Threshold curves for shivering and nonshivering
the rmogenesis and for  resp iratory evaporative heat
dissipation as a function of body surface and deep body
temperature. Curve 1: non cold-adapted guinea pigs (11) ,
curve 2: newborn guinea pigs (10). Curve 3 is based on
data from (13 , 23). The shape of curve 3 is inferred
from studies in the rabbit by Stitt (44). At conditions
of therma l neutrality, body temp erature assumes a value
represented by the large filled circle.

mated by a straight line. Hence, the effector action
may be related to a single temperature, a w:!~jhted mean
body temperature , Tb, which is used in some of the
following f igures.

• Physiological adaptation has been defined as the
modification of organs and functional systems , includ-
ing regulatory processes , taking place during prolonged
or repeated action of an environmental stimulus or
stressor (1). Based on the characterization of the
control system given above , adaptive changes in the
therrnoregulatory system may consist of:

1) changes of the capacity for the magnitude of
response of the effector systems
2) changes in threshold (Fig. 1) and gain for
the effector actions
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Fig . 3. Shivering thresho ld curves for  two . group s
of guinea pigs (aged 4 to 8 weeks ) reared from birth
at cold (5° C = o) or warm (28-30°C = .) environmental
conditions. The values were obtained by independent ly
changing tenrperature of the body surface and the
cervical vertebral canal. The diagram shows, fo r
-~,zstance, that at a body surface temperature of 37°C,
shivering beg ins in warm-adapted animals if  the hypo-
thalamic temperature drops below 40°C . In -the cold-
adapted animals, however, shivering does not occur
until hypotha lcinic temperature has reached a value
slightl y be low 39°C. From (11) .

3) changes in the relative sensitivity of the
static (proportional) and dynamic (time deriva-
tive) sensitivity of the control system

It is the adaptive changes in the capacity for
response of the effector systems which has attracted
the greatest interest during the past. Thus, on the
cold side, the development of an additional mechan-
ism of heat production , NST , has been described . An
increase in the maximum sweat rate and in the maximum
skin blood flow rate would be the corresponding
capacity changes on the warm side. The range of
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environmental temperature at which an organism is
able to maintain deep body temperature close to the
value found under thermoneutral conditions (“ toler-
ated ambient temperature range” , (6)] may be consider-
ably extended by capacity adaptation. A conceivable
adaptive change in the dynamic and static sensitiv-
ity of the control system remains to be studied.

Adaptive changes in the threshold temperatures
for the actuation of thermoregulatory responses will
be the subject of the present paper. One way of
viewing these adaptive changes would be as follows:

The threshold temperature curves (Fig . 2) may be
deviated in such a way that the distance between the
heat dissipation and heat production threshold curve is
reduced - this would mean the precision of the regulation
is increased. Under other conditions , however , the
threshold shif t may have the opposite direction and
this will reduce precision of the regulation. The
latter behavior would be the physiological basis for
what is known as “tolerance adaptation” , one example of
which is hypothermic adaptation , as found in cold-
adapted man . Another example is hibernation and torpidi-
ty. Hence the main phenomenon dealt with at this
symposium could be reduced on a basic alteration in the
thermoregulatory system: deviation of the threshold
level for the actuation of cold defense reactions . The
present paper aims to 1) give a survey on the experimen-
tal evidence for the occurrence of thermoadaptive
threshold deviations in animals and man, and 2) show a
possible neurophysiological correlate of such threshold
deviation .

II. ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD DEVIATIONS IN THE GUINEA PIG

A. Heat Production
As shown in figure 3, in guinea pigs reared in

the cold (+5°C) from birth, the shivering threshold
hyperbola was about 1°C lower than in animals reared in
neutral temperatures (28—30°C) (11). In order to inter-
pret these results it must be known that shivering in
the guinea pig is controlled by the combined action of
body surface thermoreceptors and those located in the
cervical part of the spinal cord. Therrnosensors of the
preoptic area influence NST , but with only a slight
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eff ect on shiver ing thermogenesis . Such a shif t in
shivering threshold is not confined to ani:a ls reared
from birth in the cold. In another series of studies
the same deviation was found in anima ls that had not
been exposed to the cold (5°C) until their third month
of life (55). In intermittently cold exposed animals
(12 hr cold exposure per day at 5°C) shivering
threshold was found to be in the range of permanently
cold—adapted (CA) animals (13).

The threshold for NST is found in newborn as
well as adult CA guinea pigs at a temperature level well
above the shivering threshold , as indicated in figure 2.
In the neonate this threshold is somewhat higher than
in CA adult animals (50). In warm-adapted (WA) animals
the maxim um amount of NST is small in comparison with
shivering ; the threshold temperature for NST is -

practically identical with that for shivering (50).

B. Heat Dissipation
The guinea pig enhances heat dissipation by

increasing respiratory frequency up to about 300 per
mm (heat polypnea). Respiratory frequency is deter-
mined by body surface temperature and by the tempera-
ture of the preoptic area and of the spinal cord. It
is for this reason that respiratory rate in figure 4
is related to mean body temperature . If the respira-
tory rate of 200 per m m  is taken - operatively — as
threshold frequency, the threshold is found at a level
more than 1°C lower in CA than in WA animals. By
contrast, animals exposed only intermittently to cold
- 12 hr per day at +5 °C for a period of 4 weeks -
the threshold for heat polypnea is not shifted (Fig. 4).

C. Body Temperature 
-

Deep body temperature (colonic) of CA animals
has been found to be lower than that of WA animals by
0.5-1.0°C at environmental temperatures from 15-30°C
(Fig. 5). Thus one may speak of a set-point deviation
of the controlling system in these animals. By contrast,
the intermittently cold-exposed animals do not seem to
show such set-point deviation .
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D. Biological significance of Threshold
Deviations in the Guinea Pig
A mean body temperature reduction by 1-2°C

would mean a measurable reduction in the metabolic cost
for maintaining a constant body temperature , as may be
seen from the following calculation: mean body tempera-
ture of a guinea pig may be maintained at 39°C while
the ambient temperature is 10°C; this is brought about
by a threefold increase in basal metabolic rate . After
the cold-adaptive set-point deviation , mean body tempera-
ture may be main tained at 37°C under the same ambient
condi tions. The overall temperature dif feren ce between
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Fig . 5. Comparison of colonic temperature in cold-
adap ted and warm-adapted guinea p igs exposed to three
different ambient temperatures. For 22.5°C: 24 hr
mean; for 1.5°C and 30°C: 2 hr mean. Bars indicate
S.E. From (13).

body core and environment is thereby reduced from 29 to
27°C, and this represents a reduction of the metabolic
cost of about 7% or 20% of the basal metabolic rate.
The lower threshold for heat polypnea in CA animals
would be disadvantageous in a warm environment, since
the animals would have to actuate and sustain respira-
tory heat dissipation at a lower body temperature than
in WA animals. In the intermittently CA animals this
disadvantage does not exist. Their mode of adaptation
is characterized by a widening of the “in terthreshold
zone” (Fig. 1), within which neither thermoregulatory
heat production nor respiratory heat dissipation is
elicited. Hence , when intermittently CA animals are
exposed to an environment with fluctuating temperatures
(such as day-night alterations) they can make use of
the heat storing capacity of their body mass to a much
greater extent than permanently CA animals. Thus a
widening of the interthreshold zone provides a basis
for a more economical temperature regulation (7 , 13)
with less water and energy expenditure .

—4
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I I I .  THRESHOLD DEVIATION IN MAN

A. Shivering Threshold Changes in flatural
Adaptation
A number of field studies have indicated that

the shift in shivering threshold -- resulting in hypo—
thermia - may be an essential modification in cold-
adaptation . Thus LeBlanc (30) demonstrated a slight
tendency to hypothermia in a group of soldiers living
for several months in an arctic station-. The most
spectacular example of hypothermic adaptation was dem-
onstrated by Scholander et al. (40) and Harnmel et al.
(21) in a group of Australian aborigines who slept
without any substantial clothing in the open air at
temperatures around +4 °C. These people did not
shiver when their mean body temperature had fallen to
below 34 °C in the morning , while body temperature in
white control s fell  less than in aborigines due to
vigorous shivering . In the Amas, the Korean pearl
divers who are used to diving several hr a day at
water temperatures as low as 10 °C , shivering was found
to occur at much lower temperatures than in controls
(25). The first example of an experimentally produced
hypothermic adaptation was demonstr~ted by Davis (17).
This study was originally designed to demonstrate the
development of NST in man . For this goal , a group of
students was observed over a period of 4 weeks , of
which they spent 8 hr daily in a climatic chamber at
about +8°C, wearing light clothing. NST did not
develop but rectal temperature , heat production and
electrical muscle activity were all reduced at the end
of the study, i .e.  the subjects had developed a hypo-
therm ic type of adaptation .

B. Experimental Adaptation
In several types of studies it was our

intention to systemise the adaptive threshold devia-
tions in man , whereby we tried to answer the following
questions :

1) Is the shift in shivering threshold a cold—
specific adaptate (for this term cf . (1)]; does
cross-adaptation occur?
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2) Are the shivering threshold deviations
coupled with , or independent of, sweating
threshold deviations?

1. Repeated Short-Term Exposures
In a series of studies , shivering thresh-

old deviations were observed in the course of repeated
short cold exposures (9) . The subjects , wearing only
shorts, were exposed to the following thermal conditions:
1) 30 mm at 28°C, 2) followed by a l inear decrease
(0.5°C/mm ) of temperature down to between +5 and -5°C
unless the subject wanted to end the cold—exposure
earlier , and 3) quick rewarming . Such single cold-
exposures were repeated 5 to 7 times over a 1 to 2 week
period . As in the guinea pig , shivering is determined
in man by deep body temperature and mean skin tempera-
ture (

~ sk) ’ which is the average from skin temperatures
of the chest, upper arm , thigh and lower leg. The
weighted mean body temperature (

~
b), which is calcu-

lated from Tsk and deep body (esophageal) temperature
according to the following equation , was used for
threshold determination : Tb = 0.87 Tes + 0.13 Tsk.
In two thirds of the subjects the shivering threshold ,
related either to ambient temperature or to 

~b’ 
was

shifted to lower values (Fig. 6). The oxygen uptake,
the experience of thermal discomfort and the sensation
of cold were also shifted to lower 1b (Fig. 6).
Esophageal temperature was also signif icantly lower in
the environmental temperature range of 0 to 28°C in the
f inal  exposure . The difference amounted to 0.2 to
0 .3 °C , on the average .

2. Endurance Training
In 7 long-distance (42 km or more) runners

shivering threshold was found to be considerably decreased
when compared to those young people who had undertaken
no special training program (2). This di f ference is par-
ticularly pronounced when shivering threshold is related
to a measure of body surface/mass ratio (Fig. 7). The
Tb and esophageal temperature measured at neutral tempera-
ture were found to be lower in long-distance runners.
The sweating threshold , as to be expected , was decreased
in the long-distance runners. By contrast, in the cold.-
adaptation series we did not f in d any change in sweating
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threshold (9). With respect to the shivering threshold ,
cross-adaptation is evoked by the stressors cold and
physical training . Wi th respect to sweating threshold,
however , no such cross-adaptation is produced by the two
stressors.

3. Repeated Heat Exposure
Shivering as well as sweating thresholds

were determined in a series of exposures to di ff erent
temperatures in six resting subjects on six consecutive
days (41). On day one and six the subjects were exposed
to a standard cold test, on day two through five , to a
standard heat test in which Tes reached levels of between
37.5 and 38.0 °C. Shivering threshold related to ~~ was
found to be unchanged in all six subjects on day six
(Fig . 8) .  Sweating threshold , however , was shifted to

Tb and Tes levels of about 0 .3  °C lower on day five in
four of the six subjects (Fig. 8 ) .  Moreover , in the
course of the four heat exposures , the initial and f ina l
Tes decreased by 0 .2  and 0 .25  °C on the average . Due to
this decreased Tes level and the unchanged shivering

Fig. 6. Study in a subject
2OO~ who was’ cold-exposed on

J- ‘— ,, \ six different days. Abbre-

lOO [- viations: Tb = mean weighted

35 36 37°C~ 
body temperatur e; signals

°/oDi scomfort  
b I = cool, II = cold, III

120 very cold. Discomfort means
100 thermal discomfort as sig-

nailed by the subject
80 \ \ , ~~ using a slide—resistor.
60 .Last Exp V02 is oxygen uptake. Note:

40 metabolic rate, cold sen-
sation (signals) as well as

20 ~ the sensation of thermal
_____ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~ 37°C ~ discomfort were shifted to

b lower Tb in the course ofSignals repeated co ld exposures.

______ - - 

From (9) .

35 36 37°C Tb

—
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threshold , the subjects began to shiver sooner in the
second cold test (41) . The results from experimental
manipulation s in man indicate that shivering threshold
deviations as found in the course of cold-adaptation and
after endurance training are not to be considered a
stressor-unspecific modification , and that the inter-
threshold zone, which was found to be extended af ter
intermittent cold-exposure in the guinea pig and in
man , can also be narrowed (af ter  heat exposure) .

C. Summary of Adaptive Threshold Deviations in Man
Figure 9 suirixnarizes the adaptive threshold devi-

ations as observed so far in man. Intermittent cold-
adaptation is an example of a widening of the “inter-
threshold zone”. Intermittent heat-adaptation is an
example of a narrowing of the “interthreshold zone ” .
In long-distance runners both threshold temperatures are
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Fig. 8. Summary of a study
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shifted to lower levels and the deep body temperature at
neutral temperature is shifted to lower values. In this
case one may speak of a set—point deviation of the
control system. There is a major difference between
intermittent heat- and cold-adaptation : In the latter,
tolerance adaptation (hypothermic adaptation) is
possible but the characteristic of intermittent
heat-adaptation is that body temperature is more effec-
tively defended against any tendency to become higher.
A recent study (39) of sojourners in a hot climate
showed tolerance adaptation against heat loads , i.e.
deep body temperature was found to be more than 0.5°C
higher , but no sweating was induced at this tempera-
ture. It appears from this that, depending on the
exposure time or other exposure conditions , qualita-
tively different types of heat adaptation develop. 

--- - - -  _ _  - _ _ _ _ _
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Fig. 9. Schematic survey on the threshold deviations
for the elicitation of shivering and sweating observed
so fa r  i-n man.

D. Biological Signif icance of Threshold
Deviation s in Man
The decrease of sweating threshold temperature

after intermittent heat exposures and endurance training
may be seen as a means of preventing , or at least
retarding , an increase in deep and mean body temperature
to a critical level during exercise or heat exposure .
This can only be a benef it, of course, if the water loss
by sweating can be made up for by ingestion of suff ic ient
water. As mentioned above, a downward shif t of sweating
threshold alone would narrow the interthreshold zone.
Up to a point , this may render temperature regulation
more precise , but beyond that point it could cause 

- - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--—- - - - - - - -
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instability of the regulatory system. One may visual-
ize a situation in which heat and cold loads quickly
alternate , for instance in a vehicle moving from shadow
into sunshine and vice versa . Here sweating and
shivering could be actuated almost sinultaneously.
The concomitant decrease in shivering thr eshold in the
runners may thu s be seen as a means of preventing such
instability . Besides the decreased sweating threshold ,
the lowered resting body temperature (set-point shift)
in the long—distance runners (Fig . 9) is a second
factor which prolongs the time period until a dangerous
body temperature level is reached during heavy exercise
(c f .  2 ) .  The hyperthermic type of heat adaptation
(Fig . 9) would allow people to stay quite a while in
the heat without losing a great amount of water by
evaporation . This can only be advantageous , of course ,
in a thermally non-uniform environment with respect to
time or space which provides the possibility of giving
off the stored heat. The same would be true for the
hypotherinic type of cold-adaptation as demonstrated
above .

IV. A POSSIBLE NEUROP HYSIOLOG ICAL CORRELATE OF
THRESHOLD DEVIATION

The following mechanisms may be discussed as pos-
sibly underlying the observed adaptive threshold devia-
tions in man and animals:

1) Alteration in the func t ion  of cutaneous cold
receptors.
2) Functional alteration of internal thermosensor s.
3) A change in some non—thermosensitive central
neurons which are determinants for the asymptotes
of the hyperbolas which characterize the relation
of the threshold curves to the body temperature
(c f .  Fig. 3)

In studies in cats adapted to +5 °C , no indication
of a functional change in facial  cutaneous thermorecep-
tors was obtained (22). No results are yet available
which demonstrate a conceivable adaptive change in
internal therinosensitivity. A numbe r of results are
available , however , which speak in favour of the third
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possibility. They are all based on the observation
that intrahypothalamic ( i .h . )  injection of NA may cause
changes of the threshold temperatures for thermoregula—
tory metabolic reactions which resemble those found in
the course of cold-adaptation (Sections II and I I I ) .
The neurophysiological analysis of this NA e f f ec t  will
be described in the following sections.

A. Thermo- and NA-Sensitive Area of the
Hypothalamus
By means of simultaneous implantation of 4

sets of probes into di f ferent  f rontal  planes of the
upper brainstem ( 5 2 ) ,  it was possible to distinguish
between a NA-sensitive and a thermo-sensitive area (53,
5 4 ) .  The sets of probes consisted of 2 electrodes for
radio-frequency heating , a therrno-couple and a guide
cannula for the microinjection of NA. As shown in
f igure  10 , oxygen uptake , which was increased by
external cooling (ambient temperature 21 .5 °C , which is
a relatively low temperature for the restrained and
outspread NB guinea pig) could be almost totally
suppressed by local heating of plane III (preoptic
area) but not of planes II and I. Heating of plane IV
caused a con comitant increase in the temperature of
plane III  and this may have caused a small inhibitory
effect  produced by heating plane IV .

On the other hand , microinjection of NA (1 pg in
1 ~l) was only effective when made in plane II , i .e.
caudally to the therrnosensitive preoptic area. When
injected under thermoneutral conditions (3C°C), the
ef fec t  of NA is to increase oxygen uptake , either by
evoking shivering or NST , or both .

B. E f fec t  of i .h .  Microinjection of NA on
the Thresholds for Shivering and NST
For the determination of thresholds for shiv-

ering and NST , the temperatures are recorded from tne
sites of those receptive areas which control either
shivering (body surface and spinal cord) or NST (body
surface and preoptic area) (10 , 11, 12) . After  i .h .
microinjection of NA the threshold temperatures for
shivering and NST increased (Fig.  11) . A s can be seen ,
the temperature pairs before injection are situated
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very close to the threshold curves determined in
previous studies .

C. E f f e c t  of i .h. Injection of an Alpha-
receptor Blocking Agent
The f i rs t  indication that NA may natural ly

occur at the sites where its microinject ion had caused
effects  on the thermoregulatory system was obtained
from a series of studies (56) in which an alpha-
receptor blocking agent , phentolamine , was injected
into plane II (Fig. 10) of the hypothalamus. Depend-
ing on the dosage, shivering threshold was decreased ,
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guinea p igs. The hyperbo las indicate average threshold
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From (53).

i.e. an effect opposite to that produced by NA injec-
tion was obtained (Fig. 12). It was suggested by
this result that special interneurons are located in
plane II, the membranes of which contain adrenergic
alpha-receptors.
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E. Catecholaminergic Pathway Proj ection to
the Hypothalamic NA-sensitive Area
The above—described results suggest that there

is a NA pathway projecting to the area II (Fig. 10); the
terminals of this pathway would make synaptic contacts
with the interneurons determining the threshold for
shivering and NST. It has been assumed that such a
pathway may be part of the system of ascending catechol-
aminergic pathways (ACP) described on the basis of
fluoroscopic studies (16, 47). In order to substantiate
this concept, a series of studies were conducted in
guinea pigs using 2 sets of implanted probes, one in the
hypothalamic area II (Fig. 10), the other in the midbrain;
the latter consisted of a special multipolar electrode
which allowed bipolar stimulation in four different
depths of the brainstem (45). As shown in figure 14
electrical stimulation of a point in the midbrain
increased oxygen uptake and the temperature of the brown
adipose tissue (indicating NST), and evoked shivering.
Thus such electrical stimulation produced the same
effects seen after NA injection at neutral temperature.
With repeated stimulation the effect vanished but could
be restored by an i.h. injection of NA (Fig. 15,
series A). These results are interpreted as due to a
temporary depletion of NA stores in the terminals subse-
quent to the relatively long-lasting high frequency
stimulation (for stimulating parameters see (45)]. The
NA injection is thought to cause replenishment of the
NA store in the terminals. The effect of electrical
stimulation can be totally abolished by the adrenergic
alpha-receptor blocking agent phentolamine (Fig. 15,
series B).

In another series of studies , horseradish per—
oxidase (HRP) was injected through the guide cannula into
area II of the hypothalamus to demonstrate, by means of
a retrograde labelling, the presumed catecholaminergic
pathway projecting to the hypothalamus (35). In these
studies, relatively large karyocytes were labelled in an
area of the midbrain reticular formation identical to
that electrically stimulated in our studies described
above. Furthermore, it was possible, using the fluoro-
scopic method, to demonstrate in this reticular forma-
tion NA-containing karyocytes that had the same shape
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Fig . 13. Changes of shivering threeho ld tempera tures in
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guinea pigs after intrahypothal amie microinjection of
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~ig in 1 u l)  or phentol conine (20 iig in
2 L rl ) . Adapted from (5~5) .

D. Effects of NA and Phentolaxnine in
Relation to State of Adaptation
Further evidence that hypothalamic catechol-

amines are determinants of thermoregulatory thresholds
was obtained from the following experimental results
(55). In WA animals in which the shivering threshold
is found at higher temperatures than in CA animals,
i.h. NA had no effect on shivering threshold; in CA
animals, however, it shifted the shivering threshold
upwards to the level normally found in WA animals
(Fig. 13). Reversely, i.h. microinjection of phentol-
amine (20 iig) shifted the shivering threshold of WA
animals downwards to a level found normally in CA
animals; in CA animals this dosage had no effect.
Only with a larger dosage could shivering threshold
be shifted in both WA and CA animals to a level below
that found in CA animals.

7 . .  --— -. - .
~~
--—-

~~.
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and size as those labelled by HRP (34). Thus there is
now physiological and morphological evidence for assuming
the existence of a pathway projecting from the midbrain
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~•

Phento lamine NA
-10

1 2 3 /. 5 6
Electrical Stimulation in lower brainst.m

Fig. 15. Comparison of the effects of brain stem
stimulations repeated at intervals of ca. 30 minutes
on the increase of oxygen uptake in two groups of
guinea pigs. The broken line representing the first
series (A) of 9 experiments in 9 animals shows the
reBtoration of the fading effect of repeated electrical
stimulation by intrahypotha lconic noradrena line injection.
The solid line representing the second series (B) of 10
experiments in 10 animals shows the inhibitory effect
of intrahypotha lconic microij ection of phento lamine .
The vertica l bars indicate the S.E. M. Fr om (46) .

reticular formation to hypothalamic neurons which play
a role as interneurons in the thermoregulatory system.

F. A Neurophysjoloqjcal Model of Temperature
Regulation and Adaptation
The experimental results described in the fore-

going paragraphs are summarized in a neuronal model de-
picted in figure 16. This model essentially consists of
external and internal therrnoreceptors , some effector
neurons which govern the effector systems of the temper-
ature regulatory system and some inhibitory interneurons
which are inevitable in explaining the inhibitory effect
on the metabolic effector systems of the warm receptors
in the spinal cord and preoptic area. Thus this model

I
7 .  . .•  - __________ - . - . -_____
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Fig. 16. A neuronal model of the central integrative
parts of the temperature control system. PA = preoptic
area , AH = anterior hypothalamus, PH posterior hypo-
thalcanus, WI? = warm receptors, CR = cold receptors ,
NST = nonehivering thermogenesis. The dashed line
pointing to neuron 2 indicates the minor influence of
preoptic sensors on shivering in comparison with NST in
the guinea pig. For further explanation see text.

expresses the generally accepted view that cold defense
reactions are actuated and sustained by the action of
peripheral cold receptors and inhibited by deep body
warm receptors; heat dissipation reactions, on the
other hand, would be actuated and sustained mainly by
internal warm receptors (and supported by cutaneous
warm receptors) and inhibited by peripheral cold recep-
tors (3, 12, 22, 38). The ACP described in section
IV.E. would make synaptic contact with the interneurons
nos. 1 and 2. On the basis of rnicroiontophoretic
studies, it must be assumed that NA has an inhibitory
postsynaptic action (18, 26, 28). In particular, Jell
(28) demonstrated go-called “warm—responsive NA-depressed
neurons”. The latter could be represented by interneurons
nos. 1 and 2 in our model. The action of the ACP would
then consist in inhibiting the interneurons flog. 1 and
2, thereby suppressing the inhibitory activity on the
effector neurons. Shivering and NST could then be evoked
with less drive from the cutaneous cold receptors, i.e.

I
-—

~

- - -~~~~~~- - - -
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at a higher skin temperature. In other words, the
threshold for shivering and NST is shifted to a higher
temperature.

It is to be noted that the ACP is by no means
identical with the antero—lateral pathway (spinal thalamic
tract) conveying the thermal information from cutaneous
thermoreceptors to the diencephalon. This can clearly
be derived from the following facts:

1) As mentioned above, NA acts as an inhibitory
transmitter. If NA were the transmitter of the
antero-lateral system, it should inhibit shivering
and NST but the opposite was shown to be true.
2) There are some indications that 6-hydroxydop-
amine (6-OHDA ) destruction of the noradrenergic
terminals in the hypothalamus does not interrupt
the cold defense reactions on external cold expo-
sure (5). This is not what would be expected if
the thermo—afferent pathways contained noradrener-
gic synapses.

We believe that the ACP depicted in figure 16 is
to be seen as a system comparable to the ascending reticu-
lar activation system (ARAS), which is known from studies
by Moruzzi and Magoun (36), to determine the state of vigi-
lance. The ACP described here would adjust the autonomic
control on the state of vigilance as determined by the
ARAS, and on special environmental conthtions. For the
latter action one would have to assume further that the
ACP is controlled by cortical elements (possibly of the
linthic system) whose function is influenced by prolonged
exposure to thermal stress. On the basis of studies
reported in the following section, it also seems possible
that long-term change in activity of the ACP is brought
about by a change in the peripheral catecholamine level.

V. INTER-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERIPHERAL AND
CENTRAL NA

As shown in figure 13, the sensitivity of the hypo-
thalamic plane II to NA injection is higher in CA and NB
than in WA guinea pigs, while the sensitivity to phentol-
amine is the opposite. These results suggested that the
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activity of the ACP and , consequently, the concentration
of the transmitter (NA) at postsynaptic sites in the hypo-
thalamus is normally higher in WA than in CA or NB animals.
In other words, the postsynaptic receptive sites in the
hypothalamic area of the WA animals appear to be already
saturated by endogenous NA and this may be the reason that
the WA animals do not respond to the microinjection of
exogenous NA. At first glance it is di ff icult to conceive
that the hypothalamic release of catecholainines should be
reduced in CA animals, since their peripheral release of
catecholainines is known to be considerably increased (for
lit, see 24).

To judge from the shivering threshold temperatures ,
the hypothalamic release of NA should also be reduced in
NB animals (Fig. 13). Accordingly, the whole—brain NA
concentrations are reported to be about 15-30% of the
adult levels in the NB rat and 20—40% in the NB mouse.
Adult brain NA concentrations are reached at the age of 4
weeks in the mouse and 6 weeks in the rat. In the guinea
pig, which is born at an advanced stage of maturity, the
brain NA concentration amounts to about 80% of the adult
level, reaching adult concentrations at the age of 1-2
weeks (for lit, see 29). The peripheral release of NA
seems to be increased in neonates, according to data from
human neonates where the excretion of uninetabolized NA in
urine amounts to about 80 ng/kg’h at an ambient temperature
of 33°C (neutral temperature) and 180 ng/kg.h under cold
exposure to 24°C (43). These values considerably exceed
the adult NA excretion which does not amount to more than
30 ng/kg.h (19).

Thus the neonates not only have a similarly low
shivering threshold temperature as CA animals, but they
also have the same reciprocal relationship between
central and peripheral NA levels. Here the question
arises as to whether the high peripheral levels of NA
reduce the activity in the ACP by some negative feedback
action, resulting in a lowered hypothalamic NA level
and a decrease in shivering threshold temperatures. In
order to substantiate this hypothesis, a series of
studies was performed in which the peripheral NA level
was elevated by i.m. infusion and the effect of this
manipulation on shivering threshold was studied (49).
WA animals were used for these experiments as they
presumably have a high hypothalamic NA level whereas

- - - ~~~~~~~ - - - .  - - -
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changes to cooling in a warm-adapted guirwa pig showing
the reduced metabolic response to cooling after an
intramuscular noradrenaline infusion. From (5?) , by
permission S. Karger AG, Base 1.

the release of catecholamines in the periphery is
reduced. Figure 17 shows an example of such experiments.
In the first part of the experiment the animal started
to shiver immediately after the beginning of the
control cooling at relatively high threshold tempera-
tures. During the cooling period the animal used 723
ml more oxygen than at neutral ambient temperature.
During the peripheral NA infusion, the cooling was
repeated and the animal started to shiver at the end of
the cooling period at lower body temperatures and used
only 98 ml more oxygen than at neutral temperature.

The lowering of threshold temperatures for shivering
during peripheral NA infusion in 10 WA animals is
summarized in figure 18. Remarkably the shift in
shivering threshold temperature which developed during
the course of the infusion persisted for at least two
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hr after the end of the infusicn (Fig. 20). With a dose
of 1.3 mg/kg’h the shift of shivering threshold amounted
to 1.2°C (Tb

) on average. In order to find out whether
the shift was induced by a mechanism specifically
mediated by NA , another series of studies was performed
in which adrenaline (A) was infused into the muscles of
a comparable group of WA guinea pigs. Figure 19 shows
an example of such an experiment. In contrast to NA ,
comparable doses of A (1.4 mg/kg’h) did not decrease the
threshold temperature for shivering. Figure 20 compares
schematically the changes in shivering threshold
temperature evoked in two groups of WA animals by i.m.
infusion of NA or A. In contrast to NA , A infusion
increased the response to cold exposure and the shiver-
ing threshold temperature. The interval between the
onset of cooling and the beginning of shivering is
shorter in the A-infused group than in the NA--infused
group. Similarly the time period during which the
animals continue to shiver after increasing the ambient
temperature to 31°C is longer in the A-infused and
shorter in the NA-infused group. These time changes
are another indicator of the changes in the shivering
threshold. With even higher doses of NA (6 mg/kg.h)
it was possible to decrease the shivering threshold
temperature by 2.5°C on average and this shivering
threshold shift outlasted the end of the infusion at
least 5 hr. With regard to the high doses of infused
NA and A it must be taken into account that most of
the intramuscularly infused NA is probably metabolized
very rapidly; only a small fractior may reach the
receptors. As judged from data on NA excretion
reported by Leduc (32), the peripheral release of
endogenous NA during severe cold exposure in the rat
can amount to about 1/10 of the infusion dose used in
our experiments (for calculations see 24). We assume
that it is possible to cause the shivering threshold
temperature to shift with doses of NA similar to the
NA released endogenously under cold exposure, but it
takes longer for the shift to develop. On the basis
of these studies, we suggest that a high peripheral
NA level reduces the NA release at the hypothalamic
synapses of the ACP. One can only speculate about
the nature of this negative feedback mechanism at
present. The signals from peripheral baroreceptors
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and chemoreceptors might be involved (37). On the
other hand, it does not seem impossible that exces—
sively high plasma NA concentrations may overcome
the blood-brain barrier at special sites, e.g. in
the area postrema , and act directly on the nerve
cells in the brain stem. The same effect could be
obtained if some metabolites of NA , even at lower
concentrations, could pass the blood-brain barrier.
The existence of a negative feedback mechanism between
the peripheral and central NA levels is supported by
findings of an increased NA turnover rate in the hypo-
thalamus after adrenalectomy (20) and in the hypothalamus
and lower brain stem after chemical sympathectomy with
6-OBDA (for review see 29). On the other hand, a
decreased NA turnover rate in the brain has been found
after acute elevation of the blood pressure in the rat
(27), which is closely related to the, increase in peri-
pheral plasma NA concentration (14). The negative
feedback hypothesis would also explain the original
observations of Cannon et al. (15) on the responses of
surgically sympathectomized cats to cold. These cats
shivered violently , more than intact cats, when exposed
to cold. It is possible to imagine that the decrease
of peripheral NA level induced by sympàthectomy removed
the inhibition of shivering. An increase in shivering
after chemical sympathectorny can also be inferred from
recent experiments performed by Leduc (33). Both. CA
and non-acclimatised rats sympathectomized with 6—OHDA
could produce as much heat as sham-operated rats, or
even more when exposed to 6°C. Since - the non-acclimated
rats could not increase their oxygen uptake in any other
way than by shivering, it is clear that the higher values
of oxygen uptake in sympathectomized rats , compared with
sham-operated animals, must be caused by the increase in
shivering activity.

VI . A TENTATIVE BASIC CONCEPT OF COLD-ADAPTATION

Cold-adaptation is a complex process which appears
to occur in several steps. Deviation of shivering
threshold seems to belong to the early changes in this
process. This shivering deviation quickly follows the
acute response to cold exposure. In man (see 111.8.1)
a few consecutive cold exposures are sufficient to
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develop shivering threshold deviations. An essential
feature of the acute cold exposure is the activation
of the peripheral sympathetic system. The NA liberated
from the sympathetic system reduces the heat loss due
to peripheral vasoconstriction and also induces the NST
in NB and CA animals. In WA animals (or in adult man)
that do not possess the ability to produce heat without
shivering, NA can promote the shivering activity by mobi-
lisation of substrates for muscular contractions. During
cold exposure, the amount of NA liberated peripherally
probably exceeds the capacity for its metabolic destruc-
tion. This would explain the high excretion rates of
unmetabolized NA during the early phase of cold-adaptation.
Due to the accumulation of incompletely metabolized NA ,
suppression of the activity in the ACP of the lower brain
stem can be induced. As a consequence, shivering thresh-
old shifts to a lower mean body temperature. The animal
is thus able to maintain the controlled variable (mean
body temperature , cf. 11, 12) at a decreased level with-
out shivering being activated: this is the hypothermic
stage of adaptation. In the space of tjme following,
brown adipose tissue and NST develop in small animals
under the stimulation of the increased NA (and thyrox-
ine) level (31). As the threshold temperatures for NST
are well above those for shivering (Fig. 2), there is a
tendency to re—establish normothermia~ Whether or not
complete norrnothermia is reached depends on some addi-
tional factors , in particular on the time course of
cold exposure (see III.C.). In any case, shivering
threshold remains decreased ; this is to -be expected as
the peripheral catecholamine concentration is maintained
at a high level under continuous cold exposure. In a
further period lasting several months , body insulation is
improved (e.g. by growth of fur). Now the peripheral
release of catecholamines is reduced and shivei~ :ng
threshold returns to its normal level, thereby establish-
ing a normothermic phase of adaptation.

- 
- The fact that the heat dissipation threshold can be

shifted independently of the threshold for heat produc-
tion in man (Fig. 9) as well as in guinea pigs suggests
that there are two distinguishable neuronal networks in
the hypothalamus which are concerned with the adjustment
of the thresholds for heat production and heat dissipa-
tion, respectively. This concept is supported by recent
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stimulation and coagulation studies which led to the

conclusion that the thermointegrative structures control-

ling heat polypnea are located in a more rostral part of
the hypothalamus than the integrative structures for the

control of shivering (48). The effect of NA or any other
putative central transmitter on heat dissipation thresh-

old in CA and WA guinea pigs remains to be studied.
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ABSTRACT -

In order to study the problem of adaptation to
cold in men, it is necessary to try to relate human
studies to the work which has been done on laboratory
animals. Numerous investigations on the white rat
suggest two types of adaptation to cold:- one produced
by Continuous Exposure to Moderate Cold (CM), the other
by Intermittant Exposure to Severe Cold (IS). By the
first method , the animals develop a non-s1~ivering
therxnogenesis which is related to a hypertrophy of the
brown adipose tissue and an enhanced response to nor—
adrenaline. With the second method, the response to
noradrenaline remains unmodified. In humans, adaptation
to CM is probably non—existant . In the Australian
aborigines, the Kalahari bushmen and the Ama, although

- shown to shiver less than the white subjects, there is
no evidence that non—shivering thermogenesis exists.
On the other hand IS are frequently experienced by
humans. To quantify adaptation to IS, the responses of
the autonornic nervous system to immersion of the hand
in cold water and to blowing of the face by cold wind
are measured. Adaptation to IS is characterized by a
decreased sympathetic response, a diminution of pain
sensation and an enhanced parasympathetic activity. It
is interesting to note that similarities exist in
hypothermic and autonomic responses between hibernators
and non-hibernators adapted to cold: the night torpor
of the aborigines and the decline in sympathetic activity
and the increase of parasympathetic activity are examples.
Exposure to cold produces shivering which is non-
economical and mentally disturbing . In all animal
species, adaptation to cold is manifested by a diminution
of shivering and of cold pain sensation.
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Various animal species have adapted to extremes of
environmental conditions. Survival of Arctic mammals
is made possible primarily through improved capacity
for heat preservation provided by abundant fur and
subcutaneous fat. This is particularly true for larger
animals. Some animals cannot tolerate very cold tempera-
tures because the larger surface area per unit of
body mass in these smaller animals contributes to
greater heat dissipation. Similarly, naked man , because
of poor insulation, is very much at the mercy of cold
temperature. The development of clothing and shelter
proved sufficient for human beings to live comfortably
even in colder regions of the earth. Independent of
specific characteristics for tolerance to cold, all
species seem to be able to improve their resistance
through various mechanisms.

Figure 1 summarizes globally the perception and
the reactions to stimulation by cold. The zone of
induction deviates slightly from the comfort zone.
This zone is well tolerated and represents an increased
heat preservation through vasoconstriction. The reaction
zone is where adaptation takes place. Depending on the

Zoos COLD STIMULATION Conditions

Induction / 
i I ~~ 

Moómt. c.M
[vssoc.nstrictisn ij ‘~isiig Iut d iscomfs rt l .1
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~ 7 \ \ 
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~~~~~~~

Rs .ction 
_ _ __ _ _  

______
Zoos I [t~k..c.d heal pr.duc .

ti es sod p,11sfv .tsu 
heel due

______ _____ 

S.vsrs cold
Enhsuatlsn 1FdutI!~!J r~I11 _________ _________ ol

Zeus Ioe~ dursties

Fig. 1. Responses of the organism to ool4 stimulation
as affected by the duration and the severity of the
exposure. 
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type of exposure, various kinds of adaptation will
develop. The cold environment is perceived differently
on both duration of exposure and intensity of the
stimulation. Various studies performed on laboratory
animals suggest two types of adaptation (Fig. 2) (11 ,
12, 14, 15). One resulting from Continuous Exposure to
Moderate co ld (CM) and the other from Intermittent
Exposure to Severe cold (IS). The prolonged exposure
produces shivering initially and , as it will be discussed ,
adaptation that results from it is metabolic. The
short exposure does not necessarily produce shivering
but is painful especially on extremities and face and
the adaptation that is observed is cardiovascular. In
these two types of adaptation, the conscious disturbances
which are experienced are 1) shivering which is disturb-
ing and metabolically non-economical and 2) pain which
may become quite stressful. Shivering and pain are the
two perceptions which adaptation tends to alleviate.
The different mechanisms by which these two types of
adaptation (CM and IS) are produced will be discussed
but it can be said immediately that the distinction
between CM and IS adaptations has been proven to be real
and useful at the same time.

A pieliminary brief description of studies on
laboratory animals will help clarify the problem of
adaptation to cold in humans. Rats exposed for a few
weeks at 6°C show a remarkable increase in haat production
capacity which enables these adapted animals to withstand
temperatures as low as -35°C compared to -18°C for non-
adapted animals. A major break-through in the field of

Fig. 2. Pro longed expo-
sure to moderate cold p ro-
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cold physiology was the discovery by Carlson and Hsieh
(4) of a marked increase in sensitivity to noradrenaline
in cold adapted animals (Fig. 3). This finding reported
some 20 years ago has stimulated extensive research on
the role of the autonomic nervous system in cold adap-
tation. Concomitant with this increased sensitivity to
noradrenaline , it was found that the secretion of this
hormone is significantly increased in cold exposed
animals (7, 20) (Fig. 4). These results suggested that
the increased secretion of noradrenaline, observed in
cold adapted animals, produces an enhanced response to
this amine and this might prove to be an important
factor in cold adaptation. This hypothesis proved to
be true since daily injections of noradrenaline to
animals kept at room temperature (26°C) significantly
increase the response to noradrenaline and also improved
tolerance to cold (Fig. 5) (8, 13, 14, 15). Similar
results were obtained with isoproterenol, a beta receptor
agonist, indicating the importance of beta receptor in
adaptation to cold (Fig. 6) (16). It is also important
to note that, as these changes are taking place, shivering
is gradually replaced by non shivering thermogenes.~.s
and this is the important characteristic of CM type of

25OO~~~~~~

~ 2OOO Fig. 3. Effect of
noradrena line on oxy-

-
~~~ Contr ol gen consumption of

I 0-0 cold-ado pted normal and cold
adapted animals
sh yv~~r the
increased response

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _— , caused by adaptation
4 p (4).
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adaptation. IS type of adaptation is different. The
animal is placed in the cold for short periods of time
5 to 10 minutes but at colder temperatures (—5 to
-20 °C ) .  The exposure is repeated at hourly intervals
for a total 8 times in one day for 2 days. In all, the
animals are placed about 3 hours in the cold and this
represents very little shivering (11, 12). However,
the degree of discomfort and pain is certainly high at
these very low temperatures. This procedure also
results in improved tolerance to cold as seen in figure
7. The mechanisms by which IS adaptation is acquired
would seem to differ from those responsible for CM
adaptation. Indeed the response to noradrenaline which
was shown to be increased with CM adaptation, remains
unchanged with IS adaptation (Fig. 8) (14).

What happens in humans? It has been said that man
is a tropical animal. This can only mean that without
clothing or shelter, we could only live comfortably in
tropical zones; it could not mean that we cannot adapt
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Fig. 7. Improved tolerance to cold resulting from
repeated short exposures to severe cold (11 , 12) .

to cold temperatures. The question is to ask whether
CM or IS types of adaptation are possible in man.
Concerning CM adaptation, it would seem that very few
populations really experience shivering for any length
of time. The only three groups that can be cited are:
The Australian aborigines (23), the Kalahari bushmen
(3) and the Ama, the women divers of Korean Peninsula
(22). Their responses to a standard cold test were
compared to those of white subjects. Figure 9, 10 and
11 show a common behavior in all these groups. The
response of the white subjects is characterized by
shivering which contributes to maintain body temperature
at a constant level throughout the test. In the adapted
groups, an absence of shivering was noticed and this
results in a slight fall of body temperature. In a
sense, their reaction is comparable to a sort of
overnight torpor from which recuperation is readily
obtained when the atmosphere warms up at sunrise. As
was observed, this suppression of shivering allows
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these populations to sleep which was impossible for the
control subjects. These results -a-re comparable to
those observed in laboratory animals. Indeed adaptation
to prolonged exposure to cold results in a decrease in
shivering which is the cause for discomfort in this
case. We have no evidence that shivering is replaced
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by non—shivering thermogenesis in humans; in the present
experiment, it is not; increased heat production does
not take place and a slight fall in body temperature is
observed. In laboratory animals, shivering is being
replaced by non-shivering heat production. It must be
emphasized here that the test on humans produces an
increase of only 10 to 15% in oxygen consumption whereas
the one for laboratory animals is of the order of 200%.
As a consequence, when shivering disappears in the rat,
it has to be replaced by another mechanism for heat
production otherwise irreversible hypothermia would
rapidly set in. Figure 12 illustrates these findings
and permits an analogy between hibernators and non-
hibernators with regard to their ways of resisting and
adapting to a cold environment. In all cases, shivering
disappears. In non-hibernators exposed to moderate
cold , non-shivering therrnogenesis gradually develops
under the control of noradrenaline. Facing less severe
cold expsoure, as in the three groups of humans just
described, no extra heat is produced and slight hypo-
thermia sets in. In hiberrtators, the responses are the
same as in the humans with the difference that the
degree of hypothermia is much more pronounced. These
results do not mean that non-shivering thermogenesis
could not develop in humans; on the contrary, indirect
proof to that effect was obtained by some researchers
(2, 5). Direct evidence will be difficult to obtain
since there are no groups of humans that are exposed to
temperatures as demanding as those used for laboratory

Abori gin~~~ ~
Bushmen 

Fig. 12. - Effect of adaptation

~N.s ads Ptedj ~ on body temperature and oxygen
eOlecte f consumption upon exposure to

—- - . A dept sties 
___________________
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animals. In other words, for humans and possibly for
many animal species living under natural conditions,
the limits of their adaptative possibilities are not
attained.

The best proof of this is found in the Eskimo.
One might think that if adaptation to cold exists, it
should certainly be found most developed among this
population. This is far from reality. When tested in
a cold room, they shiver as much as control subjects
(1). The reason for, this is that the Eskimos have
developed proper clothing and shelter to protect them-
selves adequately. For my part, I have never seen an
Eskimo shivering. On the other hand, living in the
Arctic and even in moderate climate zone implies frequent
exposures of the face and of the extremities to various
combinations of temperature and wind. In other words,
we are generally much more exposed to Intermittent
Exposure of Severe cold than to Continuous exposure of
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Fig. 13. Responses to a standard cold exposure of
Gaap~ fishermen and control subjects (9).
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Moderate cold. Another example which illustrates this
situation is that of the Gasp~ fisherman. They immersed
their hands for long periods in water varying between 0
and 10°C. When tested for metabolic adaptation , it was
found that they shiver even more than the control
subjects and their average skin temperature was higher
(Fig. 13) (9).

We then proceeded to look for evidence of IS
adaptation in humans by measuring the responses of both
branches of the autonomic nervous system. Immersion of
the hand into cold water causes an activation of the
sympathetic as evidenced by an increase in systolic and
diastolic blood pressure and by cardiac acceleration.
Cold wind blown on the face produces the same effect on
blood pressure but at the same time causes a reflex
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Fig . 14. Blood pressure responses to inunersion of one
hand into cold water (5°C) and to a cold wind (0°C
with 40 mph wind) b lown on the face (17). 
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bradycardia of vagal origin (Fig. 14, 15, 16 (17)].
Both these tests were used to test the sympathetic and
parasympathetic activity of various populations. The
sympathetic response was shown to be very significantly
reduced in both Eskimos and Gasps fishermen (Fig. 17,
18, 19) as well as in mailmen in the region of Quebec
when tested at the end of the winter (Fig. 20) (18), or
in the student population after a series of repeated
exposures (Fig. 21 (10)]. The results on the bradycardia
of cold face exposure show in general an activation of
the response (Fig. 19 (19)1. Thus while the activity
of the sympathetic nervous system is decreased with IS
adaptation that of the parasympathetic seems to be
increased in some cases. The decline in sympathetic
response observed in adapted subjects has always been
found to parallel a decrease in the subjective evaluation
of the pain caused by cold stimulation (19).

The responses of adapted human subjects are in a
way comparable to those of animals entering hibernation.
In both cases, the activity of the sympathetic is

1: 0~
72. Q—O face~~~$t

x 68 . .

• • 1 •

TIME IN MINUTES

Fig. 15. Heart rate responses to imnersion of one
hand into cold water (5°C) and to a cold wind (0°C with
40 mph wind) b lown on the face (1?).
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FACE TEST
Fig. 16. Il lustration of the marked brad ycardia observed
in some subjects submitted to a cold face test (17) .
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Fig . 17. Blood pressure responses of Gasp â fishe rmen
and of control subjects to a cold hand test (1?) .
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Fig. 18. Comparison of b lood pressure response of
various group s of Es kimos and of white subjects to a
cold hand test (18) .

attenuated while that of the parasympathetic is enhanced
(18, 21). In adapted humans, the decreased response of
the sympathetic seems to be related to habituation.
Repeated exposures to a stress would produce through
negative reflex conditioning a decline in autonomic
stimulation accompanied by a marked decrease in subjective
sensation. It is not known whether this interpretation
could apply to hibernators. Obviously,~something
special happens in hibernators but it is interesting to
note the similarities that exist between what happens
in these animals and in other mammals. The night
torpor of aborigines or the decline in activity of the
sympathetic and the increase in that of the para-
sympathetic in adapted subjects may be .given as examples.
Similarly, a parallel may be drawn between the obese
subject and the fat hibernator when placed in a cold
environment. We have shown that subjects with a sub-
stantial subcutaneous fat layer will start shivering
at colder room temperature and when the temperature of
the skin has reached much lower levels than is observed
with thin subjects (6). On the other hand, this analogy
should probably not be carried too far because the
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HAND TEST ~~çE T~~I20 Sys tolic pressu r e

O—O While

• • Eskimos

Minutes

Fig. 19. Blood pressure increases and heart ra te
modifications resulting fr c.~n both cold hand and cold
fac e tests in Eskimos and white subjects (17) .

situation is not completely comparable. For hibernators
it is a question of economy of reserves as I understand
it; in other mammals , it is a question of preserving
dexterity and avoiding frost-bite, of avoiding shivering
and at the same time hypothermia . The wisdom of the
body is met in all animal species. The needs of the
hibernator are different from those of the man , but
within our flesh are found the means of resisting and
adapting to the demand of the environment .

Whatever the specific requirements of various
animal species as determined by the environmental
conditions, there seems to be some common basic regula-
tions . Figure 22 compares the responses of adapted and
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Fig. 20. Blood pressure response to a cold hand teat
and heart rate changes due to a cold face test in
mailmen of Quehec City. Results show significant
differences between the responses in October and those
in May (end of winter) (18) .

non—adapted animals. In non-adapted animals, exposure
to cold produces shivering which by increasing heat
production helps maintain body temperature near normal
levels. In adapted animals (and hibernators may be
included in this group), shivering disappears. In some
cases , it is replaced by non-shivering therrnogenesis.
This happens when the demand of the environment is
relatively great. For example , if a rat is placed at
5°C and shivering is prevented , irreversible hypothermia
would soon develop. Non-shivering therrnogenesis mediated
by an enhanced sensitivity to noradrenaline is of
course a major modification but it is essential if
shivering is eliminated . If the demand of the environment
is reduced , and this is what happens in the primitive
groups that I have described , shivering does not take

p t. 
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• Fig. 21. Evidence of
~~Il •~ • adaptation to a cold hand

test after repeated
I i— exposures in groups of

iiedical students (10) .
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Fig . 22.  This f i gure compares the responses of cold
adapted humans and laboratory animals, as well as of
hibernator ’s to those of non-adapted animals when
exposed to cold. With adap tation, shivering is rep laced
by non-shivering therrnogenesis or by hypothermia.
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place and it is not replaced by non-shivering thermo-
genesis. As a consequence , there is a small lowering
of body temperature which is well tolerated . Finally,
in the hibernator not only is shivering eliminated but
at the same time basal heat production is lowered . The
consequence is a more advanced degree of hypotherm ia.

These results are suggestive of a cornrrton reaction
in organisms exposed to cold for a period of time.
Indeed what seems important is to eliminate shivering.
Shivering is non—economical and can be mentally very
disturbing. The means by which shivering is depressed
vary with the conditions of adaptation and also with some
specific capacity of the animals such as being able to
go into hibernation and come out of it without endangering
survival. These conclusions do not seem to be very
speculative and in any event they have the advantages
of showing how the responses of huntan beings , living in
contact with the environment, can fit into an overall
scheme of nature.
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